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Preface

The mitigation of earthquake-related hazards represents a key role in the modern society. The
mitigation of such kind of hazards spans from detailed studies on seismicity, evaluation of site
effects, and seismo-induced landslides, tsunamis as well as and the design and analysis of
structures to resist such actions. The study of earthquakes ties together science, technology and
expertise in infrastructure and engineering in an effort to minimize human and material losses
when they inevitably occur. Chapters deal with different topics aiming to mitigate geo-hazards
such as: Seismic hazard analysis, Ground investigation for seismic design, Seismic design, as‐
sessment and remediation, Earthquake site response analysis and soil-structure interaction
analysis. Chapter one deals with seismic hazard analysis (SHA) which forms the basis of seis‐
mic risk assessment and mitigation, and the earthquake-resistant design process. In particular,
it focuses on a nice case of seismic hazard for archeological structures. SHA involves also quan‐
titative estimation of the expected ground shaking, which can be expressed in terms of a
ground motion parameter of interest such as peak ground acceleration (PGA) or spectral am‐
plitudes (SA) for different oscillator periods. In this regards, chapters two and three present
results related to the use of source scaling relationships in the simulation of a seismic scenario
in Mexico, and simulation of near field strong ground motions using hybrid method. The next
three chapters face the challenge of ground investigation parameters required for seismic de‐
sign of structures and earthworks include shear-wave velocity usually corresponding to the
uppermost 30 m of the foundation materials (Vs30), velocity profile identification, measure to
asses seismic site effects using ambient noise recordings. The study of the surface geology is
also a key factor in the process of seismic risk mitigation. Surface soil deposits can significantly
modify the amplitude and frequency characteristics of earthquake ground motion. Thus dy‐
namic soil-structure interaction (SSI) may need to be taken into account for the earthquake-
resistant design of a structure and it represent an interdisciplinary research field which
involves both geotechnical and structural engineers. The second section of the book focuses on
such topic. The complexity of the analysis is based on the nature of the problem and the risk
level of the structure that is being designed.
I would like to express my special thanks to Ms Danijela Durinc and the whole staff of In‐
Tech Open Access Publishing, for their professional assistance and technical support during
the entire publishing process that has led to the realization of this book.

Sebastiano D’Amico
Research Officer III

Physics Department
University of Malta

Malta
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Chapter 1

Seismic Hazard Analysis for Archaeological Structures —
A Case Study for EL Sakakini Palace Cairo, Egypt

Sayed Hemeda

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/54395

1. Introduction

The modern architectural heritage of Egypt is rich, and extensively variable. It covers all kinds
of monumental structures from palaces, public buildings, residential and industrial buildings,
to bridges, springs, gardens and any other modern structure, which falls within the definition
of a monument and belongs to the Egyptian cultural heritage. We present herein a comprhen‐
sive geophysical survey and seismic hazard assesment for the rehabilitation and strengthening
of Habib Sakakini’s Palace in Cairo, which is considered one of the most significant architec‐
tural heritage sites in Egypt. The palace located on an ancient water pond at the eastern side
of Egyptian gulf close to Sultan Bebris Al-Bondoqdary mosque, a place also called “Prince
Qraja al-Turkumany pond”. That pond had been filled down by Habib Sakakini at 1892 to
construct his famous palace in 1897.

Various survey campaigns have been performed comprising geotechnical and geophysical
field and laboratory tests, aiming to define the physical, mechanical and dynamic properties
of the building and the soil materials of the site where the palace is founded. All these results
together with the seismic hazard analysis will be used for the seismic analysis of the palace
response in the framework of the rehabilitation and strengthening works foreseen in a second
stage. We present herein the most important results of the field campaign and the definition
of the design input motion.

The seismic hazard analysis for El Sakakini Palace has been performed based on historical
earthquakes, and maximum intensity.PGA with 10% probability of exceedance in 50 and 100
years is found equal to 0.15g and 0.19g respectively. P-wave and S-wave seismic refraction
indicated a rather low velocity soil above the seismic bedrock found at depths higher than
20m. Ambient noise measurements have been used to determine the natural vibration
frequency of soil and structure of El-Sakakini Palace. The fundamental frequency of El-

© 2013 Hemeda; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 Hemeda; licensee InTech. This is a chapter distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 Hemeda; licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Sakakini palace is 3.0Hz very close to the fundamental frequency of the underlying soil, which
makes the resonance effect highly prominent.

Some floors are considered dangerous since it show several resonance peaks and high
amplification factors (4th and 5th floors) these floors are made of wood so, warnings to decision
makers are given for the importance of such valuable structures.

The seismic design and risk assessment of El Sakakini palace is performed in two steps. In the
first one we perform all necessary geotechnical and geophysical investigation together with
seismic surveys and seismic hazard analysis in order to evaluate the foundation soil properties,
the fundamental frequency of the site and the structure, and to determine the design input
motion according to Egyptian regulations. The second phase comprises the detailed analysis
of the palace and the design of the necessary remediation measures. IN the present pare we
present the results of the first phase.

2. Seismic hazard

2.1. Historical seismicity

Egypt possesses a rich earthquake catalogue that goes back to the ancient Egyptian times. Some
earthquakes are reported almost 4000 years ago. Figure 1 shows the most important historical
events affecting ElSakakini palace. We can see that the Faiyum area as well as the Gulf of Suez
is the most important earthquake zones affecting the place.

2.2. Maximum intensity

Historical seismicity and maximum reported intensity is a good preliminary index of the
expected severity of a damaging earthquake. Available isoseismal maps in the time period
2200 B.C. to 1995 were digitized and re-contoured to determine the maximum intensity
affecting the place. This was done using a cells value of equal area 0.1 lat. × 0.1 long. Figure 2
present the produced IMM intensity showing that a maximum IMM of VII is good design
value.

2.3. Probabilistic hazard assessment

An improved earthquake catalogue for Egypt and surrounding areas affecting El Sakakini
Palace has been prepared for the purposed of this study partially based on recent work of
Gamal and Noufal, 2006. The catalogue is using the following sources:

• For the period 2200 B.C to1900: Maamoun,1979; Maamoun et al., 1984 ; Ben-Menahem
1979 and Woodward-Clyde consultants, 1985.

• For the period 1900 to 2006: Makropoulos and Burton, 1981; Maamoun et al., 1984 ; Ben-
Menahem 1979; Woodward-Clyde consultants, 1985; Riad and Meyers, 1985; Shapira,
1994 and NEIC, 2006; Jordan seismological observatory 1998-2000.
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The horizontal peak ground acceleration over the bedrock of El Sakakini area was estimated
using Mcguire program 1993. 37 seismic source zones were used to determine the horizontal
PGA over the bedrock (Figure 3), while PGA attenuation formula of Joyner and Boore, 1981
was used because of its good fitting to real earthquake data in Egypt. A complete analysis for
the input parameters to estimate the PGA values over the bedrock can be found in Gamal and
Noufal, 2006.

( ) ( )0.5M -1 -0.00590 2 2PGA = 2.14 e1.13 D e  D= R + 4.0 (1)

The probabilistic analysis provided the following results: The peak horizontal acceleration in
gals with 10 % probability of exceedance over 50 years is 144cm/sec2(or 0.147g) For 10%
probability in 100 years the estimated PGA for rock conditions is 186 (cm/sec2) (or 0.19g)
(Figures 3 and 4). These values are quite high and considering the local amplification they may
affect seriously the seismic design and stability of El. Sakakini Palace.
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The horizontal peak ground acceleration over the bedrock of El Sakakini area was estimated
using Mcguire program 1993. 37 seismic source zones were used to determine the horizontal
PGA over the bedrock (Figure 3), while PGA attenuation formula of Joyner and Boore, 1981
was used because of its good fitting to real earthquake data in Egypt. A complete analysis for
the input parameters to estimate the PGA values over the bedrock can be found in Gamal and
Noufal, 2006.

( ) ( )0.5M -1 -0.00590 2 2PGA = 2.14 e1.13 D e  D= R + 4.0 (1)

The probabilistic analysis provided the following results: The peak horizontal acceleration in
gals with 10 % probability of exceedance over 50 years is 144cm/sec2(or 0.147g) For 10%
probability in 100 years the estimated PGA for rock conditions is 186 (cm/sec2) (or 0.19g)
(Figures 3 and 4). These values are quite high and considering the local amplification they may
affect seriously the seismic design and stability of El. Sakakini Palace.
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Figure 4. a: Peak Horizontal Acceleration in gals (cm/sec2) for the seismic bedrock with10 % probability of exceedance
in 50 years. b: Peak Horizontal Acceleration in gals (cm/sec2) for the seismic bedrock with 10 % probability of exceed‐
ance over 100years

3. Geotechnical investigation

Core drilling is among the routine methods for subsurface exploration. Most commonly, NX-
size core drill is used, representing a hole diameter of 76 mm (3”) and a core diameter of 54
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mm (2 1/8”). The drilling often has multiplier purposes, of which the following are in most
cases the most important:

Verification of the geological interpretation. Detailed engineering geological description of
rock strata. To obtain more information on rock type boundaries and degree of weathering.
To supplement information on orientation and character of weakness zones. To provide
samples for laboratory analyses. Hydro geological and geophysical testing. Input data for
engineering classification of rock masses.

The geotechnical investigation, six geotechnical boreholes with Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) measurements have been carried out in the archaeological site included the drilling of
three geotechnical boreholes with integral sampling to a depth 20 meters, one borehole to depth
15 meters and two boreholes to depth 10 meters at six locations in the site. The geotechnical
data also indicated the ground water level at the archaeological site. We did all the boreholes
inside the site with hand boring machine.

The results of laboratory tests which have been carried out on the extracted soil samples from
the boreholes, which include specific gravity (Gs), water content (Wn), saturated unit weight
(γsat), unsaturated unit weight (γunsat), Atterberg limits and uniaxial compressive strength
(UCS), in addition to the ground water table (GWT), are shown in the figures (7a,7b).

The shear wave profile obtained by using ReMi compared very well to geotechnical boreholes
and geophysical survey data. In addition, the shear wave profile obtained by using ReMi
Performed much better than commonly used surface shear-wave velocity measurements.

Geotechnical boreholes (1) through (3) indicated that:

Filling of Fill (silty clay and limestone fragments, calc, dark brown) From ground surface 0.00m
to 3.50m depth. Sand Fill (silty clay, medium, traces of limestone& red brick fragments, calc,
dark brown) From 3.50m to 5.00m depth. Silty clay, stiff, calc, dark brown From 5.00m to 6.50m
depth. Clayey silt, traces of fine sand & mica, yellowish dark brown From 6.50m to 8.50m
depth. Silty sand, fine, traces of clay & mica. Dark brown. From 8.50m to 11.00m depth. Sand,
fine, some silt, traces of mica, yellowish dark brown. From 11.00m to 14.00m depth. Sand, fine
to medium, traces of silt& mica, tracesof fine to medium gravel, traces of marine shells,
yellowish dark brown. From 14.00m to 16.00m depth. Sand, fine, traces of silt & mica, yellowish
dark brown. From 16.00m to 18.00m depth. Sand & Gravel, medium sand, graded gravel, traces
of silt, yellow darkbrown. From 18.00m to 20.00m depth. End of drilling at 20.00m.

Geotechnical boreholes (4) through (6) indicated that:

Fill (silt, clay and fragments of limestone and crushed brick, from ground surface 0.00m to 4m
depth. Fill (silty cal with medium pottery and brick fragments, calc dark brown) from 4 to 5
m depth. Brown stiff silty clay and traces of limestone gravels, from 5.00m to 7.50m depth. silt,
traces of brown fine sand & traces of clay from 12.00m to 14.00m depth. Dark brown clay silt
with traces of fine sand. from 14.00m to 15.00m depth.
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rock strata. To obtain more information on rock type boundaries and degree of weathering.
To supplement information on orientation and character of weakness zones. To provide
samples for laboratory analyses. Hydro geological and geophysical testing. Input data for
engineering classification of rock masses.

The geotechnical investigation, six geotechnical boreholes with Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) measurements have been carried out in the archaeological site included the drilling of
three geotechnical boreholes with integral sampling to a depth 20 meters, one borehole to depth
15 meters and two boreholes to depth 10 meters at six locations in the site. The geotechnical
data also indicated the ground water level at the archaeological site. We did all the boreholes
inside the site with hand boring machine.

The results of laboratory tests which have been carried out on the extracted soil samples from
the boreholes, which include specific gravity (Gs), water content (Wn), saturated unit weight
(γsat), unsaturated unit weight (γunsat), Atterberg limits and uniaxial compressive strength
(UCS), in addition to the ground water table (GWT), are shown in the figures (7a,7b).
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Performed much better than commonly used surface shear-wave velocity measurements.
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depth. Silty sand, fine, traces of clay & mica. Dark brown. From 8.50m to 11.00m depth. Sand,
fine, some silt, traces of mica, yellowish dark brown. From 11.00m to 14.00m depth. Sand, fine
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Geotechnical boreholes (4) through (6) indicated that:
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Figure 7b. Geotechnical Borehole_4, El Sakakini Palace. 
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4. Geophysical campaign

4.1. P-wave refraction

A total of 10 seismic profiles are conducted at El Sakakini palace area (Figure 8). All profiles
are carried out using 12 receivers, P-type geophones with 5m intervals and 2 shots. The forward
and reverse shots were carried at a distance of 1 m at both ends. The seismic shots layouts are
described in Table 1.
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Figure 8. Location of the P-wave seismic refraction, S-wave refraction and ReMiprofiles conducted at ElSakakini Palace.

Shot # Name
Offset X (m)

(relative to R1)

S2 Forward -1

S4 Reverse 56

Table 1. Seismic shots.
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Figure 9: P-wave travel time distance curve and its corresponding  
geoseismic model for profiles # P1-P5 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 9. P-wave travel time distance curve and its corresponding geoseismic model for profiles # P1-P5 (Figure 8).

The conducted profiles are interpreted using time-term inversion method; an example of the
conducted profiles and corresponding geoseismic model is shown in Figure 9. Table 2
summarizes the measured Vs values and the corresponding soil thicknesses. The soil stratifi‐
cation is not uniform and horizontal, as it should be expected for a filled area. However it is

Engineering Seismology, Geotechnical and Structural Earthquake Engineering14

possible to distinguish the following three main layers: the soil layering can be summarized
in the following (table 2).

Soil A- Fill (<300 m/s): A surface highly heterogeneous material (mainly man-made fill) with
an average thickness of 10 m and an average velocity Vs lower than 300m/s. It is composed of
very loose and low strength sediments such as silt, clay and limestone fragments. It is not found
in all locations.

Soil B-Clayey soil (400-600 m/s): Below the surface layer (soil A) there is a clayey or silty clay
layer with an average thickness of 10 m meters and Vs velocity 400-600 m/s.

Soil C-Saturated Sand & Gravel (700-1300 m/s): Below soil B there is a stiff soil layer with
various thicknesses. it shows a considerable increase of Vs seismic velocity reaching sometimes
values as high as 1300m/s. The soil is composed of compacted stiff saturated sand and gravel
with an average Vs velocity equal or higher than 700m/s. It may be considered as the “seismic
bedrock” for the local site amplification analyses.

Layer A Layer B Layer C

Profile N° Velocity in m/s Velocity in m/s Depth (m) Velocity in m/s
Depth in

(m)

1 300 10 1300 25

2 600 16 900 32

3 400 9 700 20

4 400 14 1200 30

5 < 300 300 5 500 10

Table 2. P-wave refraction geophysical campaign conducted at El-Sakakini palace area.

4.2. Refraction- microtremor (ReMi method)

We have used the ReMi (refraction microtremors) method to determine the S-wave seismic
velocity with depth. The method is based on two fundamental ideas. The first is that common
seismic-refraction recording equipment, set out in a way almost identical to shallow P-wave
refraction surveys, can effectively record surface waves at frequencies as low as 2 Hz (even
lower if low frequency phones are used). The second idea is that a simple, two-dimensional
slowness-frequency (P-f) transform of a microtremors record can separate Rayleigh waves
from other seismic arrivals, and allow recognition of true phase velocity against apparent
velocities. Two essential factors that allow exploration equipment to record surface-wave
velocity dispersion, with a minimum of field effort, are the use of a single geophone sensor at
each channel, rather than a geophone “group array”, and the use of a linear spread of 12 or
more geophone sensor channels. Single geophones are the most commonly available type, and
are typically used for refraction rather than reflection surveying. There are certain advantages
of ReMi method: it requires only standard refraction equipment, widely available, there is no
need for a triggering source of energy and it works well in a seismically noisy urban setting.
(Louie, 2001, Pullammanappallil et al. 2003).
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A 12 channel ES-3000 seismograph was used to measure background ‘noise’ enhanced at quiet
sites by inducing background noise with 14Hz geophones in a straight line spacing 5m Figure
5 shows the map were ReMi measurements were made. Almost all the sites were noisy. In
particular big hammer used to break some rocks generated noisy background at El Sakakini
Palace.30 files of 30sec records (unfiltered) of ‘noise’ were collected at each site. Five profiles
were taken inside the Palace (Figure 8). Figure 10-11 shows an example of the dispersion curves
and its P-F image (Remi Spectral ratio of surface waves) for refraction microtremors profile
ReMi-1. The estimated average Vs for all profiles are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 10. Dispersion curve showing picks and fit for Profile ReMi-1

Figure 11. P-F image with dispersion modeling picks for Profile ReMi-1

Engineering Seismology, Geotechnical and Structural Earthquake Engineering16

Figure 12. Shear wave velocity model calculated for refraction microtremors profiles  ReMi-1 
 To ReMi-5 (Figure 9). 

5-FREQUENCY CHARACTERSITICS OF THE SOIL AND THE 
BUILDING USING MICROTREMRS 

Microtremors are omnipresent low amplitude oscillations (1-10 microns) that arise 
predominantly from oceanic, atmospheric, and urban or anthropogenic actions and 
disturbances. The implicit assumption of early studies was that microtremors spectra are flat 
and broadband before they enter the region of interest (soil or building). When microtremors 
enter preferable body it changes and resonate depending on the nature of the material, shape, 
and any other characteristics of this body. 

It may be considered to compose of any of seismic wave types. We have two main types of 
microtremors, Local ambient noise coming from urban actions and disturbances and long 
period microtremors originated from distances (e.g. oceanic disturbances).  There is still a 
debateongoing on the characteristics of the ambient noise that should be used for site 
characterization and ground response.  While some are using only the longer period 
microtremors originated from farther distances (e.g. Field et al, 1990), others considered that 
traffic and other urban noise sources are producing equally reliable results. In general low 
amplitude noise measurements comparable results give with strong motion data (Raptakis et 
al, 2005 ., Pitilakis, 2011., Apostolidis et al., 2004., Manakou et al, 2010., Mucciarelli, 1998).  
Kanai 1957, first introduced the use of microtremors, or ambient seismic noise, to estimate 
the earthquake site response (soil amplification). After that lots of people followed this work 
but from the point of soil amplification of earthquake energy for different frequencies (e.g. 
Kanai and Tanaka 1961 and Kanai 1962, Kagami et al, 1982 and 1986; Rogers et al., 1984; 
Lermo et al., 1988; Celebi et al. 1987).  

Figure 12. Shear wave velocity model calculated for refraction microtremors profiles ReMi-1 To ReMi-5 (Figure 9).

5. Frequency charactersitics of the soil and the building using microtremrs

Microtremors are omnipresent low amplitude oscillations (1-10 microns) that arise predomi‐
nantly from oceanic, atmospheric, and urban or anthropogenic actions and disturbances. The
implicit assumption of early studies was that microtremors spectra are flat and broadband
before they enter the region of interest (soil or building). When microtremors enter preferable
body it changes and resonate depending on the nature of the material, shape, and any other
characteristics of this body.

It may be considered to compose of any of seismic wave types. We have two main types of
microtremors, Local ambient noise coming from urban actions and disturbances and long
period microtremors originated from distances (e.g. oceanic disturbances). There is still a
debateongoing on the characteristics of the ambient noise that should be used for site charac‐
terization and ground response. While some are using only the longer period microtremors
originated from farther distances (e.g. Field et al, 1990), others considered that traffic and other
urban noise sources are producing equally reliable results. In general low amplitude noise
measurements comparable results give with strong motion data (Raptakis et al, 2005., Pitilakis,
2011., Apostolidis et al., 2004., Manakou et al, 2010., Mucciarelli, 1998).

Kanai 1957, first introduced the use of microtremors, or ambient seismic noise, to estimate the
earthquake site response (soil amplification). After that lots of people followed this work but
from the point of soil amplification of earthquake energy for different frequencies (e.g. Kanai
and Tanaka 1961 and Kanai 1962, Kagami et al, 1982 and 1986; Rogers et al., 1984; Lermo et al.,
1988; Celebi et al. 1987).
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5.1. Instrumentation and data acquisition

A high dynamic range Seismograph (Geometrics ES-3000 see Figure 13) mobile station with
triaxial force balance accelerometer (3 channels), orthogonally oriented was used. The station
was used with 4Hz sensors to record the horizontal components in longitudinal and transverse
directions in addition to the vertical components. For the data acquisition and processing we
followed the following steps:

• Recording 10-min of ambient noise data using a mobile station moving among variable soil
stations or El Sakakini building floors/

• Zero correction to the total 10-minnoise at time domain

• Subdivision of each 10-minsignal into fifteen 1-min sub-windows,

Figure 13. High dynamic range ES-3000 Geometrics mobile station and triaxial geophone used 4 Hz to drive soil re‐
sponse of El-Sakakini Palace.

Each of these series was tapered with a 3-sec hanning taper and converted to the frequency
domain using a Fast Fourier transform,

• Smoothing the amplitude spectrum by convolution with 0.2-Hz boxcar window,

• Site response spectrum for a given soil site (or certain floor) is given by dividing the average
spectrum of this site over the spectrum of the reference site. The reference site is choose
carefully in the site as deepest and calmest station in the basement floor with least soil
response (usually we choose a certain basement floor location with least soil response to be
used as reference site).

Engineering Seismology, Geotechnical and Structural Earthquake Engineering18

• Smoothing the final response curves by running average filter for better viewing. A complete
description of the methodology can be found in Gamal and Ghoneim, (2004).

5.2. Ground response

Figure 14 shows the locations of microtremors stations used to determine the ground response
at EL Sakakini Palace area. The predominant frequency of the ground at EL Sakakini Palace is
about 3 Hz (see Figure 15 & Table 1), a value almost identical to the theoretical estimation
according to Kennett and Kerry (1979) (Figure 16 & Table 4). The amplification factor is about
2, which is relatively low.

Soil Response stations

S1S2

S3

S4

S5

Figure 14. Ambient noise measurement locations
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Figure 15. Microtremors soil response for El Sakakini Palace Sites S1 to S5. 
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Figure 15. Microtremors soil response for El Sakakini Palace Sites S1 to S5.
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Site Fundamental frequency (Hz) Amplification Factor

S1 3 2.5

S2 3.2 2

S3 3 1.6

S4 3 1.6

S5 3 2

Table 3. Fundamental frequencies and amplification factors at five locations

Thickness
P-wave velocity

(m/s)

S-wave velocity

(m/s)

Dry Density

(gm/c.c)

Quality factor

Qs

10 1300 315 (350?) 1.6 7

25 1300 500 1.7 15

>10.5 2000 700 2 100

3000 1200 2.5 200

Table 4. Parameters used for the Kennett and Kerry method (1979)
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Figure 16. Theoretical ground response analysis at EL Sakakini Palace using Kennett at al. (1979) method.
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5.3. Building response

The El Sakakini building is composed of a basement and five floors the upper two being
wooden. Figures 17 to 19 show the locations of recording stations used to drive El Sakakini
building response. Figures 21 to 26 and Table 5 show the recorded natural frequency of
vibration for each floor. All floors show nearly the same resonance frequency with the soil (3-4
HZ). The wooden floors (Figure 25 & 26) show very high amplification and multi peak as
fundamental and other harmonics. The fundamental natural frequency of vibration is always
the most important frequency that insert the maximum earthquake vibration energy into
structure. However when we find other mode of vibrations with big amplification factors we
consider this as a warning that this structure may suffer from vibration. This could be very
good warning for its unstable performance during vibration.

Figure 17. Location of stations at the basement of EL-Sakakini Palace.
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Figure 18. Location of stations at 2nd floor of El-Sakakini Palace.
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Figure 18. Location of stations at 2nd floor of El-Sakakini Palace.
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Figure 19. Location of stations at the 3rd floor.
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Figure 20. High dynamic range ES-3000 Geometrics mobile station and triaxial geophone used 4 Hz to drive structure
response of El-Sakakini Palace.
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Figure 21. Natural frequency of vibration for basement floor.  
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Figure 21. Natural frequency of vibration for basement floor.
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Figure 22. Natural frequency of vibration for the 1st floor. 
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Figure 22. Natural frequency of vibration for the 1st floor.
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Figure 21. Natural frequency of vibration for basement floor.  
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Figure 21. Natural frequency of vibration for basement floor.
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Figure 22. Natural frequency of vibration for the 1st floor. 
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Figure 22. Natural frequency of vibration for the 1st floor.
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Figure 23. Natural frequency of vibration for the 2nd floor. 
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Figure 23. Natural frequency of vibration for the 2nd floor.
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Figure 24. Natural frequency of vibration for the 3rd floor. 

Figure 25. Natural frequency of vibration of the 4thfloor (wooden).
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Figure 25. Natural frequency of vibration of the 4thfloor (wooden).
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Figure 23. Natural frequency of vibration for the 2nd floor. 
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Figure 23. Natural frequency of vibration for the 2nd floor.
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Figure 24. Natural frequency of vibration for the 3rd floor. 

Figure 25. Natural frequency of vibration of the 4thfloor (wooden).
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Figure 25. Natural frequency of vibration of the 4thfloor (wooden).
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Figure 26. Natural frequency of vibration of the 5thfloor (wooden). 
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6. Conclusions

ElSakakini Palace is an important monument in Egypt. We presented the main results of the
seismic hazard analysis and the geophysical campaign to estimate the main characteristics of
the ground response and the structure. Based on the available maximum intensity maps for
historical earthquakes (>2200BC) the maximum Mercalli Intensity expected at ElSakakini
Palace site is VII.

The peak horizontal acceleration at the seismic rock basement found at -35m approximately,
and for 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years is 144 cm/sec2 (0.147g), while for 100 years
is 186 (cm/sec2) (0.19 g). We determined the average soil profile using different geophysical
campaigns. It is found that the upper layer has an average shear wave velocity lower than
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300m/s and a thickness of 5 to 10meters. It is a man made fill material in rather loose conditions.
Below there is a clayey material with average Vs velocity equal to 400-600m/s. At -35m in
average we found saturated compacted sand and gravels with Vs velocity exceeding 700m/s.
It is considered as the seismic bedrock for the foreseen detailed site-specific analysis of the
ground response.

Based on the ambient noise campaign the fundamental frequency of the ground is of the
order of  3.0  to 3.5sec very close to the fundamental  frequency of  the palace.  Resonance
phenomena should be expected and considered seriously in the detailed analysis  of  the
structure.  There  are  strong  evidences  that  the  upper  two  stories  with  wooden  floors,
which  are  presenting  high  amplification  factors,  are  subjected  to  several  damages  and
degradation of their bearing capacity.
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1. Introduction

The general knowledge of seismicity of the Mexican Pacific Coast has been described in
terms of its relationship within the regional context with the Middle America Trench, the
convergence rate observed and predicted by plate tectonics processes, the use of seismic
gap theory for forecast earthquakes on the region (Reyes [1]; Eissler and McNally [2]; Singh
[3]; as well as Heaton and Kanamori [4]; among others) and prediction of strong ground
motions using empirical relationship and seismic source scaling procedures (Somerville [5]
and Somerville [6]).

The work here presented, mainly deals with the Colima-Jalisco region (ruptures areas of 1932,
and 1973 earthquakes) as well as the remained gap of the Tecoman (2003) earthquake. The
conduction of studies in this region to simulate seismic scenarios acquires special significance
because of the hazard of an eventual large magnitude earthquake. For the large earthquakes
recording in this region last and present century the rupture areas of the 1932, 1973 earthquakes
and the small gap remainder from Tecoman earthquake the seismic convergence period have
been exceeded or is in its limit.

Let us look into this with detail. Firstly, for the earthquakes of 3 and 18 June 1932, Nishenko
and Singh [7] found that the average displacement on the fault of 1932 earthquakes as 155 cm.
Pardo and Suarez [8] found that subduction rate of Rivera plate in this region is estimated to
be from 2 to 5 cm/yr, take the small estimation of convergence rate of 2 cm/yr yields a recurrence
period of about 77 years assuming that the convergence is entirely taken up by the seismic slip
(Nishenko and Singh [7]). However considering a rate larger than 2 cm/yr the recurrence period
could be much lower. The 79 years elapsed since 1932 indicate that the recurrence period has
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expired. Although the rupture area of Manzanillo 1995 Mw 8.0 earthquake invades the rupture
area of 1932 earthquakes, but represent less than 15 % of rupture area. Secondly, for the January
30 1973 earthquake (Mw 7.3) Reyes [1] estimate an average slip of 144 cm. For this region
Minster [9] estimate a convergence rate of 5.6 cm/yr, this suggest a recurrence time period of
about 25 years Reyes [1]. This recurrence period consider the various uncertainties and is in
very good agreement with the interval between this earthquake and the preceding 1941
earthquake (32 years). The 38 years trascurred since 1973 indicate that the recurrence period
have expired Reyes [1].

Figure 1. Geographic regional map. (a) Contours show historic earthquakes in region (modified from Singh [10], local
and regional stations where the 13 August 2006 earthquake (small star) were recorded: red triangles, big star epicen‐
tral location of simulated earthquake. (b) Local and regional stations within Colima state where earthquake was re‐
corded; blue triangles, IINGEN array and pentagons, RESCO array. (c) From Quintanar [11], map showing the best
aftershock locations (empty circles). Large full square, shows the epicenter location of the Tecoman earthquake. Its
fault plane solution is also shown. Large empty square shows the epicenter location of the Colima–Jalisco earthquake
of 1995 (Mw = 8.0). Profiles AA' and BB' are cross sections onto which aftershocks were projected. Triangles show the
locations of seismic stations.
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Thirdly, is the existence of a seismic gap in the region located between the rupture areas of the
1973 and the Tecoman earthquakes. In figure 1 Quintanar [12] shows that the aftershocks
location of the Tecoman earthquake lies north of El Gordo graben and the aftershock area
encompass part of the rupture area of the 1932 and 1995 earthquakes. The area between the
limits of the rupture areas of the 1995 and the1973 earthquakes is what has been called the
Colima seismic gap. The northwest area of this gap ruptured with the Tecoman earthquake in
2003. The other half of the gap, roughly to the southeast, remains quiet Quintanar [12].

The later show the existence of 3 different zones where is necessary to make a simulation of
strong ground motions to estimate the response spectra. From these 3 zones the more impor‐
tant (by magnitude and area) is the region broken by earthquakes of 1932; however, the
possibility of conduct a simulation in this area is limited by the poor instrumentation in the
past and therefore the absence of data the region.

In the case of small gap remainder from Tecoman and the rupture area of 1973 earthquakes,
the Mw 5.3 earthquake of August 13, 2006 (element event) offered the opportunity to generate
a seismic scenario for the studied area that constitutes a potential seismic source in this region
in the near future. We apply: (i) the empirical Green’s function method (EGFM) proposed by
Irikura [13] to estimate the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and the acceleration time histories
using the Somerville [6] relationship allowing us scaling from moderate to major earthquake.
Traditionally the EGFM is well known technique commonly used to simulate an already
occurred earthquake. The scientific community thinks that would be of great benefit if this
technique can be applied to forecast an expected earthquake in Mexico. Under this premise,
an immediate doubt arise because the absence of observed records (event we intent simulate)
to compare with synthetics. Conduct a study to simulate strong ground motions under this
situation makes difficult to constrain and validate the results, but at the same time is one of
the more important challenge simulating a future earthquake. In order to overcome the absence
of observed records two methodologies were applied: (i) The first one was Somerville [6]
relationship together with the EGFM, and (ii) the second one was ground motions predictive
equations (GMPE) relationships to make accurate estimation of strong motions. Aguirre and
Irikura [14] used acceleration records of Mexican subduction earthquakes to validate the
Somerville [5, 6] relationship for subduction earthquakes and found that the asperities size
were well predicted by this relationship. The EGFM is a well established methodology used
in the field of earth sciences to estimate the ground motions. What the EGFM requires to
estimate the ground motions according to the tectonic conditions of the region, are the fault
parameters determination. Works like the one done by Irikura [15] address the study of the
factors involved with the inner and outer fault parameters of the source to do more accurate
estimations of ground motions. Those outer and inner fault parameters are estimated from the
inversion of the waveform in studies of rupture processes using strong ground records. Using
the results of many kinematic inversions, Somerville [6] obtained some relationships that
synthesize the main characteristics of the earthquakes, stated as follows: (i) the seismic
moment, (ii) the rupture area, (iii) the slip average, (iv) the combined area of asperities, and
(iv) the area of the largest asperity, among others. In this study we are using these relationships
because of their great utility in the estimation of seismic ground motions. The above statement
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provides an efficient way to work when a limited number of parameters to be considered in
numerical simulations is available.

Finally from both estimations; it is said the PGAs, and the curves obtained with the two GMPE
here used: (Ordaz [16], and Young’s [17]), an trial and error iterative process of residuals
minimization was conducted to identify the result that in the statistical sense better matched
with the two GMPE here used.

The main contribution of this method is that it reflects a model that considers the source, the
path, and the site effects. Another important contribution of the method is that reliable
estimations about the energy distribution can be achieved in the high frequency band (between
0.1- and up to 10-Hz). This frequency range is of engineering interest because of the following
reasons: (i) Many structures, including tall buildings and long bridges have their natural
frequencies in the above frequency range, and (ii) 8 of the 10 major cities of this state are located
in the sedimentary basins of the Colima graben and could amplify the ground motions in the
frequency range of 0.1 to 10 Hz. It is therefore important to investigate how ground motions
up to 10 Hz are generated from great subduction-zone earthquakes. This kind of investigations
play a vital role in the effort to propose an scenario of strong ground motions from future large
subduction earthquakes in the area in study and to evaluate the performance of structures
subject to ground motions.

2. Tectonic

The Colima state is located in Mexico’s Pacific coast. The tectonic of the region is complex, in
which the Rivera, the Cocos, and the North American plates converge. In addition to the above,
the existence of a microplate has also been proposed by DeMets and Stein [18], and Bandy [19].
There are significant changes in the parameters of the subduction process along the subduction
zone on the Pacific coast of Mexico, which has been divided in four sections by Pardo and
Suárez [8]. Although the dip of the interplate contact geometry is constant to a depth of 30 km,
lateral changes in the dip of the subducted plate are observed once it is decoupled from the
overriding plate. In front of the Jalisco block, the Rivera plate has a dip of 45° and its subduction
rate below the North American Plate is estimated to be from 2 to 5 cm/yr. The Cocos plate
below Colima shows a similar dip to that of the Rivera but the subduction rate below the North
American Plate is estimated to be from 4 to 6 cm/yr. To the south, the dip of the Cocos plate
decreases gradually and is almost sub-horizontal at Guerrero (where it subducts with a
velocity from 6 to 7 cm/yr) before increasing again farther south to the large values observed
in Central America. Pardo and Suárez [8] explained the observed no parallelism between the
volcanic belt and the subduction zone by these large lateral variations.

3. Data

To simulate acceleration time histories of the Tecomán earthquake, we used two sources of
data. Firstly, records of the 13 August 2006 earthquake. These records were obtained from
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previous temporal campaign in that area and from the support of other institutions with
permanent instrumentation in that zone. Its epicenter, focal mechanism, and seismic moment
were obtained from Centroid Moment Tensor Project [20]. The location of instruments that
recorded this event (figure 1) is next described. The instruments were from permanent seismic
networks: 15 Etna episensor wideband accelerographs from d.c. to 200 Hz at 200 samples per
second from the national accelerations network of Instituto de Ingeniería (IINGEN) of
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM); two Guralp CMG40T-DM24 flat
response wideband velocity type seismographs from 0.5 to 100 Hz at 100 samples per second
from the network Red Sismica del Estado de Colima (RESCO). Secondly, data from temporal
networks installed in the region as part of this project as follow: (i) four Altus Etna wideband
accelerographs from d.c. to 100 Hz at 100 samples per second, four (ii) Geosig strong-motion
recorder model 18 with analogue-digital converter, wideband accelerometers from d.c. to 100
Hz recording at 100 samples per second. Because 2 of the 25 records used in this study were
velocity records, it was necessary to transform them to acceleration. Also, it was necessary to
remove the instrumental response of each of the different instruments.

4. Method

The method used to model the target event requires a small magnitude event (earthquake of
13 August 2006) called element event, with hypocenter in close proximity to the earthquake
that we want to simulate. For this particular case, the magnitude, location, focal mechanism
and source parameters of the element event was reported by Harvard CMT (Mw 5.3, 18.45°N
latitude and -103.63°W longitude, depth 23.5 km, strike 38°, dip 23°, and slip 96°, seismic
moment 1.12e24 dyne-cm). For the simulated event (target event) and taking in consideration
that the area in study is the region between the limits of the rupture areas of the Tecoman
(2003) and the 1973 earthquakes, the hipocentral location was proposed just inside of the area
in study and near to element event (18.45°N latitude and -103.75°W longitude). Considering
the rupture area of 1973 earthquake and area of remainder gap of Tecoman earthquake we
proposed 70 km along strike of fault area. Along the dip, we propose 80 km considering an
intermediate value of dip length of neighbors earthquakes. Based on the above considerations
the proposed effective rupture area is of 5600 km2. Using equation (1), Somervile [6] we
estimate a seismic moment of 1.1091e27 dine-cm.

-15 2/3A = 5.2 *Mo (1)

Where A is the rupture area and Mo is the seismic moment.

Using equation (2) by Kanamori [21], the maximum estimated MW magnitude is 7.3.

( ) ( )w oM = 1/1.5 log M  -10.73 (2)
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To simulate acceleration time histories of the Tecomán earthquake, we used two sources of
data. Firstly, records of the 13 August 2006 earthquake. These records were obtained from
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previous temporal campaign in that area and from the support of other institutions with
permanent instrumentation in that zone. Its epicenter, focal mechanism, and seismic moment
were obtained from Centroid Moment Tensor Project [20]. The location of instruments that
recorded this event (figure 1) is next described. The instruments were from permanent seismic
networks: 15 Etna episensor wideband accelerographs from d.c. to 200 Hz at 200 samples per
second from the national accelerations network of Instituto de Ingeniería (IINGEN) of
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM); two Guralp CMG40T-DM24 flat
response wideband velocity type seismographs from 0.5 to 100 Hz at 100 samples per second
from the network Red Sismica del Estado de Colima (RESCO). Secondly, data from temporal
networks installed in the region as part of this project as follow: (i) four Altus Etna wideband
accelerographs from d.c. to 100 Hz at 100 samples per second, four (ii) Geosig strong-motion
recorder model 18 with analogue-digital converter, wideband accelerometers from d.c. to 100
Hz recording at 100 samples per second. Because 2 of the 25 records used in this study were
velocity records, it was necessary to transform them to acceleration. Also, it was necessary to
remove the instrumental response of each of the different instruments.

4. Method

The method used to model the target event requires a small magnitude event (earthquake of
13 August 2006) called element event, with hypocenter in close proximity to the earthquake
that we want to simulate. For this particular case, the magnitude, location, focal mechanism
and source parameters of the element event was reported by Harvard CMT (Mw 5.3, 18.45°N
latitude and -103.63°W longitude, depth 23.5 km, strike 38°, dip 23°, and slip 96°, seismic
moment 1.12e24 dyne-cm). For the simulated event (target event) and taking in consideration
that the area in study is the region between the limits of the rupture areas of the Tecoman
(2003) and the 1973 earthquakes, the hipocentral location was proposed just inside of the area
in study and near to element event (18.45°N latitude and -103.75°W longitude). Considering
the rupture area of 1973 earthquake and area of remainder gap of Tecoman earthquake we
proposed 70 km along strike of fault area. Along the dip, we propose 80 km considering an
intermediate value of dip length of neighbors earthquakes. Based on the above considerations
the proposed effective rupture area is of 5600 km2. Using equation (1), Somervile [6] we
estimate a seismic moment of 1.1091e27 dine-cm.

-15 2/3A = 5.2 *Mo (1)

Where A is the rupture area and Mo is the seismic moment.

Using equation (2) by Kanamori [21], the maximum estimated MW magnitude is 7.3.

( ) ( )w oM = 1/1.5 log M  -10.73 (2)
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Where Mw is the moment magnitude and Mo is the seismic moment.

We use the relationships of Somerville [6] to characterize the source parameters as follows: (i)
equation (3) to estimate the combined area of asperities (A2), (ii) equation (4) to estimate area
of largest asperity (A1), (iii) equation (5) to estimate the hipocentral distance to center of closest
asperity (CA), and (iv) equation (6) to estimate the rise time (Rt) that is related to seismic
moment of a small earthquake. For the S-wave propagation velocity we used 3.4 km/s.

2/32 1.21 15 *A e Mo= - (3)

2/31 8.87 16 *A e Mo= - (4)

1/31.76 8 * 0CA e M= - (5)

1/31.79 9 *Rt e Mo= - (6)

The fault plane was defined considering: an azimuth of 38°, a dip of 23° and a slip of 96°. These
parameters were taken assuming that the mainshock will have the same focal mechanism as
the element earthquake.

To estimate the number of sub-events, we applied the ω-2 spectral model, Aki [22], obtaining
the number of sub-events necessary and estimate N3 by using the relationship between seismic
moments of the target event (M0), and the element event (m0) that is used as empirical Green's
function. N3 is equal to the number of sub-faults in direction of the strike (Nx), the dip (Nw)
and the time (Nt).

The above description clearly states that it is necessary to find the parameter N, which will be
used to scale the fault area for the event to simulate. Since it is divided into N x N subfaults,
N3 is obtained using the equation (7), and the relationship between these parameters is stated
through equations (7), (8), and (9).

3   x w tN N x N x N= (7)
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,
U M

N
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= = (8)

where Ū0 and ū0 is the flat level of the displacement Fourier spectrum for the target and element
events respectively. On the other hand Mo and mo are the seismic moments of the target and
element events respectively. The relationship for high frequency is given by:
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where Ā0 and ā0 are the flat level of the acceleration Fourier spectrum of the target and element
events respectively.

Then the synthetic motion of the target event A(t), is given by the element event a(t) using the
equations 10 and 11.
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where n’  is an appropriate value to eliminate spurious periodicity, r is the distance from
the station to the element event hypocenter, rij is the distance from the station to the sub-
fault (i, j), tij is the sum of the delay times due to the rupture propagation and the differences
of distances between the location of the element event and the location of the target event
(i,j) at the observed site.

During the simulation process, we use the Somerville [6] relationships to assume and vary the
inner and outer fault parameters in order to simulate acceleration records. Such parameters
are: the rupture velocity, the rise time and the point where the rupture starts among others.

The PGAs were estimated for the three orthogonal components. On the other hand, earthquake
magnitude, focal depth, hypocentral distance, and site characteristics (rock or soil) were the
controlling parameters to estimate curves of ground motion by using the GMPE from Ordaz
[16] and Young’s [17] used in this study. To compare our results with respective GMPE the
PGAs of two horizontal components was computed according with table 1.

GMPE Horizontal components Equation

Youngs et al. (1997) Geometric mean *
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Ordaz et al. (1989) Cuadratic mean
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* Douglas (2003)

Table 1. Computation of two horizontal components in the two GMPEs.
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Where Mw is the moment magnitude and Mo is the seismic moment.

We use the relationships of Somerville [6] to characterize the source parameters as follows: (i)
equation (3) to estimate the combined area of asperities (A2), (ii) equation (4) to estimate area
of largest asperity (A1), (iii) equation (5) to estimate the hipocentral distance to center of closest
asperity (CA), and (iv) equation (6) to estimate the rise time (Rt) that is related to seismic
moment of a small earthquake. For the S-wave propagation velocity we used 3.4 km/s.

2/32 1.21 15 *A e Mo= - (3)

2/31 8.87 16 *A e Mo= - (4)

1/31.76 8 * 0CA e M= - (5)

1/31.79 9 *Rt e Mo= - (6)

The fault plane was defined considering: an azimuth of 38°, a dip of 23° and a slip of 96°. These
parameters were taken assuming that the mainshock will have the same focal mechanism as
the element earthquake.

To estimate the number of sub-events, we applied the ω-2 spectral model, Aki [22], obtaining
the number of sub-events necessary and estimate N3 by using the relationship between seismic
moments of the target event (M0), and the element event (m0) that is used as empirical Green's
function. N3 is equal to the number of sub-faults in direction of the strike (Nx), the dip (Nw)
and the time (Nt).

The above description clearly states that it is necessary to find the parameter N, which will be
used to scale the fault area for the event to simulate. Since it is divided into N x N subfaults,
N3 is obtained using the equation (7), and the relationship between these parameters is stated
through equations (7), (8), and (9).
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where Ū0 and ū0 is the flat level of the displacement Fourier spectrum for the target and element
events respectively. On the other hand Mo and mo are the seismic moments of the target and
element events respectively. The relationship for high frequency is given by:
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where Ā0 and ā0 are the flat level of the acceleration Fourier spectrum of the target and element
events respectively.

Then the synthetic motion of the target event A(t), is given by the element event a(t) using the
equations 10 and 11.
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where n’  is an appropriate value to eliminate spurious periodicity, r is the distance from
the station to the element event hypocenter, rij is the distance from the station to the sub-
fault (i, j), tij is the sum of the delay times due to the rupture propagation and the differences
of distances between the location of the element event and the location of the target event
(i,j) at the observed site.

During the simulation process, we use the Somerville [6] relationships to assume and vary the
inner and outer fault parameters in order to simulate acceleration records. Such parameters
are: the rupture velocity, the rise time and the point where the rupture starts among others.

The PGAs were estimated for the three orthogonal components. On the other hand, earthquake
magnitude, focal depth, hypocentral distance, and site characteristics (rock or soil) were the
controlling parameters to estimate curves of ground motion by using the GMPE from Ordaz
[16] and Young’s [17] used in this study. To compare our results with respective GMPE the
PGAs of two horizontal components was computed according with table 1.

GMPE Horizontal components Equation

Youngs et al. (1997) Geometric mean *
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Table 1. Computation of two horizontal components in the two GMPEs.
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After the above steps were completed, we proceeded to generate and compare the mean value
of the residual between the PGAs and each one of the GMPEs by applying the definition of
mean residuals as the weighted sum of the residuals of the logarithmic values between
observed and estimated. The above step was applied to identify, in the statistical sense trough
the estimation of the residuals, how realistic our PGA estimations are.

5. Results and discussion

We applied the EGFM to generate a lot of models using the Somerville [6] relations to charac‐
terize the parameters of the source. The total rupture area was 5,571.90 km2 with an average
slip of 3.2 m and a combined area of asperities of 1,269.11 km2, in which the area of largest
asperity was of 812.33 km2. The hipocentral distance to the center of the closest asperity was
estimate at 18 km. It should be pointed out that the Somerville [6] relationships do not define
an azimuth to specify the location of asperity, this mean the largest asperity can be located
within an azimuth of between 0o to 360o. Then in the modeled process the position of largest
asperity was varied from 0 to 360 o.

The main goal of this study was in the context of obtaining the most probable scenario of the
ground response in the major cities of region upon the occurrence of a MW 7.3 earthquake
generated in the area in study. In this work, all the simulations were carried out to obtain a
statistical sample that may represent the most probable scenarios of the ground response at
the studied sites. For that purpose, the fault parameters and rupture process (i.e., (i) the
azimuth of the closest asperity to hypocenter, (ii) the rise time, (iii) the rupture velocity, and
(iv) the location of SMGA within the fault plane) were varied in an iterative process in order
to generate a statistical sample of the most probable ground response scenario.

According to Somerville [6] an earthquake with a moment magnitude of 7.3 should have
around 2.4 asperities. Based on the above, our procedure was divided in two stages. In the first
stage, we used 2 SMGA and 3 SMGA in the second stage. These SMGA were positioned inside
of different points into the dislocation area adopting the Somerville [6] criteria. In order to
evaluate which scenario is the most probable we compare the PGA obtained from each scenario
to those predicted by two GMPE, from Ordaz [16] and from Young´s [17].

It should be pointed out that both GMPE were obtained considering earthquake data from
subduction tectonic environments as follows: (i) Ordaz [16] used subduction earthquakes from
the Mexican pacific coast, and (ii) Young’s [17] subduction earthquakes from around the world.
The process of finding the best fit of the simulated PGA with respect to Ordaz [16], and Young’s
[17], GMPEs was based on the smallest residual criteria between the simulated PGA and the
estimated GMPEs. The above, allowed us to identify 2 different source models that provided
PGA values that better matched with the used GMPE as follows: (i) the first one with 2 SMGA,
and (ii) the second one with 3 SMGA.

In order to find a best residual in each interaction, we varied the position of SMGA, the rupture
velocity, rise time, radiation pattern, and the size of SMGA changes in the strike or dip
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directions, according to the azimuth of the station or stations that had poor adjustment with
GMPE. In the process of modeling we found little sensitivity of the synthetics to the rise time
variations. On the other hand, we found high sensitivity of the synthetics to the rupture velocity
variation, the size of the SMGA and its location inside of fault plane. The parameters with
major weight in the modeled are the number, the size and the location of SMGA. The optimal
model is a combination of all these parameters. The best model for each stage was determined
by minimizing the residual between synthetic and observed PGA.

Figures 2a and 2b show the comparison between both GMPE versus our results for the lowest
residual case of the source models (two SMGA). Figure 2a shows the Young’s [17] GMPE
curves for rock and soil.

Numbers of

SMGA
SMGA

Length

(km)

Width

(km)

Area

(km2)

Total

area

Vr
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Residual
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Residual
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Ordaz

GMPE

(Rock)

2
1 24.94 32.06 799.51

1256.38
3.0

0.009 0.024 0.245
2 21.37 21.37 456.86 2.9

3

1 35.62 24.94 888.35

1281.76

2.3

0.011 0.101 0.2522 17.81 10.69 190.36 2.5

3 14.25 14.25 203.05 2.4

Table 2. Shows that the mean residual for the 25 stations decrease when using source models with 2 SMGA instead of
when using source models with 3 SMGA. Table 2 shows the comparison of residuals between the theoretical values of
each GMPE and the PGAs for all 25 stations.

Our data showed three clusters that according to their hypocentral distances are distributed
as follows: (i) The first group was distributed within the distance from 35 to 60 km, in this
group 5 of the simulated PGA were located nearby of both curves; (ii) The second group is
defined for distances range from 60 to 120 km, on this case the PGA are distributed almost
evenly below the GMPE curves; (iii) Finally, the third group is defined for distances range
from 120 to 500 km, on this particular situation the PGA values are over-estimated by the GMPE
and show a clear tendency to attenuate faster than the pattern showed on the GMPE. Figure
2b shows the Ordaz [16] GMPE, the author uses thrust subduction earthquakes from Mexico
(such as event simulated in this study). In general the comparison shows that 90% our results
are located above this curve.

For the GMPE of Ordaz [16], we compare only the 19 stations seated on rock. For the GMPE
of Young’s [17] we compare the 19 stations seated on rock, and 6 stations seated on soil sites
(table 3), each of these groups with the respective curves for sites on rock and for sites on soil.
From the modeling process of the target event, when three SMGA were used the lowest
residuals we obtained between the PGA and the GMPE were: (i) 0.011 for Young’s [17] GMPE
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After the above steps were completed, we proceeded to generate and compare the mean value
of the residual between the PGAs and each one of the GMPEs by applying the definition of
mean residuals as the weighted sum of the residuals of the logarithmic values between
observed and estimated. The above step was applied to identify, in the statistical sense trough
the estimation of the residuals, how realistic our PGA estimations are.

5. Results and discussion

We applied the EGFM to generate a lot of models using the Somerville [6] relations to charac‐
terize the parameters of the source. The total rupture area was 5,571.90 km2 with an average
slip of 3.2 m and a combined area of asperities of 1,269.11 km2, in which the area of largest
asperity was of 812.33 km2. The hipocentral distance to the center of the closest asperity was
estimate at 18 km. It should be pointed out that the Somerville [6] relationships do not define
an azimuth to specify the location of asperity, this mean the largest asperity can be located
within an azimuth of between 0o to 360o. Then in the modeled process the position of largest
asperity was varied from 0 to 360 o.

The main goal of this study was in the context of obtaining the most probable scenario of the
ground response in the major cities of region upon the occurrence of a MW 7.3 earthquake
generated in the area in study. In this work, all the simulations were carried out to obtain a
statistical sample that may represent the most probable scenarios of the ground response at
the studied sites. For that purpose, the fault parameters and rupture process (i.e., (i) the
azimuth of the closest asperity to hypocenter, (ii) the rise time, (iii) the rupture velocity, and
(iv) the location of SMGA within the fault plane) were varied in an iterative process in order
to generate a statistical sample of the most probable ground response scenario.

According to Somerville [6] an earthquake with a moment magnitude of 7.3 should have
around 2.4 asperities. Based on the above, our procedure was divided in two stages. In the first
stage, we used 2 SMGA and 3 SMGA in the second stage. These SMGA were positioned inside
of different points into the dislocation area adopting the Somerville [6] criteria. In order to
evaluate which scenario is the most probable we compare the PGA obtained from each scenario
to those predicted by two GMPE, from Ordaz [16] and from Young´s [17].

It should be pointed out that both GMPE were obtained considering earthquake data from
subduction tectonic environments as follows: (i) Ordaz [16] used subduction earthquakes from
the Mexican pacific coast, and (ii) Young’s [17] subduction earthquakes from around the world.
The process of finding the best fit of the simulated PGA with respect to Ordaz [16], and Young’s
[17], GMPEs was based on the smallest residual criteria between the simulated PGA and the
estimated GMPEs. The above, allowed us to identify 2 different source models that provided
PGA values that better matched with the used GMPE as follows: (i) the first one with 2 SMGA,
and (ii) the second one with 3 SMGA.

In order to find a best residual in each interaction, we varied the position of SMGA, the rupture
velocity, rise time, radiation pattern, and the size of SMGA changes in the strike or dip
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directions, according to the azimuth of the station or stations that had poor adjustment with
GMPE. In the process of modeling we found little sensitivity of the synthetics to the rise time
variations. On the other hand, we found high sensitivity of the synthetics to the rupture velocity
variation, the size of the SMGA and its location inside of fault plane. The parameters with
major weight in the modeled are the number, the size and the location of SMGA. The optimal
model is a combination of all these parameters. The best model for each stage was determined
by minimizing the residual between synthetic and observed PGA.

Figures 2a and 2b show the comparison between both GMPE versus our results for the lowest
residual case of the source models (two SMGA). Figure 2a shows the Young’s [17] GMPE
curves for rock and soil.
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Table 2. Shows that the mean residual for the 25 stations decrease when using source models with 2 SMGA instead of
when using source models with 3 SMGA. Table 2 shows the comparison of residuals between the theoretical values of
each GMPE and the PGAs for all 25 stations.

Our data showed three clusters that according to their hypocentral distances are distributed
as follows: (i) The first group was distributed within the distance from 35 to 60 km, in this
group 5 of the simulated PGA were located nearby of both curves; (ii) The second group is
defined for distances range from 60 to 120 km, on this case the PGA are distributed almost
evenly below the GMPE curves; (iii) Finally, the third group is defined for distances range
from 120 to 500 km, on this particular situation the PGA values are over-estimated by the GMPE
and show a clear tendency to attenuate faster than the pattern showed on the GMPE. Figure
2b shows the Ordaz [16] GMPE, the author uses thrust subduction earthquakes from Mexico
(such as event simulated in this study). In general the comparison shows that 90% our results
are located above this curve.

For the GMPE of Ordaz [16], we compare only the 19 stations seated on rock. For the GMPE
of Young’s [17] we compare the 19 stations seated on rock, and 6 stations seated on soil sites
(table 3), each of these groups with the respective curves for sites on rock and for sites on soil.
From the modeling process of the target event, when three SMGA were used the lowest
residuals we obtained between the PGA and the GMPE were: (i) 0.011 for Young’s [17] GMPE
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(Rock), (ii) 0.101 Young’s [17] GMPE (Soil), and (iii) 0.252 for Ordaz [16] GMPE for the sites
shown in Figure 2c and 2d. The best fit between the estimated values of PGA and GMPE,
estimated by means of the lowest residual, was obtained for the source model with two SMGA.
The respective estimated residuals were: (i) 0.009 for Young’s [17]GMPE (Rock), (ii) 0.024 for
Young’s [17] GMPE (Soil) and (iii) 0.245 for Ordaz [16].

8

Table 2. Location, and area of SMGA´s for the 2 models generated, with two and three SMGA respectively, where 
Vr is the rupture velocity. Column 9, 10 and 11 show the mean residual between simulated PGA and GMPE of 
Young’s  et al. (1997) and Ordaz et al. (1989). 

Numbers of 
SMGA SMGA Length 

(km) 
Width
(km) 

Area
(km2)

Total 
area 

Vr
Km/s 

Residual with 
 Young’s
GMPE 
 (Rock) 

Residual with 
 Young’s
GMPE 
 (Soil) 

Residual
with

 Ordaz
GMPE 
(Rock)

2 1 24.94 32.06 799.51 1256.38 3.0 0.009 0.024 0.245 2 21.37 21.37 456.86 2.9

3
1 35.62 24.94 888.35

1281.76 
2.3

0.011 0.101 0.252 2 17.81 10.69 190.36 2.5
3 14.25 14.25 203.05 2.4

Figure 2. Comparison of synthetics PGA versus PGA from GMPE. In first row comparison of PGA from our 
simulated acceleration time histories using 2 SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (a) Young’s 
[17], (b) Ordaz [16]. In second row comparison of PGA from our simulated acceleration time histories using 3 
SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (c) Young’s [17], (d) Ordaz [16]. In third row comparison 
of simulated PGA of Tecoman earthquake from Ramirez-Gaytán [23] versus PGA predicted using the following 
GMPE: (e) Young’s [17], (f) Ordaz [16]. In (e) comparison of real PGA of the Tecoman earthquake using records of 
stations with distances larger than 50 km versus GMPE of Ordaz [16] from Singh [10].  
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Figure 2. Comparison of synthetics PGA versus PGA from GMPE. In first row comparison of PGA from our simulated
acceleration time histories using 2 SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (a) Young’s [17], (b) Ordaz
[16]. In second row comparison of PGA from our simulated acceleration time histories using 3 SMGA versus PGA pre‐
dicted using the following GMPE: (c) Young’s [17], (d) Ordaz [16]. In third row comparison of simulated PGA of Teco‐
man earthquake from Ramirez-Gaytán [23] versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (e) Young’s [17], (f)
Ordaz [16]. In (e) comparison of real PGA of the Tecoman earthquake using records of stations with distances larger
than 50 km versus GMPE of Ordaz [16] from Singh [10].
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Ramirez-Gaytán [23] simulate PGA and acceleration time histories for Tecoman earthquake
located in the adjacent area at the event here simulated. The particularity and importance of
this study is that the authors used observed strong motion records as a comparison reference
to adjust the synthetics and found that from the comparison between PGA synthetics with
respect to Young’s [17] GMPE for rock and soil curves, and the Ordaz [16] GMPE curve (Figures
2e and 2f) behave very similar to the description previously provided for the same ranges of
distances obtained in this study.

No Station
Hipocentral

distance
Soil type

PGA

EW

Maximum acceleration (cm/s/s)

T

0.1

T

0.3

T

0.5

T

1

T

2

T

3

1 SJAL 34.54 Rock 457.66 819.32 1934.28 958.19 193.3 159.37 30.9

2 CEOR 40.07 Rock 125.38 218.08 265.65 328.99 178.02 273.65 57.36

3 BA5 51.22 Soil 157.32 230.26 402.48 428.66 150.87 325.69 54.23

4 COJU 54.02 Rock 201.97 248.95 484.43 190.27 65.25 39.12 8.63

5 MARU 68.11 Rock 194.29 419.83 559.86 627.33 261.75 180.06 29.4

7 TAPE 76.76 Rock 30 60.46 84.91 94.25 20.38 25.95 5.56

6 R15 76.78 Soil 27.33 45.06 47.41 51.59 16.83 7.49 2.14

8 MANZ 77.11 Rock 91.74 133.89 260.72 174.85 37.56 26.15 4.94

9 CAM 85.23 Soil 78.43 113.16 366.71 135.51 24.06 30.26 4.63

10 NAR 89.25 Soil 51.95 70.01 215.24 139.55 18.02 13.37 2.1

11 CEN 92.34 Rock 20.73 33.06 49.66 60.03 13.19 19.46 2.87

12 COMA 93.68 Rock 63.3 78.45 146.38 207.83 117.09 112.31 19.73

13 EZA 100.73 Soil 25.49 32.19 87.7 59.22 14.75 13.34 2.06

14 CIHU 108.51 Rock 42.84 47.23 91.04 213.08 26.49 12.49 2.56

15 EZ5 113.45 Rock 52.18 92.98 113.73 150.01 32.7 39.9 5.93

16 COLL 113.83 Rock 29.68 35 76.05 157.38 24.04 17.21 3.07

17 CALE 132.32 Soil 71.7 84.37 120.62 167.18 109.63 60.38 10.92

18 CDGU 140.21 Rock 50.83 57.72 177.79 172.63 43.18 15.1 3.34

19 VILE 188.48 Rock 31.74 32.76 44.1 98.98 60.66 48.56 8.31

20 NITA 199.77 Rock 68.46 75.31 188.1 193.54 120.04 80.13 13.41

21 CANA 203.51 Rock 31.33 43.4 85.63 77.88 60.92 46.25 8.62

22 URUA 217.28 Rock 20.51 21.37 34.56 69.81 38.08 56.54 9.33

23 GDLC 247.67 Rock 1.71 2.1 5.37 5.72 0.98 0.29 0.06

24 CUP 504.35 Rock 3.53 3.95 5.79 9.29 7.18 6.58 0.97

25 SCT 509.27 Soil 3.55 3.78 7.32 14.28 3.78 0.57 0.21

Table 3. Relation of 25 stations where acceleration time histories was simulated, soil type, PGA, spectral acceleration
corresponding to structural period of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 s, EW component.

We made an additional comparison, for Tecoman earthquake Singh [10] used records of
stations located at distances larger than 50 km and comparing the PGA versus Ordaz [16]. In
figure 2g it can be seen that the behavior is the same: observed PGAs lie above the curve. The
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(Rock), (ii) 0.101 Young’s [17] GMPE (Soil), and (iii) 0.252 for Ordaz [16] GMPE for the sites
shown in Figure 2c and 2d. The best fit between the estimated values of PGA and GMPE,
estimated by means of the lowest residual, was obtained for the source model with two SMGA.
The respective estimated residuals were: (i) 0.009 for Young’s [17]GMPE (Rock), (ii) 0.024 for
Young’s [17] GMPE (Soil) and (iii) 0.245 for Ordaz [16].

8

Table 2. Location, and area of SMGA´s for the 2 models generated, with two and three SMGA respectively, where 
Vr is the rupture velocity. Column 9, 10 and 11 show the mean residual between simulated PGA and GMPE of 
Young’s  et al. (1997) and Ordaz et al. (1989). 

Numbers of 
SMGA SMGA Length 

(km) 
Width
(km) 

Area
(km2)

Total 
area 

Vr
Km/s 

Residual with 
 Young’s
GMPE 
 (Rock) 

Residual with 
 Young’s
GMPE 
 (Soil) 

Residual
with

 Ordaz
GMPE 
(Rock)

2 1 24.94 32.06 799.51 1256.38 3.0 0.009 0.024 0.245 2 21.37 21.37 456.86 2.9

3
1 35.62 24.94 888.35

1281.76 
2.3

0.011 0.101 0.252 2 17.81 10.69 190.36 2.5
3 14.25 14.25 203.05 2.4

Figure 2. Comparison of synthetics PGA versus PGA from GMPE. In first row comparison of PGA from our 
simulated acceleration time histories using 2 SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (a) Young’s 
[17], (b) Ordaz [16]. In second row comparison of PGA from our simulated acceleration time histories using 3 
SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (c) Young’s [17], (d) Ordaz [16]. In third row comparison 
of simulated PGA of Tecoman earthquake from Ramirez-Gaytán [23] versus PGA predicted using the following 
GMPE: (e) Young’s [17], (f) Ordaz [16]. In (e) comparison of real PGA of the Tecoman earthquake using records of 
stations with distances larger than 50 km versus GMPE of Ordaz [16] from Singh [10].  
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Figure 2. Comparison of synthetics PGA versus PGA from GMPE. In first row comparison of PGA from our simulated
acceleration time histories using 2 SMGA versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (a) Young’s [17], (b) Ordaz
[16]. In second row comparison of PGA from our simulated acceleration time histories using 3 SMGA versus PGA pre‐
dicted using the following GMPE: (c) Young’s [17], (d) Ordaz [16]. In third row comparison of simulated PGA of Teco‐
man earthquake from Ramirez-Gaytán [23] versus PGA predicted using the following GMPE: (e) Young’s [17], (f)
Ordaz [16]. In (e) comparison of real PGA of the Tecoman earthquake using records of stations with distances larger
than 50 km versus GMPE of Ordaz [16] from Singh [10].
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Ramirez-Gaytán [23] simulate PGA and acceleration time histories for Tecoman earthquake
located in the adjacent area at the event here simulated. The particularity and importance of
this study is that the authors used observed strong motion records as a comparison reference
to adjust the synthetics and found that from the comparison between PGA synthetics with
respect to Young’s [17] GMPE for rock and soil curves, and the Ordaz [16] GMPE curve (Figures
2e and 2f) behave very similar to the description previously provided for the same ranges of
distances obtained in this study.

No Station
Hipocentral

distance
Soil type

PGA

EW

Maximum acceleration (cm/s/s)

T

0.1

T

0.3

T

0.5

T

1

T

2

T

3

1 SJAL 34.54 Rock 457.66 819.32 1934.28 958.19 193.3 159.37 30.9

2 CEOR 40.07 Rock 125.38 218.08 265.65 328.99 178.02 273.65 57.36

3 BA5 51.22 Soil 157.32 230.26 402.48 428.66 150.87 325.69 54.23

4 COJU 54.02 Rock 201.97 248.95 484.43 190.27 65.25 39.12 8.63

5 MARU 68.11 Rock 194.29 419.83 559.86 627.33 261.75 180.06 29.4

7 TAPE 76.76 Rock 30 60.46 84.91 94.25 20.38 25.95 5.56

6 R15 76.78 Soil 27.33 45.06 47.41 51.59 16.83 7.49 2.14

8 MANZ 77.11 Rock 91.74 133.89 260.72 174.85 37.56 26.15 4.94

9 CAM 85.23 Soil 78.43 113.16 366.71 135.51 24.06 30.26 4.63

10 NAR 89.25 Soil 51.95 70.01 215.24 139.55 18.02 13.37 2.1

11 CEN 92.34 Rock 20.73 33.06 49.66 60.03 13.19 19.46 2.87

12 COMA 93.68 Rock 63.3 78.45 146.38 207.83 117.09 112.31 19.73

13 EZA 100.73 Soil 25.49 32.19 87.7 59.22 14.75 13.34 2.06

14 CIHU 108.51 Rock 42.84 47.23 91.04 213.08 26.49 12.49 2.56

15 EZ5 113.45 Rock 52.18 92.98 113.73 150.01 32.7 39.9 5.93

16 COLL 113.83 Rock 29.68 35 76.05 157.38 24.04 17.21 3.07

17 CALE 132.32 Soil 71.7 84.37 120.62 167.18 109.63 60.38 10.92

18 CDGU 140.21 Rock 50.83 57.72 177.79 172.63 43.18 15.1 3.34

19 VILE 188.48 Rock 31.74 32.76 44.1 98.98 60.66 48.56 8.31

20 NITA 199.77 Rock 68.46 75.31 188.1 193.54 120.04 80.13 13.41

21 CANA 203.51 Rock 31.33 43.4 85.63 77.88 60.92 46.25 8.62

22 URUA 217.28 Rock 20.51 21.37 34.56 69.81 38.08 56.54 9.33

23 GDLC 247.67 Rock 1.71 2.1 5.37 5.72 0.98 0.29 0.06

24 CUP 504.35 Rock 3.53 3.95 5.79 9.29 7.18 6.58 0.97

25 SCT 509.27 Soil 3.55 3.78 7.32 14.28 3.78 0.57 0.21

Table 3. Relation of 25 stations where acceleration time histories was simulated, soil type, PGA, spectral acceleration
corresponding to structural period of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 s, EW component.

We made an additional comparison, for Tecoman earthquake Singh [10] used records of
stations located at distances larger than 50 km and comparing the PGA versus Ordaz [16]. In
figure 2g it can be seen that the behavior is the same: observed PGAs lie above the curve. The
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comparison made are important because in the first case Ramirez-Gaytán [23] generate PGA
based in a previous model Ramirez-Gaytán [24] when using observed records to compare with
synthetics. In the second case Singh [10] use real data, in both cases the results are very similar
with the obtained in this study. All mentioned studies correspond at the same tectonic
environment. Figure 2g show than for Singh [10] major PGA locate at distances above 120 km
this explained because he use data from regional stations. In the case of Ramirez-Gaytan [23]
major PGA are located at distances from 10 to 100 km this explain why authors only use data
from local networks.

In this study, we compare our PGA's with those obtained by the GMPE of Ordaz [16] and
because they used data from Mexico. However, all of these studies considered all of the data
available at the time of their analyses. This means that the data used were essentially strong
motion data from the southern part of the country Tejeda- Jácome and Chávez-García [25].
None of these studies included data from western Mexico, along the northern section of the
subduction zone. It is uncertain that ground-motion prediction equations developed for
Guerrero in a very different tectonic setting can be applied to Colima Tejeda-Jácome and
Chávez-García [25]. For this reason, it is important to compare our results with GMPE of other
parts of the world, such as the GMPE of Young’s [17]. They used some similar parameters to
those of the event simulated in this study (tectonic environment or hypocentral distance
magnitude, etc.). This seems to be justified when we observed that the minor residual is
reached when compared with the GMPE of Young’s [17] with minor residual (0.009) than
Ordaz [16] with residual of 0.245 for the model with best adjust (model with two SMGA).
However, we expect that any of the two GMPEs compared in this paper satisfy the detailed
similarities with the event simulated in this study for the Colima region. For this reason, our
intention is to use local and world parameters in order to validate our results and to give a
degree of confidence when applying this methodology to future earthquakes for determination
of acceleration time histories and PGA.

The main contribution of the process detailed above is not obtaining PGA, for this case is
sufficient to consult GMPE. The purpose of this paper is to prepare acceleration time histories
to be used by structural engineers on the analysis and design of structures. In modern seismic
design approaches the quality of a structural solution frequently depends on the detailed
knowledge that designers have on the characteristics of the seismic ground motion that the
structure will suffer at a site if an earthquake of a given magnitude occur at a given location.
Figures 3a-3d show the acceleration time histories for the model with minor residual after
applying the process previously described. The largest acceleration was obtained in the near-
to-source station SJAL (rock site) with 0.47 g. It is important to point out that stations CUP and
SCT (figure 3c) located in Mexico City with hipocentral distances larger than 470 km still
produced considerable values of peak accelerations (3.53 and 3.55 gal) similar of those of the
GDLC station (with 1.71 and 5.3 gal) located to 273.48 km from the epicenter. This is due to
the fact that seismic waves are enormously amplified at lake-bed sites respect to hill-zone sites
in Mexico City, although it has been suggested that even hill-zone sites suffer amplification
and Singh [26].
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Figure 3. Simulated synthetic acceleration time histories (intense period) with next distances from hypocenter: (a) 34
to 78 km, (b) 85 to 114 km, (c) 132 to 248 km, (d) major to 500 km. In left column type of soil and epicentral distance
are denoted above and left of each trace. PGA and code of station is denoted above and right of trace. In right column
PGA is denote above and left of trace.
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comparison made are important because in the first case Ramirez-Gaytán [23] generate PGA
based in a previous model Ramirez-Gaytán [24] when using observed records to compare with
synthetics. In the second case Singh [10] use real data, in both cases the results are very similar
with the obtained in this study. All mentioned studies correspond at the same tectonic
environment. Figure 2g show than for Singh [10] major PGA locate at distances above 120 km
this explained because he use data from regional stations. In the case of Ramirez-Gaytan [23]
major PGA are located at distances from 10 to 100 km this explain why authors only use data
from local networks.

In this study, we compare our PGA's with those obtained by the GMPE of Ordaz [16] and
because they used data from Mexico. However, all of these studies considered all of the data
available at the time of their analyses. This means that the data used were essentially strong
motion data from the southern part of the country Tejeda- Jácome and Chávez-García [25].
None of these studies included data from western Mexico, along the northern section of the
subduction zone. It is uncertain that ground-motion prediction equations developed for
Guerrero in a very different tectonic setting can be applied to Colima Tejeda-Jácome and
Chávez-García [25]. For this reason, it is important to compare our results with GMPE of other
parts of the world, such as the GMPE of Young’s [17]. They used some similar parameters to
those of the event simulated in this study (tectonic environment or hypocentral distance
magnitude, etc.). This seems to be justified when we observed that the minor residual is
reached when compared with the GMPE of Young’s [17] with minor residual (0.009) than
Ordaz [16] with residual of 0.245 for the model with best adjust (model with two SMGA).
However, we expect that any of the two GMPEs compared in this paper satisfy the detailed
similarities with the event simulated in this study for the Colima region. For this reason, our
intention is to use local and world parameters in order to validate our results and to give a
degree of confidence when applying this methodology to future earthquakes for determination
of acceleration time histories and PGA.

The main contribution of the process detailed above is not obtaining PGA, for this case is
sufficient to consult GMPE. The purpose of this paper is to prepare acceleration time histories
to be used by structural engineers on the analysis and design of structures. In modern seismic
design approaches the quality of a structural solution frequently depends on the detailed
knowledge that designers have on the characteristics of the seismic ground motion that the
structure will suffer at a site if an earthquake of a given magnitude occur at a given location.
Figures 3a-3d show the acceleration time histories for the model with minor residual after
applying the process previously described. The largest acceleration was obtained in the near-
to-source station SJAL (rock site) with 0.47 g. It is important to point out that stations CUP and
SCT (figure 3c) located in Mexico City with hipocentral distances larger than 470 km still
produced considerable values of peak accelerations (3.53 and 3.55 gal) similar of those of the
GDLC station (with 1.71 and 5.3 gal) located to 273.48 km from the epicenter. This is due to
the fact that seismic waves are enormously amplified at lake-bed sites respect to hill-zone sites
in Mexico City, although it has been suggested that even hill-zone sites suffer amplification
and Singh [26].
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Figure 3. Simulated synthetic acceleration time histories (intense period) with next distances from hypocenter: (a) 34
to 78 km, (b) 85 to 114 km, (c) 132 to 248 km, (d) major to 500 km. In left column type of soil and epicentral distance
are denoted above and left of each trace. PGA and code of station is denoted above and right of trace. In right column
PGA is denote above and left of trace.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the 25 response spectra ordered for hipocentral distance of the simulated event for east–
west component (thin continuous line) and north–south component (discontinuous line) with the design spectra
(dark continuous line). It can be observed that the response spectra obtained with EGFM is realistic.

On the other hand, with acceleration time histories it is possible to generate a response
spectrum, which considers forces related to parameters of maximum response like spectral
acceleration. Response spectra are essential for the seismic design, any effort to accurately
predict these should be done. The synthetic acceleration response spectra for an equivalent
viscous damping of 5 percent were calculated and compared with the elastic acceleration
design spectra for structures of group B (standard occupancy) of the Manual of Civil Structures
MOC-2008 [27], a model design code in Mexico and seismic provisions for current Mexico’s
Federal District Code NTCS-2004 [28], Sites CUP and SCT. In the MOC-2008 [27] code, seismic
hazard in Mexico is defined as a continuum function where peak accelerations in rock are
associated with return periods that were obtained using an optimization design criterion to
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define the seismic coefficients for the plateaus of the elastic design spectra for standard
occupancy structures Tena-Colunga [29].

It can be also seen that only in 1 of 25 stations with distances comparable to the source
dimensions the seismic ordinates are underestimated respect to the elastic design spectra. This
station is SJAL located in rock site having seismic ordinate of 1.97 g in structural period of T=
0.3 sec. This is possibly because radiation patterns and source heterogeneity, which are taken
into account in this work, causes spatial variations in ground motion around the fault Somer‐
ville [30]. These changes are very clear in the EGFM, but may be unnoticed in the GMPE.
Therefore, obtaining future acceleration time histories and response spectra is a matter of
essential interest for the present seismic design to achieve more efficient and safer structures.

6. Conclusions

We use the 25 records of August 13 2006 earthquake Mw 5.3 as element event to simulate strong
ground motions for an eventual earthquake Mw 7.3 in the studied area. To reach this objective
we integrate the advantages of three methodologies (EGFM, Somerville [6] relations and
GMPE) to estimate the possible PGA, acceleration time histories and response spectra for an
eventual earthquake in the studied area. We apply the empirical Green’s function method
(EGFM) whose main contribution is to reflect a model that considers the source, the path, and
the site effects. In Mexico this method has been used to simulate an event that already occurred.
In this study we applied it to predict some probable earthquake which may be expected in the
region. To overcome the absence of observed records we made use of Somerville [6] relations
to be able to make more accurate predictions of strong motions and two GMPE adequate for
region to compare our results. The process of finding the best adjustment generated 2 different
models (2 and 3 SMGA). This process of minimizing the residual between synthetics and
observed PGA clearly shows that the mean residual for 25 stations is obtained when comparing
with GMPE of Young’s [17] and modeled with 2 SMGA. Ramirez-Gaytan [23] simulate PGA
for Tecoman earthquake, whit difference that in this case the earthquake had occurred and
exist observed records to compare and adjust synthetics, results are similar to those obtain in
this study. Singh [10] comparing real PGA for Tecoman earthquake versus GMPE of Ordaz
[16], results are similar to those obtain in this study. The purpose of this paper is to rescue the
acceleration time histories of simulated event prepared to be used by structural engineers to
analyze and design structures. Response spectrum show that for 1 of 25 stations (this station
is near the source or with distance comparable with the source dimensions) the seismic
ordinates are underestimated with the design spectra of the MOC-2008 [27] due possibly to
radiation patterns and source heterogeneity, which is still to be confirmed by future records.
For any practical evaluation of the seismic hazard in terms of response spectra is possible to
integrate the advantages of three methodologies aboard in this study to estimate the possible
PGA, acceleration time histories and response spectra for an eventual future earthquake.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the 25 response spectra ordered for hipocentral distance of the simulated event for east–
west component (thin continuous line) and north–south component (discontinuous line) with the design spectra
(dark continuous line). It can be observed that the response spectra obtained with EGFM is realistic.

On the other hand, with acceleration time histories it is possible to generate a response
spectrum, which considers forces related to parameters of maximum response like spectral
acceleration. Response spectra are essential for the seismic design, any effort to accurately
predict these should be done. The synthetic acceleration response spectra for an equivalent
viscous damping of 5 percent were calculated and compared with the elastic acceleration
design spectra for structures of group B (standard occupancy) of the Manual of Civil Structures
MOC-2008 [27], a model design code in Mexico and seismic provisions for current Mexico’s
Federal District Code NTCS-2004 [28], Sites CUP and SCT. In the MOC-2008 [27] code, seismic
hazard in Mexico is defined as a continuum function where peak accelerations in rock are
associated with return periods that were obtained using an optimization design criterion to
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define the seismic coefficients for the plateaus of the elastic design spectra for standard
occupancy structures Tena-Colunga [29].

It can be also seen that only in 1 of 25 stations with distances comparable to the source
dimensions the seismic ordinates are underestimated respect to the elastic design spectra. This
station is SJAL located in rock site having seismic ordinate of 1.97 g in structural period of T=
0.3 sec. This is possibly because radiation patterns and source heterogeneity, which are taken
into account in this work, causes spatial variations in ground motion around the fault Somer‐
ville [30]. These changes are very clear in the EGFM, but may be unnoticed in the GMPE.
Therefore, obtaining future acceleration time histories and response spectra is a matter of
essential interest for the present seismic design to achieve more efficient and safer structures.

6. Conclusions

We use the 25 records of August 13 2006 earthquake Mw 5.3 as element event to simulate strong
ground motions for an eventual earthquake Mw 7.3 in the studied area. To reach this objective
we integrate the advantages of three methodologies (EGFM, Somerville [6] relations and
GMPE) to estimate the possible PGA, acceleration time histories and response spectra for an
eventual earthquake in the studied area. We apply the empirical Green’s function method
(EGFM) whose main contribution is to reflect a model that considers the source, the path, and
the site effects. In Mexico this method has been used to simulate an event that already occurred.
In this study we applied it to predict some probable earthquake which may be expected in the
region. To overcome the absence of observed records we made use of Somerville [6] relations
to be able to make more accurate predictions of strong motions and two GMPE adequate for
region to compare our results. The process of finding the best adjustment generated 2 different
models (2 and 3 SMGA). This process of minimizing the residual between synthetics and
observed PGA clearly shows that the mean residual for 25 stations is obtained when comparing
with GMPE of Young’s [17] and modeled with 2 SMGA. Ramirez-Gaytan [23] simulate PGA
for Tecoman earthquake, whit difference that in this case the earthquake had occurred and
exist observed records to compare and adjust synthetics, results are similar to those obtain in
this study. Singh [10] comparing real PGA for Tecoman earthquake versus GMPE of Ordaz
[16], results are similar to those obtain in this study. The purpose of this paper is to rescue the
acceleration time histories of simulated event prepared to be used by structural engineers to
analyze and design structures. Response spectrum show that for 1 of 25 stations (this station
is near the source or with distance comparable with the source dimensions) the seismic
ordinates are underestimated with the design spectra of the MOC-2008 [27] due possibly to
radiation patterns and source heterogeneity, which is still to be confirmed by future records.
For any practical evaluation of the seismic hazard in terms of response spectra is possible to
integrate the advantages of three methodologies aboard in this study to estimate the possible
PGA, acceleration time histories and response spectra for an eventual future earthquake.
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1. Introduction

Earthquake disaster investigations have shown that numerous strong earthquakes are caused
by remobilization of active faults. Many casualties and severe damages to structures as well
as huge economic losses have resulted from ground motions of strong earthquakes caused by
active faults buried under urban areas. Recently, both potential hazard and defenses of active
faults concealed under urban area has become a grand research subject paid highly attention
to by the seismologists. Near-field strong ground motions, especially their high frequency
content, are intensively affected by both slip heterogeneity on fault plane and rupture process
of an earthquake fault. In the simulations of near-field strong ground motions, modeling
effective finite fault source is very important. The gradually increasing number of recorded
near source time histories has recently enabled strong motion seismologists to analyze more
precisely the character of the near-fault ground motions and therefore contribute to the
physical understanding of those features that control them (Malagnini et al. 2002, 2011; Akinci
et al. 2010; D’Amico et al. 2010). Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2002) presented a compre‐
hensive review and study of the factors that influence the near-source ground motions.

The stochastic method of synthesizing ground motion based on seismology interests engi‐
neers specifically in simulating higher-frequency ground motions (Akinci et al. 2001). The
method is widely used to predict ground motions for regions, in which ground motion record‐
ings from past earthquake are not available (Boore 2003). For far field, the point source model of
Boore (1983) is very effective; however, for near-field, the method can not incorporate the factors
which have significant effect on the near-field strong ground motions, and yields an overestima‐
tion of such ground motions. The stochastic ground motion modelling technique, also known
as the band limited white-noise method, has been first described by Boore (1983). Ever since,
many researchers have applied the method to simulate ground motions from point sources (e.g.,
Boore and Atkinson 1987; Atkinson and Boore 1995; Zafarani et al. 2005; D’Amico et al. 2012).
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On the other hand, realistic acceleration time-histories should be employed in structural
analysis to reduce the uncertainties in estimating the standard engineering parameters
(Hutchings 1994), particularly for non-linear seismic behavior of structures. Thus, designers
need to know the dynamic characteristics of predicted ground motion consistent with source
rupture for a particular site to be able to adequately design an earthquake-resistant structure.
Hall et al. (1995), Makris (1997), Chopra and Chintanapakdee (2001), Zhang and Iwan (2002)
have experimentally as well as analytically studied the elastic and inelastic response of
engineering structures subjected to actual near-fault records or simplified waveforms intend‐
ing to represent the typical ground motion pulses observed in near-field regions.

During the past decades, much effort has been given in reliable simulation of strong ground
motion from finite faults through methodologies that include theoretical or semi-empirical
modeling of the parameters affecting shape, duration and frequency content of the strong
motion records. Due to unavailability of strong recorded ground motion, simulation of ground
motion has been carried out using the stochastic method proposed by Boore (2003). The ground
motion spectrum has been generated by Atkinson and Boore model (1995). Even though the
success of the point-source model has been pointed out repeatedly, it is also well known that
it often breaks down, especially near the sources of large earthquakes. Recently, Beresnev and
Atkinson (1997) have proposed a technique that overcomes the limitation posed by the
hypothesis of a point source. Their technique is based on the original idea of Hartzell (1979)
to model large events by the summation of smaller ones. In Beresnev and Atkinson (1997), the
high-frequency seismic field near the epicentre of a large earthquake is modeled by subdivid‐
ing the fault plane into a certain number of sub-elements and summing their contributions,
with appropriate time delays, at the observation point. Each element is treated as a point
source. A stochastic model is used to calculate the ground motion contribution from each sub-
element, while the propagation effects are empirically modeled. Combining the stochastic
method with the finite fault source model, Silva (1997), Beresnev and Atkinson (1998),
Motazedian and Atkinson (2005) have proposed different methods, which could be effective
for simulating or predicting near-field ground motions.

Two Californian earthquake events may be characterized as historical milestones related to
near-source ground motions: the 1966 Parkfield and the 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. The
1966 Parkfield, California, event provided the now famous Station 2 (C02) record at a distance
of only 80 m from the fault break (Housner and Trifunac 1967). Modern quantitative analysis
of strong ground motion observations was started with this record. Aki (1968) and Haskell
(1969) demonstrated that the observed transverse (i.e., fault-normal) displacement component
of this ground motion record, which exhibited a simple impulsive form, was precisely what is
expected for a right-lateral strike-slip rupture propagating from northwest to southeast. The
1971 San Fernando, California, earthquake provided the equally well-known Pacoima Dam
(PCD) record. The strike-normal velocity component of this record also exhibited an impulsive
character that several investigators attempted to model (e.g., Boore and Zoback 1974; Niazy
1975; Bouchon 1978). In addition, this record was the one that made earthquake engineers
recognize the severe implications of the impulsive characteristics of near-source ground
motions on flexible structures.
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At high frequencies (f > 1 Hz), ground motions become increasingly stochastic in nature. The
stochastic methods are generally capable of matching the spectral amplitudes of high frequen‐
cy ground motions, but are generally not capable of matching the recorded waveforms
(Somerville 1998). Firstly, ground motions are estimated by identifying the major regional
faults and propagating seismic waves generated at these potential sources to the site of interest.
The two commonly used techniques, finite-fault and point source methods of Boore and
Atkinson (1987) and Beresnev and Atkinson (1997, 1998) are used for simulation of earth‐
quakes. Both techniques have an omega-squire spectrum.

The main objective of the chapter is to simulate the near-fault strong motion records. Simula‐
tion of ground motions is carried out using the hybrid method proposed by Mavroeidis and
Papageorgiou (2003) and the stochastic model of Boore (2003). Due to unavailability of strong
recorded ground motion, the stochastic method proposed by Boore (2003) is applied to
simulate the acceleration time histories. The ground motion spectrum is generated by Atkinson
and Boore model (1995). Firstly, macro-source parameters characterizing the whole source
area, i.e. global source parameters such as fault length, fault width, rupture area, and average
slip on the fault plane are estimated; secondly, slip distributions characterizing heterogeneity
or roughness on the fault plane, i.e. local source parameters are reproduced by the hybrid slip
model; finally, the finite fault source model, which is developed based on the global and local
source parameters is combined with the stochastic method. A simple, yet effective, analytical
model proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) is also used to adequately describe
the impulsive character of near-fault ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The calculated response spectra are compared with those, mentioned in International Building
Code (IBC 2000) and Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistance Design Building (Standard
No. 2800) to validate the availability and practicability of the proposed method for near-field
Tombak site at south-eastern part of Iran. This site includes massive LNG storage plants near
to fault. Then, the response of mentioned site under simulated ground motion has been studied
by conducting one dimensional ground response analysis. According to the above study, the
bed rock and ground surface accelerations of the site are provided. The results can be used in
hazard analysis of specific sites in the considered region, particularly for the performance
analysis of structures.

2. Simulation method

A simple and powerful method for simulating ground motions is to combine parametric or
functional descriptions of the ground motion’s amplitude spectrum with a random phase
spectrum modified such that the motion is distributed over a duration related to the earthquake
magnitude and to the distance from the source. This method of simulating ground motions
often goes by the name ‘‘Stochastic method’’. It is particularly useful for simulating the higher-
frequency ground motions of most interest to engineers (generally, f > 1 Hz), and it is widely
used to predict ground motions for regions of the world in which recordings of motion from
potentially damaging earthquakes are not available. One of the essential characteristics of the
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method is that it distills what is known about the various factors affecting ground motions
(source, path, and site) into simple functional forms.

2.1. Stochastic finite-fault simulation method

In this study, the Stochastic Method is used for simulating the strong ground motion. The
method assumes that the far-field accelerations on an elastic half space are band-limited, finite-
duration, white Gaussian noise, and that the source spectra are described by a single corner-
frequency model whose corner frequency depends on earthquake size (Mayeda and Malagnini
2009). The ground spectrum Y (M0, R, f) is conveniently broken into several simple functions
– the Earthquake Source (E); the Path (P); the Site (G) and the instrument or type of motion (I):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0, , , ,Y M R f E M f P R f G f I f= (1)

where, M0 is the seismic moment, R is the shortest distance from the fault to the site and f is
the frequency. Atkinson and Boore model (1995) is used to obtain the ground motion spectrum.
The process of strong ground motion simulation is depicted as a flowchart in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow chart showing the structure of the FOTRAN program for Atkinson and Boore model (1995)

The source spectrum, E, is obtained by the following equations specifying both the shape and
the amplitude as a function of the earthquake size:

( ) ( )0 0 0, ,E M f C M S M f= (2)
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( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0, , ,a bS M f S M f S M f= ´ (3)

By adopting the source spectrum model AB95 (Atkinson and Boore model 1995), the above
equation for source spectrum is rewritten considering the seismic moment dependence of the
above factors Sa in terms of corner frequencies fa and fb:
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where, C is a constant given by
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Here, < RΘΦ >  accounts for the radiation pattern (≈ 0.55); V represents the partition of total shear
wave energy into horizontal components (= 0.707); F accounts the effect of free surface (≈ 2);
ρs and βs are the density and shear wave velocity of the bedrock; Ro is a reference distance and
usually taken as 1 km. The corner frequencies fa and fb are obtained from the seismic moment
using the following relations

0log 2.41 0.533af M= - (6)

0log 1.431 0.188bf M= - (7)

The Source duration is evaluated as 0.5/fa.

The path effects are represented by simple functions that describe the geometric spreading
function, attenuation (intrinsic and scattering attenuation), and the general increase of
duration with distance due to wave propagation and scattering. The simplified path effect, P,
is given by the multiplication of the geometrical spreading and Q functions:
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usually taken as 1 km. The corner frequencies fa and fb are obtained from the seismic moment
using the following relations

0log 2.41 0.533af M= - (6)

0log 1.431 0.188bf M= - (7)

The Source duration is evaluated as 0.5/fa.

The path effects are represented by simple functions that describe the geometric spreading
function, attenuation (intrinsic and scattering attenuation), and the general increase of
duration with distance due to wave propagation and scattering. The simplified path effect, P,
is given by the multiplication of the geometrical spreading and Q functions:
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The relation between distance and geometrical spreading function, Z(R), is given by the
following function

( ) 1 130
70

Z R
R

= (9)

and Q(f) is the frequency dependent quality factor which is given by the following equation

( ) 0.8100Q f f= (10)

The path duration function of 0.05R is calculated from Atkinson and Boore (1995).

The attenuation or diminution operator D(f) accounts for the path-independent loss of high
frequency in the ground motions. A simple multiplicative filter can account for the diminution
of the high frequency motions. Here, fmax is 10 Hz. The diminution factor is calculated based on
the following equation
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The particular type of ground motion resulting from the simulation is controlled by the filter
I(f). If ground motion is desired, then

( )2 nI fp= - (12)

where, I = (-1)0.5. n = 0, 1, 2 for ground displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively.

A time domain simulation is carried out to get the actual Fourier amplitude spectrum. A White
Gaussian Noise (WGN) is produced and windowed off using a windowing function given
below
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Boore suggested the values of ε and η to be 0.2 and 0.05, respectively and fTgm = 2 based on
Saragoni and Hart (1974). The windowed WGN is converted to frequency domain and
normalized by its root mean square amplitude. The entire process of obtaining WGN is shown
in Figure 2. Then, the ground motion spectrum, shown in Figure 2, is multiplied with the
normalized windowed noise to get the Fourier amplitude spectrum as shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Analytical model proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003)

For near-field strong ground motions, most of the elastic energy arrives coherently in a single,
intense, relatively long period pulse at the beginning of record, representing the cumulative
effect of almost all the seismic radiation from the fault. The phenomenon is even more
pronounced when the direction of slip on the fault plane points toward the site as well. The
Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou model (2003) adequately describes the impulsive character of
near-faults ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively. In addition, it can be used
to analytically reproduce empirical observations that are based on available near-source
records. The input parameters of the model have an unambiguous physical meaning. The
proposed analytical model has been calibrated using a large number of actual near-field
ground motion records. It successfully simulates the entire set of available near-fault displace‐
ment, velocity, and (in many cases) acceleration time histories, as well as the corresponding
deformation, velocity, and acceleration response spectra. An “objective” definition of the pulse
duration is given based on model input parameters. In addition, Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou
(2003) investigate the scaling characteristics of the model parameters with earthquake
magnitude. Also, Mavroeidis et al. (2004) derive the Fourier transform of the analytical model
and identify the parameters that have the most significant effect on the spectral characteristics
of the model. Finally, a simplified (adequate for engineering purposes) method is proposed
for the synthesis of near-fault ground motions. The pulse duration (or period), the pulse
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The relation between distance and geometrical spreading function, Z(R), is given by the
following function
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Boore suggested the values of ε and η to be 0.2 and 0.05, respectively and fTgm = 2 based on
Saragoni and Hart (1974). The windowed WGN is converted to frequency domain and
normalized by its root mean square amplitude. The entire process of obtaining WGN is shown
in Figure 2. Then, the ground motion spectrum, shown in Figure 2, is multiplied with the
normalized windowed noise to get the Fourier amplitude spectrum as shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Analytical model proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003)

For near-field strong ground motions, most of the elastic energy arrives coherently in a single,
intense, relatively long period pulse at the beginning of record, representing the cumulative
effect of almost all the seismic radiation from the fault. The phenomenon is even more
pronounced when the direction of slip on the fault plane points toward the site as well. The
Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou model (2003) adequately describes the impulsive character of
near-faults ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively. In addition, it can be used
to analytically reproduce empirical observations that are based on available near-source
records. The input parameters of the model have an unambiguous physical meaning. The
proposed analytical model has been calibrated using a large number of actual near-field
ground motion records. It successfully simulates the entire set of available near-fault displace‐
ment, velocity, and (in many cases) acceleration time histories, as well as the corresponding
deformation, velocity, and acceleration response spectra. An “objective” definition of the pulse
duration is given based on model input parameters. In addition, Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou
(2003) investigate the scaling characteristics of the model parameters with earthquake
magnitude. Also, Mavroeidis et al. (2004) derive the Fourier transform of the analytical model
and identify the parameters that have the most significant effect on the spectral characteristics
of the model. Finally, a simplified (adequate for engineering purposes) method is proposed
for the synthesis of near-fault ground motions. The pulse duration (or period), the pulse
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amplitude, as well as the number and phase of half cycles are the key parameters that define
the waveform characteristics of near-fault velocity pulses. Therefore, an analytical model with
four parameters in principle should suffice to describe the entire set of velocity pulses
generated due to forward directivity or permanent translation effects. Seismologists have used
“wavelets” (also referred to as “signals,” “signatures,” or “pulses”), particularly in fields such
as seismic filtering, wavelet processing, wave-propagation modelling, and trace inversion
(Hubral and Tygel 1989). Although, various wavelets have been proposed in the literature,
only a limited number of them are popular and frequently used in practice. In this study, the
analytical wavelet signal proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) is chosen and
expressed by

( ) ( )21 1 cos cos 2
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This problem is easily resolved by limiting the time interval of the signal as follows
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The period of the harmonic oscillation should be smaller than the period of the envelope
represented by the elevated cosine function in order to produce physically acceptable signals;
that is,
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g g< Þ > (17)

The combination of equations (15) to (17) yields the formulation of the proposed analytical
model for the near-fault ground velocity pulses:
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where, parameter A controls the amplitude of the signal; fp is the frequency of the amplitude-
modulated harmonic (or the prevailing frequency of the signal); ν is the phase of the amplitude-
modulated harmonic (i.e., ν =0 and ν = ± π / 2 define symmetric and antisymmetric signals,
respectively); γ is a parameter that defines the oscillatory character (i.e., zero crossings) of the
signal (i.e., for small γ the signal approaches a deltalike pulse; as γ increases, the number of
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zero crossings increases); and t0 specifies the epoch of the envelope’s peak. The analytical
expressions for the ground acceleration and displacement time histories, compatible with the
ground velocity given by equation (18), are
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A parametric study in terms of ν and γ of the normalized (with respect to fp and A) acceleration,
velocity, and displacement pulses can be performed based on the equations presented
previously. We define the normalized time variable as

( )02 pt f t tp= - (21)

Then, the normalized acceleration and displacement time histories can be expressed by
rewriting equations (19) and (20), as
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amplitude, as well as the number and phase of half cycles are the key parameters that define
the waveform characteristics of near-fault velocity pulses. Therefore, an analytical model with
four parameters in principle should suffice to describe the entire set of velocity pulses
generated due to forward directivity or permanent translation effects. Seismologists have used
“wavelets” (also referred to as “signals,” “signatures,” or “pulses”), particularly in fields such
as seismic filtering, wavelet processing, wave-propagation modelling, and trace inversion
(Hubral and Tygel 1989). Although, various wavelets have been proposed in the literature,
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analytical wavelet signal proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) is chosen and
expressed by
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where, parameter A controls the amplitude of the signal; fp is the frequency of the amplitude-
modulated harmonic (or the prevailing frequency of the signal); ν is the phase of the amplitude-
modulated harmonic (i.e., ν =0 and ν = ± π / 2 define symmetric and antisymmetric signals,
respectively); γ is a parameter that defines the oscillatory character (i.e., zero crossings) of the
signal (i.e., for small γ the signal approaches a deltalike pulse; as γ increases, the number of
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zero crossings increases); and t0 specifies the epoch of the envelope’s peak. The analytical
expressions for the ground acceleration and displacement time histories, compatible with the
ground velocity given by equation (18), are
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A parametric study in terms of ν and γ of the normalized (with respect to fp and A) acceleration,
velocity, and displacement pulses can be performed based on the equations presented
previously. We define the normalized time variable as

( )02 pt f t tp= - (21)

Then, the normalized acceleration and displacement time histories can be expressed by
rewriting equations (19) and (20), as
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Assuming that the duration of the pulse is independent of the source–station distance for
stations located within ~10 km from the causative fault, the pulse period and the moment
magnitude are related through the following empirical relationship obtained by least-squares
fit analysis:

log 2.2 0.4p WT M= - + (24)

In this section, we propose a very simplified methodology for generating realistic synthetic
ground motions that are adequate for engineering analysis and design. We exploit the simple
analytical model introduced in the present work to describe the coherent (long-period)
component of motion and the stochastic (or engineering) approach to synthesize the incoherent
(high-frequency) seismic radiation (for a review of the stochastic approach of ground motion
synthesis; see Boore (1983) and Shinozuka (1988)). For the latter component of motion, due to
the proximity of the point of observation to the source, it is necessary to use a source model
that provides guidance as how to distribute the available seismic moment of the simulated
event on the fault plane. Such a source model is the specific barrier model of Papageorgiou
and Aki (1983). According to this model, an earthquake is visualized as a sequence of equal-
size sub-events uniformly distributed on a rectangular fault plane. At the present time, the
proposed mathematical model along with its scaling laws can take into account (with confi‐
dence) only for the forward directivity effect. Even though the analytical expression can
replicate near-fault ground motion records that manifest the permanent-translation effect as
well, the limited number of recordings with permanent translation does not permit the
derivation of appropriate scaling laws. Therefore, the proposed analytical model should be
utilized with caution for the generation of synthetic long-period ground motions that intend
to incorporate the permanent translation effect. In these cases, the permanent offsets of the
synthetic displacement time histories should be compatible with the tectonic environment and
earthquake magnitude of the simulated event. The proposed methodology is written in
MATLAB with the following steps:

1. Select the moment magnitude, MW, of the potential earthquake and calculate the prevail‐
ing frequency, fP, by fP=1/TP. For selected values of the parameters A, γ and ν (or for a suite
of values of these three parameters), generate the coherent component of acceleration time
history (or a suite of time histories) using equation (19).

2. For the selected fault–station geometry, generate the synthetic acceleration time histories
for the moment magnitude, MW, specified previously, using the specific barrier model.

3. Calculate the Fourier transform of the synthetic acceleration time histories generated in
steps 1 and 2.

4. Subtract the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the synthetic time history generated in step 1
from the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the synthetic time history produced in step 2.

5. Construct a synthetic acceleration time history so that (a) its Fourier amplitude spectrum
is the difference of the Fourier amplitude spectra calculated in step 4; and (b) its phase
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coincides with the phase of the Fourier transform of the synthetic time history generated
in step 2.

6. Superimpose the time histories generated in steps 1 and 5. The near-source pulse is shifted
in time so that the peak of its envelope coincides with the time that the rupture front passes
in front of the station.

3. The seismotectonic and seismicity of Tombak region

The Zagros region is one of the most seismically active regions in Iran. The Tombak LNG
terminal is located along the Persian Gulf northern coast, south of the Zagros Mountains, which
mark the deforming zone separating Arabia (Arabian plate) and Central Iran (Eurasian plate)
(Figure 3(a)). Location of Tombak area is presented in Figure 3(b). The massive LNG storage
tanks exist in this terminal. These tanks have high importance from engineering and econom‐
ical point of view so seismic loads should be considered in their analysis and design. The
relevant codes of LNG storage containers emphasize that a comprehensive seismic hazard
investigation should be conducted for regional seismicity and earthquake events of known
near-fault.

2. For the selected fault–station geometry, generate the synthetic acceleration time histories for the moment magnitude, MW, 
specified previously, using the specific barrier model. 

3. Calculate the Fourier transform of the synthetic acceleration time histories generated in steps 1 and 2. 
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Figure 3. Location map: (a) Zagros folded zone, and (b) Tombak area 
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Assuming that the duration of the pulse is independent of the source–station distance for
stations located within ~10 km from the causative fault, the pulse period and the moment
magnitude are related through the following empirical relationship obtained by least-squares
fit analysis:

log 2.2 0.4p WT M= - + (24)

In this section, we propose a very simplified methodology for generating realistic synthetic
ground motions that are adequate for engineering analysis and design. We exploit the simple
analytical model introduced in the present work to describe the coherent (long-period)
component of motion and the stochastic (or engineering) approach to synthesize the incoherent
(high-frequency) seismic radiation (for a review of the stochastic approach of ground motion
synthesis; see Boore (1983) and Shinozuka (1988)). For the latter component of motion, due to
the proximity of the point of observation to the source, it is necessary to use a source model
that provides guidance as how to distribute the available seismic moment of the simulated
event on the fault plane. Such a source model is the specific barrier model of Papageorgiou
and Aki (1983). According to this model, an earthquake is visualized as a sequence of equal-
size sub-events uniformly distributed on a rectangular fault plane. At the present time, the
proposed mathematical model along with its scaling laws can take into account (with confi‐
dence) only for the forward directivity effect. Even though the analytical expression can
replicate near-fault ground motion records that manifest the permanent-translation effect as
well, the limited number of recordings with permanent translation does not permit the
derivation of appropriate scaling laws. Therefore, the proposed analytical model should be
utilized with caution for the generation of synthetic long-period ground motions that intend
to incorporate the permanent translation effect. In these cases, the permanent offsets of the
synthetic displacement time histories should be compatible with the tectonic environment and
earthquake magnitude of the simulated event. The proposed methodology is written in
MATLAB with the following steps:

1. Select the moment magnitude, MW, of the potential earthquake and calculate the prevail‐
ing frequency, fP, by fP=1/TP. For selected values of the parameters A, γ and ν (or for a suite
of values of these three parameters), generate the coherent component of acceleration time
history (or a suite of time histories) using equation (19).

2. For the selected fault–station geometry, generate the synthetic acceleration time histories
for the moment magnitude, MW, specified previously, using the specific barrier model.

3. Calculate the Fourier transform of the synthetic acceleration time histories generated in
steps 1 and 2.

4. Subtract the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the synthetic time history generated in step 1
from the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the synthetic time history produced in step 2.

5. Construct a synthetic acceleration time history so that (a) its Fourier amplitude spectrum
is the difference of the Fourier amplitude spectra calculated in step 4; and (b) its phase
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coincides with the phase of the Fourier transform of the synthetic time history generated
in step 2.

6. Superimpose the time histories generated in steps 1 and 5. The near-source pulse is shifted
in time so that the peak of its envelope coincides with the time that the rupture front passes
in front of the station.

3. The seismotectonic and seismicity of Tombak region

The Zagros region is one of the most seismically active regions in Iran. The Tombak LNG
terminal is located along the Persian Gulf northern coast, south of the Zagros Mountains, which
mark the deforming zone separating Arabia (Arabian plate) and Central Iran (Eurasian plate)
(Figure 3(a)). Location of Tombak area is presented in Figure 3(b). The massive LNG storage
tanks exist in this terminal. These tanks have high importance from engineering and econom‐
ical point of view so seismic loads should be considered in their analysis and design. The
relevant codes of LNG storage containers emphasize that a comprehensive seismic hazard
investigation should be conducted for regional seismicity and earthquake events of known
near-fault.
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West of the Makran coast, where oceanic crust is subducting beneath Eurasia, the collision of
the Arabian shield with Iran has uplifted the Zagros Mountains. The Zagros Mountains belt
represents the early stage of a continental collision between the Arabian plate and the central
Iran continental blocks. The Zagros Mountains are a seismically active region. Seismicity is
restricted to the region between the Main Zagros Thrust and the Persian Gulf. Strong earth‐
quakes are thought to occur on blind active thrust faults, which do not reach the surface. Fault
plane solutions of these earthquakes indicate displacement mainly on low to high-angle
reverse faults at depth of 6-12 km in the uppermost part of the basement. Most of the earth‐
quakes for the region have generally M = 5.0 to 6.5, and have originated on sources beneath
the decollement (Berberian 1995). Subduction on the main Zagros thrust has now ceased and
it is seismically inactive (Ni and Barazangi 1986) except for the northern Zagros, where the
surface trace of the thrust has been reactivated as right-slip main recent fault. The Zagros active
fold-thrust belt lies on the north-eastern margin of the Arabian plate, on Precambrian (Pan-
African) basement. It is composed of Cambrian to Neogene's folded series and is the result of
five major tectonic events (Berberian and King 1981; Berberian 1983). The Zagros fold-thrust
belt is composed of five units. The folds are parallel to the thrust faults. The axial part of the
folds, striking NW SE, appears as broad asymmetrical folds with axial planes dipping to the
NE and North. Their north-eastern limbs gently dip (20°) to the NW whereas their south-
western limbs are steeper (40°) to the SE reaching 60 to 80°down slope and in some cases are
nearly vertical, overturned or thrusted. The Main Zagros Thrust Fault (MZTF) indicates a
fundamental change in sedimentary and structural evolution and seismicity. It marks the
geosuture between the two colliding plates of the Eurasia and the Arabia. The global zone
taken into account lies between 32°N and 26°N in latitude and 50°E and 58°E in longitude.

4. Estimation of the model parameters

The source and earthquake parameters have been obtained from the pervious seismic hazard
study which has been conducted for Tombak area. The most of the models based on the
stochastic method are fundamentally point-source models. Although it is true that near and
intermediate-field terms are lacking, in most applications the frequencies are high enough that
the far-field terms dominate, even if the site is near the fault. Furthermore, the effects of a finite-
fault averaged over a number of sites distributed around the fault (to average over radiation
pattern and directivity effects) can be captured in several ways: 1) using the closest distance
to faulting as the source-to-site distance; 2) using a two-corner source spectrum; 3) allowing
the geometrical spreading to be magnitude dependent. The material properties described by
density ρ, and shear wave velocity β, are estimated to be 2.8 gr/cm3 and 3.5 km/sec, respectively.
All parameters used for simulation are summarized in Table (1).

In the methodology of Beresnev and Atkinson (1997,1998), modelling of finite source requires
information of the orientation and dimensions of fault plane, as well as information of the
dimensions of sub-faults and the location of hypocenter. The trends of epicenteral and
hypocenteral distribution are in accordance with the strike and dip angle of the focal mecha‐
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nism (strike, dip, slip) = (175, 85, 153) of the mainshock (Yamanaka 2003). The source dimension
is therefore roughly estimated to be 20 km x 16 km (Yamanaka 2003).

Source parameters can be classified into two types (Irikura 2000): global source parameters
and local source parameters. They represent different features of the fault source and are
determined by different methods. The global source parameters characterize the macro feature
of the entire source area and include spatial orientation of fault (location, attitude, buried
depth), fault size (length, width, area), and both average slip and average rupture velocity on
the fault plane. In the global source parameters both the slip type and spatial orientation are
determined by seismogeology investigation and geophysical exploration; while the moment
magnitude of the scenario earthquake caused by an active fault is estimated from its seismic
hazard assessment. Fault size and average slip on the fault plane are also estimated by seismic
scaling laws. In this study, the information for generating near-field strong ground motion
such as magnitude related to each return period and the epicentral and hypocentral distances
for stochastic method have been extracted from the seismogeology investigation that have
been presented in Table (2). Table (3) lists the basic parameters used in the strong ground
motion predictions.

Zone Seismic source

Tombak

Magnitude
Epicentral

distance (km)
Depth (km)

Hypocentral

distance (km)

ZFF-C
OBE (475 years) 6.5 5 11 12

SSE (5000 years) 7.0 5 14 15

Table 2. Parameter values of finite fault source model

Parameters Values

ρs, βs, V , < RΘΦ > , F , R0 2.8, 3.5, 0.707, 0.55, 2.0, 1.0

Geometrical spreading (including factors to insure

continuity of function)

r<40 km: 1/r

r≥ 40 km: (1/40)(40/r)0.5

Q, cQ 180f0.45, 3.5 km/s

Source duration 0.5/fa

Path duration 0.05 R

Site amplification Boore and Joyner (1997) generic rock

Site diminution parameters (fmax,κ) 100.0, 0.03

Table 1. Model parameters
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West of the Makran coast, where oceanic crust is subducting beneath Eurasia, the collision of
the Arabian shield with Iran has uplifted the Zagros Mountains. The Zagros Mountains belt
represents the early stage of a continental collision between the Arabian plate and the central
Iran continental blocks. The Zagros Mountains are a seismically active region. Seismicity is
restricted to the region between the Main Zagros Thrust and the Persian Gulf. Strong earth‐
quakes are thought to occur on blind active thrust faults, which do not reach the surface. Fault
plane solutions of these earthquakes indicate displacement mainly on low to high-angle
reverse faults at depth of 6-12 km in the uppermost part of the basement. Most of the earth‐
quakes for the region have generally M = 5.0 to 6.5, and have originated on sources beneath
the decollement (Berberian 1995). Subduction on the main Zagros thrust has now ceased and
it is seismically inactive (Ni and Barazangi 1986) except for the northern Zagros, where the
surface trace of the thrust has been reactivated as right-slip main recent fault. The Zagros active
fold-thrust belt lies on the north-eastern margin of the Arabian plate, on Precambrian (Pan-
African) basement. It is composed of Cambrian to Neogene's folded series and is the result of
five major tectonic events (Berberian and King 1981; Berberian 1983). The Zagros fold-thrust
belt is composed of five units. The folds are parallel to the thrust faults. The axial part of the
folds, striking NW SE, appears as broad asymmetrical folds with axial planes dipping to the
NE and North. Their north-eastern limbs gently dip (20°) to the NW whereas their south-
western limbs are steeper (40°) to the SE reaching 60 to 80°down slope and in some cases are
nearly vertical, overturned or thrusted. The Main Zagros Thrust Fault (MZTF) indicates a
fundamental change in sedimentary and structural evolution and seismicity. It marks the
geosuture between the two colliding plates of the Eurasia and the Arabia. The global zone
taken into account lies between 32°N and 26°N in latitude and 50°E and 58°E in longitude.

4. Estimation of the model parameters

The source and earthquake parameters have been obtained from the pervious seismic hazard
study which has been conducted for Tombak area. The most of the models based on the
stochastic method are fundamentally point-source models. Although it is true that near and
intermediate-field terms are lacking, in most applications the frequencies are high enough that
the far-field terms dominate, even if the site is near the fault. Furthermore, the effects of a finite-
fault averaged over a number of sites distributed around the fault (to average over radiation
pattern and directivity effects) can be captured in several ways: 1) using the closest distance
to faulting as the source-to-site distance; 2) using a two-corner source spectrum; 3) allowing
the geometrical spreading to be magnitude dependent. The material properties described by
density ρ, and shear wave velocity β, are estimated to be 2.8 gr/cm3 and 3.5 km/sec, respectively.
All parameters used for simulation are summarized in Table (1).

In the methodology of Beresnev and Atkinson (1997,1998), modelling of finite source requires
information of the orientation and dimensions of fault plane, as well as information of the
dimensions of sub-faults and the location of hypocenter. The trends of epicenteral and
hypocenteral distribution are in accordance with the strike and dip angle of the focal mecha‐
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nism (strike, dip, slip) = (175, 85, 153) of the mainshock (Yamanaka 2003). The source dimension
is therefore roughly estimated to be 20 km x 16 km (Yamanaka 2003).

Source parameters can be classified into two types (Irikura 2000): global source parameters
and local source parameters. They represent different features of the fault source and are
determined by different methods. The global source parameters characterize the macro feature
of the entire source area and include spatial orientation of fault (location, attitude, buried
depth), fault size (length, width, area), and both average slip and average rupture velocity on
the fault plane. In the global source parameters both the slip type and spatial orientation are
determined by seismogeology investigation and geophysical exploration; while the moment
magnitude of the scenario earthquake caused by an active fault is estimated from its seismic
hazard assessment. Fault size and average slip on the fault plane are also estimated by seismic
scaling laws. In this study, the information for generating near-field strong ground motion
such as magnitude related to each return period and the epicentral and hypocentral distances
for stochastic method have been extracted from the seismogeology investigation that have
been presented in Table (2). Table (3) lists the basic parameters used in the strong ground
motion predictions.

Zone Seismic source

Tombak

Magnitude
Epicentral

distance (km)
Depth (km)

Hypocentral

distance (km)

ZFF-C
OBE (475 years) 6.5 5 11 12

SSE (5000 years) 7.0 5 14 15

Table 2. Parameter values of finite fault source model

Parameters Values

ρs, βs, V , < RΘΦ > , F , R0 2.8, 3.5, 0.707, 0.55, 2.0, 1.0

Geometrical spreading (including factors to insure

continuity of function)

r<40 km: 1/r

r≥ 40 km: (1/40)(40/r)0.5

Q, cQ 180f0.45, 3.5 km/s

Source duration 0.5/fa

Path duration 0.05 R

Site amplification Boore and Joyner (1997) generic rock

Site diminution parameters (fmax,κ) 100.0, 0.03
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Parameters Values

Fault orientation Strike 122°, Dip 40°

Fault dimensions along strike and dip (km) 28 × 16

Burial depth of upper limit of the fault (km) 5.0

Moment magnitude (MW) 6.7

Subfault dimensions along strike and dip (km) 1 × 1

Stress drop (bar) 50

Q(f) 150f 0.5

Geometrical spreading 1/R

Windowing function Saragoni-Hart

Kappa 0.05

Crustal shear wave velocity (km/s) 3.7

Rupture velocity (km/s) 0.8 × shear wave velocity

Crustal density (g/cm3) 2.8

Table 3. Basic parameters used in the strong ground motion predictions

Using the magnitude for each return period, the duration of pulse is defined for both levels of
earthquakes. The other parameters for the pulse are extracted from Mavroeidis and Papa‐
georgiou (2003). The data has been obtained by the calibration procedure of actual near-fault
strong ground motion records. The chosen parameter values have been summarized in Table
(4).

ω

Return period

(year)

Amplitude of

pulse

A (cm/s)

Oscillatory

character of the

signal γ

Phase of Pulse

ν (degree)

Time shift

t0 (second)

6.5 475 50 1.5 134° 5

7.0 5000 90 2 100° 6.4

Table 4. Input parameters for defining long period pulse

5. Results and discussion

A simple and powerful method for simulating ground motions is based on the assumption
that the amplitude of ground motion at a site can be specified in a deterministic way, with a
random phase spectrum modified such that the motion is distributed over a duration related
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to the earthquake magnitude and to distance from the source. This stochastic method is
particularly useful for simulating the higher-frequency ground motions, and it is used to
predict ground motions for regions of the world in which recordings of motion from damaging
earthquakes are not available. This simple method has been successful in matching a variety
of ground motion measures for earthquakes with seismic moments spanning more than 12
orders of magnitude. SMSIM (StochasticModel SIMulation or Strong Motion SIMulation) is a
set of programs for simulating ground motions based on the stochastic method. Programs are
included both for time-domain and for random vibration simulations. In addition, programs
are included to produce Fourier amplitude spectra for the models used in the simulations and
to convert shear velocity versus depth into frequency-dependent amplification. The necessary
parameters in these models are distinguished for defining the theoretical relationships. In this
study, the near-field strong motion time histories, obtained from the stochastic method, are
presented for both levels of earthquakes (475y and 5000y) as shown in Figure 4. The long period
pulse has been calculated and presented in Figure 5 for both return periods.

In this stage, the pulse acceleration superimposes to the synthetic acceleration time history.
The near-source pulse is shifted in time so that the peak of its envelope coincides with the time
of rupture front of station. The final acceleration time histories for both levels of earthquakes
are shown in Figure 6. The response spectra, obtained from simulated strong ground motion
analysis, for 5% damping ratio are shown in Figure 7 for return periods 475 and 5000 years.
As it is seen in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the response spectrum has a sudden increasing for period
ranges of 1 to 4 and 2 to 6 for 475y and 5000y, respectively. Therefore, structures which their
periods settle in these ranges are influenced from near-field due to the long period pulse
ground motion. In Figure 8, the smoothed response spectrum, obtained for return period of
475 years, is compared with IBC 2000 and Standard No. 2800. This figure shows that the
response spectra are close to each other in the period range of 0 to 1 second. When the period
exceeds than 1 second, the effect of long period pulse becomes apparent in the response spectra.

Table 3. Basic parameters used in the strong ground motion predictions 

Using the magnitude for each return period, the duration of pulse is defined for both levels of earthquakes. The other parameters 
for the pulse are extracted from Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003). The data has been obtained by the calibration procedure of 
actual near-fault strong ground motion records. The chosen parameter values have been summarized in Table (4). 
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Figure 4. Synthetic acceleration time histories for return periods: (a) 475 years, and (b) 5000 years
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Parameters Values

Fault orientation Strike 122°, Dip 40°

Fault dimensions along strike and dip (km) 28 × 16

Burial depth of upper limit of the fault (km) 5.0

Moment magnitude (MW) 6.7

Subfault dimensions along strike and dip (km) 1 × 1

Stress drop (bar) 50

Q(f) 150f 0.5

Geometrical spreading 1/R

Windowing function Saragoni-Hart

Kappa 0.05

Crustal shear wave velocity (km/s) 3.7

Rupture velocity (km/s) 0.8 × shear wave velocity

Crustal density (g/cm3) 2.8

Table 3. Basic parameters used in the strong ground motion predictions

Using the magnitude for each return period, the duration of pulse is defined for both levels of
earthquakes. The other parameters for the pulse are extracted from Mavroeidis and Papa‐
georgiou (2003). The data has been obtained by the calibration procedure of actual near-fault
strong ground motion records. The chosen parameter values have been summarized in Table
(4).
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to the earthquake magnitude and to distance from the source. This stochastic method is
particularly useful for simulating the higher-frequency ground motions, and it is used to
predict ground motions for regions of the world in which recordings of motion from damaging
earthquakes are not available. This simple method has been successful in matching a variety
of ground motion measures for earthquakes with seismic moments spanning more than 12
orders of magnitude. SMSIM (StochasticModel SIMulation or Strong Motion SIMulation) is a
set of programs for simulating ground motions based on the stochastic method. Programs are
included both for time-domain and for random vibration simulations. In addition, programs
are included to produce Fourier amplitude spectra for the models used in the simulations and
to convert shear velocity versus depth into frequency-dependent amplification. The necessary
parameters in these models are distinguished for defining the theoretical relationships. In this
study, the near-field strong motion time histories, obtained from the stochastic method, are
presented for both levels of earthquakes (475y and 5000y) as shown in Figure 4. The long period
pulse has been calculated and presented in Figure 5 for both return periods.

In this stage, the pulse acceleration superimposes to the synthetic acceleration time history.
The near-source pulse is shifted in time so that the peak of its envelope coincides with the time
of rupture front of station. The final acceleration time histories for both levels of earthquakes
are shown in Figure 6. The response spectra, obtained from simulated strong ground motion
analysis, for 5% damping ratio are shown in Figure 7 for return periods 475 and 5000 years.
As it is seen in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the response spectrum has a sudden increasing for period
ranges of 1 to 4 and 2 to 6 for 475y and 5000y, respectively. Therefore, structures which their
periods settle in these ranges are influenced from near-field due to the long period pulse
ground motion. In Figure 8, the smoothed response spectrum, obtained for return period of
475 years, is compared with IBC 2000 and Standard No. 2800. This figure shows that the
response spectra are close to each other in the period range of 0 to 1 second. When the period
exceeds than 1 second, the effect of long period pulse becomes apparent in the response spectra.

Table 3. Basic parameters used in the strong ground motion predictions 

Using the magnitude for each return period, the duration of pulse is defined for both levels of earthquakes. The other parameters 
for the pulse are extracted from Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003). The data has been obtained by the calibration procedure of 
actual near-fault strong ground motion records. The chosen parameter values have been summarized in Table (4). 

 

 

w Return period 
(year) 

Amplitude of 
pulse 

A (cm/s) 

Oscillatory 
character of the 

signal 
  

Phase of Pulse 
  (degree) 

Time shift 
t0 (second) 

6.5 475 50 1.5 134° 5 
7.0 5000 90 2 100° 6.4 

Table 4. Input parameters for defining long period pulse 
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Figure 5. Long period pulses for return periods: (a) 475 years, and (b) 5000 years
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Figure 8. Comparison between response spectra (Blue Curve: 475y, Red Curve: Standard No. 2800, Gray Curve: IBC 2000)

6. Site response analysis

Soil  investigation  and  borings  are  carried  out  for  the  detail  design  of  storage  tank
foundations  and spill  basin  structures  of  NIOC LNG Project.  The  site  is  located  at  the
Persian Gulf coast in Tombak region, approximately 60 km away from Assaluyeh city, in
Bushehr province. Standard penetration test has been running since initial stages of drilling
operation. SPT tests have been performed approximately in each 1.5 m advance of drilling.
Thus, there is a full set of data covering whole area with SPT results. Seismic tests of down-
hole are done for full depth (80 m). Shear and compression waves velocities (Vs & Vp) are
determined,  accordingly.  The  results  are  presented  in  Table  (5).  The  longitudinal  wave
velocity increases due to water table. The water table in borehole is approximately 9.0 m
below the ground.  Generally,  the shear wave velocity increases versus depth due to an
increase of  soil  density.  According to  Standard No.  2800,  the shear  wave velocity  more
than 760 m/s  is assigned as rock; therefore the seismic bed rock is located at 10 m  below
the ground. The mentioned standard is used to classify the soil type which is type II and
class C in this project. One-dimensional ground response analysis of the site is carried out
by the equivalent linear approach using SHAKE 91 program (Idriss et al. 1992).
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Figure 8. Comparison between response spectra (Blue Curve: 475y, Red Curve: Standard No. 2800, Gray Curve: IBC 2000)

6. Site response analysis

Soil  investigation  and  borings  are  carried  out  for  the  detail  design  of  storage  tank
foundations  and spill  basin  structures  of  NIOC LNG Project.  The  site  is  located  at  the
Persian Gulf coast in Tombak region, approximately 60 km away from Assaluyeh city, in
Bushehr province. Standard penetration test has been running since initial stages of drilling
operation. SPT tests have been performed approximately in each 1.5 m advance of drilling.
Thus, there is a full set of data covering whole area with SPT results. Seismic tests of down-
hole are done for full depth (80 m). Shear and compression waves velocities (Vs & Vp) are
determined,  accordingly.  The  results  are  presented  in  Table  (5).  The  longitudinal  wave
velocity increases due to water table. The water table in borehole is approximately 9.0 m
below the ground.  Generally,  the shear wave velocity increases versus depth due to an
increase of  soil  density.  According to  Standard No.  2800,  the shear  wave velocity  more
than 760 m/s  is assigned as rock; therefore the seismic bed rock is located at 10 m below
the ground. The mentioned standard is used to classify the soil type which is type II and
class C in this project. One-dimensional ground response analysis of the site is carried out
by the equivalent linear approach using SHAKE 91 program (Idriss et al. 1992).
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Depth Density Vp Vs E G K
υ

m gr/cm3 m/s m/s MPa MPa MPa

0-1.3 2.1 570 330 571 229 377 0.25

1.3-4 2.1 850 500 1297 525 817 0.24

4-5.5 2.1 1040 600 1891 756 1263 0.25

5.5-10 2.1 1500 700 2801 1029 3353 0.36

10-20 2.25 1520 760 3466 1300 3466 0.33

20-30 2.3 1600 800 3925 1472 3925 0.33

30-42 2.15 1600 835 3936 1499 3505 0.31

42-52 1.96 1650 870 3879 1484 3358 0.31

52-62 2.2 1600 820 3911 1479 3660 0.32

62-78 2.17 1650 900 4529 1758 3564 0.29

Table 5. Soil properties

According to the geotechnical site investigation, the soil type and the thickness of each layer
are defined. From depth 0.0 m to 8.0 m, there are very diverse layers including boulder, gravel
with some silty sand or sandy silt. SPT tests for these layers are refused because of coarse size
of grains. From 8.0 m to 41.6 m, a very dense light brown sandy gravel with some cobbles is
observed. SPT values are very high for this layer and some trace silt is seen from depth 32.0 m
to 32.5 m. After this layer, a very dense light brown silty sand with some gravel is exist with
2.0 m thick. From 43.5 m to 50.0 m, we can see a very dense light brown sandy gravel with some
cobbles and trace silt and clay. This layer changes to very dense gray silty sand with trace
boulder (at depth: 50.0 m to 52.0 m). From 52.0 m to 52.6 m, borehole drilling machine interfaces
to a piece of rock presenting by "boulder" phrase in borehole log. From 52.6 m to 54.0 m,
borehole log shows a very dense to medium dense of gray silty sand. This layer is become very
dense and its color changes to light brown from depth 54.0 m to 61.0 m. From depth 61.0 m to
64.0 m, some gravel and trace silt is added to last mentioned layer, so we can see a silty sand
with some gravel and trace silt. From 64.0 m to 73.6 m, borehole log shows a very dense light
brown sandy gravel with trace cobbles and clay. At the end of borehole, to depth 80.0 m,
borehole log shows a very dense light brown silty sand with trace gravel and clay. Considering
the results, particularly the seismic down-hole and SPT data, it is found that the average shear
wave velocity equals approximately to 650 m/s and the SPT number is more than 50. For site
specific response analysis, it is recommended to use shear wave velocity measured in the field.
The average shear wave velocity of soil within 30 m was found to be around 650 m/s. The
simulated ground motion is used as the input motion for ground response analysis. The results
of ground response analysis are presented in Figure 9. The variation of maximum acceleration
with depth as shown in Figure 9 indicates that the increase of PGA at the surface is about 1.06
and 1.11 times higher than those on the bed rock for return periods of 475 years and 5000 years,
respectively. The response spectra obtained from ground response analysis for 5% damping
ratio are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Acceleration time histories: (a) simulated on bedrock for return period = 475 years, (b) obtained on ground
surface for return period = 475 years, and (c) simulated on bedrock for return period = 5000 years, (d) obtained on
ground surface for return period = 5000 years

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Spectral accelerations obtained by response analyses for return periods: (a) 475 years, and (b) 5000 years

7. Conclusions

The present study has been focused on simulating near-field strong ground motions using
hybrid method for Tombak area in south-eastern part of Iran. The simulation of ground motion
has been carried out using the stochastic method proposed by Boore (2003). Afterwards, the
analytical model proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) is applied to consider the
impulsive character of near-fault ground motion. Then, the response of mentioned site under
simulated ground motion has been studied by conducting one dimensional ground response
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Depth Density Vp Vs E G K
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According to the geotechnical site investigation, the soil type and the thickness of each layer
are defined. From depth 0.0 m to 8.0 m, there are very diverse layers including boulder, gravel
with some silty sand or sandy silt. SPT tests for these layers are refused because of coarse size
of grains. From 8.0 m to 41.6 m, a very dense light brown sandy gravel with some cobbles is
observed. SPT values are very high for this layer and some trace silt is seen from depth 32.0 m
to 32.5 m. After this layer, a very dense light brown silty sand with some gravel is exist with
2.0 m thick. From 43.5 m to 50.0 m, we can see a very dense light brown sandy gravel with some
cobbles and trace silt and clay. This layer changes to very dense gray silty sand with trace
boulder (at depth: 50.0 m to 52.0 m). From 52.0 m to 52.6 m, borehole drilling machine interfaces
to a piece of rock presenting by "boulder" phrase in borehole log. From 52.6 m to 54.0 m,
borehole log shows a very dense to medium dense of gray silty sand. This layer is become very
dense and its color changes to light brown from depth 54.0 m to 61.0 m. From depth 61.0 m to
64.0 m, some gravel and trace silt is added to last mentioned layer, so we can see a silty sand
with some gravel and trace silt. From 64.0 m to 73.6 m, borehole log shows a very dense light
brown sandy gravel with trace cobbles and clay. At the end of borehole, to depth 80.0 m,
borehole log shows a very dense light brown silty sand with trace gravel and clay. Considering
the results, particularly the seismic down-hole and SPT data, it is found that the average shear
wave velocity equals approximately to 650 m/s and the SPT number is more than 50. For site
specific response analysis, it is recommended to use shear wave velocity measured in the field.
The average shear wave velocity of soil within 30 m was found to be around 650 m/s. The
simulated ground motion is used as the input motion for ground response analysis. The results
of ground response analysis are presented in Figure 9. The variation of maximum acceleration
with depth as shown in Figure 9 indicates that the increase of PGA at the surface is about 1.06
and 1.11 times higher than those on the bed rock for return periods of 475 years and 5000 years,
respectively. The response spectra obtained from ground response analysis for 5% damping
ratio are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Acceleration time histories: (a) simulated on bedrock for return period = 475 years, (b) obtained on ground
surface for return period = 475 years, and (c) simulated on bedrock for return period = 5000 years, (d) obtained on
ground surface for return period = 5000 years
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Figure 10. Spectral accelerations obtained by response analyses for return periods: (a) 475 years, and (b) 5000 years

7. Conclusions

The present study has been focused on simulating near-field strong ground motions using
hybrid method for Tombak area in south-eastern part of Iran. The simulation of ground motion
has been carried out using the stochastic method proposed by Boore (2003). Afterwards, the
analytical model proposed by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) is applied to consider the
impulsive character of near-fault ground motion. Then, the response of mentioned site under
simulated ground motion has been studied by conducting one dimensional ground response
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analysis. The results can be used for estimating the probable ground motion acceleration time-
histories to be used in the hazard analysis of specific sites in the region under study, particu‐
larly for performance analysis of exiting structures. The ability of this hybrid method in
simulating strong motions is also shown in this study. The simulation parameters, obtained
in this study, can be used to asses the strong-motion level at a much larger number of sites,
where no record is available, to investigate how different characteristics of motion affect the
damage distribution in the Tombak region. Based on the above study the following conclusions
are derived:

• The maximum PGAs on bedrock at the Tombak site are established as 0.32 g and 0.35 g for
return periods of 475 and 5000 years, respectively.

• Ground response analysis indicates small increases of PGAs at the surface which are about
1.06 and 1.11 times higher than those on the bedrock for return periods of 475 and 5000 years,
respectively.

• The response spectra obtained from the analyses indicate that the effect of long period pulse
appears in the period ranges of 1 to 4 and 2 to 6 for 475y and 5000y, respectively, which are
the typical ranges of period for LNG storage tank structures constructed in the Tomabk
region.

• The obtained results demonstrate that the employed models adequately describe the nature
of the impulsive near-fault ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively.

• The proposed procedure mentioned in the present work will facilitate the study of the elastic
and inelastic response of structures subjected to near-source seismic excitations within the
considered region.
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analysis. The results can be used for estimating the probable ground motion acceleration time-
histories to be used in the hazard analysis of specific sites in the region under study, particu‐
larly for performance analysis of exiting structures. The ability of this hybrid method in
simulating strong motions is also shown in this study. The simulation parameters, obtained
in this study, can be used to asses the strong-motion level at a much larger number of sites,
where no record is available, to investigate how different characteristics of motion affect the
damage distribution in the Tombak region. Based on the above study the following conclusions
are derived:

• The maximum PGAs on bedrock at the Tombak site are established as 0.32 g and 0.35 g for
return periods of 475 and 5000 years, respectively.

• Ground response analysis indicates small increases of PGAs at the surface which are about
1.06 and 1.11 times higher than those on the bedrock for return periods of 475 and 5000 years,
respectively.

• The response spectra obtained from the analyses indicate that the effect of long period pulse
appears in the period ranges of 1 to 4 and 2 to 6 for 475y and 5000y, respectively, which are
the typical ranges of period for LNG storage tank structures constructed in the Tomabk
region.

• The obtained results demonstrate that the employed models adequately describe the nature
of the impulsive near-fault ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively.

• The proposed procedure mentioned in the present work will facilitate the study of the elastic
and inelastic response of structures subjected to near-source seismic excitations within the
considered region.
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1. Introduction

On April 6, 2009 a strong earthquake (ML 5.9, MW 6.3), hereafter called main shock, struck the
Aterno Valley in the Abruzzo region (central Italy) causing heavy damage in L’Aquila and in
several nearby villages and killing more than 300 people. The event had a pure normal faulting
mechanism, with a rupturing fault plane NW striking and 45°SW dipping; hypocentral
location was at 9.5 km depth and epicenter at a distance of about 2 km WSW from L’Aquila
center [1]. Few days later, the aftershock activity involved also the area NE of L’Aquila toward
Arischia and Campotosto. The overall distribution of the aftershocks defined a complex, 40
km long and 10-12 km wide, NW trending extensional structure. The largest damage was
mainly distributed in a NW-SE direction [2], according to the orientation of the Aterno river
valley. The area has a high seismic hazard level in Italy [3] and has experienced in the past
destructive earthquakes such as the 1349, I=IX–X; the 1461, l'Aquila, I=X and the 1703, I=X [4].
Many active faults are recognized in the area and several of them are indicated as potential
sources for future moderate and large earthquakes by several authors (see for a review [5]).

The Aterno river basin is a complex geological structure with a carbonate basement outcrop‐
ping along the valley flanks and elsewhere buried below alluvial and lacustrine deposits with
variable thickness. The surface geology is even more complicated by the presence at L’Aquila
of breccias consisting of limestone clasts in a marly matrix. Such complex geological scenario
reflected in a large spatial variability of amplitude and frequency content of the ground motion
(e.g. [6]). Among several studies performed on the recorded events, there is not a note
dedicated to the modeling of the shear seismic velocities of the crust structures, yet it is useful
for the geological reconstruction and fundamental for computing seismograms. Simulation of
the ground motion has been performed at L’Aquila based on literature data [7] by using the
Neo-Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis (NDSHA) [8,9], an innovative modeling techni‐
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que that takes into account source, propagation and local site effects. In order to estimate
realistic ground motion we need physical parameters of rocks from surface to depths greater
than the earthquake hypocenter. At engineering scale, microzoning activities promoted by the
Italian Civil Defense Department [10] have performed VS measurements at depths around 25
m, in gravelly soils with different degree of cementation, alternating to thin layers of finer
deposits (sands and/or silts) that often include carbonate boulders (www.cerfis.it). The
investigated depths are too shallow to define the vertical and lateral passage from soft
sediments to rock basement (VS at least of 800 m/s) which was sporadically found. At regional
scale, a physical model is available extending to depths of about 300 km [11].

Aim of this paper is to retrieve VS models of the shallow crust in the Aterno river valley from
the non-linear inversion of the group velocity dispersion curves of the fundamental mode
extracted with the FTAN method (e.g. [12,13,14]) from recordings of earthquakes with ML ≥
2.9 (Table 1) between April 5 and November 10, 2009, in the selected coordinate window of
42.4 ± 0.2 N and 13.4 ± 0.2 E. In addition, VS of the superficial 30 m of Aterno alluvial soils are
defined by an active seismic experiment in the Coppito area, and compared with nearby cross-
hole measurements. The VS profiles vs. depth are then attributed to lithotypes along a geolog‐
ical cross section from the epicenter to a seismic station at L’Aquila. Simulation of the main
shock is performed with the NDSHA approach and the computed response spectra and the
H/V spectral ratios are compared with those recorded.

2. Geological and geophysical setting

The epicentral area of the L’Aquila seismic sequence mainly corresponds to the upper and
middle Aterno river valley which is bounded by predominantly NW-SE-striking and SW-
dipping active normal faults (e.g. [15] and references therein) and characterised by the high
variability of the geologic and geomorphologic patterns (Fig. 1). The valley is superimposed
on a Quaternary lacustrine basin of tectonic origin and surrounded by carbonates. The
thickness of the Quaternary deposits is variable, from about 60 m in the upper Aterno river
valley to more than 200 m in the middle valley.

The upper and middle crustal structure of the Abruzzo region has been reconstructed from
VP and VP/VS images on a 3D grid with a node vertical spacing of 4 km, by using local earth‐
quake tomography and receiver function modeling [16]. Low Vp velocities (smaller than 4.8
km/s) were found in correspondence with the main Plio-Quaternary basins (Fucino, l'Aquila
and Sulmona basins) and high VP velocities (Vp larger than 5.0 km/s) were mostly correspond‐
ent with the outcropping Mesozoic carbonates. Low VP and high VP/VS anomalies were found
beneath the L'Aquila and Fucino Quaternary basins between 4 and 12 km depth, suggesting
the existence of fluid-saturated rock volumes. Very high P-wave (6.7–7.0 km/s) and S-wave
(3.6–3.8 km/s) velocity bodies were observed below 8–12 km depth, and interpreted as deep
crustal or mantle rocks exhumed before the sedimentation of the Mesozoic cover. This layer
has a regional character as it is found at ~15 km of depth below the 1°x1° cell containing
L’Aquila epicentral area, and lying on the mantle detected at ~35 km [11].
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The analysis of strong and weak motion recordings in 1996-98 put in evidence amplification ef‐
fect at low frequencies (0.6 Hz) in the town of L'Aquila and 2D numerical modeling allowed to fit
it along a SW-NE section [17]. A sedimentary basin was inferred, filled by lacustrine sediments,
with a maximum thickness of about 250 m, below the breccias formation about 50 m thick.

3. VS models

3.1. Data analysis

The 2009 seismic sequence was recorded by Rete Accelerometrica Nazionale (RAN) network,
managed by the Italian Civil Defense Department, some of which located at L’Aquila (AQK
station) or in the NW of it (AQG, AQA, AQM, AQV), and by the station AQU operating since
1988 as part of the Mediterranean Network (MedNet), managed by the Italian Istituto Nazio‐
nale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV). They are equipped with three-component acceler‐
ometers set to 1 or 2 g full-scale, coupled with high resolution digitizers, while AQU is also
equipped with a very broadband Streckeisen STS-1.

In order to obtain VS models for the L’Aquila basin shallow crust, we have analysed about four‐
ty earthquakes (ML ≥ 2.9) recorded at the RAN and AQU stations, and rotated to get the radial
and transverse component of motion. Rayleigh wave group velocities of the fundamental mode
have been measured from vertical and radial components of 17 events (Fig. 1, Table 1).

As regards the shallow 30 m subsoil, the same analysis has been applied to recordings of an
active seismic experiment performed in the Coppito area, about 500 m far from the AQV station
(Fig. 1).

The group velocity is measured as function of period by the Frequency Time Analysis (FTAN)
on single waveforms (e.g. [12,13,14]). The FTAN method allows to isolate the different phases
in a seismogram, in particular the fundamental mode of surface waves. A system of narrow-
band Gaussian filters is employed, with varying central frequency, that do not introduce phase
distortion and give the necessary resolution in the time-frequency domain. The source-receiver
distance is commonly assumed to be the epicenter distance when it is much greater than the
event depth. When this assumption is not valid, in order to extract the correct dispersion curve
of Rayleigh waves we have to add a time delay to seismograms as Δt=h/VP, h being the source
depth, VP the average P-wave velocity from surface to the hypocenter, and then analyze the
seismograms by FTAN, considering the hypocenter distance (e.g. [19] and references therein).

The dispersion curves obtained in such a way can be inverted to determine S-wave velocity
profiles versus depth. A non-linear inversion is made with the Hedgehog method ([20,14] and
references therein) that is an optimized Monte Carlo non-linear search of velocity-depth
distributions. In the inversion, the unknown Earth model is replaced by a set of parameters
and the definition of the structure is reduced to the determination of the numerical values of
these parameters. In the elastic approximation, the structure is modeled as a stack of N
homogeneous isotropic layers, each one defined by four parameters: VP (dependent parame‐
ter), density (fixed parameter), VS and thickness (independent parameters).
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que that takes into account source, propagation and local site effects. In order to estimate
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The analysis of strong and weak motion recordings in 1996-98 put in evidence amplification ef‐
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distance is commonly assumed to be the epicenter distance when it is much greater than the
event depth. When this assumption is not valid, in order to extract the correct dispersion curve
of Rayleigh waves we have to add a time delay to seismograms as Δt=h/VP, h being the source
depth, VP the average P-wave velocity from surface to the hypocenter, and then analyze the
seismograms by FTAN, considering the hypocenter distance (e.g. [19] and references therein).

The dispersion curves obtained in such a way can be inverted to determine S-wave velocity
profiles versus depth. A non-linear inversion is made with the Hedgehog method ([20,14] and
references therein) that is an optimized Monte Carlo non-linear search of velocity-depth
distributions. In the inversion, the unknown Earth model is replaced by a set of parameters
and the definition of the structure is reduced to the determination of the numerical values of
these parameters. In the elastic approximation, the structure is modeled as a stack of N
homogeneous isotropic layers, each one defined by four parameters: VP (dependent parame‐
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Figure 1. Simplified geological map of L’Aquila basin (modified after [18]) with location of the VS investigated paths
connecting the analyzed events (blue circles) and the recording INGV stations (triangles), and of the deep drilling at
Campotosto (red circled cross). April 2009 mainshock (MW = 6.3) epicenter is represented by star. Detail of the geologi‐
cal map at L’Aquila is shown in the bottom with the location of the VS investigated paths and the site of the active
seismic experiment (red circle).
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Events Time origin ML Depth Lat. (°N) ; Long. (°E) Path
(UTC) (km)

04/06/09 01:32:41 5.9 90 42.348 ; 13.380 6
04/07/09 09:26:28 4.8 9.6 42.336 ; 13.387 7
04/07/09 21:34:29 4.3 9.6 42.364 ; 13.365 8
04/09/09 13:19:33 4.1 9.7 42.341 ; 13.259 5
04/09/09 20:47:01 3.3 10.8 42.495 ; 13.321 12
04/09/09 20:40:06 3.8 11.1 42.477 ; 13.312 12
04/11/09 19:53:53 3.0 90 42.336 ; 13013 3
04/13/09 21:14:24 5.0 9.0 42.498 ; 13.377 1-11
04/14/09 07:36:44 2.9 9.6 42.495 ; 13.395 10
04/20/09 11:43:06 3 9.7 42.272 ; 13002 9
04/24/09 22:51:29 3 10.6 42.265 ; 13005 9
05/05/09 18:03:41 3.2 9.7 42.268 ; 13001 9
05/14/09 06:30:22 30 90 42.483 ; 13.397 10
06/22/09 20:58:40 4.6 13.8 42.445 ; 13.354 2
07/23/09 22:37:33 3.1 10.1 42.250 ; 13.495 4
07/31/09 11:05:40 3.8 9.6 42.248 ; 13.495 4
08/31/09 14:09:10 3.1 9.5 42.246 ; 13.515 4

Table 1. List of the studied events and paths. The source parameters are from INGV (http://
bollettinosismico.rm.ingv.it) and for the 04/06/2009 main shock from [1].

Given the error of the experimental phase and/or group velocity data, it is possible to compute
the resolution of the parameters (parameter step), computing partial derivatives of the
dispersion curve with respect to the parameters to be inverted ([14] and references therein).
The theoretical phase and/or group velocities computed during the inversion with normal-
mode summation are then compared with the corresponding experimental ones and the
models are accepted as solutions if their difference, at each period, is less than the measurement
errors and if the r.m.s. (root mean square) of the differences, at all considered periods, is less
than a chosen quantity (usually 60–70% of the average of the measurement errors). Being the
parameter step indicative of the parameter resolution, all the solutions of the Hedgehog
inversion differ by no more than ±1 step from each other. A good rule of thumb is that the
number of solutions is comparable with the number of the inverted parameters. From the set
of solutions, we accept as representative solution the one with r.m.s error closest to the average
r.m.s error of the solution set, and hence reduce, at the cost of loosing in resolution, the
projection of possible systematic errors [20] into the structural model. Other selection criteria
of the representative solution are discussed in detail by [21].

3.2. Results

Dispersion curves of Rayleigh wave fundamental mode have been extracted from the vertical
and/or radial components of recordings of 17 events (Table 1, Fig. 1). Average dispersion
curves have been computed along 12 paths and inverted with Hedgehog method [20,14] to get
VS models. A VP/VS ratio equal to 1.8 turned out to be a suitable value after a set of tests made
varying it between 1.8 and 2.1. In other words, keeping all other values of the parameterization
unchanged, the number of solutions maximizes for VP/VS=1.8. Moreover, the analysis of group
velocity derivatives with respect to elastic parameters versus depth has allowed to define the
sensitivity of the investigated periods on the S-wave velocity structure. Time corrections have
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bollettinosismico.rm.ingv.it) and for the 04/06/2009 main shock from [1].

Given the error of the experimental phase and/or group velocity data, it is possible to compute
the resolution of the parameters (parameter step), computing partial derivatives of the
dispersion curve with respect to the parameters to be inverted ([14] and references therein).
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mode summation are then compared with the corresponding experimental ones and the
models are accepted as solutions if their difference, at each period, is less than the measurement
errors and if the r.m.s. (root mean square) of the differences, at all considered periods, is less
than a chosen quantity (usually 60–70% of the average of the measurement errors). Being the
parameter step indicative of the parameter resolution, all the solutions of the Hedgehog
inversion differ by no more than ±1 step from each other. A good rule of thumb is that the
number of solutions is comparable with the number of the inverted parameters. From the set
of solutions, we accept as representative solution the one with r.m.s error closest to the average
r.m.s error of the solution set, and hence reduce, at the cost of loosing in resolution, the
projection of possible systematic errors [20] into the structural model. Other selection criteria
of the representative solution are discussed in detail by [21].

3.2. Results

Dispersion curves of Rayleigh wave fundamental mode have been extracted from the vertical
and/or radial components of recordings of 17 events (Table 1, Fig. 1). Average dispersion
curves have been computed along 12 paths and inverted with Hedgehog method [20,14] to get
VS models. A VP/VS ratio equal to 1.8 turned out to be a suitable value after a set of tests made
varying it between 1.8 and 2.1. In other words, keeping all other values of the parameterization
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been applied to the recordings by assuming the regional average VP computed from the VS

model relative to the cell 1°x1° containing L’Aquila [11], assuming a VP/VS ratio of 1.8. Such
value is in very good agreement with those used by INGV (5 km/s) and [1] (VP=5.5 km/s) for
earthquake location and attributed to the shallow 11.1 km of crust.

In the following, the results (dispersion data and Hedgehog VS solutions) are presented by
grouping the paths as northern paths (1-2-10-11-12), middle Aterno river valley paths (6-7-8),
middle paths (3-5), and southern paths (4-9). The events are listed in Table 1 and the paths are
located in Fig. 1. Moreover, the results obtained with the same methods from an active seismic
experiment in the Coppito area, about 500 m far from the AQV station, are presented.

3.2.1. Northern paths

All the results obtained for the northern paths (1-2-10-11-12) are shown in Fig. 2. The dispersion
curves relative to path 1 have been extracted from the recordings of the 4/13/2009 event, located
nearby Campotosto, at AQG, AQV and AQM stations. Rayleigh data, sampled at periods of
1-3.8 s, have been inverted in VS models of the shallow 6 km of crust. The representative
solution is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.9 to 3.0 km/s at 3.9 km of depth.

The path 2 is relative to the recording of the 6/22/2009 event at AQK station. Dispersion curves
have been extracted at periods of 0.5-1.6 s and VS models of the shallow 2 km have been
retrieved. The representative solution is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.9 to 2.7
km/s at 1.3 km of depth.

The dispersion curves relative to path 10 have been extracted from the recordings of 2 events
at AQU station. Rayleigh data have been sampled in the 0.4-1.2 s period range and the VS

models are relative to the shallow 2 km. The representative solution is characterized by shear
velocities increasing from 0.9 km/s to 2.2 km/s at 0.8 km of depth.

The dispersion curves along the path 11 have been extracted from the radial and vertical
components of the 04/13/09 event recording at AQU station. The average dispersion curve is
defined in the 1.0-2.5 s period range and VS models of the shallow 3 km have been retrieved
from it. The representative solution shows velocities increasing from 0.9 km/s to 2.9 km/s at
1.8 km of depth.

The average dispersion curve along the path 12 has been computed from the dispersion curves
extracted from the vertical components of 2 earthquakes on 04/09/09 and is defined at periods
between 0.7 and 1.2 s. The retrieved VS models are relative to the shallow 2 km and the represen‐
tative solution is characterized by velocities increasing from 1.1 to 2.8 km/s at 1 km of depth.

The interpretation of the obtained VS models, attributed beneath the middle points of the paths
(bottom of Fig. 2), is performed by taking into account available geological data [18]. Out‐
cropping rocks along the cross section A through the paths 12-1-11-10 consist of limestone and
marls, which are found with a thickness of ~1 km in the Campotosto drilling (located in Fig.
1), below a 1.2 km thick layer of clays and sandstones. The Mesozoic carbonate horizon is found
at the well bottom (2.45 km). VS range between 0.9 and 1.5 km/s in the shallowest 100-200 m
of weathered rocks, and reach the value of 2.5 km/s at depths between 0.6 and 1.7 km. The
velocity of 2.5 km/s can be reasonably attributed to fractured limestone rocks and, based on
the Campotosto drilling stratigraphy, to the top of the Mesozoic limestone horizon. Such
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horizon has VS of ~2.8 km/s (VP ~5 km/s) at depths of 1-2.5 km and of ~3 km/s (VP ~5.5 km/s)
at 4 km of depth (detected only below the path 1).

Figure 2. Top: dispersion curves and average with error bars (on the left) and VS models (Hedgehog solutions) for northern
paths 1-2-10-11-12. Z is the vertical component and R is the radial component of the rotated recorded events (Table 1). For
each path, the chosen solution is represented by the solid bold red line and is shown in the table with the uncertainty for the
inverted parameters. The thickness marked by * is not a truly inverted parameter, but it satisfies the condition that the total
thickness from the free surface to the top of the first fixed layer is equal to a predefined quantity. Bottom: VS pattern below
the cross section A through the middle points of the paths 12-1-11-10 (located on the left).
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cropping rocks along the cross section A through the paths 12-1-11-10 consist of limestone and
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3.2.2. Middle Aterno river valley paths

All the results obtained for the middle Aterno river valley paths (6-7-8) are shown in Fig. 3.
The paths are relative to the recording of the 4/6/2009 mainshock event at AQK station (path
6), and of the 4/7/2009 events at the AQG station (paths 7 and 8).

Figure 3. Top: dispersion curves and average with error bars (on the left) and VS models (Hedgehog solutions) for mid‐
dle Aterno river valley paths 6-7-8. For detailed caption see Fig. 2. Bottom: VS profiles vs depth (chosen Hedgehog sol‐
utions) obtained along the paths 6, 7 and 8 (located on the left) and attributed at the respective middle points A, B
and C. Stratigraphies are based on the geological studies [10].
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As regards the path 6, dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of 0.9-2 s and VS models
of the shallow 1 km have been retrieved. The representative solution is characterized by
velocities decreasing from 0.85 to 0.7 km/s in the shallow 0.1 km, and deeper increasing from
0.9 to 1.45 km/s at 0.4 km of depth. Dispersion curves relative to path 7 are defined in the period
range of 0.9-1.8 s and VS models of the shallow 1.3 km have been retrieved from their average
curve. The representative solution presents velocities increasing from 0.6 to 2.1 km/s at 0.8 km
of depth. The average dispersion curve relative to path 8, is defined in the period range of
0.4-1.4 s and VS models of the shallow 1.3 km have been obtained. The representative solution
presents velocities increasing from 0.5 to 1.7 km/s at 0.5 km of depth. Taking into account the
geological data relative to the shallowest 0.2-0.3 km [10], stratigraphies may be attributed to
the VS profiles.

Lacustrine soils have a thickness increasing from about 0.2 km in the center of the valley
(path 7) to about 0.4 km towards L’Aquila (path 6) with VS increasing from 0.5 km/s to
~0.9 km/s. Maiolica and flysch layers have an average VS of ~1.2 km/s while breccia has
a VS of ~0.9 km/s. The calcarenites with VS of ~1.4 km/s deepen from 0.15 km to 0.45 km
towards S (path 6).

3.2.3. Middle paths

All the results obtained for the middle paths (3-5) are shown in Fig. 4. The path 3 is relative to
the recording of the 4/11/2009 event at AQU station. It crosses the Aterno valley delimited on
the eastern side by the Paganica fault. Dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of
0.7-1.9 s and VS models of the shallow 2 km have been retrieved. The representative solution
is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.7 to 2.0 km/s at 0.8 km of depth.

The path 5 is relative to the recording of the 4/9/2009 event at AQU station and crosses the
lower border of the middle Aterno valley, on the west of L’Aquila. Dispersion curves have
been extracted at periods of 0.8-1.4 s and the retrieved VS models are relative to the shallow 2
km. The representative solution is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.6 to 2.5 km/s
at 0.9 km of depth.

From the  comparison of  the  representative  VS  profiles  (chosen Hedgehog solutions)  be‐
low paths 3, 5 and 6, it turns out that the western sector is characterized by high veloci‐
ties  (~1.8  km/s)  at  very  shallow  depth  (~0.1  km)  which  are  detected  at  0.8  km  in  the
eastern sector and are not found in the investigated shallow 1 km in the epicentral area
of the L’Aquila main shock.

3.2.4. Southern paths

The paths 4 and 9 cross the south of L’Aquila consisting of outcropping alluvial deposits and
carbonate rocks (Fig. 1). All the results are shown in Fig. 5. Both the paths are averaged on 3
events recorded at AQU station. Dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of 0.5-0.9 s,
for the path 4, and of 0.6-1.2 s for the path 9. VS models of the shallow 1 km have been retrieved
which show homogeneous velocities increasing from 0.9 to 2 km/s at ~0.5 km of depth.
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6), and of the 4/7/2009 events at the AQG station (paths 7 and 8).

Figure 3. Top: dispersion curves and average with error bars (on the left) and VS models (Hedgehog solutions) for mid‐
dle Aterno river valley paths 6-7-8. For detailed caption see Fig. 2. Bottom: VS profiles vs depth (chosen Hedgehog sol‐
utions) obtained along the paths 6, 7 and 8 (located on the left) and attributed at the respective middle points A, B
and C. Stratigraphies are based on the geological studies [10].
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As regards the path 6, dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of 0.9-2 s and VS models
of the shallow 1 km have been retrieved. The representative solution is characterized by
velocities decreasing from 0.85 to 0.7 km/s in the shallow 0.1 km, and deeper increasing from
0.9 to 1.45 km/s at 0.4 km of depth. Dispersion curves relative to path 7 are defined in the period
range of 0.9-1.8 s and VS models of the shallow 1.3 km have been retrieved from their average
curve. The representative solution presents velocities increasing from 0.6 to 2.1 km/s at 0.8 km
of depth. The average dispersion curve relative to path 8, is defined in the period range of
0.4-1.4 s and VS models of the shallow 1.3 km have been obtained. The representative solution
presents velocities increasing from 0.5 to 1.7 km/s at 0.5 km of depth. Taking into account the
geological data relative to the shallowest 0.2-0.3 km [10], stratigraphies may be attributed to
the VS profiles.

Lacustrine soils have a thickness increasing from about 0.2 km in the center of the valley
(path 7) to about 0.4 km towards L’Aquila (path 6) with VS increasing from 0.5 km/s to
~0.9 km/s. Maiolica and flysch layers have an average VS of ~1.2 km/s while breccia has
a VS of ~0.9 km/s. The calcarenites with VS of ~1.4 km/s deepen from 0.15 km to 0.45 km
towards S (path 6).

3.2.3. Middle paths

All the results obtained for the middle paths (3-5) are shown in Fig. 4. The path 3 is relative to
the recording of the 4/11/2009 event at AQU station. It crosses the Aterno valley delimited on
the eastern side by the Paganica fault. Dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of
0.7-1.9 s and VS models of the shallow 2 km have been retrieved. The representative solution
is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.7 to 2.0 km/s at 0.8 km of depth.

The path 5 is relative to the recording of the 4/9/2009 event at AQU station and crosses the
lower border of the middle Aterno valley, on the west of L’Aquila. Dispersion curves have
been extracted at periods of 0.8-1.4 s and the retrieved VS models are relative to the shallow 2
km. The representative solution is characterized by velocities increasing from 0.6 to 2.5 km/s
at 0.9 km of depth.

From the  comparison of  the  representative  VS  profiles  (chosen Hedgehog solutions)  be‐
low paths 3, 5 and 6, it turns out that the western sector is characterized by high veloci‐
ties  (~1.8  km/s)  at  very  shallow  depth  (~0.1  km)  which  are  detected  at  0.8  km  in  the
eastern sector and are not found in the investigated shallow 1 km in the epicentral area
of the L’Aquila main shock.

3.2.4. Southern paths

The paths 4 and 9 cross the south of L’Aquila consisting of outcropping alluvial deposits and
carbonate rocks (Fig. 1). All the results are shown in Fig. 5. Both the paths are averaged on 3
events recorded at AQU station. Dispersion curves have been extracted at periods of 0.5-0.9 s,
for the path 4, and of 0.6-1.2 s for the path 9. VS models of the shallow 1 km have been retrieved
which show homogeneous velocities increasing from 0.9 to 2 km/s at ~0.5 km of depth.
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Figure 4. Dispersion curves and average with error bars (on the left) and VS models (Hedgehog solutions) for the mid‐
dle paths 3-5. For detailed caption see Fig. 2. Bottom: VS profiles vs depth (chosen Hedgehog solutions) obtained
along the paths 5, 6, and 3 and attributed at the respective middle points A, B and C.
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Figure 5. Top: dispersion curves and average with error bars (on the left) and VS models (Hedgehog solutions) for
southern paths 4-9. For detailed caption see Fig. 2. Bottom: chosen Hedgehog solutions obtained along the paths 4
and 9 (located on the left) and attributed at the respective middle points A and B.

3.2.5. Active seismic experiment

VS models have been also retrieved from an active seismic experiment performed in the
Coppito area (Fig. 1) with geophone offsets of 64 m and by using FTAN and Hedgehog
methods. The models are characterized by an average velocity (VS30) of 190 m/s in the shallow
30 m of alluvial soils (Fig. 6b). Instead a VS30 of 473 m/s is obtained from a cross-hole test, 500
m distant, performed close to the AQV station, in the same alluvial soils [22]. Such discrepancy
has important consequences in the respect of the national building code as the soil classification
changes from C to B [23].

The comparison of the frequency of the maximum peak of the H/V spectral ratio, relative to
the main shock recorded at the AQV station, with the 1D spectral amplifications, computed
with SHAKE program [24], by assuming the two different VS data sets has evidenced the
agreement with the VS profiles relative to FTAN-Hedgehog measurements (Fig. 6c). Once
more, such comparison evidences: 1) the strong lateral and vertical heterogeneities of such
alluvial soils; 2) the cross-hole (and down-hole) point-like measurements, even though quite
precise, may not be representative of the average seismic path (e.g. [25,26]). We remind that
the surface measurements for the FTAN analysis do not need boreholes or conventional arrays,
hence are particularly suitable in the urban areas.
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Figure 6. a) Rayleigh waves group velocity dispersion curves of fundamental mode extracted by FTAN method from
signals of active seismic experiment at Coppito (location in Fig. 1); (b) VS velocities obtained from the non-linear inver‐
sion (Hedgehog method) of the average dispersion curve (a) as compared with Cross-Hole (CH) measurements at the
AQV station site [22] (location in Fig. 1); (c) Comparison between the resonance frequency estimated from the spectral
ratio H/V of the main shock recorded at the AQV station and the 1D amplifications [24] computed by assuming the VS

profiles in (b). Legend: Al = Alluvial soils; Ma = Maiolica.
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4. Ground motion modeling

Simulations of the 2009 L’Aquila main shock have been performed with the Neo-Deterministic
Seismic Hazard Analysis (NDSHA), an innovative modeling technique that takes into account
source, propagation and local site effects [8,9].

This approach uses a hybrid method consisting of modal summation and finite difference
methods. The path from the source up to the region containing the 2-D heterogeneities is
represented by a 1-D layered anelastic structure. The resulting wavefield for both SH- and P-
SV- waves is then used to define the boundary conditions to be applied to the 2-D anelastic
region where the finite difference technique is used. Synthetic seismograms of the vertical,
transverse and radial components of ground motion are computed at a predefined set of points
at the surface. Spectral amplifications are computed as response spectra ratios, RSR, i.e. the
response spectra computed from the signals synthesized along the laterally varying section
(2D) normalized by the response spectra computed from the corresponding signals, synthe‐
sized for the bedrock (1D). A scaled point-source approximation ([27] as reported in [28]) has
been considered to scale the seismogram to the desired scalar seismic moment.

Modeling of the main shock has been done along a geological cross section at L’Aquila, from
the epicentre through the AQK station (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Location of the geological cross section from the main shock (star)[1] to L’Aquila town, passing through the AQK
recording station. A new interpretation of gravity data has been performed along the blu lines (modified from [10]).
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signals of active seismic experiment at Coppito (location in Fig. 1); (b) VS velocities obtained from the non-linear inver‐
sion (Hedgehog method) of the average dispersion curve (a) as compared with Cross-Hole (CH) measurements at the
AQV station site [22] (location in Fig. 1); (c) Comparison between the resonance frequency estimated from the spectral
ratio H/V of the main shock recorded at the AQV station and the 1D amplifications [24] computed by assuming the VS

profiles in (b). Legend: Al = Alluvial soils; Ma = Maiolica.
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Figure 8. Computing cross section at L’Aquila through the AQK station (location in Fig. 7) with the physical parame‐
ters attributed to lithotypes.

Along the cross section, the outcropping units are represented by megabreccias except in the
Aterno river, where recent fluvial sediments are present. At engineering scale, after the 2009
seismic sequence, geological and geophysical studies, beside several drillings with down-hole
tests generally reaching depths around 25-30 m, have been performed at L’Aquila to recon‐
struct the shallow 200-300 m of subsoil [10]. The new interpretation of available gravity data
indicated a meso-cenozoic carbonate unit (average density=2.6 g/cm3) lying at maximum depth
of 200-300 m in the Aterno valley, below flysch or breccia unit (average density=2.4 g/cm3) and
Quaternary products including alluvial and lacustrine deposits and fan alluvial material
(average density=1.9 g/cm3). Strong lateral and vertical geological heterogeneities have been
evidenced which, in the center of L’Aquila, are mainly due to a discontinuous stiff top layer
of breccias, called megabreccias, overlying soft lacustrine sediments. The geometry of the
vertical and lateral passage of the lacustrine to megabreccia deposits is still poorly known due
to the shallow drillings. Taking into account the available geological cross sections [10], a
computing cross section has been prepared (Fig. 8). We have attributed VS of 0.2 km/s to the
thin silt deposits according to surface measurements at Coppito (Fig. 6). Taking into account
the VS profile obtained for the path 6 (Fig. 3), we have assigned velocities of 0.9 km/s both to
megabreccias and sandstones, and of 1.45 km/s both to marls and calcarenites. We are in
agreement with [17] as regards velocities of megabreccias, instead a strong discrepancy results
for velocities of calcarenites (our 1.45 km/s against 2.5 km/s). Literature VS [17] have been
attributed to Aterno river recent deposits (colluvium and alluvial deposits) and to upper and
lower lacustrine soils.

The 1-D reference model has been chosen according to the regional model [11]. A parametric
study has been done for the best dip angle between 43° and 60°. A dip of 56° turned out to be
able to fit the observed response spectra and is in agreement with the geometry of the
seismogenic fault [29]. A small valley of colluvium had to be hypothesized beneath the AQK
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station, realistically assumed on the basis of geological considerations, in order to fit the
observed response spectra and the frequency of the main peak of the H/V spectral ratio
obtained from the main shock recording at the AQK station (Fig. 9). A good fit results between
observed and synthetic response spectra despite the fictitious greater distance (6 km) of the
cross section in the computation of the ground motion for a point source.
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Figure 9. Comparison at the AQK station of the computed and recorded main shock: (top) H/V spectral ratio; (bot‐
tom) response spectra computed for 5% damping.

Acceleration time series for P-SV and SH-waves, including surface waves, have been computed
along the cross section (Fig. 10), using a grid spacing of 3 m since the lowest seismic velocity
is 200 m/s and 10 points are requested for a good sampling of the minimum wavelength
corresponding to 7 Hz frequency. They are shown at an array of sites along the cross section,
with 50 m spacing. The alluvial and colluvial soil cover is responsible for the amplification of
the peak values and duration of accelerations along the radial and transverse components.
This amplification is higher along the vertical component.

Spectral  amplifications  computed  for  the  vertical  component  of  ground  motion  show
maximum values of 10 at frequencies lower than 1 Hz, in correspondence of the layer of
megabreccias and of about 5 at 4 Hz in correspondence of the Aterno river alluvial sedi‐
ments (Fig. 11). As regards the radial and transverse components, spectral amplifications
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of 2-3 are computed for a wide frequency range (1-7 Hz), along the cross section. Taking
into account that the majority of the buildings, generally 2-5 floor, at the historical center
of L’Aquila suffered serious damage, we can argue that structures lying on soils suffered
amplifications  of  2-3  along  the  horizontal  components  and  up  to  5  along  the  vertical
component of the ground motion.

Figure 10. Acceleration time series for SH and P-SV waves computed for the 2-D structural model.
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Figure 11. Spectral amplifications (RSR 2D/1D) along the cross section at L’Aquila. Response spectra are computed for
5% damping. From the top vertical, radial and transverse components of the computed ground motion.
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Figure 11. Spectral amplifications (RSR 2D/1D) along the cross section at L’Aquila. Response spectra are computed for
5% damping. From the top vertical, radial and transverse components of the computed ground motion.
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5. Conclusions

A realistic estimation of the ground motion at L’Aquila for the MW 6.3 earthquake is obtained
by the NDSHA approach, an innovative modeling technique that takes into account source,
propagation and local site effects [8,9]. A key point is the definition of VS models representative
of the seismic path, like those obtained from the non-linear inversion of Rayleigh group
velocities of the fundamental mode extracted with the FTAN method from earthquake
recordings and active seismic surveys. Very fractured carbonatic rocks with VS of ~1.4 km/s,
covered by alluvial soils with a maximum thickness of ~0.4 km in the center of the Aterno
valley are retrieved. The top of the carbonates with the average velocities of 5 and 2.8 km/s,
compression and shear respectively, lays at 2-2.5 km of depth and rises to 1 km in the NW part
of the valley. This result contradicts available seismic [17] and gravity [10] modeling of the
carbonate horizon with VS=2.5 km/s and density ρ =2.6 g/cm3 at some hundred meters of depth.
The carbonate horizon with VS of ~3 km/s is found at 4 km of depth. Moreover, the shallowest
30 m of alluvial soils have average VS of ~0.2 km/s against ~0.5 km/s as obtained from cross-
hole measurements at the AQV station, about 500 m distant. Such velocity difference evidences
that strong lateral and vertical geological heterogeneities are present and that the cross-hole
(and down-hole) point-like measurements, even though quite precise, may not be represen‐
tative of the average seismic path.

The soundness of the synthetics is in the good fitting of the recorded H/V spectral ratio and
response spectra, despite the point-source approximation. The lateral and vertical geological
variability mainly due to the covering of megabreccias on soft soils are responsible of spectral
amplifications, mostly for the vertical component, for a wide frequency range (0.5-7 Hz).
Taking into account that the majority of the buildings, generally 2-5 floor, at the historical
center of L’Aquila suffered serious damage, we can argue that spectral amplifications might
have been responsible for damage, beside the near-field conditions. This study shows that
realistic ground motion can be computed in advance for the several active faults of the L’Aquila
district and that a sounded building code can be formulated for the restoration of the existing
damaged buidings and for new building design.
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5. Conclusions

A realistic estimation of the ground motion at L’Aquila for the MW 6.3 earthquake is obtained
by the NDSHA approach, an innovative modeling technique that takes into account source,
propagation and local site effects [8,9]. A key point is the definition of VS models representative
of the seismic path, like those obtained from the non-linear inversion of Rayleigh group
velocities of the fundamental mode extracted with the FTAN method from earthquake
recordings and active seismic surveys. Very fractured carbonatic rocks with VS of ~1.4 km/s,
covered by alluvial soils with a maximum thickness of ~0.4 km in the center of the Aterno
valley are retrieved. The top of the carbonates with the average velocities of 5 and 2.8 km/s,
compression and shear respectively, lays at 2-2.5 km of depth and rises to 1 km in the NW part
of the valley. This result contradicts available seismic [17] and gravity [10] modeling of the
carbonate horizon with VS=2.5 km/s and density ρ =2.6 g/cm3 at some hundred meters of depth.
The carbonate horizon with VS of ~3 km/s is found at 4 km of depth. Moreover, the shallowest
30 m of alluvial soils have average VS of ~0.2 km/s against ~0.5 km/s as obtained from cross-
hole measurements at the AQV station, about 500 m distant. Such velocity difference evidences
that strong lateral and vertical geological heterogeneities are present and that the cross-hole
(and down-hole) point-like measurements, even though quite precise, may not be represen‐
tative of the average seismic path.

The soundness of the synthetics is in the good fitting of the recorded H/V spectral ratio and
response spectra, despite the point-source approximation. The lateral and vertical geological
variability mainly due to the covering of megabreccias on soft soils are responsible of spectral
amplifications, mostly for the vertical component, for a wide frequency range (0.5-7 Hz).
Taking into account that the majority of the buildings, generally 2-5 floor, at the historical
center of L’Aquila suffered serious damage, we can argue that spectral amplifications might
have been responsible for damage, beside the near-field conditions. This study shows that
realistic ground motion can be computed in advance for the several active faults of the L’Aquila
district and that a sounded building code can be formulated for the restoration of the existing
damaged buidings and for new building design.
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Chapter 5

Speedy Techniques to Evaluate Seismic Site Effects in
Particular Geomorphologic Conditions: Faults, Cavities,
Landslides and Topographic Irregularities

F. Panzera, G. Lombardo, S. D’Amico and P. Galea

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

The ground motion that can be recorded at the free surface of a terrain is the final result of a
series of phenomena that can be grouped into three fundamental typologies: the source
mechanism, the seismic wave propagation till the bedrock interface below the investigated site
and the site effects (Fig. 1). The first two features define the kind of seismic input whereas the
third represents all modifications that can occur as a consequence of the interaction between
seismic waves and local characteristics of the investigated site. The physical and mechanical
properties of terrains as well as their morphologic and stratigraphic features appreciably affect
the characteristics of the ground motion observed at the surface. The whole process of
modifications undergone by a given seismic input in terms of amplitude, frequency content
and duration, as a consequence of local characteristics, is generally termed the “local seismic
response”. It is indeed well known that the spectral composition of a seismic event is modified
first during the source-bedrock path (attenuation function), and second, when the seismic
input interacts with the soft terrains layered between the bedrock and the free surface (Fig.
1a). This latter effect, significantly changes the spectral content so that it is extremely important
for estimating the final input to which all structures built in the study area will be subjected.

The influence of local geologic features on the ground motion peculiarities and damage due
to earthquakes is well known since years. Studies of Wood (1908) and Baratta (1910) concerning
the San Francisco 1906 and the Messina 1908 earthquakes, respectively, pointed out, since the
beginning of the last century, that the damage distribution is a function of different site
conditions existing in various areas affected by the same shock. Similar effects have been
observed by several authors during all destructive earthquakes occurred up till the present.

© 2013 Panzera et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Site effects occur as a result of several physical phenomena such as multiple reflections,
diffraction, focusing, resonance etc., to which the incoming wavefront is subjected. This is a
consequence of the various mechanical properties of terrains, the presence of heterogeneities
and discontinuities, as well as the geometry of shallower layers and the existence of topo‐
graphic irregularities both in the basement and the surface. In Figure 1b are shown the principal
morphologic and/or structural features that contribute to characterize the local hazard
scenario. They are grouped in effects linked to the layers’ geometry (a), effects linked to the
possible presence of water-bearing strata, landslides, structural discontinuities and cavities (b)
and effects linked to the topography (c).

Generally stratigraphic effects are schematized as the modifications affecting a seismic motion
that propagates almost vertically inside a deposit having a flat free surface, horizontal layers
and negligible lateral heterogeneities. The theoretical analysis of such problem was tackled by
Kramer (1996), and however, considering the described simplified assumptions, it can be
postulated that the incident waves at the base of the deposit that are reflected at its free surface,

Figure 1. a) Sketch showing the influences that can affect a seismic signal propagating from the source to the free
surface of a terrain. b) Scenaria for local seismic response.
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are partially reflected again at the deposit-basement interface. The amount of reflected energy
that is “trapped” into the deposit increases with the seismic impedance contrast between the
terrains forming the deposit and the basement. Besides, the trapped waves interfere between
themselves and the incident waves as a consequence of the geometric features of the deposit,
the physical properties of the terrains and the frequency content of the seismic input. Strati‐
graphic site effects are therefore mainly connected to seismic wave trapping phenomena inside
the deposit due to reflections as well as interference and resonance effects between incident
and reflected waves. The local seismic response, becomes, of course, more complex when the
basement-deposit interface has a more irregular geometry, or in the presence of faults, cavities
and particular topographic conditions.

Figure 2. a) Simplified geological map of Mt Etna showing the main structural features (modified from Neri et al.,
2007), RFS = Ragalna fault system, PFS = Pernicana fault system, PF = Piedimonte fault, TFS = Timpe fault system. In the
inset map, the Malta Escarpment (ME) is shown. (b) Sketch geological map of the Maltese Islands (modified from Vari‐
ous Authors, 1993). The black square indicates the investigated area.
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In this study the characteristics of the local seismic response, linked in particular to the presence
of discontinuities such as faults and cavities, as well as topographic irregularities and landslide
phenomena, are investigated. Case-studies of sites located both in South-eastern Sicily and in
Malta are described, illustrating, besides local amplification phenomena, the possible presence
of directional effects.

2. Methodologies

Several different methodological approaches are commonly adopted to quantitatively assess
the local seismic response. In practice, it is evaluated with respect to a reference site represented
by the outcrop of a rocky basement (either real or supposed) existing in the investigated area.
In other words, the local ground motion is compared with the one relative to a reference
bedrock outcrop.

The site response can be evaluated through various approaches, also collateral between
themselves, each of them having specific advantages and/or drawbacks well known in
literature (see Pitilakis, 2004). Main methodologies can be grouped into two categories:
numerical methods and experimental methods.

Numerical methods are founded on the use of computer codes that simulate wave propagation
through soft deposits, from the bedrock to the free surface. Such codes allow the modelling of
the dynamic behaviour of a terrain by adopting linear, equivalent-linear or non- linear models
(e.g. SHAKE, Schnabel et al, 1972; EERA, Bardet et al, 2000; DESDRA, Lee e Finn, 1978) that can
be either mono or multi-dimensional (Hudson et al, 1994). These methods provide in output
the time history of involved seismic parameters and require as input data a detailed knowledge
of the site geometry, the geotechnical properties of terrains and the stress-strain relationships.

The experimental methods allow us to evaluate the local seismic response using the records
of seismic signals that be generated by earthquakes, artificial seismic sources or ambient noise.
They are only moderately expensive and take implicitly into account all site effects, although
their drawback is linked to the use of low or very low energy events, so that the seismic
response evaluation is performed at low deformation levels and entirely in the linear field.

The results described in the present study, draw from the use of spectral ratios evaluated
through comparison between the investigated site and the reference one (SSR Standard Spectral
Ratio technique) and/or by calculating the spectral ratios between the horizontal and the
vertical components of motion at the investigated site (HVSR Horizontal to Vertical Spectral
Ratio and HVNR Horizontal to Vertical Noise Ratio or Nakamura method).

The SSR technique (Borcherdt 1970) consists in computing the Fourier spectral ratio of the same
seismic waves (generally S waves) simultaneously recorded by the horizontal components of
two seismic stations, one of which is located on a bedrock outcrop. The main difficulty
associated with this technique is a proper choice of the reference site that has to be a flat outcrop
of the bedrock. Moreover, the correct use of the SSR technique requires that the distance
between test and reference sites has to be significantly smaller than the epicentral distance.
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The earthquake HVSR, or receiver function technique, does not need a reference station and
consists in the computation of the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio of the components of
motion recorded at one seismic station only (Lermo and Chavez-Garcia 1993). This technique
is founded on the assumption that the vertical component of motion is not affected by the local
geological conditions. It is applied both to the time window of shear waves and to the entire
seismic record and has shown to be a good approach for the evaluation of the site fundamental
frequency whereas it appears less reliable for the estimate of the amplitude values.

The Nakamura technique (HVNR) (Nakamura, 1989) uses as a seismic input the ambient noise
and computes the spectral ratio between the horizontal and the vertical components of motion.
Ambient noise has, in recent years, become widely used for site amplification studies. Its use
appears opportune for significant reductions in field data acquisition time and costs. The
evaluation of site response using the HVNR technique is largely adopted since it requires only
one mobile seismic station with no additional measurements at rock sites for comparison.
Besides, it does not require the long and simultaneous deployment of several instruments
which is necessary to collect a useful earthquake data set. The basic hypothesis of using
ambient noise is that the resonance of a soft layer corresponds to the fundamental mode of
Rayleigh waves, which is associated with an inversion of the direction of Rayleigh waves
rotation (Nogoshi and Igarashi, 1970; Lachet and Bard, 1994). Thus, the ratio between the
horizontal and vertical spectral components of motion can reveal the fundamental resonance
frequency of the site. Reliability of such approach has been asserted by many authors (e.g.
Lermo and Chavez-Garcıa, 1993; Bard, 1999) who have stressed its significant stability in local
seismic response estimates. It is commonly accepted that, although the single components of
ambient noise can show large spectral variations as a function of natural and cultural distur‐
bances, the H/V spectral ratio tends to remain invariant, therefore preserving the fundamental
frequency peak (Cara et al., 2003).

In the present study, ambient noise records were performed using a Tromino instrument
(www.tromino.it), a compact 3-component velocimeter with a reliable instrumental response
in the frequency range 0.5-10 Hz. The signals were processed by evaluating the horizontal-to-
vertical noise spectral ratios (HVNR). Following the guidelines suggested by the European
project Site EffectS assessment using AMbient Excitations (SESAME, 2004), time windows of
30 s were considered, selecting the most stationary part and excluding transients associated to
very close sources. Fourier spectra were calculated and smoothed using a triangular average
on frequency intervals of ± 5% of the central frequency.

The potential presence of directional effects in the ground motion recorded at the surface was
also investigated. Such investigations can be done by computing the spectral ratios (SSR,
HVSR, HVNR) after rotating the horizontal components by steps of 10° starting from 0° (north)
to 180° (south) and plotting the contours of the spectral ratio amplitudes as a function of
frequency and direction of motion. This approach (Spudich et al., 1996) is powerful in enhanc‐
ing, if any, the occurrence of site specific directional effects. A direct estimate of the polarization
angle, for noise data, can be achieved through two different methods. The time domain method
(TD) by Jurkevics (1988) and the time-frequency (TF) polarization analysis by Burjánek et al.
(2010 and 2012). The results obtained through polarization techniques are quite robust since
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In this study the characteristics of the local seismic response, linked in particular to the presence
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phenomena, are investigated. Case-studies of sites located both in South-eastern Sicily and in
Malta are described, illustrating, besides local amplification phenomena, the possible presence
of directional effects.

2. Methodologies

Several different methodological approaches are commonly adopted to quantitatively assess
the local seismic response. In practice, it is evaluated with respect to a reference site represented
by the outcrop of a rocky basement (either real or supposed) existing in the investigated area.
In other words, the local ground motion is compared with the one relative to a reference
bedrock outcrop.

The site response can be evaluated through various approaches, also collateral between
themselves, each of them having specific advantages and/or drawbacks well known in
literature (see Pitilakis, 2004). Main methodologies can be grouped into two categories:
numerical methods and experimental methods.

Numerical methods are founded on the use of computer codes that simulate wave propagation
through soft deposits, from the bedrock to the free surface. Such codes allow the modelling of
the dynamic behaviour of a terrain by adopting linear, equivalent-linear or non- linear models
(e.g. SHAKE, Schnabel et al, 1972; EERA, Bardet et al, 2000; DESDRA, Lee e Finn, 1978) that can
be either mono or multi-dimensional (Hudson et al, 1994). These methods provide in output
the time history of involved seismic parameters and require as input data a detailed knowledge
of the site geometry, the geotechnical properties of terrains and the stress-strain relationships.

The experimental methods allow us to evaluate the local seismic response using the records
of seismic signals that be generated by earthquakes, artificial seismic sources or ambient noise.
They are only moderately expensive and take implicitly into account all site effects, although
their drawback is linked to the use of low or very low energy events, so that the seismic
response evaluation is performed at low deformation levels and entirely in the linear field.

The results described in the present study, draw from the use of spectral ratios evaluated
through comparison between the investigated site and the reference one (SSR Standard Spectral
Ratio technique) and/or by calculating the spectral ratios between the horizontal and the
vertical components of motion at the investigated site (HVSR Horizontal to Vertical Spectral
Ratio and HVNR Horizontal to Vertical Noise Ratio or Nakamura method).

The SSR technique (Borcherdt 1970) consists in computing the Fourier spectral ratio of the same
seismic waves (generally S waves) simultaneously recorded by the horizontal components of
two seismic stations, one of which is located on a bedrock outcrop. The main difficulty
associated with this technique is a proper choice of the reference site that has to be a flat outcrop
of the bedrock. Moreover, the correct use of the SSR technique requires that the distance
between test and reference sites has to be significantly smaller than the epicentral distance.
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The earthquake HVSR, or receiver function technique, does not need a reference station and
consists in the computation of the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio of the components of
motion recorded at one seismic station only (Lermo and Chavez-Garcia 1993). This technique
is founded on the assumption that the vertical component of motion is not affected by the local
geological conditions. It is applied both to the time window of shear waves and to the entire
seismic record and has shown to be a good approach for the evaluation of the site fundamental
frequency whereas it appears less reliable for the estimate of the amplitude values.

The Nakamura technique (HVNR) (Nakamura, 1989) uses as a seismic input the ambient noise
and computes the spectral ratio between the horizontal and the vertical components of motion.
Ambient noise has, in recent years, become widely used for site amplification studies. Its use
appears opportune for significant reductions in field data acquisition time and costs. The
evaluation of site response using the HVNR technique is largely adopted since it requires only
one mobile seismic station with no additional measurements at rock sites for comparison.
Besides, it does not require the long and simultaneous deployment of several instruments
which is necessary to collect a useful earthquake data set. The basic hypothesis of using
ambient noise is that the resonance of a soft layer corresponds to the fundamental mode of
Rayleigh waves, which is associated with an inversion of the direction of Rayleigh waves
rotation (Nogoshi and Igarashi, 1970; Lachet and Bard, 1994). Thus, the ratio between the
horizontal and vertical spectral components of motion can reveal the fundamental resonance
frequency of the site. Reliability of such approach has been asserted by many authors (e.g.
Lermo and Chavez-Garcıa, 1993; Bard, 1999) who have stressed its significant stability in local
seismic response estimates. It is commonly accepted that, although the single components of
ambient noise can show large spectral variations as a function of natural and cultural distur‐
bances, the H/V spectral ratio tends to remain invariant, therefore preserving the fundamental
frequency peak (Cara et al., 2003).

In the present study, ambient noise records were performed using a Tromino instrument
(www.tromino.it), a compact 3-component velocimeter with a reliable instrumental response
in the frequency range 0.5-10 Hz. The signals were processed by evaluating the horizontal-to-
vertical noise spectral ratios (HVNR). Following the guidelines suggested by the European
project Site EffectS assessment using AMbient Excitations (SESAME, 2004), time windows of
30 s were considered, selecting the most stationary part and excluding transients associated to
very close sources. Fourier spectra were calculated and smoothed using a triangular average
on frequency intervals of ± 5% of the central frequency.

The potential presence of directional effects in the ground motion recorded at the surface was
also investigated. Such investigations can be done by computing the spectral ratios (SSR,
HVSR, HVNR) after rotating the horizontal components by steps of 10° starting from 0° (north)
to 180° (south) and plotting the contours of the spectral ratio amplitudes as a function of
frequency and direction of motion. This approach (Spudich et al., 1996) is powerful in enhanc‐
ing, if any, the occurrence of site specific directional effects. A direct estimate of the polarization
angle, for noise data, can be achieved through two different methods. The time domain method
(TD) by Jurkevics (1988) and the time-frequency (TF) polarization analysis by Burjánek et al.
(2010 and 2012). The results obtained through polarization techniques are quite robust since
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these approaches are very efficient in overcoming the bias linked to the denominator behavior
that could occur in the HVNR’s technique and at the same time, longer time-series are
processed therefore reducing the problems that may be linked to signal-to-noise ratio. In the
TD approach, a direct estimate of the polarization angle is achieved by computing the
polarization ellipsoid through the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
obtained by three-component data (Jurkevics, 1988). The polarization ellipsoid of the analyzed
signal is estimated by band-pass filtering it in the interval 1.0 - 10.0 Hz, using the whole
recordings and considering a moving window of 1 s with 20% overlap, therefore obtaining the
strike of maximum polarization for each moving time window. The results are finally plotted
in circular histograms (rose diagrams) showing the polarization azimuths in intervals of ten
degrees. In the TF method, a continuous wavelet transform for signal time-frequency decom‐
position, is firstly used. Subsequently, the polarization analysis on the complex wavelet
amplitude for each time-frequency pair, is applied. In particular, histograms of the polarization
parameters are created over time for each frequency. Polar plots are then adopted for depicting
the final results, which illustrate the combined angular and frequency dependence.

3. Geologic and tectonic features of the studied areas

South-Eastern Sicily is located in a complex tectonic region being at the boundary between
African and European plates (see inset map in Fig. 2a). Along this border, Mt. Etna, a basaltic
volcano more than 3300 m high and with a diameter of about 40 km, resulting from the
interaction of regional tectonics and local scale volcano-related processes (McGuire and Pullen,
1989), is sited. The island of Malta is placed in the Hyblean foreland, belonging to the African
plate. Most of the formations here outcropping were deposited during the Oligocene and
Miocene when the whole area was part of the Malta - Ragusa platform and, as such, attached
to the African margin (Pedley et al., 1978).

The whole study area is delineated by the crossing of lithosphere structures that give rise to
the origin of Mt. Etna and by the presence of the Malta Hyblean fault system that runs down
the Sicilian coast towards the Ionian sea (ME in the inset map of Fig. 2a). A series of horst and
graben structures, NW-SE and NNW-SSE oriented, that are linked to the Malta-Hyblean
escarpment, characterize indeed the tectonic setting of this area.

On Malta, the geo-structural pattern is dominated by two intersecting fault systems which
alternate in tectonic activity. An older ENE-WSW trending fault, the Victoria Lines Fault (or
Great Fault), traverses the islands and is crossed by a younger NW-SE trending fault, the Maghlaq
Fault (Fig. 2b), parallel to the Malta trough which is the easternmost graben of the Pantelleria
Rift system. The faults belonging to the older set, all vertical or sub vertical, are part of a horst
and graben system of relatively small vertical displacement (Illies, 1981; Reuther et al. 1985).

As concerns Mt. Etna, its eastern flank is the more tectonically active part. Here, several NNW
and NNE-trending fault segments (Timpe fault system, TFS), arranged in a 30 km long system
(Fig. 2a), control the present topography and show steep escarpments with very sharp
morphology (Monaco et al., 1997). This system represents the northernmost prolongation of
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the Malta Escarpment and forms a system of parallel step-faults having vertical offsets up to
200 m that down-throw towards the sea. Most of these faults are highly seismogenic and
generate shallow earthquakes as well as co-seismic cracks in the soil and creep phenomena
(Azzaro, 1999). In the north eastern part of the area, the active Pernicana fault system (PFS)
represent the most significant tectonic structure. It is a strike-slip fault roughly E-W oriented
with a length of about 18 km from the NE rift to the coastline (Neri et al., 2004; Azzaro et al.,
2001; Acocella and Neri, 2005). At the end of this structure, close to the coast line, the Calata‐
biano and the Piedimonte faults (PF) can be considered, following Lentini et al. (2006), as the
neotectonic structures of the basement outcropping in north-eastern Sicily (Fig. 2a).

The western flank of the volcano is affected by a moderate tectonic activity, the Ragalna fault
system (RFS) being the main structure (Fig. 2a). This system is formed by three distinct fault
segments the Calcerana and the Ragalna faults trending NE-SW and the N–S striking Masseria
Cavaliere fault (Azzaro, 1999; Rust and Neri, 1996). This latter structure is a fresh east-facing
escarpment up to 20 m high and 5 km long. Less evident compared to the previous one, the
NE-SW striking Calcerana fault and the NE-SW trending structure, reported by some authors
in the area between Ragalna and Biancavilla, do not show strong field manifestations.

4. Effects connected to the presence of faults

Fault zones are generally characterized by a highly fractured low-velocity belt (damage zone),
hundreds of meter wide, bounded by higher-velocity area (host rock) that can broaden for
some kilometres (Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Ben-Zion and Sammis 2003, 2009 and references therein).
Such geometrical setting and impedance contrast is theoretically similar to the well known
situations, widely studied in engineering geology and seismology, when soft sediments overly
stiff rock. In the presently depicted case, the discontinuity is almost vertically oriented and, as
described by Irikura and Kawanaka (1980), it is in principle proficient to produce local
amplification of ground motion (Peng and Ben-Zion, 2006; Calderoni et al., 2010; Cultrera et
al., 2003; Seeber et al., 2000), as well as to support the development of fault zone trapped waves
(e.g. Li et al., 1994; Mizuno and Nishigami, 2006).

There is a large number of papers that describe propagation properties of fault-guided waves
in terms of ground motion amplification having a propensity to be maximum along the fault-
parallel direction. These observations, both in theoretical and experimental approaches deal
with almost pure strike slip faults such as the S. Andreas and the Anatolian faults (see Li et
al., 2000; Ben Zion et al., 2003). In the Anatolian fault, Ben Zion et al. (2003) observed fault guided
waves and an almost constant time delay in the shear waves arrival for different epicentral
distances. The authors interpreted such observation as a consequence of a trapping mechanism
in the shallower part of the fault between the first 3 and 5 kilometers. Lewis et al. (2005) come
to a comparable conclusion through the observation of hundreds of seismograms of small
magnitude events recorded close to the San Jacinto fault in California. In Italy, Rovelli et al.
(2002), investigating the Nocera Umbra fault, observed a shallow trapping zone (1-1.5 km)
with evidence of measurable amplification effects, as well as pronounced polarization of the
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these approaches are very efficient in overcoming the bias linked to the denominator behavior
that could occur in the HVNR’s technique and at the same time, longer time-series are
processed therefore reducing the problems that may be linked to signal-to-noise ratio. In the
TD approach, a direct estimate of the polarization angle is achieved by computing the
polarization ellipsoid through the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
obtained by three-component data (Jurkevics, 1988). The polarization ellipsoid of the analyzed
signal is estimated by band-pass filtering it in the interval 1.0 - 10.0 Hz, using the whole
recordings and considering a moving window of 1 s with 20% overlap, therefore obtaining the
strike of maximum polarization for each moving time window. The results are finally plotted
in circular histograms (rose diagrams) showing the polarization azimuths in intervals of ten
degrees. In the TF method, a continuous wavelet transform for signal time-frequency decom‐
position, is firstly used. Subsequently, the polarization analysis on the complex wavelet
amplitude for each time-frequency pair, is applied. In particular, histograms of the polarization
parameters are created over time for each frequency. Polar plots are then adopted for depicting
the final results, which illustrate the combined angular and frequency dependence.

3. Geologic and tectonic features of the studied areas

South-Eastern Sicily is located in a complex tectonic region being at the boundary between
African and European plates (see inset map in Fig. 2a). Along this border, Mt. Etna, a basaltic
volcano more than 3300 m high and with a diameter of about 40 km, resulting from the
interaction of regional tectonics and local scale volcano-related processes (McGuire and Pullen,
1989), is sited. The island of Malta is placed in the Hyblean foreland, belonging to the African
plate. Most of the formations here outcropping were deposited during the Oligocene and
Miocene when the whole area was part of the Malta - Ragusa platform and, as such, attached
to the African margin (Pedley et al., 1978).

The whole study area is delineated by the crossing of lithosphere structures that give rise to
the origin of Mt. Etna and by the presence of the Malta Hyblean fault system that runs down
the Sicilian coast towards the Ionian sea (ME in the inset map of Fig. 2a). A series of horst and
graben structures, NW-SE and NNW-SSE oriented, that are linked to the Malta-Hyblean
escarpment, characterize indeed the tectonic setting of this area.

On Malta, the geo-structural pattern is dominated by two intersecting fault systems which
alternate in tectonic activity. An older ENE-WSW trending fault, the Victoria Lines Fault (or
Great Fault), traverses the islands and is crossed by a younger NW-SE trending fault, the Maghlaq
Fault (Fig. 2b), parallel to the Malta trough which is the easternmost graben of the Pantelleria
Rift system. The faults belonging to the older set, all vertical or sub vertical, are part of a horst
and graben system of relatively small vertical displacement (Illies, 1981; Reuther et al. 1985).

As concerns Mt. Etna, its eastern flank is the more tectonically active part. Here, several NNW
and NNE-trending fault segments (Timpe fault system, TFS), arranged in a 30 km long system
(Fig. 2a), control the present topography and show steep escarpments with very sharp
morphology (Monaco et al., 1997). This system represents the northernmost prolongation of
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the Malta Escarpment and forms a system of parallel step-faults having vertical offsets up to
200 m that down-throw towards the sea. Most of these faults are highly seismogenic and
generate shallow earthquakes as well as co-seismic cracks in the soil and creep phenomena
(Azzaro, 1999). In the north eastern part of the area, the active Pernicana fault system (PFS)
represent the most significant tectonic structure. It is a strike-slip fault roughly E-W oriented
with a length of about 18 km from the NE rift to the coastline (Neri et al., 2004; Azzaro et al.,
2001; Acocella and Neri, 2005). At the end of this structure, close to the coast line, the Calata‐
biano and the Piedimonte faults (PF) can be considered, following Lentini et al. (2006), as the
neotectonic structures of the basement outcropping in north-eastern Sicily (Fig. 2a).

The western flank of the volcano is affected by a moderate tectonic activity, the Ragalna fault
system (RFS) being the main structure (Fig. 2a). This system is formed by three distinct fault
segments the Calcerana and the Ragalna faults trending NE-SW and the N–S striking Masseria
Cavaliere fault (Azzaro, 1999; Rust and Neri, 1996). This latter structure is a fresh east-facing
escarpment up to 20 m high and 5 km long. Less evident compared to the previous one, the
NE-SW striking Calcerana fault and the NE-SW trending structure, reported by some authors
in the area between Ragalna and Biancavilla, do not show strong field manifestations.

4. Effects connected to the presence of faults

Fault zones are generally characterized by a highly fractured low-velocity belt (damage zone),
hundreds of meter wide, bounded by higher-velocity area (host rock) that can broaden for
some kilometres (Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Ben-Zion and Sammis 2003, 2009 and references therein).
Such geometrical setting and impedance contrast is theoretically similar to the well known
situations, widely studied in engineering geology and seismology, when soft sediments overly
stiff rock. In the presently depicted case, the discontinuity is almost vertically oriented and, as
described by Irikura and Kawanaka (1980), it is in principle proficient to produce local
amplification of ground motion (Peng and Ben-Zion, 2006; Calderoni et al., 2010; Cultrera et
al., 2003; Seeber et al., 2000), as well as to support the development of fault zone trapped waves
(e.g. Li et al., 1994; Mizuno and Nishigami, 2006).

There is a large number of papers that describe propagation properties of fault-guided waves
in terms of ground motion amplification having a propensity to be maximum along the fault-
parallel direction. These observations, both in theoretical and experimental approaches deal
with almost pure strike slip faults such as the S. Andreas and the Anatolian faults (see Li et
al., 2000; Ben Zion et al., 2003). In the Anatolian fault, Ben Zion et al. (2003) observed fault guided
waves and an almost constant time delay in the shear waves arrival for different epicentral
distances. The authors interpreted such observation as a consequence of a trapping mechanism
in the shallower part of the fault between the first 3 and 5 kilometers. Lewis et al. (2005) come
to a comparable conclusion through the observation of hundreds of seismograms of small
magnitude events recorded close to the San Jacinto fault in California. In Italy, Rovelli et al.
(2002), investigating the Nocera Umbra fault, observed a shallow trapping zone (1-1.5 km)
with evidence of measurable amplification effects, as well as pronounced polarization of the
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ground motion in a direction parallel to the fault strike. On the other hand, Boore et al. (2004)
in the Calaveras fault, California, noticed that directional effects observed during earthquakes,
were occurring parallel to the fault strike and not perpendicularly as it would be expected for
a strike-slip mechanism of faulting. Studies about local seismic response nearby fault zones
have been performed in Italy and in California by Cultrera et al. (2003), Calderoni et al. (2010),
Pischiutta et al. (2012) who observed evidence of ground motion amplification in the fault zone
environments and strong directional effects with high angle to the fault strike. Similar studies,
performed by Rigano et al. (2008) and Di Giulio et al. (2009) documented the presence of a
systematic polarization of horizontal ground motion, near faults located on the eastern part of
the Etnean area, that was never coincident with the strike of the tectonic structures. These
directional effects were observed both during local and regional earthquakes, as well as using
ambient noise measurements, therefore suggesting the use of microtremors for investigating
ground motion polarization properties along and across the main tectonic structures.

In the present study, the results of studies performed in the Etnean area and in South eastern
Sicily by Rigano and Lombardo (2005), Lombardo and Rigano (2006), Rigano et al. (2008), Di
Giulio et al. (2009) will be briefly summarized and the outcomes from new investigations
carried out in fault areas located both in the Etnean area and in Malta will be shown. Moreover,
several measurements were performed in areas significantly distant from the studied tectonic
structures (Piano dei Grilli, Etna and the Malta area), in order to observe how directional effects
can change at increasing distance from the fault lines.

4.1. Results and discussion

In Figure 3, some examples of polarization plots obtained by Rigano et al. (2008), from
microtremor measurements performed along and across the Pernicana and Tremestieri faults,
are reported. The authors analyzed both earthquake and ambient noise records and found that
in all investigated sites the ground motion polarization azimuths were principally NW-SE and
NE-SW oriented, for the Pernicana (Fig. 3a) and the Tremestieri (Fig. 3b) faults respectively. It
is interesting to observe that such directions were never found coincident with the strike of
the investigated faults. Tests were also performed by the authors in order to verify that the
observed polarizations were not affected by features of local sources, such as the volcanic
tremor, and were stable in time.

The new ambient noise measurements described in the present study, were performed along
four short profiles, having recording points spaced about 50m from each other, crossing the
Masseria Cavaliere and the Ragalna fault (see respectively Tr#1, Tr#2 and Tr#3, Tr#4 in Fig.
4a). Results of directional effects investigations (Fig. 5) show that at these sampling sites,
located in close proximity to the tectonic structures, the H/V spectral ratios have a tendency
to increase in amplitude, in the frequency range 1.0-6.0 Hz, at angles of about 80°-90° for
Masseria Cavaliere and 60°-70° for Ragalna faults (specify whether angles are from N, or with
fault trace). In general, H/V spectral ratios show a broad band frequency effect with multiple
adjacent peaks pointing out a preferential direction which is the typical behavior of directional
resonances.
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Figure 3. Examples of horizontal polarization angles obtained from ambient noise recorded along and nearby the
Pernicana (a) and the Tremestieri (b) faults (modified from Rigano et al., 2008).
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ground motion in a direction parallel to the fault strike. On the other hand, Boore et al. (2004)
in the Calaveras fault, California, noticed that directional effects observed during earthquakes,
were occurring parallel to the fault strike and not perpendicularly as it would be expected for
a strike-slip mechanism of faulting. Studies about local seismic response nearby fault zones
have been performed in Italy and in California by Cultrera et al. (2003), Calderoni et al. (2010),
Pischiutta et al. (2012) who observed evidence of ground motion amplification in the fault zone
environments and strong directional effects with high angle to the fault strike. Similar studies,
performed by Rigano et al. (2008) and Di Giulio et al. (2009) documented the presence of a
systematic polarization of horizontal ground motion, near faults located on the eastern part of
the Etnean area, that was never coincident with the strike of the tectonic structures. These
directional effects were observed both during local and regional earthquakes, as well as using
ambient noise measurements, therefore suggesting the use of microtremors for investigating
ground motion polarization properties along and across the main tectonic structures.

In the present study, the results of studies performed in the Etnean area and in South eastern
Sicily by Rigano and Lombardo (2005), Lombardo and Rigano (2006), Rigano et al. (2008), Di
Giulio et al. (2009) will be briefly summarized and the outcomes from new investigations
carried out in fault areas located both in the Etnean area and in Malta will be shown. Moreover,
several measurements were performed in areas significantly distant from the studied tectonic
structures (Piano dei Grilli, Etna and the Malta area), in order to observe how directional effects
can change at increasing distance from the fault lines.

4.1. Results and discussion

In Figure 3, some examples of polarization plots obtained by Rigano et al. (2008), from
microtremor measurements performed along and across the Pernicana and Tremestieri faults,
are reported. The authors analyzed both earthquake and ambient noise records and found that
in all investigated sites the ground motion polarization azimuths were principally NW-SE and
NE-SW oriented, for the Pernicana (Fig. 3a) and the Tremestieri (Fig. 3b) faults respectively. It
is interesting to observe that such directions were never found coincident with the strike of
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Figure 3. Examples of horizontal polarization angles obtained from ambient noise recorded along and nearby the
Pernicana (a) and the Tremestieri (b) faults (modified from Rigano et al., 2008).
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Figure 4. Location of the noise measurement sites. a) transects performed on the Ragalna fault system; b) measure‐
ment points on the Piedimonte fault; c) ambient noise recording sites in an area far from the investigated faults.
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Figure 5. Examples of the contours of the geometric mean of the spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x axis) and
direction of motion (y axis) obtained at selected ambient noise recording sites located on the Tr#1, Tr#2, Tr#3 and
Tr#4 transects performed on the masseria Cavaliere and the Ragalna fault, respectively.

In order to better quantify the horizontal polarization of the ground motion, the covariance
matrix method in the time and in the time-frequency domain were applied (Fig. 6). The results
give a clear indication that ambient noise is affected by a significant horizontal polarization at
the measurement sites along and across the investigated faults. It is interesting to observe that
results obtained through the TF method clearly show that the recorded ambient noise is
polarized in a narrow frequency band (1.0-6.0 Hz), following a roughly east-west and north‐
east-southwest trend, for the Masseria Cavaliere and the Ragalna faults respectively. The TD
results confirm the same polarization trend although in some cases the rose diagrams show
polarizations that are not sharply oriented (see e.g. #1, #2, #16 and #17, in Fig. 6). It is in our
opinion clear that possible contributions of high-frequency noise (6.0-10.0 Hz), related to
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transients or to small scale geologic heterogeneities of a site, may imply incorrect results as
shown for instance in Figure 7 where the TD rose diagrams dramatically change their polari‐
zation directions whereas the TF polar diagrams indicate that changes occur at higher
frequencies only.

Figure 6. Results of horizontal polarization angles computed through the TD (rose diagrams) and TF analysis consider‐
ing the frequency range of 1.0-10.0 Hz (polar plots), for Ragalna fault system.
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Figure 7. Polarization test on the measurements performed in two different periods (January 2009 and April 2011) in
the site #10 of the transect Tr#2 of the Masseria Cavaliere fault.

The other important structure that we investigated is the Piedimonte fault system (PF). The
major fault, striking ENE-WSW, is located at the end of the Pernicana fault. It seems to
represent an old structural element with a marked morphologic scarp, but no evidence of
activity in historical times (Azzaro et al., 2012). The minor faults which spread out from the
main structure, striking mostly WNW-ESE, are related with the movement affecting the
Pernicana fault. The directional resonance plots (Fig. 8), obtained by rotating the NS and EW
components of motion seems to highlight the presence of two different structural behaviors.
The results of measurements performed on the footwall of the fault (Fig. 8a) highlight strong
directional effects in the frequency range 1.0-6.0 Hz with a NE- SW strike. In the hanging wall
(Fig. 8b) the azimuths, the frequency bands and the amplitudes of the HVNRs vary at each
measurement point in relation with the small scale geologic framework of each site. Polariza‐
tion results (Fig. 9) confirm the frequency range and azimuths observed through the rotated
spectral ratios. Indeed, on the footwall of the major Piedimonte fault the recorded ambient
noise is polarized in a narrow frequency band (1.0-6.0 Hz), similarly to the faults in the western
area of the volcano, but with an angle of about 45°. In the hanging wall a rather scattered
distribution of polarizations is observed (e.g. #13, #15, #16, #23).
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Figure 8. Examples of the contours of the geometric mean of the spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x axis) and
direction of motion (y axis) obtained at selected ambient noise recording sites located on the footwall a) and hanging
wall b) of the Piedimonte fault.
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Figure 9. Horizontal polarization angles computed through the TD (rose diagrams) and TF analysis considering the
frequency range of 1.0-10.0 Hz (polar plots), for the Piedimonte fault.
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Ambient noise recordings were also performed in some fault segments belonging to the Great
Fault system of the Malta area, in order to investigate site effect features of tectonic structures
located in a non volcanic area. Results obtained (Fig. 10) indicate the existence of directional
effects similar to those found in the investigated Etnean structures, although a slightly more
complicated pattern, probably linked to the influence of the complex lithology existing at both
sides of the fault, is observed. However, the polarization plots obtained from records near the
fault show a prevailing direction that is not parallel to the structure strike.

Figure 10. Examples of directional resonances and horizontal polarization azimuths obtained at selected ambient
noise recording sites located on the Malta Great Fault system.

It is not an easy task to interpret all experimental observations when these exhibit prevailing
polarization directions that are sharply changing and are always non-coincident with the fault
strike. In a recent paper, Pischiutta et al. (2012), find that the mean polarization azimuth turns
out to be perpendicular to the expected synthetic cleavages. We have to remember that four
types of fractures can develop in fault zone (Riedel, 1929; Tchalenko, 1968): a) extensional
fracture (T); b) synthetic cleavage (R); c) antithetic cleavage (R’); d) pressure solution surfaces
(P). The orientation of these fractures depends on the direction of the resulting stress localized
around the fault. Therefore, an interpretation of the present results could, in our opinion, be
proposed by focusing our findings in the frame of the brittle rheology of the hosting rock
(Pischiutta et al., 2012).
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Finally, tests were performed to check if the observed directional effects keep the same
orientation in areas significantly distant from fault lines. For this reason, ambient noise was
recorded in the PG (Piano dei Grill) area, located in the western flank of Mt. Etna, as well as
in an area in the northern Malta island. The results (Fig. 11) show that ground motion directions
coming from both rotated spectral ratios and polarization diagrams tend to become randomly
distributed and/or uniformly scattered. Such findings further support the observations of
Rigano and Lombardo (2005) that performed ambient noise measurements in proximity and
at few kilometers distance from the Mt. Tauro fault, located in south-eastern Sicily (Fig. 12).

Figure 11. Examples of directional resonances and horizontal polarization azimuths obtained at selected ambient
noise recording sites located on the PG area (#1, #2, #5) and in the northern Malta area (#3, #17, #41).

Figure 12. Ambient noise polarization plots in the Augusta area (modified from Rigano and Lombardo, 2005).
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The outcomes of the present research allowed us to draw the following considerations:

• In the neighborhood of fault areas, the presence of a damage zone implies the existence of
ground motion amplifications and persistent directional effects of the horizontal component
of motion, set into evidence by both earthquake and ambient noise records, that are observed
till several hundred meters distance from the fault line;

• The directional site effects and the polarization angles observed for all the investigated
structures are always non-parallel to the fault strike making a simple explanation in terms
of fault-trapped waves not convincing. To attempt a possible explanation for this recurrent
ground motion property we postulate the existence of a tight relationship with the expected
synthetic cleavages.

• The directional resonance and the TF polarization analysis set into evidence that fault effects
appear concentrated in the frequency range 1.0-6.0 Hz. The stability of this frequency
interval, observed both in the western and in the eastern flanks of the volcano, encourage
us to affirm that it is a possible marker for observing site effects in fault zones, at least in the
Etnean area.

• Polarization directions coming from both rotated spectral ratios and polarization diagrams
tend to become randomly distributed and/or uniformly scattered when noise measurements
are performed in areas where no fault s are evident.

Finally, it seems important to point out that present results give further support to findings
from previous studies (e.g. Rigano et al., 2008; Di Giulio et al., 2009; Pischiutta et al., 2012)
concerning site effects in fault zones and promote the use of ambient noise recordings as a fast
technique for preliminary investigations about angular relations between fractures field and
directions of amplified ground motion and for preliminary quick surveys in area where the
urbanization or the presence of shallow sedimentary deposits hide the evidence of tectonic
structures.

5. Site effects linked to the presence of cavities

The presence of either natural or artificial cavities in the shallower part of various lithotypes
is an important aspect whose effects, in terms of the local seismic response evaluation, are still
not fully investigated. Grottos can originate from different processes and affect rocky litho‐
types that at the surface appear very stiff and characterized by good elastic properties. It is for
instance possible to observe the development of cavities, several meters wide and hundreds
of meters long, inside basaltic lava flows, that are related to the cooling of the shallower part
of lavas while the still fluid portion flows underneath. Also typical is the presence of extensive
cavities in calcareous formations, due to the development of karstic phenomena. Local seismic
effects related to such conditions therefore need to be investigatedsince, although the lithology
often belongs to the bedrock type, they cannot be considered free from significant modifica‐
tions of both amplitude and frequency content of the seismic input.
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The scientific literature concerning these phenomena is rather poor. Studies were performed
by Nunziata et al. (1999) in some cavities existing inside the pyroclastic terrains of the Napoli
downtown area where the authors observed, through numerical modeling, an amplitude
decrease of the ground motion at the top of the investigated cavities. Experimental studies,
using both earthquake and ambient noise records were recently performed in south-eastern
Sicily by Lombardo and Rigano (2010) and Sgarlato et al. (2011) and their results will now be
briefly summarized.

The influence of cavities in the evaluation of the local seismic response was studied in some
selected sites located in the Hyblean region (in the cities of Lentini, Melilli, Siracusa and
Modica) and the urban area of Catania, taking into account both natural and artificial cavities
such as railway tunnels. In total, the measurements were carried out in about fifteen cavities.
They were selected according to criteria of relatively easy access, different geometric features
and possibility of having detailed underground surveys. The majority of the investigated
grottoes develops in heavily urbanised areas and in some cases, houses and small edifices are
built over, or neighbouring them. About 400 time histories of microtremors were recorded in
90 measurements sites that were located inside and over the vault of each grotto, as well as in
its neighbourhood, along short profiles having a few tens of meters length, evaluating the
horizontal-to-vertical noise spectral ratio as well as the polarization angle of the horizontal
component of motion. Besides, in the Catania area, a cavity (Petralia grotto) was selected to
install four seismic stations for recording earthquakes. The grotto is located in the northern
part of Catania and roughly trends in E–W direction. It develops at a depth of about 3 m from
the topographic surface where its easternmost part is open (Fig. 13). Its cross section has a
variable size ranging between 10 and 15 m in width and is about 2.5 m high on average. This
cavity is formed by several chambers connected by tight passages and it shows evidence of
several collapses, the first of which took place at a few tens of meters from the opening of the
cavity. Its origin is connected to the flow, cooling and drainage of a pre-historical Etnean lava
that, similarly to other lava flows have covered, till historical times, the Catania urban area
terrains. The stations were deployed inside, over the vault, in the vicinity of the grotto (named
incave, upcave e outcave, respectively) and in a reference site (uni), about 500 m away, located
on the bedrock. Data were processed using the earthquake’s horizontal to vertical spectral ratio
(HVSR) or receiver function technique, and the standard spectral ratio (SSR) to a reference site.
A set of 34 seismic events, showing a good signal-to-noise ratio were recorded for five months.

5.1. Results and discussion

Examples of the HVNR results obtained in the various investigated cavities are reported in
Fig. 14a. As the plots summarize, it is not possible to observe a unique behavior. The results
show the lack of H/V spectral ratio peaks inside some cavities, as shown in the examples #6,
and #1* where spectral ratio peaks do not reach the amplitude of three units. On the other
hand, H/V obtained from measurements performed in some other cavities (#1, #3, #2* and #3*)
tend to reach a significant amplitude (>2 units) in some frequency bands. Such behavior
appears related to the size of each cavity. It is in fact observed that a tendency towards H/V
significant peaks is evident in cavities whose height is not less than 3-4 metres. It is also
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interesting to note that in some cases considerable effects are observed in H/V spectral ratios
from measurements performed over the vault of the cavity (i.e. #3, #3*), while in other cases
(#1 and #2*) pronounced peaks are observed in measurements performed both inside and over
the grotto.

Some interesting considerations can be inferred from investigating possible directional effects.
The plots in Fig. 14b show that the peaks centered at 2.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz, for cavities #1 and #2*
respectively, as well as the peak in the range 4.0 – 6.0 Hz, observed for the cavities #6 and #3*,
are markedly directional. The peak values increase up to 3 - 4 units, at directions of 90° and
180° that are nearly coincident with the strikes of the investigated cavities (see the strikes
reported in the panels of Fig. 14a).

No

.
Name Locality H (m) No. Name Locality H (m)

1 Della Chiesa Catania 5 1* De Cristoforis Lentini 2

2 Micio Conti Catania 3 2* C.le Palma Lentini 5

3 Di Bella Catania 8 3* Speri Lentini 6

4 Caflish Catania 2 1 Ipogeo Siracusa 8

5 Ciancio Catania 4 1 Mastro Pietro Melilli 8

6 Petralia Catania 2 1 Barriera Melilli 10

7 Novalucello Catania 1 1 Cava Modica 6

8 Magna Catania 2.5

Table 1. List of investigated cavities.

Figure 13. Sketch map of the eastern end of the Petralia grotto and location of permanent and mobile stations; white
and grey squares refer to ambient noise recording sites located respectively inside or over and outside the grotto.
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To validate the reliability of these ambient noise measurements, a comparison was made with
findings from the HVSR and SSR of earthquake data recorded in a test site (Petralia grotto).
All spectral ratios (Fig. 15a, b) obtained from records at incave, upcave and outcave stations,
show moderate peaks that reach at most a value of 3 units. The HVSR show peaks in two
frequency ranges, namely 1.2–1.8 Hz and 3.0–7.0 Hz. It has to be noted that in complex
situations the identification of main resonance frequencies through HVSR analysis can be
biased by the presence of deamplification phenomena in the vertical component of the ground
motion. For this reason the ratios between the vertical component spectra of records at the
local permanent stations and at the reference one were calculated (Fig. 15c) in order to highlight
the frequency band at which the results can be considered reliable. In Fig. 15c no evident
deamplification phenomena are observed, but the vertical component at outcave station,
especially in the frequency range 3.0 – 7.0 Hz, shows a slight tendency to deamplification which
could explain the spectral peaks observed, in the same frequency range, in the HVSR. The

Figure 14. a) H/V spectral ratios obtained from ambient noise measurements performed in different grottoes (num‐
bers refer to the grottoes listed in Tab. 1); the ellipse represents the dimensions of the vertical section of each cavity
while the arrows indicate in which direction the grotto develops underground. (b) Contours of the geometric mean of
ambient noise spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x-axis) and direction of motion (y-axis) for recordings per‐
formed at Della Chiesa (# 1), Petralia (# 6), C.le Palma (# 2*) and Speri (# 3*) grottoes.
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interesting to note that in some cases considerable effects are observed in H/V spectral ratios
from measurements performed over the vault of the cavity (i.e. #3, #3*), while in other cases
(#1 and #2*) pronounced peaks are observed in measurements performed both inside and over
the grotto.

Some interesting considerations can be inferred from investigating possible directional effects.
The plots in Fig. 14b show that the peaks centered at 2.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz, for cavities #1 and #2*
respectively, as well as the peak in the range 4.0 – 6.0 Hz, observed for the cavities #6 and #3*,
are markedly directional. The peak values increase up to 3 - 4 units, at directions of 90° and
180° that are nearly coincident with the strikes of the investigated cavities (see the strikes
reported in the panels of Fig. 14a).

No

.
Name Locality H (m) No. Name Locality H (m)

1 Della Chiesa Catania 5 1* De Cristoforis Lentini 2

2 Micio Conti Catania 3 2* C.le Palma Lentini 5

3 Di Bella Catania 8 3* Speri Lentini 6

4 Caflish Catania 2 1 Ipogeo Siracusa 8

5 Ciancio Catania 4 1 Mastro Pietro Melilli 8

6 Petralia Catania 2 1 Barriera Melilli 10

7 Novalucello Catania 1 1 Cava Modica 6

8 Magna Catania 2.5

Table 1. List of investigated cavities.

Figure 13. Sketch map of the eastern end of the Petralia grotto and location of permanent and mobile stations; white
and grey squares refer to ambient noise recording sites located respectively inside or over and outside the grotto.
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To validate the reliability of these ambient noise measurements, a comparison was made with
findings from the HVSR and SSR of earthquake data recorded in a test site (Petralia grotto).
All spectral ratios (Fig. 15a, b) obtained from records at incave, upcave and outcave stations,
show moderate peaks that reach at most a value of 3 units. The HVSR show peaks in two
frequency ranges, namely 1.2–1.8 Hz and 3.0–7.0 Hz. It has to be noted that in complex
situations the identification of main resonance frequencies through HVSR analysis can be
biased by the presence of deamplification phenomena in the vertical component of the ground
motion. For this reason the ratios between the vertical component spectra of records at the
local permanent stations and at the reference one were calculated (Fig. 15c) in order to highlight
the frequency band at which the results can be considered reliable. In Fig. 15c no evident
deamplification phenomena are observed, but the vertical component at outcave station,
especially in the frequency range 3.0 – 7.0 Hz, shows a slight tendency to deamplification which
could explain the spectral peaks observed, in the same frequency range, in the HVSR. The

Figure 14. a) H/V spectral ratios obtained from ambient noise measurements performed in different grottoes (num‐
bers refer to the grottoes listed in Tab. 1); the ellipse represents the dimensions of the vertical section of each cavity
while the arrows indicate in which direction the grotto develops underground. (b) Contours of the geometric mean of
ambient noise spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x-axis) and direction of motion (y-axis) for recordings per‐
formed at Della Chiesa (# 1), Petralia (# 6), C.le Palma (# 2*) and Speri (# 3*) grottoes.
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comparison of HVSR obtained at the three sites shows a tendency toward slightly more
pronounced peaks at outcave station with respect to stations located both over and inside the
cavity, the last one, in particular, showing always smaller spectral peaks for the EW component
in the frequency band 3.0–7.0 Hz (Fig. 15a). A similar behavior is also observed in the SSR (Fig.
15b) where the spectral ratios obtained for the incave station show, especially in the same
frequency range, smaller amplifications in both EW and NS components. Such a tendency is
also shown in the results of ambient noise measurements (Fig. 15d and e). Moreover, it is
interesting to point out that both HVSR and HVNR show, at upcave station, a striking
amplitude decrease, in the frequency band 7.0–10.0 Hz, of EW component of motion (see Fig.
15a, d, e). Such behavior appears related to the amplitude increase of the vertical component
of motion at the upcave station, as confirmed by the V/Vref shown in Fig. 15c. This implies
that, at highest frequencies, both the HVSR and the HVNR show higher values at incave station
rather than at upcave station. On the other hand, being evident that in the above mentioned
frequency band, at upcave station the EW component of motion has a low amplitude, the SSR
shows also a striking decrement (Fig. 15b) and the spectral ratios at incave are lower than the
same spectral ratios obtained at upcave. This last observation is a consequence of the low
amplitude values at the denominator of the SSR, with respect to that of HVSR, as expected for
the horizontal component of motion at the reference site. The SSR however shows amplifica‐
tion mostly in the range 3.0–7.0 Hz (Fig. 15b).

Figure 15. Spectral ratios HVSR (a) and standard spectral ratios SSR (b) of all events recorded at Petralia grotto; V/
Vref) of the vertical component of seismic events recorded at the local permanent stations and at the reference one
(c); HVNR recorded at the sites of permanent stations (d) and average of all measurements performed in different sites
located inside, over and outside the investigated grotto (e), the location of all recording sites is shown in Fig. 14. The
inset shows the HVNR from ambient noise recorded in two sites located at distance of about 40m (grey curve) and
100 m (black curve) from the grotto.
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Other noise measurements were performed to the south of the cavity at distances of about 40
m and 100 m from the cavity entrance in order to test how the spectral features previously
described appear at increasing distance from the grotto. The obtained HVNR (see inset in Fig.
15e) shows that the 1.2-1.6 Hz spectral ratio peaks disappear already at a distance of about 40
m from the cavity, therefore indicating that they seem to belong mostly to specific features of
the grotto area. On the other hand, the peaks at 3.0 – 7.0 Hz, although less pronounced, are
still observed, implying that they are linked, at least in part, also to structures extending in a
wider area around the grotto.

A polarization analysis was performed to investigate directivity effects related to the cavity. The
azimuthal directions of the horizontal component of motion were obtained after filtering the
signal in three frequency bands (1.0 – 3.0, 3.0 – 7.0 and 7.0 – 10.0 Hz) aiming to investigate the
frequency ranges observed in the H/V spectral ratios. It can be clearly observed (Fig. 16) that
almost all rose diagrams show a sharp polarization in the EW direction. Only polarizations
obtained at the incave station by filtering the signal in the range 1–3 Hz appear highly scat‐
tered. Polarization effects were also investigated, using ambient noise records, in the sites located
at 40 and 100 m away from Petralia grotto (see bottom panels in Fig. 16). The results obtained
show that such polarization effects become less evident as the distance from the cavity increases.

Figure 16. Polarization of the horizontal component of motion obtained by filtering the recorded seismic events at
1.0–3.0 Hz (upper panels), at 3.0–7.0 Hz (middle panels) and 7.0–10.0 Hz (lower panels); the bottom panels refer to
polarization from ambient noise measurements performed at sites located 40 and 100 m away from the grotto.
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comparison of HVSR obtained at the three sites shows a tendency toward slightly more
pronounced peaks at outcave station with respect to stations located both over and inside the
cavity, the last one, in particular, showing always smaller spectral peaks for the EW component
in the frequency band 3.0–7.0 Hz (Fig. 15a). A similar behavior is also observed in the SSR (Fig.
15b) where the spectral ratios obtained for the incave station show, especially in the same
frequency range, smaller amplifications in both EW and NS components. Such a tendency is
also shown in the results of ambient noise measurements (Fig. 15d and e). Moreover, it is
interesting to point out that both HVSR and HVNR show, at upcave station, a striking
amplitude decrease, in the frequency band 7.0–10.0 Hz, of EW component of motion (see Fig.
15a, d, e). Such behavior appears related to the amplitude increase of the vertical component
of motion at the upcave station, as confirmed by the V/Vref shown in Fig. 15c. This implies
that, at highest frequencies, both the HVSR and the HVNR show higher values at incave station
rather than at upcave station. On the other hand, being evident that in the above mentioned
frequency band, at upcave station the EW component of motion has a low amplitude, the SSR
shows also a striking decrement (Fig. 15b) and the spectral ratios at incave are lower than the
same spectral ratios obtained at upcave. This last observation is a consequence of the low
amplitude values at the denominator of the SSR, with respect to that of HVSR, as expected for
the horizontal component of motion at the reference site. The SSR however shows amplifica‐
tion mostly in the range 3.0–7.0 Hz (Fig. 15b).

Figure 15. Spectral ratios HVSR (a) and standard spectral ratios SSR (b) of all events recorded at Petralia grotto; V/
Vref) of the vertical component of seismic events recorded at the local permanent stations and at the reference one
(c); HVNR recorded at the sites of permanent stations (d) and average of all measurements performed in different sites
located inside, over and outside the investigated grotto (e), the location of all recording sites is shown in Fig. 14. The
inset shows the HVNR from ambient noise recorded in two sites located at distance of about 40m (grey curve) and
100 m (black curve) from the grotto.
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Other noise measurements were performed to the south of the cavity at distances of about 40
m and 100 m from the cavity entrance in order to test how the spectral features previously
described appear at increasing distance from the grotto. The obtained HVNR (see inset in Fig.
15e) shows that the 1.2-1.6 Hz spectral ratio peaks disappear already at a distance of about 40
m from the cavity, therefore indicating that they seem to belong mostly to specific features of
the grotto area. On the other hand, the peaks at 3.0 – 7.0 Hz, although less pronounced, are
still observed, implying that they are linked, at least in part, also to structures extending in a
wider area around the grotto.

A polarization analysis was performed to investigate directivity effects related to the cavity. The
azimuthal directions of the horizontal component of motion were obtained after filtering the
signal in three frequency bands (1.0 – 3.0, 3.0 – 7.0 and 7.0 – 10.0 Hz) aiming to investigate the
frequency ranges observed in the H/V spectral ratios. It can be clearly observed (Fig. 16) that
almost all rose diagrams show a sharp polarization in the EW direction. Only polarizations
obtained at the incave station by filtering the signal in the range 1–3 Hz appear highly scat‐
tered. Polarization effects were also investigated, using ambient noise records, in the sites located
at 40 and 100 m away from Petralia grotto (see bottom panels in Fig. 16). The results obtained
show that such polarization effects become less evident as the distance from the cavity increases.

Figure 16. Polarization of the horizontal component of motion obtained by filtering the recorded seismic events at
1.0–3.0 Hz (upper panels), at 3.0–7.0 Hz (middle panels) and 7.0–10.0 Hz (lower panels); the bottom panels refer to
polarization from ambient noise measurements performed at sites located 40 and 100 m away from the grotto.
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In order to compare the results from recordings in a natural cavity with those from records
performed in a cavity having a simpler geometry, ambient noise was also recorded inside,
over, and in the neighborhood (≈30 m) of two artificial tunnels. Both tunnels are located close
to the Catania urban area, dug at about 4 m from the topographic surface and having a length
of about 100 m, but different height. One of them (height of about 4 m) is dug in massive lavas
and the other (height of about 7 m) is excavated in altered lavas. HVNRs show that in the
smaller tunnel (Fig. 17a), dug in massive lavas, spectral peaks are significantly less pronounced
than those observed in the tunnel, dug in altered lavas, having a greater height (Fig. 17b). In
this tunnel, H/V spectral peaks, in the frequency range 4.0–7.0 Hz, obtained from measure‐
ments performed over and inside, attain values of about 8 and 4 units, respectively, therefore
confirming the observation, aforementioned for the Petralia grotto, that inside the cavity
spectral peaks are less pronounced than those observed when measurement is performed over
the cavity. It is noteworthy that the spectral ratios from measurements in both tunnels show
peaks that however are more pronounced than those observed from H/V performed in and
over the study grotto. This is possibly related to the height that in both tunnels is significantly
greater than in the studied cavity, considering also that the lava characteristics (altered lavas)
of the Petralia grotto area are comparable to those of the lava where the greater artificial tunnel
is dug.

Figure 17. Spectral ratios HVNR from measurements performed in two underground tunnels having different height.

The results so far described are quite complex but nevertheless some interesting considerations
can be inferred:

• The size of the vertical section and geometry of the cavities seem to play an important role.
According to experimental data, it appears evident that only cavities having height greater
than about 4 meters show significant H/V spectral peaks.

• Results of spectral ratios at Petralia grotto (having height of about 2.5 m) show spectral ratio
peaks less pronounced than those observed in grottoes and tunnels having height of about
4 and 7 m. Such behavior, in our opinion, need to be tested and interpreted with the support
of numerical modeling, to investigate also about possible amplifications/deamplification of
the vertical component of motion as highlighted by processing earthquake data.
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• Findings from HVSR and SSR at the test site #6 point out the lack, or the modest presence,
of amplification effects at the recording site located inside the cavity with respect to stations
placed over and outside the grotto. This effect could be explained in the frame of the
constructive interferences between direct and reflected waves that can take place at the free
surface, so that, as it would be generally expected, a decrement of amplitude oscillations
can be observed at depth.

• In all investigated cavities, significant directivity effects were observed, pointing to the
existence of a marked polarization of the horizontal component of the ground motion in a
direction parallel to the main axis of the grotto. Such evidence is not negligible in the
planning of buildings to be erected in the neighboring areas. It is however remarkable that
experimental data show that at distances greater than about 100 m from the cavity, the
polarization analysis shows azimuths no more coincident with the strike of the grotto.

It is however important to denote that further investigations need to be performed in other
cavities having various height, performing also 2D/3D modeling in order to simulate the
variations that a wavefront undergoes when propagating through a terrain having a strong
impedance contrast due to the existence of a hollow space.

6. Site effects in landslide zones

Landslide phenomena, besides exposing the affected areas to a considerable natural risk, imply
the occurrence of significant variations in the local seismic response. To investigate such
features, Fekruna Bay, in the area of Xemxija (Fig. 18), was selected. Xemxija is a seaside village
and marina on the northeastern part of Malta and it is a very important site for touristic
attractions, as well as cultural and historical heritage. The study area spans a couple of square
kilometres. More than half of it is intensely built, while the remaining area consists of meadows
and agricultural land. The area is characterized by a geology and topography that varies over
small spatial scales. Its geomorphologic features are the result of the combined effect of the
lithology, tectonics and coastal nature that shaped the region, and such features contribute
towards the degree of geological instability of the whole area and particularly to the cliff
sections.

The outcropping local geology in the Fekruna bay (Pedley et al., 2002) is characterised by the
Upper Coralline Limestone (UCL) and the Blue Clay (BC) formations. Underneath the BC, a
carbonatic formation, the Globigerina Limestone formation (GL) consisting mainly of loosely
aggregated planktonic foraminifers, and a Lower Coralline Limestone formation (LCL), which
consists of massive biogenic limestone beds, are present. This geolithologic sequence gives
rise, in the north coast of Malta, to lateral spreading phenomena which take place within the
brittle and heavily jointed and faulted UCL formation overlying the BC which consists of softer
and unconsolidated material (Mantovani et al., 2012). The UCL formation is characterized by
a prominent plateau scarp face, whereas BC produces slopes extending from the base of the
UCL scarp face to sea level. It is well known that lateral spreading usually takes place in the
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In order to compare the results from recordings in a natural cavity with those from records
performed in a cavity having a simpler geometry, ambient noise was also recorded inside,
over, and in the neighborhood (≈30 m) of two artificial tunnels. Both tunnels are located close
to the Catania urban area, dug at about 4 m from the topographic surface and having a length
of about 100 m, but different height. One of them (height of about 4 m) is dug in massive lavas
and the other (height of about 7 m) is excavated in altered lavas. HVNRs show that in the
smaller tunnel (Fig. 17a), dug in massive lavas, spectral peaks are significantly less pronounced
than those observed in the tunnel, dug in altered lavas, having a greater height (Fig. 17b). In
this tunnel, H/V spectral peaks, in the frequency range 4.0–7.0 Hz, obtained from measure‐
ments performed over and inside, attain values of about 8 and 4 units, respectively, therefore
confirming the observation, aforementioned for the Petralia grotto, that inside the cavity
spectral peaks are less pronounced than those observed when measurement is performed over
the cavity. It is noteworthy that the spectral ratios from measurements in both tunnels show
peaks that however are more pronounced than those observed from H/V performed in and
over the study grotto. This is possibly related to the height that in both tunnels is significantly
greater than in the studied cavity, considering also that the lava characteristics (altered lavas)
of the Petralia grotto area are comparable to those of the lava where the greater artificial tunnel
is dug.

Figure 17. Spectral ratios HVNR from measurements performed in two underground tunnels having different height.

The results so far described are quite complex but nevertheless some interesting considerations
can be inferred:

• The size of the vertical section and geometry of the cavities seem to play an important role.
According to experimental data, it appears evident that only cavities having height greater
than about 4 meters show significant H/V spectral peaks.

• Results of spectral ratios at Petralia grotto (having height of about 2.5 m) show spectral ratio
peaks less pronounced than those observed in grottoes and tunnels having height of about
4 and 7 m. Such behavior, in our opinion, need to be tested and interpreted with the support
of numerical modeling, to investigate also about possible amplifications/deamplification of
the vertical component of motion as highlighted by processing earthquake data.
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• Findings from HVSR and SSR at the test site #6 point out the lack, or the modest presence,
of amplification effects at the recording site located inside the cavity with respect to stations
placed over and outside the grotto. This effect could be explained in the frame of the
constructive interferences between direct and reflected waves that can take place at the free
surface, so that, as it would be generally expected, a decrement of amplitude oscillations
can be observed at depth.

• In all investigated cavities, significant directivity effects were observed, pointing to the
existence of a marked polarization of the horizontal component of the ground motion in a
direction parallel to the main axis of the grotto. Such evidence is not negligible in the
planning of buildings to be erected in the neighboring areas. It is however remarkable that
experimental data show that at distances greater than about 100 m from the cavity, the
polarization analysis shows azimuths no more coincident with the strike of the grotto.

It is however important to denote that further investigations need to be performed in other
cavities having various height, performing also 2D/3D modeling in order to simulate the
variations that a wavefront undergoes when propagating through a terrain having a strong
impedance contrast due to the existence of a hollow space.

6. Site effects in landslide zones

Landslide phenomena, besides exposing the affected areas to a considerable natural risk, imply
the occurrence of significant variations in the local seismic response. To investigate such
features, Fekruna Bay, in the area of Xemxija (Fig. 18), was selected. Xemxija is a seaside village
and marina on the northeastern part of Malta and it is a very important site for touristic
attractions, as well as cultural and historical heritage. The study area spans a couple of square
kilometres. More than half of it is intensely built, while the remaining area consists of meadows
and agricultural land. The area is characterized by a geology and topography that varies over
small spatial scales. Its geomorphologic features are the result of the combined effect of the
lithology, tectonics and coastal nature that shaped the region, and such features contribute
towards the degree of geological instability of the whole area and particularly to the cliff
sections.

The outcropping local geology in the Fekruna bay (Pedley et al., 2002) is characterised by the
Upper Coralline Limestone (UCL) and the Blue Clay (BC) formations. Underneath the BC, a
carbonatic formation, the Globigerina Limestone formation (GL) consisting mainly of loosely
aggregated planktonic foraminifers, and a Lower Coralline Limestone formation (LCL), which
consists of massive biogenic limestone beds, are present. This geolithologic sequence gives
rise, in the north coast of Malta, to lateral spreading phenomena which take place within the
brittle and heavily jointed and faulted UCL formation overlying the BC which consists of softer
and unconsolidated material (Mantovani et al., 2012). The UCL formation is characterized by
a prominent plateau scarp face, whereas BC produces slopes extending from the base of the
UCL scarp face to sea level. It is well known that lateral spreading usually takes place in the
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lateral extension of cohesive rock masses lying over a deforming mass of softer material where
the controlling basal shear surface is often not well defined.

A preliminary study of the area, focusing our attention on the risk of landsliding and rockfalls,
was carried out using the ambient noise HVNR technique in order to characterize the rock
masses behavior in the presence of fractures linked to the landslide body. This type of
measurements can be done quickly and with a high spatial density, providing a fast tool for
setting the dynamic behavior of the rock outcropping. Generally, this spectral ratio exhibits a
peak, corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the site whereas, it is less reliable as
regards its amplitude. Nevertheless, the HVNR curve contains valuable information about the
underlying structure, especially as concerns the relationship between VS of the sediments and
their thickness (Ibs-Vonseth and Wholenberg 1999; Scherbaum et al. 2003). Recordings of
ambient noise and the use of the HVNR technique has recently had widespread use in studying
landslides (e.g. Del Gaudio et al., 2008; Burjánek et al., 2010; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2011;
Burjánek et al., 2012).

Figure 18. Geo-lithologic map of the north-eastern part of the Xemxija bay (modified from MEPA Various Authors,
2004). The insets show the location of the study area and a sketch of lateral spreading effects along the Xemxija coast.
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We recorded ambient noise at 27 sites using a 3-component seismometer (Tromino, www.tro‐
mino.eu) and directional effects were investigated by rotating the NS and EW components of
motion by steps of 10 degrees starting from 0° (north) to 180° (south). Moreover, a direct
estimate of the polarization angle by using the covariance matrix method (Jurkevics, 1988) and
the time-frequency (TF) polarization method (Burjánek et al., 2010; 2012) was achieved.

6.1. Results and discussion

A dense microtremor measurement survey was carried out focusing attention on the NE part
of the bay, in which there is major evidence of slope instability and in which a high level of
cliff fracturing is evident. Recording sites were located in order to sample the area as uniformly
as possible. Moreover, several recording sites where chosen on a linear deployment for
investigating the role of the fractures in the HVNR behaviour. The measurements were
performed in three different zones: indeed, we carried out one set of recordings in a stable
platform and far away from the cliff edge, a set of measurements in the fractured area along
the cliff, and another set on the landslide body (see Fig. 18 for measurement points location).
Examples of the spectral ratios obtained in the three different zones are shown in Figure 19a.
The results allowed us to identify a region, away from the cliff edge, where the HVNR peaks
are around a stable frequency of about 1.5 Hz. These fundamental peaks may be generally
associated with the interface separating the BC layer from the underlying carbonates of the
Globigerina Limestone formation (GL). Moreover, the presence of the BC layer gives rise to a
velocity inversion since it has a lower shear wave velocity with respect to the overlying UCL
formation. This causes the HVNR values to drop below 1 unit over a wide frequency range
(Di Giacomo et al., 2005). The origin of the resonance peak as linked to the BC/GL interface
was confirmed by the results obtained through a 1D modelling, performed by computing the
synthetic HVNR curves (Fig. 19b). To compute the synthetic spectral ratios we considered that
ambient vibrations wavefield can be represented by the superimposition of random multi
modal plane waves moving in all the directions at the surface of a flat 1-D layered visco-elastic
solid, as in Herrmann (2002) formulation, extending the modal summation up to the fifth mode.
We also applied initial constraints on the thicknesses and elastic parameters of the layers using
borehole logs data and we took shear waves velocity values from a separate preliminary study
carried out in the same area using the ReMi, MASW and Refraction methods (Panzera et al.,
2011a). Similar behaviour to the above is observed in the spectral ratio obtained at sites close
to the cliff edge and all around the identified fractures, but with slightly different features at
the high-frequency interval. We observe indeed a clear and predominant peak at around 1.5
Hz, which is associated with the interface between BC and GL, and several smaller peaks at
higher frequency (> 9.0 Hz). The fact that these peaks are not visible in the unfractured region
leads us to postulate that they may be associated with the presence of fractures and of blocks
almost detached from the cliff and therefore free to oscillate. Finally, the sites on the rock-fall
area show a different HVNR behaviour with respect to the measurements taken on the plateau.
In this area it is possible to identify HVNRs showing bimodal dominant peaks at low frequen‐
cy, in the range 1.0-3.0 Hz, as well as pronounced peaks at about 3.0 Hz and at frequency higher
than 9.0 Hz. The bimodal peaks at low frequency (1.0-3.0 Hz) can, in our opinion, be associated
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lateral extension of cohesive rock masses lying over a deforming mass of softer material where
the controlling basal shear surface is often not well defined.

A preliminary study of the area, focusing our attention on the risk of landsliding and rockfalls,
was carried out using the ambient noise HVNR technique in order to characterize the rock
masses behavior in the presence of fractures linked to the landslide body. This type of
measurements can be done quickly and with a high spatial density, providing a fast tool for
setting the dynamic behavior of the rock outcropping. Generally, this spectral ratio exhibits a
peak, corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the site whereas, it is less reliable as
regards its amplitude. Nevertheless, the HVNR curve contains valuable information about the
underlying structure, especially as concerns the relationship between VS of the sediments and
their thickness (Ibs-Vonseth and Wholenberg 1999; Scherbaum et al. 2003). Recordings of
ambient noise and the use of the HVNR technique has recently had widespread use in studying
landslides (e.g. Del Gaudio et al., 2008; Burjánek et al., 2010; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2011;
Burjánek et al., 2012).

Figure 18. Geo-lithologic map of the north-eastern part of the Xemxija bay (modified from MEPA Various Authors,
2004). The insets show the location of the study area and a sketch of lateral spreading effects along the Xemxija coast.
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We recorded ambient noise at 27 sites using a 3-component seismometer (Tromino, www.tro‐
mino.eu) and directional effects were investigated by rotating the NS and EW components of
motion by steps of 10 degrees starting from 0° (north) to 180° (south). Moreover, a direct
estimate of the polarization angle by using the covariance matrix method (Jurkevics, 1988) and
the time-frequency (TF) polarization method (Burjánek et al., 2010; 2012) was achieved.

6.1. Results and discussion

A dense microtremor measurement survey was carried out focusing attention on the NE part
of the bay, in which there is major evidence of slope instability and in which a high level of
cliff fracturing is evident. Recording sites were located in order to sample the area as uniformly
as possible. Moreover, several recording sites where chosen on a linear deployment for
investigating the role of the fractures in the HVNR behaviour. The measurements were
performed in three different zones: indeed, we carried out one set of recordings in a stable
platform and far away from the cliff edge, a set of measurements in the fractured area along
the cliff, and another set on the landslide body (see Fig. 18 for measurement points location).
Examples of the spectral ratios obtained in the three different zones are shown in Figure 19a.
The results allowed us to identify a region, away from the cliff edge, where the HVNR peaks
are around a stable frequency of about 1.5 Hz. These fundamental peaks may be generally
associated with the interface separating the BC layer from the underlying carbonates of the
Globigerina Limestone formation (GL). Moreover, the presence of the BC layer gives rise to a
velocity inversion since it has a lower shear wave velocity with respect to the overlying UCL
formation. This causes the HVNR values to drop below 1 unit over a wide frequency range
(Di Giacomo et al., 2005). The origin of the resonance peak as linked to the BC/GL interface
was confirmed by the results obtained through a 1D modelling, performed by computing the
synthetic HVNR curves (Fig. 19b). To compute the synthetic spectral ratios we considered that
ambient vibrations wavefield can be represented by the superimposition of random multi
modal plane waves moving in all the directions at the surface of a flat 1-D layered visco-elastic
solid, as in Herrmann (2002) formulation, extending the modal summation up to the fifth mode.
We also applied initial constraints on the thicknesses and elastic parameters of the layers using
borehole logs data and we took shear waves velocity values from a separate preliminary study
carried out in the same area using the ReMi, MASW and Refraction methods (Panzera et al.,
2011a). Similar behaviour to the above is observed in the spectral ratio obtained at sites close
to the cliff edge and all around the identified fractures, but with slightly different features at
the high-frequency interval. We observe indeed a clear and predominant peak at around 1.5
Hz, which is associated with the interface between BC and GL, and several smaller peaks at
higher frequency (> 9.0 Hz). The fact that these peaks are not visible in the unfractured region
leads us to postulate that they may be associated with the presence of fractures and of blocks
almost detached from the cliff and therefore free to oscillate. Finally, the sites on the rock-fall
area show a different HVNR behaviour with respect to the measurements taken on the plateau.
In this area it is possible to identify HVNRs showing bimodal dominant peaks at low frequen‐
cy, in the range 1.0-3.0 Hz, as well as pronounced peaks at about 3.0 Hz and at frequency higher
than 9.0 Hz. The bimodal peaks at low frequency (1.0-3.0 Hz) can, in our opinion, be associated
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with the contact between the rockfall and detritus unit and the BC formation, as well as to the
interface between BC and the underlying GL formation.

Figure 19. a) Example of HVNR results obtained at some recording sites located in the not fractured zone (#25), in the
cliff area (#13), and in the landslide zone (#14); (b) results obtained through a 1D modelling, performed in sites locat‐
ed on the non-fractured zone, by computing the synthetic HVNR curve; (c) rotated HVNR, (d) rose diagrams and (e)
polar plots obtained at recording sites #25, #13 and #14.

Inspection of directional effects (see examples in Fig. 19c) show that they are clearly evident
in the cliff fracture zones,at an angle of about 40°-60° N in all the considered frequency range,
although some variability in azimuth is observed at high frequency (>9 Hz) at site #13. On
moving away from the cliff edge, the rotated HVNR show a slight change of the directional
resonance angle and an amplitude decrease of the rotated spectral ratios at high frequency.
Such a behavior could be linked to the increase of rock stiffness and a reduction of the blocks’
freedom to oscillate. Finally, it is evident that the directionality pattern observed in the rotated
HVSRs performed on the landslide body is quite complex. The general trend has a prevailing
direction of about 40°-60° N at low frequency (1.0-9.0 Hz), similarly to what is observed in the
fractured zone, whereas different resonant frequencies and directions that could be ascribed
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to the vibration of smaller blocks can be observed at higher frequencies (9.0-40.0 Hz). Further‐
more, we obtained a direct estimate of the polarization angle through the full use of the three-
component vector of the noise wave-field. General behavior of the noise wave-field, in this
frequency range is shown through rose diagrams, whereas, in order to distinguish between
properties of low and high frequency components of the signal, strike versus frequency polar
plots were obtained. The examples shown in Figure 19d and e show that the maxima of the
horizontal polarization occur in the north-east to east-north- east direction, although in some
cases the high frequency directionality is more complex. As observed by Burjánek et al.
(2010), high-frequency ground motion can indeed reflect the vibration of smaller blocks that
imply both different resonant frequencies and directions. The polarization observed for the
sites located away from the unstable areas (see e.g. #25 in Figure 19) show a trend with more
dispersed and variable directions. The boundaries of the landslide area therefore appear well
defined by the polarization pattern and as postulated by Kolesnikov et al. (2003) the landslide
activity is characterized by strong horizontal polarization in a broad frequency band. In our
study, a tendency seems evident for the entire landslide body to generally vibrate with a north-
east azimuth and it may be assumed that, during a strong earthquake the ground motion would
be amplified in this direction. Studies of Burjánek et al. (2010; 2012) point out that the ambient
noise polarization take place at about 90 degree angle to the observed fractures which are
perpendicular to the sliding direction. In the present study the polarization angle is parallel to
the opening cracks, which appears in contrast to the above mentioned results. A possible
explanation of our findings is that there exists a prevailing north-easterly sliding direction of
the landslide body which is strongly affecting the polarization direction especially in the 1-10
Hz frequency range.

In Figure 20 we summarize the above results into a tentative draft profile, located as shown in
Fig. 18, which illustrates the main geological features and hypothesizes the shape of the
landslide body. The bottom panel shows a 2-D diagram obtained by combining all the ambient
noise measurements along the profile. Moving along the profile from measurement point #5
to #17, it is interesting to observe the increasing amplitude of the HVNR at frequencies greater
than 6.0-7.0 Hz. It can also be noticed that, especially between 50 and 60 m along the profile
(sites #1, #2 and #3) the influence of the fracture zone is evident (see dashed area in Fig. 20).
This is associated with the vibrational mode of the almost detached blocks. Along the cross
section, at distances ranging from 60 to 100 m, it is possible to note both the presence of the
bimodal peak associated with the two interfaces detritus/BC and BC/GL, as well as the high
frequency peaks most probably associated with the vibration of large blocks that have been
detached from the cliff-face and are now partially or totally included in the BC.

As final considerations, it is noteworthy to observe that this study highlights the importance
of evaluating the local seismic response in presence of slope instabilities related to landslide
hazard. The instability processes that could be potentially triggered are linked to both slow
mass movements, which might normally occur in tens or hundreds of years, and to sudden
rockfall in the case of ground shaking due to moderate-to-strong earthquake activity. It is
worth noting that:
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with the contact between the rockfall and detritus unit and the BC formation, as well as to the
interface between BC and the underlying GL formation.

Figure 19. a) Example of HVNR results obtained at some recording sites located in the not fractured zone (#25), in the
cliff area (#13), and in the landslide zone (#14); (b) results obtained through a 1D modelling, performed in sites locat‐
ed on the non-fractured zone, by computing the synthetic HVNR curve; (c) rotated HVNR, (d) rose diagrams and (e)
polar plots obtained at recording sites #25, #13 and #14.

Inspection of directional effects (see examples in Fig. 19c) show that they are clearly evident
in the cliff fracture zones,at an angle of about 40°-60° N in all the considered frequency range,
although some variability in azimuth is observed at high frequency (>9 Hz) at site #13. On
moving away from the cliff edge, the rotated HVNR show a slight change of the directional
resonance angle and an amplitude decrease of the rotated spectral ratios at high frequency.
Such a behavior could be linked to the increase of rock stiffness and a reduction of the blocks’
freedom to oscillate. Finally, it is evident that the directionality pattern observed in the rotated
HVSRs performed on the landslide body is quite complex. The general trend has a prevailing
direction of about 40°-60° N at low frequency (1.0-9.0 Hz), similarly to what is observed in the
fractured zone, whereas different resonant frequencies and directions that could be ascribed
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to the vibration of smaller blocks can be observed at higher frequencies (9.0-40.0 Hz). Further‐
more, we obtained a direct estimate of the polarization angle through the full use of the three-
component vector of the noise wave-field. General behavior of the noise wave-field, in this
frequency range is shown through rose diagrams, whereas, in order to distinguish between
properties of low and high frequency components of the signal, strike versus frequency polar
plots were obtained. The examples shown in Figure 19d and e show that the maxima of the
horizontal polarization occur in the north-east to east-north- east direction, although in some
cases the high frequency directionality is more complex. As observed by Burjánek et al.
(2010), high-frequency ground motion can indeed reflect the vibration of smaller blocks that
imply both different resonant frequencies and directions. The polarization observed for the
sites located away from the unstable areas (see e.g. #25 in Figure 19) show a trend with more
dispersed and variable directions. The boundaries of the landslide area therefore appear well
defined by the polarization pattern and as postulated by Kolesnikov et al. (2003) the landslide
activity is characterized by strong horizontal polarization in a broad frequency band. In our
study, a tendency seems evident for the entire landslide body to generally vibrate with a north-
east azimuth and it may be assumed that, during a strong earthquake the ground motion would
be amplified in this direction. Studies of Burjánek et al. (2010; 2012) point out that the ambient
noise polarization take place at about 90 degree angle to the observed fractures which are
perpendicular to the sliding direction. In the present study the polarization angle is parallel to
the opening cracks, which appears in contrast to the above mentioned results. A possible
explanation of our findings is that there exists a prevailing north-easterly sliding direction of
the landslide body which is strongly affecting the polarization direction especially in the 1-10
Hz frequency range.

In Figure 20 we summarize the above results into a tentative draft profile, located as shown in
Fig. 18, which illustrates the main geological features and hypothesizes the shape of the
landslide body. The bottom panel shows a 2-D diagram obtained by combining all the ambient
noise measurements along the profile. Moving along the profile from measurement point #5
to #17, it is interesting to observe the increasing amplitude of the HVNR at frequencies greater
than 6.0-7.0 Hz. It can also be noticed that, especially between 50 and 60 m along the profile
(sites #1, #2 and #3) the influence of the fracture zone is evident (see dashed area in Fig. 20).
This is associated with the vibrational mode of the almost detached blocks. Along the cross
section, at distances ranging from 60 to 100 m, it is possible to note both the presence of the
bimodal peak associated with the two interfaces detritus/BC and BC/GL, as well as the high
frequency peaks most probably associated with the vibration of large blocks that have been
detached from the cliff-face and are now partially or totally included in the BC.

As final considerations, it is noteworthy to observe that this study highlights the importance
of evaluating the local seismic response in presence of slope instabilities related to landslide
hazard. The instability processes that could be potentially triggered are linked to both slow
mass movements, which might normally occur in tens or hundreds of years, and to sudden
rockfall in the case of ground shaking due to moderate-to-strong earthquake activity. It is
worth noting that:
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• The use of noise measurements indicates that, at least in case of rockfall landslides, the
existence of different zones characterized by differences in the dominant spectral ratio peaks
that can be related to the presence of shallow lithotypes as well as to the existence of the
fractures in the rock and active slip surface that allows the slow sliding of the upper landslide
body.

• The instrumental observations indicate that the seismic ground motion can be considerably
amplified and such amplification has a directional character that appear related with
topographic, lithologic and structural features as well as normal mode rock slope vibration.

• The results of horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio measurements indicate that this method
could be useful for the recognition of site response directional phenomena.

Figure 20. a) Cross section along the A-B profile in Fig. 27; b) 2-D diagram obtained combining all the ambient noise
measurements along the profile as a function of distance (x axis) and frequency (y axis); c) HVSR results at the record‐
ing sites located across the profile.
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7. Local site effects linked to the topography

The evaluation of the local seismic response when affected by the presence of topographic
irregularities is particularly important, from the engineering point of view, mostly since a
number of historical villages in Italy are erected on the top of natural reliefs. The influence of
the topography on ground motion is linked to the sharpness of the ridge crest (Géli et al., 1988;
Bard and Riepl-Thomas, 1999). Amplification effects are generally linked to the focalization of
seismic waves at topmost part of a hill, due to the existence of diffraction, reflection, and
conversion of the incident waves (Bard, 1982). They appear also frequency-dependent so that
resonance phenomena occur when the wavelength of the incident wave is comparable to the
horizontal dimension of the hill. In addition, significant directional effects, transverse to the
major axis of the ridge, are often observed (Spudich et al., 1996).

Several analytical and numerical methods have been developed to study incoming seismic
waves when crossing a hill shaped morphology (e.g.,  LeBrun et al.,  1999; Paolucci, 2002).
Although experimental studies using earthquake instrumental records are relatively few,
the  use  of  earthquake  data  has  shown  to  be  a  successful  tool  for  the  evaluation  of
topographic effects,  as well  as artificial  explosions and ambient noise records,  processed
with the HVNR technique (e.g., Borcherdt, 1970; LeBrun et al., 1999; Poppeliers and Pavlis,
2002; Pagliaroli et al., 2007).

The present study was performed in two reliefs having different morphologic and geologic
features aiming to discriminate the topographic from the stratigraphic effects, using experi‐
mental techniques based on earthquake and ambient noise recordings in order to test at the
same time the reliability of ambient noise recordings, processed through HVNR techniques,
to estimate topographic effects. The first relief investigated is the area of Ortigia (downtown
Siracusa, Sicily). It is a hill shaped peninsula, mostly formed by a carbonate sequence,
elongated in the N-S direction, reaching a length of about 1,500 m, with a maximum height of
30 m a.s.l., having a transverse section width of about 700 m (Fig. 21). The second test area is
the university campus (S. Sofia hill), a ridge located in the northern part of Catania (Fig. 22).
The S. Sofia hill has a gentle topography with a flat surface at the top, it is elongated for about
700 m in NW-SE direction with a maximum height of 40 m. Its longitudinal section (B-B’ in
Fig. 22) is asymmetric, consequently the northwestern side is quite gentle with respect to the
southeastern part. On the other hand, the transverse section is more regular and symmetric
(A-A’ in Fig. 22), with a base having width of about 500 m. This area has a more complex
geology. The most frequently cropping out lithotype is basaltic lava that in pre-historical and
historical times flowed onto the valleys originally existing in the sedimentary formations,
formed by sand and gravel, laying over a marly clays basement.

In both areas several ambient noise measurements were performed, processing data with
spectral ratio techniques and evaluating the directional effects as well. Moreover, in the S. Sofia
area three permanent stations located respectively on the top of the hill, along the slope and
at a reference site, about three kilometers away from the study area (see Fig. 22a, b). The area
was monitored for about two years and a set of 44 local and regional seismic events, having a
good signal-to-noise ratio was selected and processed using HVSR and SSR techniques.
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• The use of noise measurements indicates that, at least in case of rockfall landslides, the
existence of different zones characterized by differences in the dominant spectral ratio peaks
that can be related to the presence of shallow lithotypes as well as to the existence of the
fractures in the rock and active slip surface that allows the slow sliding of the upper landslide
body.

• The instrumental observations indicate that the seismic ground motion can be considerably
amplified and such amplification has a directional character that appear related with
topographic, lithologic and structural features as well as normal mode rock slope vibration.

• The results of horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio measurements indicate that this method
could be useful for the recognition of site response directional phenomena.

Figure 20. a) Cross section along the A-B profile in Fig. 27; b) 2-D diagram obtained combining all the ambient noise
measurements along the profile as a function of distance (x axis) and frequency (y axis); c) HVSR results at the record‐
ing sites located across the profile.
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7. Local site effects linked to the topography

The evaluation of the local seismic response when affected by the presence of topographic
irregularities is particularly important, from the engineering point of view, mostly since a
number of historical villages in Italy are erected on the top of natural reliefs. The influence of
the topography on ground motion is linked to the sharpness of the ridge crest (Géli et al., 1988;
Bard and Riepl-Thomas, 1999). Amplification effects are generally linked to the focalization of
seismic waves at topmost part of a hill, due to the existence of diffraction, reflection, and
conversion of the incident waves (Bard, 1982). They appear also frequency-dependent so that
resonance phenomena occur when the wavelength of the incident wave is comparable to the
horizontal dimension of the hill. In addition, significant directional effects, transverse to the
major axis of the ridge, are often observed (Spudich et al., 1996).

Several analytical and numerical methods have been developed to study incoming seismic
waves when crossing a hill shaped morphology (e.g.,  LeBrun et al.,  1999; Paolucci, 2002).
Although experimental studies using earthquake instrumental records are relatively few,
the  use  of  earthquake  data  has  shown  to  be  a  successful  tool  for  the  evaluation  of
topographic effects,  as well  as artificial  explosions and ambient noise records,  processed
with the HVNR technique (e.g., Borcherdt, 1970; LeBrun et al., 1999; Poppeliers and Pavlis,
2002; Pagliaroli et al., 2007).

The present study was performed in two reliefs having different morphologic and geologic
features aiming to discriminate the topographic from the stratigraphic effects, using experi‐
mental techniques based on earthquake and ambient noise recordings in order to test at the
same time the reliability of ambient noise recordings, processed through HVNR techniques,
to estimate topographic effects. The first relief investigated is the area of Ortigia (downtown
Siracusa, Sicily). It is a hill shaped peninsula, mostly formed by a carbonate sequence,
elongated in the N-S direction, reaching a length of about 1,500 m, with a maximum height of
30 m a.s.l., having a transverse section width of about 700 m (Fig. 21). The second test area is
the university campus (S. Sofia hill), a ridge located in the northern part of Catania (Fig. 22).
The S. Sofia hill has a gentle topography with a flat surface at the top, it is elongated for about
700 m in NW-SE direction with a maximum height of 40 m. Its longitudinal section (B-B’ in
Fig. 22) is asymmetric, consequently the northwestern side is quite gentle with respect to the
southeastern part. On the other hand, the transverse section is more regular and symmetric
(A-A’ in Fig. 22), with a base having width of about 500 m. This area has a more complex
geology. The most frequently cropping out lithotype is basaltic lava that in pre-historical and
historical times flowed onto the valleys originally existing in the sedimentary formations,
formed by sand and gravel, laying over a marly clays basement.

In both areas several ambient noise measurements were performed, processing data with
spectral ratio techniques and evaluating the directional effects as well. Moreover, in the S. Sofia
area three permanent stations located respectively on the top of the hill, along the slope and
at a reference site, about three kilometers away from the study area (see Fig. 22a, b). The area
was monitored for about two years and a set of 44 local and regional seismic events, having a
good signal-to-noise ratio was selected and processed using HVSR and SSR techniques.
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Figure 21. Geolithologic map of Ortigia (downtown Syracuse).

7.1. Results and discussion

Figure 23 shows a direct comparison of the rotated HVNRs, in the frequency band 1.0-10.0 Hz,
and the results of noise polarization analysis for the same recording sites, filtering the signal
in the range 1.0-3.0 Hz. Both methodologies agree, indicating, particularly in the frequency
range 1.0–3.0 Hz, that maxima of HVNR amplitudes take place at 90–100° and maxima of the
horizontal polarization strike in the E-W direction. We also compared field data observations
with the theoretical resonance frequency (f0) expected for the topographic effects in Ortigia
hill. We adopted the relationship f0 = Vs/L (Bouchon, 1973; Géli et al., 1988), where L is the width
of the hill (about 700 m) and Vs is the shear wave velocity of the limestone outcropping in the
peninsula (1,000 m/s). The predicted value, f0 = 1.4 Hz, is consistent with the observed spectral
ratio peaks, in the range of 1.0–3.0 Hz. In general, the amplification of ground motion connected
to the surface topography is directly related to the sharpness of the topography (Bard, 1994).
In such instances topographic effects become clearly detectable with experimental and
numerical approaches. In our study, the gentle topography and the homogeneous lithology of
the Ortigia peninsula make it an ideal and simple case study for investigating topographic
effects using ambient noise records. The Ortigia hill has a natural frequency of about 1.4 Hz
and shows an E-W preferential direction of vibration. The specific directional effects in ambient
noise, well defined both in space and in a narrow frequency band (1.0–3.0 Hz), are signs of a
normal mode of vibration of the hill (Roten et al., 2006).
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The analysis performed in the other study case, (S. Sofia hill) indicate a more composite
situation where both the complexity of surficial geology and the morphology significantly
affect local amplification and directional effects. The results of SSR and HVSR are reported in
Figure 24. Inspection of the Horizontal Standard Spectral ratio (HSSR) (Fig. 24a) point out that
at the station CITT less pronounced spectral ratio peaks are observed with respect to the station
POLI. The spectral ratio amplitudes obtained through the HVSR method appear underesti‐
mated in amplitude with respect to those obtained through the HSSR approach, however,
especially at POLI, a good agreement between the two methodologies is observed as regards
the frequency range of the dominant peaks (Fig. 24b). Moreover, it is interesting to observe
that CITT and POLI stations show flat spectral ratio peaks, with HVSR amplitudes going down
to values lower than 1 unit at frequencies higher than about 3.0 and 5.0 Hz, respectively. This
appears related to the presence of a significant amplification of the vertical component of
motion, as can be observed in the V/Vref plots (Fig. 24c). Such effect could be explained in
terms of the complexity of the near-surface morphology and the existence of pronounced
stratigraphic heterogeneities that, as postulated by many authors (e.g. Raptakis et al., 2000;
Bindi et al., 2009), may affect the vertical component of motion. In any case, greater amplifi‐
cations are observed in the HSSR at station POLI, in the frequency range 2.0-5.0 Hz and with
smaller amplification values at CITT, in the range 1.0-2.0 Hz. This is different from what is
usually expected for a topographic ridge, where major spectral ratio amplifications are

Figure 22. a) Geolithologic map of the S. Sofia hill; the insets show cross sections AA’ and BB’. (b) location of the per‐
manent stations with respect to the reference one (UNIV) (modified from Monaco et al., 2000).
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Figure 21. Geolithologic map of Ortigia (downtown Syracuse).

7.1. Results and discussion

Figure 23 shows a direct comparison of the rotated HVNRs, in the frequency band 1.0-10.0 Hz,
and the results of noise polarization analysis for the same recording sites, filtering the signal
in the range 1.0-3.0 Hz. Both methodologies agree, indicating, particularly in the frequency
range 1.0–3.0 Hz, that maxima of HVNR amplitudes take place at 90–100° and maxima of the
horizontal polarization strike in the E-W direction. We also compared field data observations
with the theoretical resonance frequency (f0) expected for the topographic effects in Ortigia
hill. We adopted the relationship f0 = Vs/L (Bouchon, 1973; Géli et al., 1988), where L is the width
of the hill (about 700 m) and Vs is the shear wave velocity of the limestone outcropping in the
peninsula (1,000 m/s). The predicted value, f0 = 1.4 Hz, is consistent with the observed spectral
ratio peaks, in the range of 1.0–3.0 Hz. In general, the amplification of ground motion connected
to the surface topography is directly related to the sharpness of the topography (Bard, 1994).
In such instances topographic effects become clearly detectable with experimental and
numerical approaches. In our study, the gentle topography and the homogeneous lithology of
the Ortigia peninsula make it an ideal and simple case study for investigating topographic
effects using ambient noise records. The Ortigia hill has a natural frequency of about 1.4 Hz
and shows an E-W preferential direction of vibration. The specific directional effects in ambient
noise, well defined both in space and in a narrow frequency band (1.0–3.0 Hz), are signs of a
normal mode of vibration of the hill (Roten et al., 2006).
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The analysis performed in the other study case, (S. Sofia hill) indicate a more composite
situation where both the complexity of surficial geology and the morphology significantly
affect local amplification and directional effects. The results of SSR and HVSR are reported in
Figure 24. Inspection of the Horizontal Standard Spectral ratio (HSSR) (Fig. 24a) point out that
at the station CITT less pronounced spectral ratio peaks are observed with respect to the station
POLI. The spectral ratio amplitudes obtained through the HVSR method appear underesti‐
mated in amplitude with respect to those obtained through the HSSR approach, however,
especially at POLI, a good agreement between the two methodologies is observed as regards
the frequency range of the dominant peaks (Fig. 24b). Moreover, it is interesting to observe
that CITT and POLI stations show flat spectral ratio peaks, with HVSR amplitudes going down
to values lower than 1 unit at frequencies higher than about 3.0 and 5.0 Hz, respectively. This
appears related to the presence of a significant amplification of the vertical component of
motion, as can be observed in the V/Vref plots (Fig. 24c). Such effect could be explained in
terms of the complexity of the near-surface morphology and the existence of pronounced
stratigraphic heterogeneities that, as postulated by many authors (e.g. Raptakis et al., 2000;
Bindi et al., 2009), may affect the vertical component of motion. In any case, greater amplifi‐
cations are observed in the HSSR at station POLI, in the frequency range 2.0-5.0 Hz and with
smaller amplification values at CITT, in the range 1.0-2.0 Hz. This is different from what is
usually expected for a topographic ridge, where major spectral ratio amplifications are

Figure 22. a) Geolithologic map of the S. Sofia hill; the insets show cross sections AA’ and BB’. (b) location of the per‐
manent stations with respect to the reference one (UNIV) (modified from Monaco et al., 2000).
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supposed to take place at the top rather than along the slopes of the hill. This behavior, in our
opinion, could be related to the gentle slope of the S. Sofia hill. In such conditions the reflection
angle between the direction perpendicular to the free surface topography and the upward
propagating wavefront is smaller than in the case of a steep slope. Therefore, the focusing
effects at the crest are shadowed by laterally propagating waves (Boore, 1973) and it is
reasonable to observe only moderate amplifications at the top of the hill. Moreover, it must be

Figure 23. Contours of the geometric mean of the spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x axis) and direction of
motion (y axis) and polarization rose diagrams calculated in the ranges 1–3 Hz.
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remembered that POLI is set on sedimentary terrains whereas CITT is located on a compact
lava flow and such lithotype generally does not shows significant spectral ratio peaks as
already observed by several authors (Lombardo and Rigano, 2007; Panzera et al, 2011b).

Figure 24. Spectral ratios (HSSR a), HVSR b) and VSSRc)) at permanent stations CITT and POLI; d) HVSR of the NS and
EW components of motion at the reference site UNIV.

Ambient noise was recorded, in different lithotypes, along the slopes of the hill at decreasing
height from the top (Fig. 22a), to identify possible topographical effects. The HVNRs show flat
and, at times, deamplificated spectral ratios in several recording sites (see examples #9, #11,
#16, #22 reported in Fig. 25) where the local geology consists in a sequence of thick (10-20 m)
massive lava flows that overlie the sand and coarse gravel sediments lying on the marly clay
basement. Conversely, when the sedimentary terrains outcrop (see examples #3, #4, #21, #23
reported in Fig. 25), significant spectral ratio peaks, are observed. Results obtained by the
HVNR confirm the findings from earthquake data analysis and set into evidence that we are
dealing with a geological setting more complex than a simple 1-D layered structure, for which
the noise spectral ratio method was originally proposed. The presence of lava flows at the
surface imply the existence of possible velocity inversions that give origin to H/V spectral
amplitude lower than one unit (Castellaro and Mulargia, 2009; Di Giacomo et al., 2005) and the
existence of amplification in the vertical component of the ground motion.

The existence of directional amplification was investigated using both earthquake and ambient
noise data. Directional analysis and polarization of the horizontal components of motion show
less pronounced directional effect at CITT with respect to POLI station, where clear polariza‐
tion effects at about 40° appear. The results of polarization analysis are depicted in Figure 26.
The hodograms obtained from noise measurements show that the polarization azimuths are
similar to those obtained by processing the earthquake data. It appears indeed confirmed that
at the top of the studied hill (#9, #12, #14 and #28) the pattern of polarization directions is similar
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supposed to take place at the top rather than along the slopes of the hill. This behavior, in our
opinion, could be related to the gentle slope of the S. Sofia hill. In such conditions the reflection
angle between the direction perpendicular to the free surface topography and the upward
propagating wavefront is smaller than in the case of a steep slope. Therefore, the focusing
effects at the crest are shadowed by laterally propagating waves (Boore, 1973) and it is
reasonable to observe only moderate amplifications at the top of the hill. Moreover, it must be

Figure 23. Contours of the geometric mean of the spectral ratios as a function of frequency (x axis) and direction of
motion (y axis) and polarization rose diagrams calculated in the ranges 1–3 Hz.
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remembered that POLI is set on sedimentary terrains whereas CITT is located on a compact
lava flow and such lithotype generally does not shows significant spectral ratio peaks as
already observed by several authors (Lombardo and Rigano, 2007; Panzera et al, 2011b).

Figure 24. Spectral ratios (HSSR a), HVSR b) and VSSRc)) at permanent stations CITT and POLI; d) HVSR of the NS and
EW components of motion at the reference site UNIV.

Ambient noise was recorded, in different lithotypes, along the slopes of the hill at decreasing
height from the top (Fig. 22a), to identify possible topographical effects. The HVNRs show flat
and, at times, deamplificated spectral ratios in several recording sites (see examples #9, #11,
#16, #22 reported in Fig. 25) where the local geology consists in a sequence of thick (10-20 m)
massive lava flows that overlie the sand and coarse gravel sediments lying on the marly clay
basement. Conversely, when the sedimentary terrains outcrop (see examples #3, #4, #21, #23
reported in Fig. 25), significant spectral ratio peaks, are observed. Results obtained by the
HVNR confirm the findings from earthquake data analysis and set into evidence that we are
dealing with a geological setting more complex than a simple 1-D layered structure, for which
the noise spectral ratio method was originally proposed. The presence of lava flows at the
surface imply the existence of possible velocity inversions that give origin to H/V spectral
amplitude lower than one unit (Castellaro and Mulargia, 2009; Di Giacomo et al., 2005) and the
existence of amplification in the vertical component of the ground motion.

The existence of directional amplification was investigated using both earthquake and ambient
noise data. Directional analysis and polarization of the horizontal components of motion show
less pronounced directional effect at CITT with respect to POLI station, where clear polariza‐
tion effects at about 40° appear. The results of polarization analysis are depicted in Figure 26.
The hodograms obtained from noise measurements show that the polarization azimuths are
similar to those obtained by processing the earthquake data. It appears indeed confirmed that
at the top of the studied hill (#9, #12, #14 and #28) the pattern of polarization directions is similar
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to what is observed at the station CITT. On the other hand, the noise rose diagrams obtained
at the other recording sites point out polarization azimuths that seem to be in agreement with
the slope directions of the hill flanks. Only few sites (#17, #21, #22, #25) make an exception to
such trend, showing a directional variability that could be linked to the local shallow lithologic
features. The investigation on the characteristics of the site response at the S. Sofia hill, therefore
set into evidence that the complexity of the near-surface geology, as well as the morphology
strongly influence the local amplification of the ground motion and the directional effects.
Findings of the present study confirm that major amplification effects do indeed take place on
the sedimentary terrains which outcrop along the flanks of the hill. On the contrary, on the
lava flows, a significant amplification of the vertical component of motion, is observed as a
consequence of velocity inversion effects.

The results coming out from investigations performed in the two test areas allow us to draw
the following general considerations about topographic effects:

• Ambient noise is a useful tool that can be widely adopted in site response evaluation and
in studies of topographic irregularities as well, especially when a simplified topography
and lithology is present. However, in the presence of lateral and vertical heterogeneities, as
well as velocity inversions, a combined use of noise, earthquake data and theoretical models
is advisable to correctly predict the site response behavior. In such instances topographic
effects are more composite and a complex wavefield is observed.

• The wedge angle of the hill appears to play an important role since a wide angle reduces
the focusing effects at the crest in favor of laterally propagating waves.

• Both the directional resonance and the polarization analysis confirm the presence of a
directional effect transverse to the major axis of the ridge. This behavior is particularly
evident in reliefs having a homogeneous simple convex morphology. In such instance the
ridge oscillation can be considered similar to what is observed in civil structures, providing
there is not significant soil-structure interaction and considering the building as a single-

Figure 25. Examples of HVNR results at representative recording sites located on lava flows (a) and on sedimentary
terrains (b); solid black lines refer to the average H/V spectra, dotted grey and black lines refers to NS/V and EW/V
spectra, respectively.
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degree-of-freedom damped oscillator (Gallipoli et al.2009). In such instances the vertical
component of motion travels through the building without amplification, whereas the
horizontal components undergo a significant amplification.

• As a practical implication of the present study it can be observed that the topographic effects
cannot be easily evaluated especially when subsurface morphology and lithologic features
are predominant.

8. Concluding remarks

The present study has tested the use of ambient noise recordings as a speedy technique for
evaluating the local seismic response in several instances where either lithologic and/or
morphologic and structural features can significantly affect the response of shallow geologic
formations to a seismic input. Our findings further support the reliability of the use of ambient

Figure 26. Ground motion polarization from noise measurements in the S. Sofia hill area; hodograms with a grey
background refers to results coming from the analysis of earthquakes recorded at CITT and POLI stations.
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features. The investigation on the characteristics of the site response at the S. Sofia hill, therefore
set into evidence that the complexity of the near-surface geology, as well as the morphology
strongly influence the local amplification of the ground motion and the directional effects.
Findings of the present study confirm that major amplification effects do indeed take place on
the sedimentary terrains which outcrop along the flanks of the hill. On the contrary, on the
lava flows, a significant amplification of the vertical component of motion, is observed as a
consequence of velocity inversion effects.

The results coming out from investigations performed in the two test areas allow us to draw
the following general considerations about topographic effects:

• Ambient noise is a useful tool that can be widely adopted in site response evaluation and
in studies of topographic irregularities as well, especially when a simplified topography
and lithology is present. However, in the presence of lateral and vertical heterogeneities, as
well as velocity inversions, a combined use of noise, earthquake data and theoretical models
is advisable to correctly predict the site response behavior. In such instances topographic
effects are more composite and a complex wavefield is observed.

• The wedge angle of the hill appears to play an important role since a wide angle reduces
the focusing effects at the crest in favor of laterally propagating waves.

• Both the directional resonance and the polarization analysis confirm the presence of a
directional effect transverse to the major axis of the ridge. This behavior is particularly
evident in reliefs having a homogeneous simple convex morphology. In such instance the
ridge oscillation can be considered similar to what is observed in civil structures, providing
there is not significant soil-structure interaction and considering the building as a single-

Figure 25. Examples of HVNR results at representative recording sites located on lava flows (a) and on sedimentary
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degree-of-freedom damped oscillator (Gallipoli et al.2009). In such instances the vertical
component of motion travels through the building without amplification, whereas the
horizontal components undergo a significant amplification.

• As a practical implication of the present study it can be observed that the topographic effects
cannot be easily evaluated especially when subsurface morphology and lithologic features
are predominant.

8. Concluding remarks

The present study has tested the use of ambient noise recordings as a speedy technique for
evaluating the local seismic response in several instances where either lithologic and/or
morphologic and structural features can significantly affect the response of shallow geologic
formations to a seismic input. Our findings further support the reliability of the use of ambient

Figure 26. Ground motion polarization from noise measurements in the S. Sofia hill area; hodograms with a grey
background refers to results coming from the analysis of earthquakes recorded at CITT and POLI stations.
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noise recordings for preliminary characterization of dynamic properties of terrains. Its
employment has, in recent years, been widely used for site amplification studies since data
acquisition time and costs are significantly reduced. Moreover, the HVNR technique can be
largely adopted since it requires only one mobile seismic station with no additional measure‐
ments at rock sites for comparison. The ratio between the horizontal and vertical spectral
components of motion can indeed reveal the fundamental resonance frequency of the site. It
also does not require the long and simultaneous deployment of several instruments to collect
a useful set of earthquake data.

Our results show also the importance of performing analysis to evaluate directional effects
and polarization of the horizontal components of the ground motion. It has indeed to be
remembered that directional effects cannot be neglected for a correct planning of edifices and
man-made structures in order to reduce the potential risk of building damage as a result of
ground motions.
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noise recordings for preliminary characterization of dynamic properties of terrains. Its
employment has, in recent years, been widely used for site amplification studies since data
acquisition time and costs are significantly reduced. Moreover, the HVNR technique can be
largely adopted since it requires only one mobile seismic station with no additional measure‐
ments at rock sites for comparison. The ratio between the horizontal and vertical spectral
components of motion can indeed reveal the fundamental resonance frequency of the site. It
also does not require the long and simultaneous deployment of several instruments to collect
a useful set of earthquake data.

Our results show also the importance of performing analysis to evaluate directional effects
and polarization of the horizontal components of the ground motion. It has indeed to be
remembered that directional effects cannot be neglected for a correct planning of edifices and
man-made structures in order to reduce the potential risk of building damage as a result of
ground motions.
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1. Introduction

In seismology, most of researches have been investigated by analyzing major seismic ‘signals’,
for instance, body waves and surface waves. Aki [1] first introduced ‘coda’ waves, which had
long been recognized as ‘noise’, consisting of scattered S-waves during propagation through
the heterogeneous Earth media. Since then, a number of studies have been conducted to
measure medium heterogeneity using coda waves over the world (e.g. [2]). Another revolu‐
tionary research dealing with ‘noise’ in seismology has been reported by [3]. The authors
introduced a remarkable method to determine surface wave velocity examining long sequen‐
ces of seismic ambient noise. It gives us a great opportunity to explore velocity structures
underneath by nothing but listening to noise.

An additional interesting feature in terms of ‘noise’ shown up in the broadband seismic records
is microseisms having two predominant peaks in a frequency domain such as primary and
secondary microseisms, which have been believed to be originated by long-period ocean
waves. The most widely accepted mechanisms for the generation of microseisms are as follows:
(1) When ocean waves impact the coast, a part of acoustic energy is transferred into the crust.
The directly converted seismic energy (Primary Microseisms, PM) from ocean waves propa‐
gates mostly as Rayleigh waves having a predominant period near 8-20 s which is the same
period as the ocean waves even P-waves have been observed [4]. (2) The most energetic
ambient noise is referred to as the secondary microseisms, or Double-Frequency (DF) micro‐
seisms, with 4-10 s of predominant period and the generation mechanism is more complex
than that of PM. As ocean waves travel toward and strike the coast, reflected waves are
generated and nonlinearly interact with incident waves in shallow regions, which results in a
frequency doubling of a standard ocean wave [5,6]. The pressure amplitude of propagating
incident waves decays exponentially as water depth becomes deeper, whereas the amplitude
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of standing waves keeps nearly constant with depth. Such powerful DF microseisms could be
efficiently excited by significant reflection of wave energy at steep coastlines.

There have been several research efforts (e.g. [7,8]) to identify the source regions of DF
microseisms utilizing array analysis, which report that the most DF microseisms are excited
near the coastal regions where the swell reaches steep coasts with normal incidence, in good
agreement with the Longuet-Higgins model for the generation of DF microseisms [7]. In
addition to the determination of source location, scientists have investigated if the DF micro‐
seisms vary seasonally in amplitude. According to the spectral analysis for seismic ambient
noise by McNamara and Buland [9], the power of DF noise levels in winter is higher than the
summer season, which could be observable over the northern hemisphere. Since the DF
microseism has been originated by ocean waves, it tends to show seasonal variability, reflecting
the vigor of ocean activities [10]. This phenomenon allows us to monitor the Earth’s near-
surface environment in the ocean using the ambient noise analysis. In Polar Regions, seasonal
variation in the DF energy occurs inconsistently compared to the characteristics shown in the
lower latitude regions. Recent observations (e.g. [11,12]) suggested that there is a possible
relation between the seasonal variability of DF microseisms and sea-ice variability. Tsai and
McNamara [13] has theoretically explained that the sea-ice concentration is responsible for the
seasonal change of DF microseisms in power with a simple attenuation model.

Even though many literatures have reported fascinating results for seismic ambient noise in
both the northern and southern hemispheres, there are only a few studies regarding the DF
microseisms in Antarctica [11,12,14,15] due to a dearth of broadband seismic stations. In this
chapter, we combine more 3-year data from 2009-2011 with the previous results [11] and
present a seismic ambient noise study that could provide more reliable evidence to present
strong association between the seasonal change of DF and the variability of sea-ice concentra‐
tion, in turn we are able to monitor regional cryospheric environment.

2. Data and spectral analysis

Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI) has been operating a permanent broadband seismic
station (KSJ1, 62.22ºS/58.78ºW; Figure 1) at the King George Island (KGI) in the South Shetland
Islands, Antarctica, since 2001. The seismic station is mainly equipped with a three-component
broadband Streckeisen seismometer (STS-2) and a 24-bit high-resolution data logger (Q4124).
The sensor responses in amplitude and phase guarantee that signals recorded within the
frequency range between 120 sec and 20 Hz are reliable to be used without severe distortion.
We have collected seismic data with 1 (LHX) and 20 Hz (BHX) sampling rates, and used the
BHZ data for the spectral analysis.

In order to examine the spectral characteristics of seismic ambient noise, we calculate the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) of the seismic noise following the rigorous method by McNamara and
Buland [9]. The method requires first parsing continuous time series into 1-hour time series
segments, overlapping by 50 % and distributed continuously throughout the day, week, and
month. The PSD estimate should be converted into decibels with respect to acceleration
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(meters/second2)2/Hertz for direct comparison to the standard noise model [16] in this study.
The PSD technique provides stable spectra estimates over a broad range of periods (0.05–100
sec); however, it suffers from poor time resolution due to the long transforms (3600 sec) and
requires many hours of data to compile reliable statistics. For better resolution at shorter
periods, a larger number of shorter records should be analyzed [9]. From more than 90,000
PSDs for the period of 2006-2011, we could estimate Probability Density Functions (PDFs) to
investigate the highest probability noise level (mode) for each channel as a function of period.
As the method utilizes modes rather than higher energy level, we could obtain more reliable
information to understand the characteristics of ambient noise, since even damaging earth‐
quakes occurred near the station it is just a small portion out of background noise in terms of
occurrence [9]. Moreover, it has a distinctive feature that we do not need to screen continuous
quiet time window. At present, it has been known as the most common and robust technique
to measure seismic ambient noise and evaluate the performance of seismic stations. More
details regarding statistics and spectral analysis should be referred to [9].

Figure 2 demonstrates a statistical view of broadband PDFs of a vertical component for the
period of 2006-2011. Two prominent peaks show up around 5 and 10 s in period, which
correspond to secondary and primary microseisms, respectively. HNM and LNM indicate
(gray curves in Fig. 2) the standard high and low noise model [16], respectively. Although

Figure 1. Location of a seismic station (KSJ1) at the King Sejong Korean Antarctic Base in the King George Island (KGI)
marked by a red X. The Island is situated in between the Drake Passage and the Bransfield Strait near the Antarctic
Peninsula (AP).
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several earthquakes occurred near the station during the operation period, they do not affect
the overall PDFs as we mentioned earlier.

3. Seasonal variability of DF microseism and its association with sea-ice
concentration

We investigated spectral characteristics for KSJ1 through the estimation of PSDs and PDFs of
seismic background noise (Fig. 2), and found that the primary and secondary microseisms appear
distinctly on the plot. Comparing to the HNM and LNM, we may evaluate that KSJ1 has been
well operated in terms of system performance except slightly noisier (or might be higher energy
level of DF microseisms) than the HNM around 10 s. In general, a plot of PDFs could provide
helpful information on spectral signature of a station; however, temporal patterns of the
microseisms are barely identifiable from it. In an attempt to examine temporal variation of the
noise level of KSJ1, we obtain the statistical mode for the corresponding periods from daily PSDs
so that we could construct a power spectrum with respect to time (Fig. 3). Empty spaces in the

Figure 2. A Probability Density Function (PDF) plot of BHZ for KSJ1 during 2006-2011. Two predominant peaks appear
around 5 and 10 s in period, corresponding to secondary (or DF) and primary microseisms, respectively. HNM and LNM
indicate (gray curves) the standard high and low noise model (Peterson, 1993), respectively. The most probable energy
with respect to frequency is presented by a dashed curve (mode).
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figure show data missing due to most likely system malfunctioning. There is nothing noticea‐
ble in the period of longer than 10 s throughout the operation time. Having interests in the feature
near 4-10 s in period, i.e. DF microseisms, it happens that the DF energy comes to be weaker from
July through September (austral winter). The behavior is apparent in 2007, 2009, and 2011,
whereas it becomes ephemeral in 2006, 2008, and 2010, but rather weaker in power compared to
other seasons in a year. This observation contrasts with the seasonal variability of seismic noises
in the northern hemisphere; for instance, the amplitude of the Earth’s hum reaches its seasonal
maximum in winter season [17,18] revealed from an array analysis. The power of DF microse‐
isms in the northern hemisphere shows a similar pattern (e.g. [19]) as the Earth’s hum. Most
literatures suggest that these characteristics are attributed to seasonal variation of the intensi‐
ty of infragravity wave depending on swell amplitudes.

Figure 3. Spectral amplitude variation in seismic noise for BHZ (broadband vertical component) during the period of
2006-2011. Note that the seismic energy at the frequency range of DF microseisms (4-8 s) becomes weaker during July
to September annually, which is a different behavior from that of the northern hemisphere except the Arctic region.
Empty spaces in the plot indicate data missing or a period of malfunctioning.

Ringdal and Bungum [20] reported a pure sinusoidal pattern in long period noise level, i.e.
seasonal maximum in winter and minimum in summer, from a spectral analysis of NORSAR
data for three years. It does not, however, necessarily occur in the Polar Regions, especially
Antarctica, and might be due to a regional difference between the northern and southern
hemispheres. More specifically, [15] similarly observed weaker energy of DF microseisms in
austral winter at the station DRV, Antarctica, and explained that the acoustic energy from ocean
swell tends to be severely attenuated by sea ice and reflecting waves along the coast suffers as
well causing fewer DF microseisms generated by sources. We refer to it as ‘sea-ice damping
effect’ in this study. Recently, numerical modeling approach to figure out this phenomena has
been made by Tsai and McNamara [13], which shows that 75-90 % of the variability in microse‐
ism power in the Bering Sea can be predicted using a simple model of microseism damping by
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sea ice. Moreover, they argued that we could use the microseism as a good indicator to moni‐
tor the strength of sea ice that is not easily measured by through other means.

In order to carefully study the direct relation between the energy of DF microseisms and the
sea ice condition, we extract and integrate the DF power ranging 4-10 s in period out of the
power spectrum and collect Sea-Ice Concentration (SIC) information. To create time series of
SIC, we used data based on brightness temperature observations at 89 GHz obtained from the
AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS Aqua) on board NASA’s Aqua
satellite. The brightness of each image pixel is converted to the SIC using the ASI (ARTIST Sea
Ice) algorithm [21]. The data offer SICs on a grid with 6.25 km resolution with a complete daily
coverage of the Polar Regions. A domain for calculating SIC covers a part of the Drake Passage
allowing us to compare to the DF energy in this study. The calculated percentage of SIC is the
percentage of grid cells containing more than 15 % sea ice. This is mainly attributed to the fact
that the accuracy of the SIC is ±15 % in regions of first-year ice [22].

As shown in Figure 4, there is clear seasonal variation found in both the power of DF micro‐
seisms (red curve) and the SIC (black curve) from 2006-2011. To quantify how they are closely
related, we apply cross correlation that is a standard method of estimating the degree to which
two series are correlated. The bin size of each time series is chosen to be 1-day. The resultant
cross-correlation coefficient is given by -0.70 that is a strong negative correlation. The result
implies that as the SIC becomes higher, i.e. more sea-ice in the ocean, the DF power decreases,
which is coincident with the hypothesis of ‘sea-ice damping effect’. We also determined the
lag time as almost zero from the cross correlation, which indicates that the DF energy responses
immediately to the sea-ice condition nearby. When one may take a closer look at the period of
May through September in a year, it becomes more prominent.

Figure 4. A comparative plot of Sea Ice Concentration (SIC, black curve) sampled near the KGI toward the Drake Pas‐
sage vs. seismic energy of DF microseisms (red curve) observed at KSJ1 during 2006-2011. When either the SIC increas‐
es or decreases, the DF power responses immediately (negatively correlated), suggesting the DF energy is a relevant
seismic proxy to monitor cryospheric environment especially the sea ice condition nearby. The strong correlation
(-0.70) between them supports the hypothesis.

Remote sensing using satellites allows us to extensively improve our knowledge over various
scientific issues, especially in Polar Regions. For instance, we can measure surface melt extent
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on ice, moving speed of glaciers, ice mass balance by means of AMSR-E, InSAR satellites, and
GRACE, respectively. Even though all these methods give us great opportunities to monitor
dramatic changes in the cryospheric environment, we should still conduct in-situ measure‐
ments to obtain physical and mechanical properties of ice such as stiffness. From the recent
development on theoretical approach to predict the variability in DF microseisms [13] and the
obvious evidence linking the variation of the DF energy to the SIC in this study, we anticipate
that a long-term observation of the DF microseisms could be a good tool to monitor local
climate change in Polar Regions. Most of literatures in seismology have dealt with several
major issues such as determination of velocity and attenuation structures in the Earth, precise
locating techniques, and investigation of earthquake sources. In this study, beyond that
horizon, we find out that a seismological method could play a key role in understanding
physical interaction between climate change and the cryosphere.

4. Conclusions

Substantial advances in seismograph technology allow us to consistently observe the Earth’s
continuous oscillation everywhere in the world. The DF microseism has been known that it is
excited by ocean waves, thus it is likely to show seasonal variations [11]. Examining the
ambient seismic noise level at KSJ1 during the period of from 2006-2011, we found a distinct
seasonal pattern in the period of 4-10 s; the DF energy comes to be weaker from July through
September (austral winter) in every year. Cross correlation results tell us that as the SIC
becomes higher, the DF power decreases, and confirm that the DF energy responses immedi‐
ately to the sea-ice condition. Consequently, we propose that a long-term observation of the
DF microseisms should be necessary to monitor local climate change in Polar Regions, which
contributes extra benefits to the satellite remote sensing.
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sea ice. Moreover, they argued that we could use the microseism as a good indicator to moni‐
tor the strength of sea ice that is not easily measured by through other means.
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sage vs. seismic energy of DF microseisms (red curve) observed at KSJ1 during 2006-2011. When either the SIC increas‐
es or decreases, the DF power responses immediately (negatively correlated), suggesting the DF energy is a relevant
seismic proxy to monitor cryospheric environment especially the sea ice condition nearby. The strong correlation
(-0.70) between them supports the hypothesis.

Remote sensing using satellites allows us to extensively improve our knowledge over various
scientific issues, especially in Polar Regions. For instance, we can measure surface melt extent
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on ice, moving speed of glaciers, ice mass balance by means of AMSR-E, InSAR satellites, and
GRACE, respectively. Even though all these methods give us great opportunities to monitor
dramatic changes in the cryospheric environment, we should still conduct in-situ measure‐
ments to obtain physical and mechanical properties of ice such as stiffness. From the recent
development on theoretical approach to predict the variability in DF microseisms [13] and the
obvious evidence linking the variation of the DF energy to the SIC in this study, we anticipate
that a long-term observation of the DF microseisms could be a good tool to monitor local
climate change in Polar Regions. Most of literatures in seismology have dealt with several
major issues such as determination of velocity and attenuation structures in the Earth, precise
locating techniques, and investigation of earthquake sources. In this study, beyond that
horizon, we find out that a seismological method could play a key role in understanding
physical interaction between climate change and the cryosphere.

4. Conclusions
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continuous oscillation everywhere in the world. The DF microseism has been known that it is
excited by ocean waves, thus it is likely to show seasonal variations [11]. Examining the
ambient seismic noise level at KSJ1 during the period of from 2006-2011, we found a distinct
seasonal pattern in the period of 4-10 s; the DF energy comes to be weaker from July through
September (austral winter) in every year. Cross correlation results tell us that as the SIC
becomes higher, the DF power decreases, and confirm that the DF energy responses immedi‐
ately to the sea-ice condition. Consequently, we propose that a long-term observation of the
DF microseisms should be necessary to monitor local climate change in Polar Regions, which
contributes extra benefits to the satellite remote sensing.
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1. Introduction

Despite the many progresses done in the modelling of rigid blocks, the grounding work for
most of the research in this field remains [1], where a 2D model of the rigid block is obtained
and the rocking and slide-rocking approximated conditions are written. Following papers on
the dynamics of rigid bodies can be divided in two main groups, according to the kind of
excitation used: earthquake excitation or sine-type pulse excitation (mainly one-sine). To the
first group belong [2-5], in the second one, [6-10] can be found. In time, models of rigid blocks,
very useful in many research fields, have been increased in complexity. Recently, for instance,
sliding phenomena and the eccentricity of the center of mass have been considered (see [3,
11]). Some papers have been focused to specific problems, for example in [12] the behavior of
two stacked rigid blocks has been considered, whereas in [13, 14] the attention has been pointed
to blocks on flexible foundations. The dynamics and control of 2D blocks have also been
analyzed in the framework of the bifurcation theory in [15, 16, 17].

The effects of the simultaneously presence of horizontal and vertical base excitations have been
considered in some papers. For example, in [12, 18, 19] different problems related to the
overturning of bi-dimensional rigid blocks have been studied in details.

Lately a large interest has been given to models of rigid bodies with base isolation systems, in
order to improve the safety of art objects (see [20-22]). It has been proved that, in certain ranges
of geometrical parameters of the rigid block, the effectiveness of base isolation can be amplified
when coupling the isolating systems with devices able to limit the displacement of the
oscillating base, so as to prevent the falling of the base of the body (see [23, 24]).

Recently, 3D models, mostly circular based, have been used in particular research fields, more
precisely to study motions of a disk of finite thickness ([25, 26]), the wobbling of a frustum
([27]) or the sloshing in a tank ([28]).

© 2013 Contento et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 Contento et al.; licensee InTech. This is a chapter distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 Contento et al.; licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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A three-dimensional model of rigid body with a rectangular base, able to rock around a side or a
vertex of the base, already presented by the authors in [29], is used herein to further study the
dynamic behavior of rigid blocks. In particular the effects of a vertical one-sine excitation, acting
concurrently to the horizontal one, and the seismic response of rigid bodies are considered. The
body can experience only rocking motion since it is herein assumed that it possesses a slender‐
ness for which bouncing is not triggered (see [22, 23]). Eccentricity of the center of mass, evaluat‐
ed with respect to the geometrical center of the parallelepiped that ideally circumscribes the
body, is also considered. The equations of motion of the body are obtained making use of the
balance of moments. Impacts between the base and the ground are treated by imposing the con‐
servation ofthe angular momentum before and after the impact. Starting conditions of rocking
motion around a side or a vertex of the base are obtained by balancing the overturning moments
and the resisting moments. Results are obtained by numerical integration of the equations of
motion by using a IMSL routine developed in Fortran [30].

Rocking and overturning curves that furnish the amplitude of the one-sine pulses able to uplift
or to overturn the body, versus the angular direction of the horizontal excitation, are obtained.
The role of the period of the excitations, the geometrical characteristics of the body and the
eccentricity of the center of mass are also highlighted. Particular attention is focused to the
relative phase between the horizontal and vertical excitations. The presence of the vertical
pulse can strongly change the behavior of the system with respect to the case where only the
horizontal excitation is considered.

Regarding the seismic excitation, three different registered Italian earthquakes, with different
spectrum characteristics, are used in the analyses. Two type of analyses are performed in the pa‐
per: the first is conducted by varying the direction of the seismic input to point out if, for some di‐
rections, the 3D model of rigid block furnishes more accurate results than the classical 2D
models; the second is performed by fixing the direction of the input with the aim to highlight the
role of the mechanical and the geometrical characteristics of the rigid block in the seismic re‐
sponse. Also in this case, rocking and overturning curves, that furnish the amplitude of the seis‐
mic excitation able to uplift or to overturn the body versus the angular direction of the excitation,
are obtained. The role of the type of spectrum of the seismic excitation, the geometrical and me‐
chanical characteristics of the body and the eccentricity of the mass center are also highlighted.

Finally, almost all the figures in the paper refer to a well-known statue. It is taken as example
of the use of the model here discussed, but there are many other possible applications.

2. Description of the considered mechanical system

The base of the rigid block is supposed to be rectangular, with the four vertices indicated as
A, B, C , D (see Fig. 1). The block is circumscribed by an ideal parallelepiped with upper
vertices E , F , H , I , and lower vertices coinciding with A, B, C , D. The point M  is the the
centroid of the parallelepiped, while G is the centroid of the block.

When the body is at rest, at the t = t0 initial time, the position vector of a generic point with
respect the i-th vertex (i = A, B, C , D) is indicated as r^ i and the position vector of the other three

Engineering Seismology, Geotechnical and Structural Earthquake Engineering158

vertices with respect to the vertex i is indicated as r^ ij(t) (i = A, B, C , D, j ≠ i). The body is
allowed to rotate alternatively around one of the vertices, being this vertex in contact with the
coordinate plane z =0. If the body is rocking about the i-th vertex (see Fig. 1e for i =C), the
position vector rotates about the vertex; its time evolution is described by

ˆ( ) ( )i it t=r R r (1)

where R(t) is the 3D finite rotation matrix which can be written in terms of three time-
depending angles ϑ1(t), ϑ2(t), ϑ3(t) (see Appendix for a representation of the matrix R).
Therefore the total acceleration of the generic point with respect to a fixed frame is written as

ˆg i= - +a a g Rr&& (2)

where ag  is the ground acceleration, g is the gravity acceleration and the dot stands for time
differentiation. If the mass per volume of the block is indicated as ρ, the total volume force
acting on the generic point of the block during the rocking motion around the vertex i is
f =ρa, which becomes, using Eq. (2),

ˆ( )g ir= - +f a g Rr&& (3)

Figure 1. Geometrical characteristics of the rigid block: (a) three-dimensional view; (b) x-z plane projection; (c) x-y
plane projection; (d-e) displacements of the rigid block: 3D rocking.
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3. General formulation

3.1. Equations of motion

The equations of motions have been already presented in [29], where they are obtained
imposing the balance of the moments acting on the body. In particular, when the body is
rocking around the i-th vertex, which is assumed to lie on the horizontal, coordinate plane
z =0, and is identified by its initial position x^ i(t), i = A, B, C , D , the equations of motion read

( )ˆskw ( ( ) ( )( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ T T
i Ai g iAt t t t tÄ - - - - =a R g R R R OJs x x&& && (4)

where s^ i : = ∫C^ ρ(x^ −x^ i)dV  is the vector of (initial) static moment of the body with respect to the

vertex i (x^  is the initial position of a generic point of the block); ⊗  is the tensor product; ag(t)
is the imposed base acceleration vector; R(t) is the 3D rotation matrix, which in turn depends

on three angles ϑ1(t), ϑ2(t), ϑ3(t); J
^

iA : = ∫C^ ρ(x^ −bh i)⊗ (x^ −x^ A)dV  is the (initial) Euler tensor with

respect to the vertices i and A; g is the gravity acceleration vector; the superscript T  stands for
transpose and the dot for time derivative; skw() is the skew part of the tensor in argument (see
Fig. 1 and, for details, [29]). In Appendix A all the tensor and the vector quantities appearing
in Eq. (4) are explicitly written, to make possible the reproduction of the numerical simulations
reported in the following sections. Equations (4) reduce to the special case of 2D motion of the
block around a side of the base (the same equation in [22]), when R(t) describes a planar
rotation around one of the coordinate axes x or y.

3.2. Starting and ending conditions

The rigid block is assumed to be in a full-contact condition with the ideal horizontal support
at the beginning of the base excitation. The rocking phase begins when the rigid block uplifts.
An uplift occurs when the resisting moment Mr  due to the weight of the body and to the vertical
external acceleration is smaller than the overturning moment Mo due to the horizontal inertial
forces. The uplift can occur around a side of the rectangular base (2D rocking motion) or around
one of the four lower vertices of the base (3D rocking motion).

The eccentricity of the mass center with respect to the geometrical center of the parallelepiped,
when considered, is obtained by introducing a concentrated mass mE =βm and, however,
always keeping the total mass m of the body constant. Referring to Fig. 1, the following
nondimensional eccentricities are introduced to characterize the system:
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where 2bx, 2by, 2h  are the lengths of the three edges of the parallelepiped, respectively, ex, ey, ez

are the components of the distance vector between the center of mass of the body and the center
of the parallelepiped, and h G =h + ez.

3.2.1. Starting condition of 2D rocking

An initial uplift around a side of the rectangular base leads to a 2D motion. In this case a rocking
motion takes place when the overturning moment is equal or greater than the resisting
moment, due to the vertical component of the acceleration ü z of the center of mass. An initial
uplift around a side parallel to the x direction (AB in Fig. 2a) is considered. Similar conditions
can be found for the orthogonal directions, since the mechanical system is symmetric. Thus
the uplift occurs when:
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where agy
 is the component of the ground acceleration along y. Using nondimensional

quantities, Eq. (7) reads:
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3.2.2. Starting condition of 3D rocking

An uplift on a vertex can occur either during a 2D rocking motion or directly from the full
contact phase. In both cases a 3D motion is obtained.

In order to uplift the body directly from the rest, the rocking conditions around the two adjacent
sides of the base have to be simultaneously satisfied. For example, to uplift the body and,
consequently, to get 3D motion around the vertex A, rocking conditions around AB and AD
have to be satisfied.

When the body is rocking around a side of the base, AB as example, the uplift condition on
the vertex A is similar to the one for the 2D rocking motion on the side AD. The overturning
moment Mo has to be at least equal to the resisting moment Mr :

( )
x Go g r z x xM ma M mu b eh= = = + .¢ && (9)
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contact phase. In both cases a 3D motion is obtained.
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consequently, to get 3D motion around the vertex A, rocking conditions around AB and AD
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In this case, h ′
G is the actual height of the center G of the body during a rocking around the

x-axis (see Fig. 2b). The quantity h ′
G can be evaluated as in [22] by the relation

h ′
G =h Gcosϑx + (by + ey)sinϑx. By using the nondimesional quantities of Eq. (5), Eq. (9) reads:
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Figure 2. rigid block: (a) forces acting during the full-contact phase; (b) forces acting during a 2D rocking around the
AB side; (c) shape of the body used in the numerical simulations.

The natural symmetry of the mechanical system leads to similar conditions for an uplift on
one of the other three vertices of the base.

For a square based body with no eccentricity and under an excitation directed along the
diagonal, the 3D motion around one of the vertices along the diagonal is directly triggered.
This fact highlights how plausible is the occurrence of a 3D rocking motion for a square or
near-square based body. An uplift on a vertex could easily manifest itself also in the case of
excitation close to the diagonal, just after the occurrence of an uplift on a side and, therefore,
during a 2D rocking motion. In fact the vertical position of the center of mass can increase
enough (h ′

G >h G, see Fig. 2b ) to satisfy Eq. (9).

On the contrary, for bodies with rectangular base and a side significantly larger than the other,
an overturn around the largest side of the base is much more likely to occur before the uplift
on a vertex.
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3.2.3. Rocking termination and collapse conditions

No particular conditions are assumed to describe the termination of the motion and the return
to the full-contact phase. This means that the rocking motion finishes when the energy
associated to this phase is completely dissipated. A collapse event occurs when the body
overturns. In the analyses, this condition conventionally manifests itself when one of the four
upper vertices of the parallelepiped containing the body hits the ground.

3.3. Impact conditions

The impact conditions are taken from [29] too. They model the process of changing of the vertex
around which the rocking occurs, and take place when the base of the block hits the ideal,
horizontal, coordinate plane z =0. Positions of the body underneath this plane are not allowed.
For instance, if the body is rocking around the vertex i (i = A, B, C , D) and, at some special
time t , another vertex, say j ( j ≠ i), hits the horizontal plane, then the impact process happens
and j becomes the new center or rotation. The angles just after the impact (instantt +) are exactly
the same than those just before the impact (instantt −):ϑ1

+(t)=ϑ1
−(t), ϑ2

+(t)=ϑ2
−(t), ϑ3

+(t)=ϑ3
−(t),

and therefore R+(t)=R−(t). On the other hand, the evaluation of the time-derivatives of the
three angles after the impact is made by equating the angular momentum around the (new)
center of rotation just after and before the impact (see [29], [31]). In particular, the impact
conditions read

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T T
j jit t t t+ -=R J R R J R (11)

where J
^

j : = ∫C^ ρ(x^ −x^ j)⊗ (x^ −x^ j)dV  and J
^

ji : = ∫C^ ρ(x^ −x^ j)⊗ (x^ −x^ i)dV  are (initial) Euler tensors.

Equations (11) provide a linear non-homogeneous algebraic system in the unknowns
ϑ̇1

+(t), ϑ̇2
+(t) and ϑ̇3

+(t), in terms of ϑ̇1
−(t), ϑ̇2

−(t) and ϑ̇3
−(t).

4. Description of the excitations

4.1. One-sine excitation

The three-dimensional rigid body is excited by a one-sine pulse acceleration applied to the
base of the body and acting along the horizontal direction (ah (t)) or both along the horizontal
and the vertical directions (ah (t), av(t)). The analyses are performed by varying the direction
of the horizontal excitation, the period of the sine-pulses and their amplitudes. The direction
is measured by a counterclockwise angle starting from the x-axis. The pulse-type acceleration
used in the analyses are
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where h  and v stand for horizontal and vertical, respectively; Th  and Tv are the periods of the
two one-sine pulses, Ah  and Av are their amplitudes and Tmax is the maximum time used in
the numerical integrations. This is always taken at least five times the period Th . The phase of
the one-sine horizontal excitation is assumed always equal to zero in this paper, although this
parameter, in principle, can affect the behavior of the system. Only the phase of the vertical
excitation will be taken into account, since the objective of the analysis is to point out the role
of the difference of phase between the horizontal and vertical sine pulses.

4.2. Seismic excitation

In the seismic analysis, only the horizontal effects of the seismic source üg =γf (t) are considered,
where f (t) is the registered seismic acceleration normalized to a PGA=1 g (PGA stands for Peak
Groung Acceleration) and γ is a variable coefficient used to scale the amplitude of the seismic ac‐
celerations. The time-histories and the elastic response spectrums of the three normalized seis‐
mic inputs used in the analyses are shown in Fig. 3. Brienza, Buia and Calitri earthquakes are
choosen with the aim to perform a simplified analysis, able to evaluate the influence of the spec‐
tral characteristic of the earthquake in the dynamics of the three-dimensional rigid block.

Figure 3. Normalized time-history and spectrum of the registered Italian earthquakes used in the numerical simula‐
tions: (a) Brienza earthquake (PGA = 2.2 m / s 2, lenght = 34.012 s); (b) Buia earthquake (PGA = 2.3 m / s 2,
lenght = 20.252 s); (c) Calitri earthquake (PGA = 1.2 m / s 2, lenght = 35.019 s).
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4.3. Description of the simulation

Results have been obtained by the numerical integration of the equations of motion. A Fortran
code has been implemented by using the IMSL Math libraries [30]. In particular the DASPG
routine, able to numerically integrate the equations of motion in implicit form, has been chosen.
It uses the well known Gear’s Backward-Differentiation-Formulas method. Special care has
been devoted to the detection of impacts. The integration time step has been fixed for all the
simulation to 1 / 216 sec. At each integration step, checks are made in order to verify if, under
vertical excitation, the conditions of sliding or free-flight occur. Consequently the results of
the evaluation have not been taken into account, since the model is not able to describe them.

For the one-sine excitation, the analyses are conducted by varying continuously the direction
of the horizontal excitation and by evaluating the amplitudes of the horizontal or vertical one-
sine pulse at which an uplift or an overturning collapse event manifests itself. This type of
analysis is performed for several values of other parameters, such as period of the excitations,
phase between the horizontal and vertical pulses, eccentricity and geometrical characteristics
of the body.

The seisimic analyses are performed by exciting rigid blocks with different mechanical and
geometrical characteristics, by three different Italian registered earthquakes acting along
different directions. Two type of analyses are performed in this study: the first is conducted
with the aim to point out if for some directions of the escitation the 3D model of rigid block
furnishes more accurate results than the classical 2D models; the other is performed by fixing
the direction of the input, with the aim to highlight the role of the mechanical and the geo‐
metrical characteristics of the rigid block in the seismic response.

In the following analyses, a rigid body in the shape of a parallelepiped with a volume equal
to V =8(bxbyh ) is always assumed. The eccentricity of the mass center with respect to the
geometrical center of the parallelepiped, when considered, is obtained by introducing a
concentrated mass mE =βm and, however, always keeping the total mass m of the body constant
(Fig. 2c). This means that the mass of the body with eccentricity m = ρ̄V (1 + β) is taken equal to
the mass of the body without eccentricity m =ρV . As a consequence the mass density ρ̄ of a
body when an eccentricity is considered leads to ρ̄ = ρ

1 + β . The value of β =0.20 andρ =2000kg / m 3 are always taken in the following analyses.

5. Description of the results

Results are shown by using polar diagrams where, along the angle-axis (external circle),
the angle  that  measures  the direction of  the horizontal  excitation with respect  to  the x-
axis, positive if counterclockwise, is reported. Along the radial-axis, the amplitude of the
horizontal or vertical excitation able to uplift  or to overturn the body is reported. These
diagrams have been obtained by a massive use of calculator. Increments equal to 1.0o  for
the  direction of  the  pulse  and equal  to  0.01g  for  the  amplitudes  have been adopted to
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where h  and v stand for horizontal and vertical, respectively; Th  and Tv are the periods of the
two one-sine pulses, Ah  and Av are their amplitudes and Tmax is the maximum time used in
the numerical integrations. This is always taken at least five times the period Th . The phase of
the one-sine horizontal excitation is assumed always equal to zero in this paper, although this
parameter, in principle, can affect the behavior of the system. Only the phase of the vertical
excitation will be taken into account, since the objective of the analysis is to point out the role
of the difference of phase between the horizontal and vertical sine pulses.

4.2. Seismic excitation

In the seismic analysis, only the horizontal effects of the seismic source üg =γf (t) are considered,
where f (t) is the registered seismic acceleration normalized to a PGA=1 g (PGA stands for Peak
Groung Acceleration) and γ is a variable coefficient used to scale the amplitude of the seismic ac‐
celerations. The time-histories and the elastic response spectrums of the three normalized seis‐
mic inputs used in the analyses are shown in Fig. 3. Brienza, Buia and Calitri earthquakes are
choosen with the aim to perform a simplified analysis, able to evaluate the influence of the spec‐
tral characteristic of the earthquake in the dynamics of the three-dimensional rigid block.

Figure 3. Normalized time-history and spectrum of the registered Italian earthquakes used in the numerical simula‐
tions: (a) Brienza earthquake (PGA = 2.2 m / s 2, lenght = 34.012 s); (b) Buia earthquake (PGA = 2.3 m / s 2,
lenght = 20.252 s); (c) Calitri earthquake (PGA = 1.2 m / s 2, lenght = 35.019 s).
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4.3. Description of the simulation

Results have been obtained by the numerical integration of the equations of motion. A Fortran
code has been implemented by using the IMSL Math libraries [30]. In particular the DASPG
routine, able to numerically integrate the equations of motion in implicit form, has been chosen.
It uses the well known Gear’s Backward-Differentiation-Formulas method. Special care has
been devoted to the detection of impacts. The integration time step has been fixed for all the
simulation to 1 / 216 sec. At each integration step, checks are made in order to verify if, under
vertical excitation, the conditions of sliding or free-flight occur. Consequently the results of
the evaluation have not been taken into account, since the model is not able to describe them.

For the one-sine excitation, the analyses are conducted by varying continuously the direction
of the horizontal excitation and by evaluating the amplitudes of the horizontal or vertical one-
sine pulse at which an uplift or an overturning collapse event manifests itself. This type of
analysis is performed for several values of other parameters, such as period of the excitations,
phase between the horizontal and vertical pulses, eccentricity and geometrical characteristics
of the body.

The seisimic analyses are performed by exciting rigid blocks with different mechanical and
geometrical characteristics, by three different Italian registered earthquakes acting along
different directions. Two type of analyses are performed in this study: the first is conducted
with the aim to point out if for some directions of the escitation the 3D model of rigid block
furnishes more accurate results than the classical 2D models; the other is performed by fixing
the direction of the input, with the aim to highlight the role of the mechanical and the geo‐
metrical characteristics of the rigid block in the seismic response.

In the following analyses, a rigid body in the shape of a parallelepiped with a volume equal
to V =8(bxbyh ) is always assumed. The eccentricity of the mass center with respect to the
geometrical center of the parallelepiped, when considered, is obtained by introducing a
concentrated mass mE =βm and, however, always keeping the total mass m of the body constant
(Fig. 2c). This means that the mass of the body with eccentricity m = ρ̄V (1 + β) is taken equal to
the mass of the body without eccentricity m =ρV . As a consequence the mass density ρ̄ of a
body when an eccentricity is considered leads to ρ̄ = ρ

1 + β . The value of β =0.20 andρ =2000kg / m 3 are always taken in the following analyses.

5. Description of the results

Results are shown by using polar diagrams where, along the angle-axis (external circle),
the angle  that  measures  the direction of  the horizontal  excitation with respect  to  the x-
axis, positive if counterclockwise, is reported. Along the radial-axis, the amplitude of the
horizontal or vertical excitation able to uplift  or to overturn the body is reported. These
diagrams have been obtained by a massive use of calculator. Increments equal to 1.0o  for
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obtain the following diagrams. To give an idea of the calculus time needed to get all the
results,  from which those  shown in  this  paper  have been selected,  a  calculator  with  12
Gb ofRAM and a Intel-I7 quad-core CPU with 2.0 GHz clock has been running for about
two months.

In the following figures (Figs.  4,  5,  7-13),  the same line styles are used. Solid thick lines
refer  to  overturning  events  (they  furnish  the  amplitude  of  the  excitation  at  which  the
first  occurrence  of  an  overturning  event  manifests  itself  for  a  specific  direction  of  the
pulse).  Dashed  thick  lines  refer  to  the  uplift  of  the  body  on  a  side  of  the  rectangular
base.  In particular,  for a specific  direction of  the excitation,  below this curves,  the body
remains  in  perfect  contact  with  the  ground  (full-contact)  whereas,  above  them,  a  2D
rocking motion occurs.  Dotted curves  furnish the amplitude of  the excitation for  which
an  uplift  on  a  vertex  of  the  base  occurs.  Above  this  amplitude,  a  3D  rocking  motion
takes place. Directions of the excitation where the body manifests an uplift directly on a
vertex  (where  dashed  and  dotted  curves  touch  each  others)  always  exist.  The  analyses
performed in this paper do not permit to obtain the so-called survival regions, that could
exist also in 3D rocking motions above the first overturning occurrence, as found for 2D
rocking motions (see [6, 11]).

5.1. Rocking motion due to one-sine excitation

5.1.1. Rigid block with square base and no eccentricity

The first analysis, shown in Fig. 4, is conducted with the aim to check the influence of the phase
ϕ of the one-sine vertical excitation. These results refer to a body with a square base and
without any eccentricity of the center of mass, excited by a vertical pulse with fixed amplitude,
when considered, and by a horizontal excitation with variable amplitude. The curves reported
in the diagrams represent the value of the horizontal amplitude that causes the uplift or the
overturning of the body. The angular sectors where a 3D rocking motion manifests itself are
marked along the angular circle with solid thick lines. The diagrams shown in Fig. 4a refer to
the case in absence of vertical excitation. It is a case already reported and discussed in [29].
When a vertical one-sine pulse is added to the system, the uplift and overturning curves change
as shown in Figs. 4b-d.

In particular when ϕ =90o (Fig. 4b) the sectors where a 3D rocking motion occurs are wider,
the system uplifts for smaller horizontal amplitudes and overturns for higher amplitudes (gray
curve represents the results reported in Fig. 4a in absence of vertical pulse). Therefore, with
respect to the overturning collapse events, in this case, the presence of the one-sine pulse with
this specific phase acts in favor of safety. A change of the phase (ϕ =180o, see Fig. 4c) produces
a worsening of the situation in terms of overturning events. Many angular sectors, where a
smaller horizontal amplitude is required to overturn the body, appear; they are contained in
2D or 3D rocking regions. When the phase is ϕ =270o (Fig. 4d) the amplitudes necessary to
overturn the body become smaller than those obtained in absence of vertical excitation (gray
curve) in almost all the angular space.
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Figure 4. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a) Av = 0;(b) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 90o; (c) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 180o; (d)

Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 270o; (Th = 0.75s, Tv = 0.75s,  bx = by = 0.3m,  h = 1.0m,  εx = εy = 0 ).

With respect to the previous case, results shown in Fig. 5 refer to different periods of the
excitations. In Fig. 5a, the case in absence of vertical excitation is shown ([29]). When a vertical
excitation with fixed amplitude and ϕ =0 is considered (Fig. 5b), the uplift and the overturning
curves strongly change. In particular, in many angular sectors, the horizontal amplitude able
to overturn the body becomes smaller than the one in absence of vertical pulse (gray curve).
Also a very critical condition takes place: in the gray angular sectors, contained into the 3D
rocking regions, the horizontal amplitudes able to overturn the body become smaller than
those obtained along the directions 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees, where the excitation is orthogonal
to one of the four sides of the base (dash-dot circle). Since, in order to obtain the amplitudes
along the directions 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees, a bi-dimensional model of rigid block is sufficient,
the necessity to use a 3D model of rigid block to remain in favour of safety, is confirmed.
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Figure 5. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a) Av = 0;(b) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 0o; (c) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 180o; (d)

Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 270o; (Th = 0.5s, Tv = 0.5s,  bx = by = 0.3m,  h = 1.0m,  εx = εy = 0 ).

It is interesting to note that the case in absence of vertical excitation (Fig. 5a) does not manifest
the necessity of the use of a 3D model. Therefore, it is possible to assert that this critical situation
is only caused by the presence of vertical excitation. A change of the phase of the vertical pulse
(ϕ =180o, see Fig. 5c) causes the enlargement of the critical sector where the amplitudes obtained
by a 3D model are smaller than the amplitude of a 2D model (dash-dot circle). A further change
of the phase (ϕ =270o, see Fig. 5d) strongly changes the scenario. The critical gray sectors
disappear whereas, in all the angular plane, the overturning amplitudes become smaller than
the case in absence of vertical excitation (gray curve).

In Fig. 6 the time-histories of vertical position zA of the base point A and of the angle ϑy,
referring to the cases labeled with H  and K  in Fig. 5c, are shown. Point H  refers to a case where,
in absence of vertical pulse, the body does not overturn whereas, when the vertical excitation
is considered, the body does overturn (Fig. 6a); point K  refers to a case where, in absence of
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vertical pulse, the body overturns whereas, when the vertical excitation is considered, the body
does not overturn (Fig. 6b). Solid curves represent the case with vertical excitation, whereas
dashed curves the case without vertical excitation. In both cases, where the body does not
overturn, the time-histories zA touch and remain on the zA=0 axis in several time ranges. This
happens when, during the 3D rocking motion, the point A hits the ground and becomes the
instantaneous rotation center.

Figure 6. Time-histories: (a) Vertical position of the vertex A and angle y vs time calculated at point H labeled in Fig. 5c
(Ah = 0, 875g , Av = 0.5g , α= 30o, ϕ = 180o); (b) Vertical position of the vertex A and angle yvs time calculated at point K

labeled in Fig. 5c (Ah = 1.74g , Av = 0.5g ,  α= 18o, ϕ = 180o); (Th = 0.5s, Tv = 0.5s,  bx = by = 0.3m,  h = 1.0m,  εx = εy = 0;solid
lines: with vertical excitation, dashed lines: without vertical excitation).

Very interesting is the case shown in Fig. 7. The results refer to a value of the period of the
horizontal one-sine pulse for which, in absence of vertical excitation, many sectors where the
3D model furnishes more accurate results with respect to the classical 2D model exist (gray
sectors in Fig. 7a, see [29] for more details). The vertical excitation, also in this case, strongly
changes the scenario. In particular, when the ϕ =0 (Fig. 7b), the critical gray sectors reduce but,
in all the angular plane, the overturning amplitudes become smaller than those obtained
without vertical pulse (gray curve). For ϕ =90o (Fig. 7c) in several angular sectors the amplitude
able to overturn the body becomes higher than the one obtained without vertical excitation,
but the critical gray sectors, where it is necessary the use of a 3D model to better evaluate the
overturning of the body, completely disappear. These critical regions appear again for ϕ =180o
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Very interesting is the case shown in Fig. 7. The results refer to a value of the period of the
horizontal one-sine pulse for which, in absence of vertical excitation, many sectors where the
3D model furnishes more accurate results with respect to the classical 2D model exist (gray
sectors in Fig. 7a, see [29] for more details). The vertical excitation, also in this case, strongly
changes the scenario. In particular, when the ϕ =0 (Fig. 7b), the critical gray sectors reduce but,
in all the angular plane, the overturning amplitudes become smaller than those obtained
without vertical pulse (gray curve). For ϕ =90o (Fig. 7c) in several angular sectors the amplitude
able to overturn the body becomes higher than the one obtained without vertical excitation,
but the critical gray sectors, where it is necessary the use of a 3D model to better evaluate the
overturning of the body, completely disappear. These critical regions appear again for ϕ =180o
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(Fig. 7d) but the overturning amplitudes become higher than those obtained in absence of
vertical pulse, in all the angular plane.

Figure 7. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a) Av = 0;(b) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 0o; (c) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 90o; (d)

Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 180o; (Th = 0.35s, Tv = 0.5s,  bx = by = 0.3m,  h = 1.0m, εx = εy = 0).
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5.1.2. Rigid block with square base and with eccentricity

In Fig. 8 the role of a fixed vertical excitation applied to a square based, eccentric, rigid body
is investigated. The case of absence of vertical excitation, horizontal pulse with period
Th =0.75s and eccentricities εx =εy =0.25, is shown in Fig. 8a (see [29] for more details). Two
critical regions (gray sectors) where a 3D model is necessary to better evaluate the overturning
collapse events manifest themselves. When a vertical fixed excitation is considered, a change
of the previous scenario occurs. In particular, for ϕ =0 and ϕ =270o (Fig. 8b and 8d respectively),
a slightly modification of the critical sectors takes place: A diminution of the horizontal
overturning amplitude with respect to the case in absence of vertical pulse (gray curve)
manifests itself. For ϕ =90o (Fig. 8c), the critical regions disappear.

5.1.3. Rigid block with near-square base

Finally, in Fig. 9, the role of a fixed vertical excitation applied to a near-square based, eccentric,
rigid body is investigated. The case of absence of vertical excitation, without and with
eccentricity (εx =0, ε =0.5) are shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b, respectively (see [29] for more
details). The eccentricity of the mass center of the body is the cause of the apparition of the
critical regions (gray sectors, Fig. 9b) where the overturning amplitude obtained during a 3D
rocking motion is smaller than the overturning amplitude furnished by a 2D model (dash-dot
circle). The vertical excitation, in addition to changing the overturning curves, acts also on
thecritical regions. In particular, for ϕ =0 (Fig. 9c), two new critical regions appear whereas, for
ϕ =90o (Fig. 9d), these critical regions change their position and amplitude with respect to the
case where the vertical excitation is null (Fig. 9b).

5.2. Rocking motion due to seismic excitation

5.2.1. The role of the direction of the input

In the first analysis, square based block with constant height are excited by the three different
earthquakes. In particular results reported in Fig. 10a,b refer to two different blocks (30×30×200
cm 3 and 50×50×200cm 3, respectively) subject to the Brienza earthquake. It is possible to ob‐
serve a general increase of the PGA able to overturn the body when the dimension of the base in‐
creases. Also a slight increase of the sectors of 3D rocking motion manifests itself for higher
bases of the block. The overturning amplitude in 3D regions is always larger than the amplitude
able  to  overturn  the  body  during  a  2D  rocking  motion  (the  value  observed  along  the
0o , 90o, 180o, 270odirections) and marked in the graphs with a dash-dotted circle. However,
for larger bases of the body, the 3D overturning amplitude becomes very close to the 2D over‐
turning PGA, along some specific directions of the excitation. A similar behavior can be ob‐
served when the same previous blocks are excited by the Buia earthquake (Fig. 10c,d). Very
different are the results obtained by exciting the body by the Calitri earthquake (Fig. 10e,f). The
amplitude of the sectors where a 3D rocking motion manifests itself are a lot smaller than the
previous cases and the 3D overturning amplitude remains always far enough from the 2D over‐
turning PGA (dash-dotted circle). However, smaller values of the PGA than the previous earth‐
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(Fig. 7d) but the overturning amplitudes become higher than those obtained in absence of
vertical pulse, in all the angular plane.

Figure 7. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a) Av = 0;(b) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 0o; (c) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 90o; (d)

Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 180o; (Th = 0.35s, Tv = 0.5s,  bx = by = 0.3m,  h = 1.0m, εx = εy = 0).
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quakes are requested to cause a collapse event. Considering the results of these first analyses, it
does not seem necessary the use of a 3D model to study the seismic behavior of a rigid block,
since the most dangerous situations manifest themselves during a 2D rocking motion.

Figure 8. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a)Av = 0; (b) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 0o; (c) Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 90o; (d)

Av = 0.5g , ϕ = 270o; (Th = 0.75s, Tv = 0.5s,  bx = by = 0.3m, h = 1.0m,εx = εy = 0.25).

In Fig. 11 the effect of the eccentricity of the mass center is outlined. In particular, a block of
dimensions 40×40×200cm 3, with and without eccentricity, is excited by the three different
earthquakes. Results shown in Fig. 12a,b refer to the case without eccentricity and the case with
eccentricity along the y-axis (εy =0.25, ey =5 cm) respectively. The presence of an eccentricity
sensibly changes the overturning curve, that loses one symmetry axis and becomes more
irregular than the case without eccentricity.

However, a very interesting phenomenon occurs in presence of the eccenticity: in some
directions inside the 3D rocking regions (marked with thick lines along the external circle),
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overturnig PGA’s smaller than the minimum required during the 2D rocking motion (dash-
dotted circle) manifest themselves. In other words, inside the gray sectors, during a 3D rocking
motion, an overturning collapse event occurs for a PGA smaller than the minimum obtained
by using a 2D model of rigid block. Results shown in Fig. 11c,d, that refer to Buia earthquake,
confirm what previously said. The situation changes if the block is excited by the Calitri
earthquake (Fig. 11e,f). In this case the 3D overturning amplitudes remain always far enough
from the 2D overturning PGA’s, also when an eccentricity is considered.

Figure 9. Direction vs Horizontal Amplitude of the excitation: (a) Av = 0, εx = εy = 0; (b) Av = 0, εx = 0, εy = 0.5; (c) Av = 0.5g ,

εx = 0, εy = 0.5, ϕ = 0o; (d) Av = 0.5g , εx = 0, εy = 0.5, ϕ = 0o; (Th = 0.75s, Tv = 0.5s, bx = by = 0.3m, h = 1.0m).
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Figure 10. Direction vs Amplitude of the excitation. Brienza earthquake: (a)30 × 30 × 200; (b) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3. Buia
earthquake: (c)30 × 30 × 200; (d) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3. Calitri earthquake: (e)30 × 30 × 200; (f) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3,(εx = εy = 0).
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Figure 11. Direction vs Amplitude of the excitation. Brienza earthquake: (a)εx = εy = 0; (b)εx = 0, εy = 0.25. Buia earth‐
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Figure 10. Direction vs Amplitude of the excitation. Brienza earthquake: (a)30 × 30 × 200; (b) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3. Buia
earthquake: (c)30 × 30 × 200; (d) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3. Calitri earthquake: (e)30 × 30 × 200; (f) 50 × 50 × 200cm 3,(εx = εy = 0).
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To summarize, when the block is excited by an earthquake with narrow spectrum (Brienza
and Buia earthquakes, see Fig. 3a,b), the presence of a small eccentricity makes possible the
existence of angular sectors inside the 3D rocking regions, where the use of the 3D model of
rigid block is necessary to obtain results in favour of safety. On the contrary, a wide spectrum
earthquake (Calitri earthquake, see Fig. 3c) does not require the use of the 3D model of rigid
block, since the eccentricity of the mass center never causes the existence of these critical sectors
inside the 3D rocking regions.

Finally, the case of blocks with a rectangular base is considered. Results shown in Fig. 12a,b

refer to rectangular based block (30×40×200cm 3), subject to Brienza earthquake, without and
with eccentricity (εx =0, εy =0.25), respectively.

Figure  12.  Direction  vs  Amplitude  of  the  excitation.  Brienza  earthquake:  (a)  εx = εy = 0;  (b)

εx = 0, εy = 0.25 (30 × 40 × 200)cm 3.

As it is possible to observe, also in blocks with rectangular base, subject to a narrow spectrum
earthquake (Brienza), sectors inside 3D rocking regions where the overturnig PGA’s are
smaller than the minimum required during the 2D rocking appears. This case is very interest‐
ing since, when a rectangular base of a rigid body occurs, the rocking motion is usually
analysed by a 2D model in the plane of the smaller dimension of the base. As a consequence,
the eccentricity of the mass center in the direction orthogonal to the plane of the analyzed
motion is not taken into account. These results highlight the fact that also in this case, to
evaluate the behavior of the system in favour of safety, it is necessary the use a 3D model of
rigid body.

5.2.2. The role of the mechanical and geometrical characteristics of the body

In this section the analyses are performed by fixing the direction of the excitation and varying
other geometrical and mechanical characteristic of the block, to point out their role in the
seismic response of a square based body. In particular a first analysis is conducted by fixing
the slenderness of the body and varying the base of the body (i.e. varying the volume of the
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body); the second analysis is performed by fixing the mass of the body (i.e. fixing the volume
of the body) and varying its slenderness. Results of these analyses are reported in Fig. 13. In
all the graphs, solid curves refer to PGA able to overturn the body when the excitation angle
is α =40o, while dashed curves refers to overturning events when the excitation angle is α =0.
Dotted curves, when reported, refer to overturning amplitude when the direction of the
excitation is α =40o and in presence of a very small eccentricity (εx =0, εy =0.1). The chosen
directions permit to compare the overturning seismic response of the body during the 2D
rocking motion (α =0) and the 3D rocking motion (α =40o).

Figure 13. Overturning curves under Brienza earthquake: (a)λx =λy = 5; (b)λx =λy = 6; (c)λx =λy = 7; (d)m = 500 kg ; (e)
m = 640 kg ; (f)m = 800 kg .

The sequence of results shown in Fig. 13a-c refers to cases with fixed slenderness
λx =λy =5, 6, 7). As it is possible to observe the two curves (solid and dashed curves) approach
to each other at different values of the dimension of the base, depending on the slenderness
used in the analysis. An increasing slenderness requires a decreasing base dimension to make
possible the approach of the two curves. Very interesting is the case shown in Fig. 13b

(ax =λy =6) where the two curves touch each other. For this particular dimension of the base of
the block, the same PGA is required to overturn the body during the 2D rocking motion and
the 3D rocking motion, when the direction of the excitation is α =40o. The presence of a small
eccentricity changes the 3D overturning curve (dotted curve) by making possible the existence
of a region where the overturning PGA during the 3D motion is smaller than the one during
the 2D motion. On the contrary, the sequence of results shown in Fig. 13d-f refers to cases with
fixed mass (m =500, 640, 800 kg). The two curves (solid and dashed curves) approach to each
other at different values of the slenderness, depending on the mass of the body used in the
analysis. Very interesting is the case shown in Fig. 13f (m =800 kg) where the two curves touch
each other. Also in this case the presence of a small eccentricity (dotted curve) makes possible
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the existence of a region where the overturning PGA during the 3D motion is smaller than the
one during the 2D motion.

Finally, when the body is excited by a narrow spectrum earthquake, it is always possible to
find cases where a 3D model of rigid block is necessary to evaluate the seimic responce in
favour of safety.

6. Conclusion

The rocking motion around a side or a vertex of a rectangular based rigid body has been deeply
studied, making use of a three-dimensional model already proposed by the same authors.
Starting conditions of motion have been found by means of equilibrium between overturning
and resisting moments, whereas the impact has been described considering the conservation
of the angular momentum.

The dynamics of the rigid body excited by one-sine pulse horizontal and vertical excitations
and horizontal seismic excitation has been analyzed. Rocking and overturning curves versus
the angular direction of the horizontal pulse have been obtained. The influence on the motion
of several parameters, such as the period of the excitations, the geometrical characteristics of
the body and of the eccentricity of the mass center has been pointed out.

The vertical one-sine pulse strongly modifies the behavior of the system with respect to
the  case  where  only  horizontal  excitation  acts  on  the  body.  Results  show that,  in  pres‐
ence of vertical  excitation and in significant ranges of the parameters,  as happens when
just horizontal base acceleration is considered, bi-dimensional models are not enough ac‐
curate to correctly evaluate the occurrence of  the overturning and,  therefore,  a  three-di‐
mensional model is needed.

The seismic response of the rigid body excited by three different Italian registered earth‐
quakes has been analyzed, reporting rocking and overturning curves. Results show that,
for narrow spectrum earthquakes, bi-dimensional models are not enough accurate to cor‐
rectly  evaluate  the  occurrence  of  the  overturning  since,  in  significant  sectors  inside  the
3D rocking regions,  the  overturning amplitudes are  smaller  than the ones  given by the
2D  models.  Hence  a  3D  model  of  rigid  block  is  necessary  to  evaluate  the  seismic  re‐
sponse of a rigid block in favour of safety.

Appendix A. Vector and tensor quantities

The rotation R is the composition of three planar rotations: if {ex, ey, ez} is the canonical basis,
the first rotation, indicated as R1, of angle ϑ1, is around the axis ex; the second, indicated as
R2, of angle ϑ2, around the axis R1ey; the third, indicated as R3, of angle ϑ3, around the axis
R2R1ez. The representation of R on the canonical basis is
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where the tensor product ⊗  is defined such that (u ⊗ v)w =(u ⋅w)v for any vectors u, v, w of
the same vector space.
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Chapter 8

FE Based Vulnerability Assessment of Highway Bridges
Exposed to Moderate Seismic Hazard

C.  Mullen

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

The assessment of seismic vulnerability in regions where the risk from earthquake shaking is
considered moderate poses special problems in terms of establishing critical conditions for
failure and the importance and urgency for taking action. Research studies sponsored at the
University of Mississippi (UM) over a period of about 10 years by the Mississippi Emergency
Management Agency (MEMA) and Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT),
respectively, have been aimed at identifying the vulnerability of select critical highway bridges
subject to significant ground shaking from the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ).

The historical occurrence of multiple but infrequent major seismic events in the NMSZ
exceeding seismic moment of M 7 has been established by geophysicists and seismologists
through numerous surveys of surface rupture features and paleoseismological excavations
conducted throughout the region (for example, see [10, 18]). Planners in both state and federal
agencies are concerned about the consequences of both physical and economic damage posed
by the next major recurrence of a potentially catastrophic earthquake along the fault. The
United States (US) Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) sponsored a major
research study [3] to investigate the multi-state regional consequences of a hypothetical event
of M 7.7 on both buildings and bridges. The bridges in Mississippi discussed in this chapter
represent critical lifelines exposed to the earthquake threat that are located along the evacua‐
tion routes and economic supply chains for communities in the northern part of the state as
well as the tri-state metropolitan area of the city of Memphis, Tennessee, having population
of about 1.3 million.

A myriad of uncertainties exist for both the rare but potentially catastrophic seismic events
and the multiple factors affecting the response of these soil-foundation-structure systems. In
the absence of ground motion records for the severe historical events in the seismic zone under
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consideration, a simulation based approach is adopted to highlight the salient features of both
the input and response at the site. The vulnerability assessment requires that reasonable
behavioral response and multiple failure limit states be examined under a range of possible
ground motion intensities. While a probabilistic approach is desirable overall, a deterministic
approach enables the examination of the key response characteristics and the detailed
information needed to establish relative importance of different limit states including soil
capacity, pile/column axial and flexural strength, and member/system instability.

The bridge seismic vulnerability studies in this chapter highlight the challenges posed by the
need to balance the level of sophistication of the finite element (FE) simulation with the:

1. state of knowledge of the bridge facilities, their seismic exposure, and local site conditions

2. project objectives in order to provide safe and economic decision making for hazard
mitigation and emergency response and mobilization planning

Lessons learned and discussed herein are the result of over a decade of research at UM
sponsored at the multidisciplinary Center for Community Earthquake Preparedness (CCEP)
and graduate level studies by a number of students supported by the Department of Civil
Engineering.

2. Seismic hazard and inventory characterization for the study region

In [10] the 1811, 1812 sequence of three distinct earthquakes corresponding to rupture along
separate segments of the irregular shaped New Madrid fault is described. More recently, in
the FEMA study [3], a scenario established for emergency planning purposes comprising a
single M7.7 event consisting of sequential rupture along all three segments. Seismicity of
smaller events recorded using a strong motion instrument array during an almost 30 year span
is plotted in Figure 1 to which the approximate location of the study region has been added.

According to the 2012 data compiled for the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) [6] in the US by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), a total of 18,459 highway bridges are found in
the 82 counties in the state of Mississippi (MS). The study region contains only a small subset
of this inventory and may be approximately characterized as the counties located in north MS
most likely to experience moderate ground shaking from a major event in the NMSZ. Based
on default inventory data contained in the GIS-based software, Hazards US-Multihazard
(HAZUS-MH) [5] created under sponsorship by FEMA for use in emergency management
planning, 1133 bridges are exposed to the moderate seismic hazard.

The seismic vulnerability of all bridges in MS has been examined from a risk or loss estimation
point of view in both [3] and [13]. In each study, the HAZUS-MH methodology has been
implemented which depends on use of fragility curves assigned to bridge classes included in
the NBI system. No study has yet been performed to assess seismic vulnerability using FE as
the basis of the loss estimation. The present study provides a first step toward such a more
comprehensive study and focuses on five bridges at a variety of sites in the study region
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Figure 1. Recent seismicity in NMSZ and surrounding multi-state region exposed to risk of a repeat of historic cata‐
strophic events (M7-M8); red circles give epicenters for events > M2.5 during the period, 1974-2002 [from 19]; the
study region is represented by the blue shaded area

Figure 2. NBI bridge inventory in study region shown by open circles; green circles show bridges located in north Mis‐
sissippi on the major access routes for the Memphis metropolitan area, those investigated using FE based seismic vul‐
nerability analysis lie within shaded areas; red lines indicate highways on federal and state system; blue lines represent
major rivers to show critical water crossings
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investigated during three separate projects. Figure 2 shows the locations of the sites in relation
to the NBI inventory supplied in HAZUS-MH and federal and state highway system.

The select bridges studied have been modeled to varying degrees of complexity with both two-
dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) computational simulations including eigenval‐
ue, linear dynamic, nonlinear static, and nonlinear dynamic. Earthquake time histories have
been generated to capture a range of intensities from M6 to M8 and peak ground accelerations
(PGA) in the approximate range, PGA=5-50% g, depending on the site, study objectives, and
methodology. It is noteworthy that, over the period of the studies, significant changes have
occurred in the understanding of the earthquake risk and level of ground shaking to be
expected. Each study used the best available knowledge at the time.

The earliest study was performed for MEMA in the context of a broader study of the seismic
vulnerability of facilities located on the UM campus [17]. The motivation for the study was the
belief that the University was and remains a key to economic development in the state as well as
a place of both historic value and a population center of relatively high density. The study included
an approximately 70 year old bridge that serves as a major entrance as seen in Figure 3. The bridge
was designed by MDOT prior to any recognition of a significant seismic threat in the applicable
design code. This bridge served as the first attempt at a detailed 3D FE-based evaluation of seismic
response and vulnerability assessment [12]. The evaluation was performed with both fixed base
and soil-foundation-substructure interaction boundary conditions to capture the influence of
high embankments on the response of the structural components with emphasis on the pier
columns.

Figure 3. East Gate Bridge carrying traffic from University Avenue in the City of Oxford at the entrance to the UM main
campus [17]; present day bridge, old private railroad tracks, and right-of-way have been replaced by a modern city
roadway

A second study [14] was performed for MDOT for what the Bridge Division deemed a critical
facility that provides access from a major interstate highway to a vital economic development
region in the state. The region is located within the fastest growing county in the state and one
of the fastest growing in the nation due to its proximity to the metropolitan area of the city of
Memphis, Tennessee. Approximately 30 years old, this bridge shown in Figure 4 was built to
low seismic standards. The code recognized by MDOT was and remains the one published by
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Even
when the first edition of the AASHTO Bridge Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD)
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Specifications appeared in 1994, the ground motion demand at the site was only about
PGA=0.15g.

The third and most recent study was performed for MEMA to investigate findings of the FEMA
sponsored NMSZ catastrophic earthquake study [3] on the impact of an M 7.7 event on bridges
in MS. Using a HAZUS-MH fragility curve based analysis which estimated conditional probabil‐
ities of damage at four basic limit states (slight, moderate, extensive, and complete), the study
found that only six bridges in the entire state would have a significant probability exceeding slight
damage. The purpose of the FEMA study was to provide states affected by the NMSZ a basis for
establishing earthquake components of their federally mandated mitigation plans. The MEMA
study used an FE based approach to establish vulnerability considering more site and facility
specific information. In consultation with MDOT personnel, three bridges shown in Figure 5 were
identified for study. All are located on major evacuation/mobilization routes which crossed the
Coldwater River. The bridges were deemed near the edge of significant ground shaking based
on the FEMA study. The rationale was that if these showed evidence of significant vulnerabili‐
ty then bridges closer to the NMSZ would then be at similar or higher risk.

Figure 4. Bridge carrying MS 302 over Interstate highway I 55; (left) looking toward Southaven, MS, a fast growing
city forming part of the metropolitan area of the City of Memphis; (right) view of the intermediate bents and girders
of the two closely spaced bridges

Figure 5. Three bridges crossing the Coldwater River on lifelines serving the study area; (left) view of southbound I 55
bridge; (middle) nearby US 51 bridge showing piled bents carrying simple spans; (right) view of northbound US 78 bridge
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3. Ground motion simulation for the study sites

The lack of seismic records of significant earthquake events in the NMSZ makes the task of
selecting ground motion excitation for response analysis a challenge. The state of knowledge
of the causative features of the fault and the expected attenuation of motions from the source
has changed over time and remains an area of significant debate and research. Spectral physics-
based parametric source and attenuation models have provided a rational basis for the case
studies presented here.
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Figure 6. resultant horizontal ground acceleration time histories used in FE model analyses; MEMA UM campus study
[17]; MDOT study [14]; MEMA Coldwater River bridges study [16]

Figure 6 shows resultant horizontal ground motion realizations generated for the various
studies assuming 2D propagation from an assumed epicenter usually taken as Marked Tree,
Arkansas, the town nearest to the southernmost position of the New Madrid fault. In the
MEMA campus and MDOT bridge studies, orientation of the bridge was considered and
component motions were then extracted for application to the FE models. In the absence of a
3D propagation model, requiring definition of layered media in a spherical coordinate system,
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vertical motion was obtained by uniformly scaling the resultant horizontal motion by the
commonly assumed factor of 2/3.

In the MEMA UM campus study [17], the input horizontal motion realization for the UM
campus was generated by others for M6.3 and M 8.3 events having source along the nearest
(southernmost) segment of the NMSZ. In the MDOT bridge study [14], software was obtained
from the US Geological Survey (USGS) and source model parameters and attenuation relations
were identified in consultation with USGS and the University of Memphis enabling simulation
of multiple realizations at arbitrary intensities. Events of nominal M 6, 7, and 8 were selected
in order to capture different response levels. In the MEMA Coldwater River bridges study [16],
a FEMA scenario of M 7.7 was adopted to be consistent with their results for the multi-state
NMSZ region which were based on a distributed source model involving slip along the entire
southern segment of the New Madrid fault. Since the study provided only PGA contours, not
time histories, the MDOT study realization for the M 8 scenario case (Fig. 6) was scaled to
achieve an input motion with PGA corresponding to that of the M 7.7 scenario at the bridge
site locations (approximately PGA=0.25g).

Source spectral models for the very large intensity events were such that all ground motions
have significant energy in the 1-2 Hz range coinciding with fundamental and low natural
frequencies of the bridges.

4. FE modeling options

When using FE as the basis of vulnerability assessments, it is important to make several basic
decisions regarding modeling approach including probabilistic versus deterministic and
simple versus complex. These choices influence at the most general level, the software to be
used, and at the most specific level, the key modeling assumptions such as system scope,
boundary conditions, incorporation of soil-structure interaction (SSI), and focus on lumped
parameter, 2D structural, or 3D continuum finite elements. Rather than propose a compre‐
hensive view on the proper choices for all possible objectives, the select bridge study cases are
offered as the possible range one might consider.

In the MEMA UM campus study [17], no prior knowledge existed. As a result of this uncer‐
tainty about what might be expected as well as a strong desire to ensure the safety of the many
thousands of students, employees, and visitors to the campus and a major concern about the
impact of significant losses to the future functioning of the university enterprise and conse‐
quential economic impacts on the state, the sponsors sought the most realistic view possible
given the state of the art at the time. In response to this objective, the analysts committed to
full 3D nonlinear dynamic FE simulation including SSI in cases where it might have a signif‐
icant influence on the response. The project was initiated in the mid-1990s when the software
ABAQUS [7] provided many desirable features including 3D nonlinear beam-column (struc‐
tural) elements (B33) with user input moment-curvature relations and 3D continuum (solid)
“infinite” elements (CIN3D8) with shape functions capturing radiation damping, in effect
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providing non-reflecting boundaries which allow dissipation of wave energy propagating
radially away from the FE model.

There was little experience with the modeling approach at the time of the study and no
experience with the nonlinear beam-column and radiation damping elements, so validation
analyses were performed [9]. Detailed drawings were available from the bridge designer
(MDOT), and a series of detailed models were developed to establish confidence in each
subsequent level of complexity. Static self-weight analysis was first performed using a so-
called fixed-based model (no soil stiffness included) to represent structural connectivity and
weight and stiffness characteristics. Basic features of the fixed base model are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Fixed-base FE model of East Gate Bridge for MEMA UM campus study[17]; bents modeled with nonlinear
beam-column elements; composite concrete deck-steel girder superstructure modeled using concrete plate elements
for deck and linear beam elements for steel girders; no soil degrees-of-freedom

Once an acceptable result was obtained from the static analysis, an eigenvalue analysis was
performed to estimate structural mass distribution characteristics and associated mode shapes
and frequencies. Since the ground motions shown in Figure 6 accounted primarily for
propagation through the earth’s crust, modification and possible amplification as the seismic
waves propagated through soil at the bridge site was not considered. To account for this
limitation, a one-dimensional (1D) vertical wave propagation analysis [12, 17] was performed
using a model of the top 100 ft of soil layers based on data obtained from soil borings. The
analysis incorporated nonlinear softening of dynamic shear moduli at high strains and enabled
generation of input motions to all fixed degrees-of-freedom (DOF) in the FE model regardless
of elevation, in this case, at both the base of the columns of the intermediate bents and the level
of the end abutment pile caps.
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As Figure 3 shows, there is a significant difference (over 30 ft) in elevation between the
abutments and the intermediate bents. Furthermore, the deck girders are built into concrete
end walls where fill material is placed beneath the roadway. Between the abutments and what
is now a roadway, steep embankments are found. To incorporate the interaction between the
soil immediately below the footings of the intermediate piers, the embankments, and the
structural system, the significantly more elaborate model shown in Figure 8 was developed
[12,17].

Figure 8. Subsurface geology and embankment interaction FE model of East Gate Bridge for MEMA UM campus study
[12, 17]; end walls modeled with shell elements; active/passive soil pressure resistance modeled with nonlinear
springs connecting end wall and back fill soil elements; embankment soil and subsurface geology modeled with elas‐
tic 3D solid elements; radiation damping at absorbing boundaries modeled with 3D solid infinite elements

The MDOT study was the first earthquake vulnerability study performed in the state for its
Bridge Division. Again because of the many uncertainties, a 3D detailed FE based simulation
approach [15] was adopted to provide the most accurate estimate of likely response. The bridge
system was much larger than the one in the UM campus study due to the overcrossing of an
interstate highway which now carries three lanes of traffic in each direction and the presence
of two bridge frame substructures separated by a only a small gap between bents (see Fig. 4).
The servicing of a large commercial center and a rapidly growing residential community
required the bridge to carry a total of nine lanes of traffic, each substructure carrying traffic in
one of the two directions. Embankments again created a significant difference in elevation of
approximately 20 ft between soil beneath respective roadway pavements, but here the
embankments were sloped to accommodate access to/from the interstate highway.

As shown in Figure 9, there were four continuous deck spans totaling approximately 350 ft.
The substructures now included both piled footings at the end abutments and central inter‐
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mediate bent and spread footings at the two other intermediate bents. A low-rise building SSI
study [9] had demonstrated the importance of including a refined mesh locally around spread
footings to account for soil softening under large seismic shaking. The detail view in Figure
9 shows the refinement pattern used around the bridge footings.

Figure 9. Subsurface geology and embankment SSI FE model of I55/MS302 Goodman Road Overcrossing for MDOT
study [14]; concrete girders and bent frame members modeled with 3D nonlinear beam elements; concrete deck and
footing modeled with shell elements (top figure shows soil elements connecting to footing shell elements); soil mod‐
eled using 3D solid elements with a Drucker-Prager cap material model for nonlinear response at high strains; radia‐
tion damping at absorbing boundaries modeled with 3D solid infinite elements

The MEMA Coldwater River bridges study [16] was originally intended to support a multi-
state regional (National Level) earthquake Exercise (NLE) sponsored by FEMA with partici‐
pation by MEMA. A major flood along the MS River threatened to overtop the levees protecting
the farming communities in the Delta region, so MEMA personnel were called away from the
exercise, and the input from the bridge study was not required as planned. The long term
objective of the study to assess the bridge vulnerability was nonetheless pursued but without
as much urgency.

The three Coldwater River bridges consisted of multiple intermediate bents (up to 42 in one
case) supporting composite concrete deck slabs over short simple spans (40-50 ft) and a longer
central span (100-120 ft) over the main navigable channel. The deck in the central span was
usually continuous over several adjacent spans and consisted of a multi-cell concrete box
girder or a composite concrete steel girder section. With a limited budget and time frame, a
3D model of the entire bridge with SSI was not attempted. A simpler approach was taken that
focused on characterizing the main perceived sources of vulnerability.

Again, design drawings were available from MDOT along with soil borings and test pile logs.
The drawings indicated the structures had been built in the 1950s and 1960s, and lacked any
consideration of seismic loading in the design. The location of the bents in the flood plain of
the river with, in several cases, soil in the top layer permanently saturated, allowed the
possibility of weak lateral resistance of the soil and liquefaction under strong ground shaking.
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The modeling approach thus focused on 2D representation of lateral resistance of the typical
intermediate bents in each bridge and 3D representation of the continuous span box girders.

Figure 5 shows that the intermediate bents consist of 4-5 relatively short concrete piles with
batters on the outer piles tied together by a concrete pile cap that support bearings for the deck
girders. Figure 10 shows the representation of this structural system as modeled in the SAP2000
software [1]. The piles in this system were designed for vertical (deck weight and vehicle live)
loads primarily, so the potential vulnerability is from lateral inertial load generated by seismic
shaking. Under lateral forces, the piles have a tendency to bend under the lateral resistance
from the soil. Furthermore, the overturning moment associated with the deck lateral load
develops increased compressive axial loads in the outer (batter) piles far in excess of their
design assumptions.

Key aspects of the modeling are the axial and bending capacity of the concrete pile section, the
lateral stiffness of the soil, the unsupported length of the pile, and the depth of pile embedment.
In keeping with the simplified assumptions, linear vertical and horizontal soil springs were
used to represent the soil resistance. Surprisingly, standard geotechnical and bridge engineer‐
ing textbooks and even some advanced earthquake engineering ones offer little on methods
to determine the stiffness properties of soil, choosing to focus rather exclusively on capacity
estimation. Results presented in a FEMA guidance document [4] were used to estimate the
spring constants considering the projected area of the pile and the elastic modulus of the soil.

Isolation of the intermediate bents for lateral load analysis is valid to the extent that the deck
moves uniformly so that no bending or torsional resistance is provided by adjacent bents. The
simple deck spans help to minimize this effect through the discontinuity of the bearings. In
the case of continuous main spans, however, the deck is supported on pile supported concrete
piers with either one or two columns of significantly different heights and size, so significant
resistance from adjacent bents is anticipated. Figure 11 shows a 3D model developed using
another FE software [2] oriented toward bridge design analysis used to explore the effect of
the interaction between bents in these spans.

5. FE Evaluation process – System behavior analysis

The previous section indicates that the goals of the vulnerability evaluation influences the
selection of FE modeling options including software (structural or general purpose), level of
analysis (2D or 3D), element selection (structural or continuum), connectivity (rigid connec‐
tions or flexible bearings), boundary conditions (fixed, flexible, or absorbing). These choices
not only influence the behavior and response details that may be estimated and Visualized,
they also determine what output measures are available for estimating physical damage,
performance characteristics, and vulnerability.

In the MEMA UM campus study [17], a basic analysis approach was established that was
followed throughout all the studies. Before proceeding to the complex nonlinear dynamic time
history analysis, linear static and eigenvalue preliminary analyses were first performed. The
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girder or a composite concrete steel girder section. With a limited budget and time frame, a
3D model of the entire bridge with SSI was not attempted. A simpler approach was taken that
focused on characterizing the main perceived sources of vulnerability.

Again, design drawings were available from MDOT along with soil borings and test pile logs.
The drawings indicated the structures had been built in the 1950s and 1960s, and lacked any
consideration of seismic loading in the design. The location of the bents in the flood plain of
the river with, in several cases, soil in the top layer permanently saturated, allowed the
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batters on the outer piles tied together by a concrete pile cap that support bearings for the deck
girders. Figure 10 shows the representation of this structural system as modeled in the SAP2000
software [1]. The piles in this system were designed for vertical (deck weight and vehicle live)
loads primarily, so the potential vulnerability is from lateral inertial load generated by seismic
shaking. Under lateral forces, the piles have a tendency to bend under the lateral resistance
from the soil. Furthermore, the overturning moment associated with the deck lateral load
develops increased compressive axial loads in the outer (batter) piles far in excess of their
design assumptions.

Key aspects of the modeling are the axial and bending capacity of the concrete pile section, the
lateral stiffness of the soil, the unsupported length of the pile, and the depth of pile embedment.
In keeping with the simplified assumptions, linear vertical and horizontal soil springs were
used to represent the soil resistance. Surprisingly, standard geotechnical and bridge engineer‐
ing textbooks and even some advanced earthquake engineering ones offer little on methods
to determine the stiffness properties of soil, choosing to focus rather exclusively on capacity
estimation. Results presented in a FEMA guidance document [4] were used to estimate the
spring constants considering the projected area of the pile and the elastic modulus of the soil.

Isolation of the intermediate bents for lateral load analysis is valid to the extent that the deck
moves uniformly so that no bending or torsional resistance is provided by adjacent bents. The
simple deck spans help to minimize this effect through the discontinuity of the bearings. In
the case of continuous main spans, however, the deck is supported on pile supported concrete
piers with either one or two columns of significantly different heights and size, so significant
resistance from adjacent bents is anticipated. Figure 11 shows a 3D model developed using
another FE software [2] oriented toward bridge design analysis used to explore the effect of
the interaction between bents in these spans.
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The previous section indicates that the goals of the vulnerability evaluation influences the
selection of FE modeling options including software (structural or general purpose), level of
analysis (2D or 3D), element selection (structural or continuum), connectivity (rigid connec‐
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In the MEMA UM campus study [17], a basic analysis approach was established that was
followed throughout all the studies. Before proceeding to the complex nonlinear dynamic time
history analysis, linear static and eigenvalue preliminary analyses were first performed. The
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linear static gravity load analysis requires processing of all parameters and procedures
involved in estimating the stiffness properties of the system. It is relatively fast computation‐
ally and enables visual and quantitative confirmation of element connectivity and effect of
support fixity (fixed base models), support flexibility (soil springs), or absorbing boundary
conditions (SSI models). The eigenvalue analysis requires processing of all parameters and
procedures involved in estimating the mass properties of the system. The analysis is also
relatively fast computationally and yields mode shapes and frequencies. These modal
properties provide insight into the expected dynamic response characteristics under earth‐
quake loading.
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Figure 10. Model of typical intermediate bent for Coldwater River bridge [16] carrying two lanes of interstate high‐
way traffic; concrete piles and cap modeled as frame elements (section behavior modeled with axial-bending interac‐
tion using fiber model); ground motion applied to soil springs
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Figure 11. Model [16] of typical 3-span continuous concrete box girder bent for Coldwater River bridge carrying two
lanes of interstate highway traffic; concrete pier columns and footing piles modeled with frame elements; box girder
flanges and webs and footing pile cap modeled with shell elements; footings modeled with equivalent 6-DOF springs;
ground motion applied to footing springs

Figure 12 illustrates some of the benefits of performing the preliminary analyses before
proceeding to the nonlinear time history response analysis. The issues of stiffness and mass
distribution become evident from the plotting and animation of the mode shapes associated
with global movements of the system. These shapes may be broadly categorized as ones that
involve significant net movement of the center of mass of the system and those that do not
(sometimes called breathing modes). In the case of the campus bridge shown, it is seen that
the mode involving transverse movement of the mass center becomes coupled with a rotational
movement because of the skew of the deck necessitated by the angle between the centerlines
of the street carried and the one crossed. Also visualized in the case shown in Figure 12 is the
effect of the SSI, in this case the embankments and abutments interacting with the main span
deck and intermediate bents.

Behavior similar to that observed for the MEMA UM campus study bridge is found in the case
of the MDOT study bridge. Figure 13 shows the transverse mode shape for the fixed base
model. The bridge proportions (both deck length to width and deck span to column height
ratios) and skew angle are different in the two cases. The translational and rotational coupling
is less pronounced, and the transverse column bending is more pronounced.

The eigenvalue analyses not only provide insight regarding the expected deformation patterns,
they also provide the frequencies associated with these characteristic modes. These frequencies
provide quantitative information which provide insight into the expected influence of the SSI
effects as well as the dominance of deformation modes associated with specific earthquake
events.

The influence of SSI was examined in detail in the MDOT study which included ambient
vibration measurements using a portable array of accelerometers [11, 14]. Simultaneous
readings were taken at each bent location under excitation of the bridge by truck traffic. Using
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movement because of the skew of the deck necessitated by the angle between the centerlines
of the street carried and the one crossed. Also visualized in the case shown in Figure 12 is the
effect of the SSI, in this case the embankments and abutments interacting with the main span
deck and intermediate bents.

Behavior similar to that observed for the MEMA UM campus study bridge is found in the case
of the MDOT study bridge. Figure 13 shows the transverse mode shape for the fixed base
model. The bridge proportions (both deck length to width and deck span to column height
ratios) and skew angle are different in the two cases. The translational and rotational coupling
is less pronounced, and the transverse column bending is more pronounced.

The eigenvalue analyses not only provide insight regarding the expected deformation patterns,
they also provide the frequencies associated with these characteristic modes. These frequencies
provide quantitative information which provide insight into the expected influence of the SSI
effects as well as the dominance of deformation modes associated with specific earthquake
events.

The influence of SSI was examined in detail in the MDOT study which included ambient
vibration measurements using a portable array of accelerometers [11, 14]. Simultaneous
readings were taken at each bent location under excitation of the bridge by truck traffic. Using
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a point on the bridge deck as a reference point, frequency response functions were derived
that eliminated the influence of the excitation, and system response frequencies were extracted
corresponding with excellent correlation to the 3D model SSI case without any model param‐
eter modification. Accelerometers were then moved to the abutments and frequency extraction
performed [11] revealing evidence of the participation of the abutments in the transverse mode
shape comparable to the one in Figure 13.

In the MEMA bridge study, the preliminary analyses were again performed prior to time
history analysis. Figure 14 shows that the fundamental mode of vibration for a typical
intermediate bent in the interstate highway river crossing is one involving net translation of
the deck and corresponding bending of the piles which were designed as axially loaded
members. Consideration of the eccentricity of the deck mass with respect to the center of
resistance of the soil-pile system provides for expectation of an overturning moment. Such a
moment would generate an increase of axial force in one of the batter piles which would
combine with the bending action.

6. FE evaluation process — Seismic response analysis

The benefit of FE based evaluation is that a great bit of detail of the response of the system is
made available through the analysis especially when the time history approach is taken. In
essence all DOF selected in the modeling process are accessible over the full length of the
simulated event. With further post-processing whether computational or graphical, additional
response quantities and behavior can be accessed, plotted, and visualized.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Eigenvalue analysis results for the MEMA UM campus study bridge models [17]; top figures show plan and
isometric views of fixed based model transverse mode causing bent and abutment column deformation; bottom fig‐
ures show comparable modes for SSI model; skew of roadway alignment introduces coupling of translation and rota‐
tion of the deck mass as well as bending and torsion of the deck; the resistance provided by the embankment is
apparent from the contact developed during rotation
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In the MEMA UM campus study [17], it became particularly useful to examine hysteresis of
the column section in the plastic hinge region. Figure 15 shows a typical plot of simulated
moment-curvature response during the severe (M 8.3) event case. The results demonstrate that
the yield limit state is achieved in both directions for a corner column, and the ultimate limit
state is achieved in one direction. The latter result provided clear evidence of vulnerability and
the possibility of complete failure or collapse.

Figure 13. Eigenvalue analysis results for the MDOT bridge study; plan and isometric views of fixed base model trans‐
verse mode; lateral deck and column bending dominates response in this pair of adjacent bridge structures; some
bending and torsional coupling in the deck is evident

Figure 14. Eigenvalue analysis results for the MEMA bridge study [16]; elevation views of 2D intermediate bent model
showing deck transverse displacement (left) and rotation (right) modes; pile bending dominates response although
combined action of bending and axial force in the piles is implied
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apparent from the contact developed during rotation
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In the MEMA UM campus study [17], it became particularly useful to examine hysteresis of
the column section in the plastic hinge region. Figure 15 shows a typical plot of simulated
moment-curvature response during the severe (M 8.3) event case. The results demonstrate that
the yield limit state is achieved in both directions for a corner column, and the ultimate limit
state is achieved in one direction. The latter result provided clear evidence of vulnerability and
the possibility of complete failure or collapse.

Figure 13. Eigenvalue analysis results for the MDOT bridge study; plan and isometric views of fixed base model trans‐
verse mode; lateral deck and column bending dominates response in this pair of adjacent bridge structures; some
bending and torsional coupling in the deck is evident

Figure 14. Eigenvalue analysis results for the MEMA bridge study [16]; elevation views of 2D intermediate bent model
showing deck transverse displacement (left) and rotation (right) modes; pile bending dominates response although
combined action of bending and axial force in the piles is implied
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Figure 15. Normalized moment-curvature hysteresis plots for a corner column of the MEMA UM campus study bridge
(see Figs. 3, 8, 12) subject to an extreme event (see Fig. 6); nonlinear user-input curves developed separately using a
fiber section model [12, 17]

In the MDOT study [14], with the availability of the USGS simulation tool for developing
random realizations of input ground acceleration time histories (Fig. 6) at different intensities,
limit state determination was enabled for the columns and piles over the full range of damaging
events. Comparison of the peak and characteristic responses enabled a performance evaluation
of the system based on critical material, section, or member limit states such as first cracking,
first yield, plastic hinge formation, and plastic collapse mechanism. In the case of the bridge
studied, it was learned that the piles at the abutments and the columns of the central bent
provided substantial energy absorption in the extreme event case through ductile hysteretic
response in these members. It was also learned that the pile system at the abutments and central
bent adequately distributed lateral forces so that the soil remained linear throughout the event.
While nonlinear slip at the superstructure to abutment pile cap bearing connection was
attempted, this proved too difficult for the software to resolve and convergence was never
reached. Ultimately, rigid connections were assumed and the slip mechanism was interpreted
as another potential energy absorption source.

In the MEMA Coldwater River bridges study [16], linear dynamic response was performed
for most of the analysis runs. An example of the response motion time histories at the level of
a typical intermediate bent pile cap is shown in Figure 16. Peak internal force (axial force, shear,
and bending moment) responses in the piles were obtained and compared with design values
and pile test data.

In the critical case, a nonlinear static pushover analysis was performed to estimate the capacity
of the pile system. In the FE model, both geometric and material nonlinear options for the
software were used. In the latter option, a fiber representation of the cross-section was used
that accounted for 1D nonlinear normal stress-normal strain behavior in the concrete and the
steel reinforcement, enabling computation of the force-displacement behavior shown in Figure
17. A nonlinear time history was also run for this critical case.
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In assessing the results of the time history analysis, a simplified analysis was performed using
a single DOF equivalent model using a lumped stiffness based on a unit force lateral load
analysis. When compared to the linear dynamic analysis of the full bent, this simplified analysis
was able to demonstrate that the first mode of the system dominated the overall response and
could have been used as a predictive tool.
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Figure 16. Normalized time history plots of response at center of intermediate bent pile cap for one of the Coldwater
River bridges studied [16] (see Figs. 5 and 10) subject to an extreme event (see Fig. 6 scaled to PGA=0.25g); top plot
shows acceleration; bottom plot shows displacement)

Figure 17. Plots of pushover response to lateral load at bearing positions of intermediate bent pile cap for one of the
Coldwater River bridges studied [16] (see Figs. 5 and 10); left plot shows force-displacement response; right plot
shows deformed shape and limit state condition for plastic hinge locations
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Figure 15. Normalized moment-curvature hysteresis plots for a corner column of the MEMA UM campus study bridge
(see Figs. 3, 8, 12) subject to an extreme event (see Fig. 6); nonlinear user-input curves developed separately using a
fiber section model [12, 17]
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limit state determination was enabled for the columns and piles over the full range of damaging
events. Comparison of the peak and characteristic responses enabled a performance evaluation
of the system based on critical material, section, or member limit states such as first cracking,
first yield, plastic hinge formation, and plastic collapse mechanism. In the case of the bridge
studied, it was learned that the piles at the abutments and the columns of the central bent
provided substantial energy absorption in the extreme event case through ductile hysteretic
response in these members. It was also learned that the pile system at the abutments and central
bent adequately distributed lateral forces so that the soil remained linear throughout the event.
While nonlinear slip at the superstructure to abutment pile cap bearing connection was
attempted, this proved too difficult for the software to resolve and convergence was never
reached. Ultimately, rigid connections were assumed and the slip mechanism was interpreted
as another potential energy absorption source.

In the MEMA Coldwater River bridges study [16], linear dynamic response was performed
for most of the analysis runs. An example of the response motion time histories at the level of
a typical intermediate bent pile cap is shown in Figure 16. Peak internal force (axial force, shear,
and bending moment) responses in the piles were obtained and compared with design values
and pile test data.

In the critical case, a nonlinear static pushover analysis was performed to estimate the capacity
of the pile system. In the FE model, both geometric and material nonlinear options for the
software were used. In the latter option, a fiber representation of the cross-section was used
that accounted for 1D nonlinear normal stress-normal strain behavior in the concrete and the
steel reinforcement, enabling computation of the force-displacement behavior shown in Figure
17. A nonlinear time history was also run for this critical case.
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In assessing the results of the time history analysis, a simplified analysis was performed using
a single DOF equivalent model using a lumped stiffness based on a unit force lateral load
analysis. When compared to the linear dynamic analysis of the full bent, this simplified analysis
was able to demonstrate that the first mode of the system dominated the overall response and
could have been used as a predictive tool.
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Figure 16. Normalized time history plots of response at center of intermediate bent pile cap for one of the Coldwater
River bridges studied [16] (see Figs. 5 and 10) subject to an extreme event (see Fig. 6 scaled to PGA=0.25g); top plot
shows acceleration; bottom plot shows displacement)

Figure 17. Plots of pushover response to lateral load at bearing positions of intermediate bent pile cap for one of the
Coldwater River bridges studied [16] (see Figs. 5 and 10); left plot shows force-displacement response; right plot
shows deformed shape and limit state condition for plastic hinge locations
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A decision was made not to depend on nonlinear dynamic response analysis for all the bridges.
This was in part due to the lack of confidence in the soil properties at the site from which
reasonable assumptions could be made for simulation of nonlinear soil response and in part
due to the scope of the work which was limited as has been mentioned previously. A limited
attempt was made to verify at least the elastic properties of the soil adjacent to the sites using
seismic refraction tests performed near the embankments which were accessible on dry land.

7. Conclusions

This chapter highlights objectives, modeling options, and analysis results for a range of FE
based vulnerability assessments of highway bridges performed at the University of Mississippi
by the author. To illustrate the range of conditions and considerations, three projects have been
selected as case studies. Finite element software, and the operating systems and hardware,
especially microprocessors which support the software, have advanced significantly over the
time period since the first of these projects was conducted. The lessons learned, however,
remain fundamental in a sense for vulnerability assessments that are premised on mechanics
of highway bridge materials, elements, and structural systems that inevitably include soil and
construction materials such as concrete and steel.

The objectives of the vulnerability analysis depend in part on the nature of the hazard, the
inventory exposed to the hazard, and the agency concerned with the inventory. For the study
cases the hazard for the region is characterized by a high consequence but low probability
event. The inventory is not near enough to the hazard to be considered in a high seismic
exposure but the potential ground shaking is significant enough to inflict severe damage
especially to older bridges that pre-date seismic design provisions. Furthermore, and perhaps
of most interest to the state emergency management and transportation officials that have
sponsored the studies, the bridges selected for detailed evaluation are located on important
lifelines between a major metropolitan area and the multiple surrounding communities that
are growing rapidly. Many of these communities would become isolated in the event of the
complete functional loss of the highway network. Both urban and rural stakeholders will
depend on these bridges remaining serviceable not only for the densely populated area closer
to the hazard needing to exit the concentrated region of potential seismic damage but also for
incoming emergency responders and other personnel providing assistance. The understand‐
ing of both the hazard and the inventory in the study region is evolving even at the present
time, and a research study is now underway. The study is exploring the short and long term
impacts of potential damages on traffic flow in north Mississippi as well as the resulting
economic losses.

The development of seismic ground motion records for the study cases is addressed only to
the extent necessary to characterize the hazard and help interpret the results obtained from
the FE simulation. In most situations the input motion is a major uncertainty in both the model
analysis and the vulnerability assessment. A performance based approach has been adopted
where consistent with the study objectives. A range of hazard and ground motion intensities
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has been considered in these studies and FE based time history response analysis has formed
the basis of the performance evaluation. In one case, the objective was to validate results of a
regional study that did not consider many of the key details of the structural system using FE
based analysis. In this case, the hazard and ground motion intensity were selected to be
consistent with that used in the regional study.

Examples of 2D and 3D structural models are presented that incorporate a wide variety of
finite element and material types and consider the effects of soil-foundation-structure inter‐
action which, in the view of the author, is an essential part of reliably establishing the per‐
formance of bridge structural systems. The incorporation of such interaction presents
challenges to the analyst which are not well represented in standard textbooks on highway
bridge design and even some of the FE literature. To complement such reference works, a
portion of the chapter is devoted to discussion of preliminary analyses that are quite naturally
performed while the more complex models for final evaluation are constructed. The discussion
highlights the importance of first capturing behavioral aspects of the system revealed by static
response analysis under gravity or idealized lateral loads and subsequent examination of
vibration mode shapes and natural frequencies obtained by eigenvalue analysis. These
preliminary analyses provide not only quality assurance but also insight that may guide
expectations for the results of the more complex models. The information obtained from
subsequent static, nonlinear, and dynamic response analysis is then maximized so that the
most useful or telling information is extracted from the analysis under seismic excitation.

The FE based approach to vulnerability assessment ensures that quantitative data formulated
on basic mechanics principles is generated for consideration during the assessment. Extracting
the data and using it to establish measures of performance remains somewhat of an art. In the
study cases, a range of measures has been adopted including peak dynamic response acceler‐
ation and displacement as well as maximum internal forces in critical members and damage
distribution in major subsystems. It is hoped that an appreciation of the complexity of highway
bridge systems has been provided through the description of the many details of the FE models
and the results obtained from analysis of response to seismic excitation.

Application of the results of FE analysis to a specific vulnerability assessment requires
consideration of the objectives and end-user needs. A range of complexity in successive models
used in the evaluation may be appropriate depending on the sensitivity of the evaluation on
the outcomes of the analysis. Furthermore, the availability of powerful analysis tools should
not overshadow lack of confidence in data provided to the analysis. In particular, soil property
and earthquake intensity and motion characteristics are often not known precisely.

In regions of moderate seismic hazard it may prove difficult to establish a sense of urgency for
action on the basis of the results of a vulnerability analysis whether or not is based on FE
modeling and considered highly accurate. In such a context it may be useful to incorporate the
seismic vulnerability assessment in a broader one considering multiple hazards exhibiting
comparable levels of risk.
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Chapter 9

Advanced Applications in the Field of Structural Control
and Health Monitoring After the 2009 L’Aquila
Earthquake

Vincenzo  Gattulli

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/55438

1. Introduction

The earthquake, which has been occurred on 6 April 2009, has been a catastrophic event for
both the city and the University of L’Aquila [1]. Nevertheless, the disaster have to be trans‐
formed in a tremendous opportunity to revitalize the area, with important benefit for the
national and international scientific community to experience the effectiveness of new systems
and technologies, and consequently to base, on these results, new developments in several
different fields.

The present chapter aims to summarizes the observations made at L’Aquila regarding the
dissemination of new technologies belonging to the structural control and health monitoring
fields, immediately after the earthquake and in the reconstruction phase [2].

Two synthetic databases are presented and discussed regarding, respectively, the installed
seismic protection systems and the structural monitoring experiences, available to the author
personal knowledge, and probably mostly incomplete at this moment. Firstly, the large use of
new seismic protection systems, using both base isolation and energy dissipation devices, in
the new construction and in the retrofitting of existing structures, mainly made in reinforced
concrete, is categorized and the main features of the installed systems are synthesized.
Secondly, the efforts done in the area of structural monitoring, especially for strongly damaged
monumental churches and building, are described and, based on the available information,
the characteristics of the used instrumentation, either for permanent or not permanent
installation, are classified.

Finally, the results acquired during the development of two different case studies, by a research
group of the University of L’Aquila, are presented in detail.
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1. Introduction

The earthquake, which has been occurred on 6 April 2009, has been a catastrophic event for
both the city and the University of L’Aquila [1]. Nevertheless, the disaster have to be trans‐
formed in a tremendous opportunity to revitalize the area, with important benefit for the
national and international scientific community to experience the effectiveness of new systems
and technologies, and consequently to base, on these results, new developments in several
different fields.

The present chapter aims to summarizes the observations made at L’Aquila regarding the
dissemination of new technologies belonging to the structural control and health monitoring
fields, immediately after the earthquake and in the reconstruction phase [2].

Two synthetic databases are presented and discussed regarding, respectively, the installed
seismic protection systems and the structural monitoring experiences, available to the author
personal knowledge, and probably mostly incomplete at this moment. Firstly, the large use of
new seismic protection systems, using both base isolation and energy dissipation devices, in
the new construction and in the retrofitting of existing structures, mainly made in reinforced
concrete, is categorized and the main features of the installed systems are synthesized.
Secondly, the efforts done in the area of structural monitoring, especially for strongly damaged
monumental churches and building, are described and, based on the available information,
the characteristics of the used instrumentation, either for permanent or not permanent
installation, are classified.

Finally, the results acquired during the development of two different case studies, by a research
group of the University of L’Aquila, are presented in detail.
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In the first one, the use of energy dissipation devices, such as nonlinear fluid viscous dampers,
in a peculiar configuration scheme that make use of the concept of dissipative interconnection
in adjacent structures, is illustrated. Indeed during the seismic event of 6th April 2009, the
edifices of the Engineering Faculty have suffered particularly for seismic induced large
structural displacements and accelerations which have brought them out of order due, mainly,
to the failure of non-structural elements [3,4], the breakage of wiring and piping systems and
the destruction of furniture and machineries. In particular, among the three recently built
buildings of the campus, erected in the early 90’s, the so-called “Edifice A” presents the most
critical damage scenario, which has been objective of a significant rehabilitating intervention.
The critical choice during the design stage and testing are illustrated through several analysis
conducted with the aim to construct reliable numerical models reproducing the experienced
seismic behaviour and the expected enhancement due to the retrofitting. In particular, the main
results of a dynamical testing campaign [5] used to calibrate a series of finite element models,
able to reproduce the structural behaviour of the Edifice A, at low oscillation amplitude, are
here discussed. Nonlinear static and dynamic structural analysis has been used in the evalu‐
ation of the structural performance [4] and of the proposed structural control effectiveness [6].
Device testing [7] and installation procedures have been considered in the overall process to
reach high level of confidence in the matching of the rehabilitation goals with the realistically
installed seismic protection system.

In the second one, the use of a wireless sensor network (WSN) for permanent structural health
monitoring (SHM) of historic buildings in a seismic area is considered, evidencing the
conducted specific activities to customize the system for the continuous assessment of the
damaged conditions. On the basis of a defined design strategy [8-10], a permanent structural
monitoring systems has been installed on the damaged Basilica of S. Maria di Collemaggio, at
L’Aquila and it is currently working during the whole day. The main findings in the design,
delivery, installation and management of the monitoring systems are presented. A series of
tests has been conducted for the monitoring systems and the acquired data have been used for
structural identification purpose on the basis of clearly stated procedure [11]. Several regis‐
trations acquired with the systems during local aftershock or more distant, relatively strong,
shocks, as for example the recent Emilia earthquake (20-05-2012), are used to demonstrate the
possibility given by the dynamic monitoring to produce valuable information for the structural
assessment of historical monuments which can be in strongly damaged condition, such as the
case of the Basilica.

2. The use of base-isolation and energy dissipation technologies at
L’Aquila

The large number of losses in the property assets caused by the 2009 earthquake, particularly
in the case of strategic structures (Hospital, Governance offices, School and University
Buildings, infrastructures, Bank Buildings, etc) has demonstrate the large seismic vulnerability
of the L’Aquila territory. Probably, the case of the University buildings it is emblematic because
these structures were extremely “strategic” from the point of view of the caused disturbance
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to the local equilibrium reached, before the earthquake, at any level (social, economical, etc).
Indeed, the 27000 students attending the classes in the building of the several Faculties
constitute a large revitalizing effect for the production realized in the territory of L’Aquila. In
contrast the damage suffered by this extremely strategic institution for its territory through
the scarce seismic performance of the entire property asset [1] has bad consequence in the
reconstruction phase. Notwithstanding the large losses, many projects have been started,
immediately after the earthquake, to react immediately to the catastrophic event. Due to a long
period of aftershock swarm, still continuing in the area, the main idea, which it was followed,
is the realization of safer structures with affordable costs. Therefore, several projects have been
realized exploiting the use of passive control for seismic protection, either through the concept
of base isolation or by enhancing the dissipation capacity of the structural system. These
interventions have been conducted both for buildings devoted to public services and to
residential buildings. The realizations using a base isolation system as main seismic protection
strategy, available to the author knowledge, are summarized in Table 1 while the structural
systems enhanced through dissipative devices are described in Table 2.

Immediately after the earthquake one of the main problems, is to found the right compromise
between temporary or definitive construction of houses, which can be used to maintain the
population at the site. In the case of L’Aquila a peculiar solution to the problem has been
provided directly by the National Government, the Project CASE, consisting in 185 buildings
constructed in record time to provide a right accommodation to a large amount of the
population through the realization of 4.500 apartments in 185 buildings [12]. Every building
has the same structure at the ground floor (columns with seismic isolators and a rigid slab),
while the superstructures have been made with different construction solutions and materials.

Among public buildings, the new venue of ANAS, the Italian Infrastructure Public Authority
for the management of the road network, has been built in a very short time. It has a circular
plant and a base isolation system. Furthermore, it was carried out the demolition and recon‐
struction of a portion of the Court Law Building, the construction of the new venue of the
Faculty of Letters (with the process started in 2006) and the retrofitting of the Faculty of
Engineering, project extensively discussed in the following section 4. As important as the
public buildings, there were several retrofitting interventions in residential damaged build‐
ings. Among these, quite interesting it is the case of the condominium in via Rauco, being one
of the first examples of a peculiar technology application for the uplift of the buildings. During
the realization thanks to hydraulic jacks, it was possible to uplift the building of 60 cm and
insert seismic isolators at ground floor level. Another example is the case of condominium
Habitat, consisting in 10 buildings of different heights connected to one another by 9 bodies
scale, arranged to make a semicircular plant all together. The intervention has been charac‐
terized by the realization of a single rigid slab to the level of the first deck and the cutting of
the columns on the ground floor level, to allow insertion of the devices. In this way it was
possible to realize a unique isolation system for all the bodies of the condominium.

The data collected regarding structural control systems, recently, realized in L’Aquila are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2, in which is specified, for each construction, the type of inter‐
vention, the type and quantity of the devices used and, for some of them, the available specific
design characteristics.
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Table 1. Examples of interventions using a base isolation system in the city of L’Aquila.
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Table 2. Examples of interventions using passive energy dissipation systems

The data are evidencing the impact of the structural control technology either in the immediate
intervention after the earthquake and in the longer reconstruction phase. To the author
knowledge, at the city of L’Aquila during the earthquake, base isolation systems or passive
energy dissipation devices were not protecting any in-service structure. Only the building of
the Faculty of Letter of the University of L’Aquila was under construction, with the isolators
on-site but with the superstructure incomplete and the edifice not finished [13]. To have a
complete picture, it can be cited that two hysteretic metallic force limiters were installed in the
year 2000 at the end of a light truss structure connecting transversally the slender walls of the
nave of S. Maria di Collemaggio [14]. The performance of these devices under the earthquake
is still under investigation by different research groups, due to the partial collapse occurred in
the area of the transept of the Basilica.

Therefore, immediately after the earthquake the base isolated system at L’Aquila, excluding
the peculiar project CASE, reaches the number of 20 interventions with a total number of one
thousand (1000) installed devices (as reported in Table 1). The data permits to notice that two
main classes of seismic bearing insulator have been installed based on viscoelastic behavior
(rubber bearing - RB) or friction (sliding pendulum bearing - SPB). The installed devices are
almost the same number in each of the two classes (45% RB – 55% SPB). Several data are missed,
because are currently not available, as for instance, the average design period of the base
isolation systems. Table 2 shows a synthesis of the realized interventions using passive energy
dissipation devices. To the author knowledge, three hundred (300) passive devices have been
already installed after the earthquake, mostly based on reaching dissipation through the
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Table 1. Examples of interventions using a base isolation system in the city of L’Aquila.
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Table 2. Examples of interventions using passive energy dissipation systems

The data are evidencing the impact of the structural control technology either in the immediate
intervention after the earthquake and in the longer reconstruction phase. To the author
knowledge, at the city of L’Aquila during the earthquake, base isolation systems or passive
energy dissipation devices were not protecting any in-service structure. Only the building of
the Faculty of Letter of the University of L’Aquila was under construction, with the isolators
on-site but with the superstructure incomplete and the edifice not finished [13]. To have a
complete picture, it can be cited that two hysteretic metallic force limiters were installed in the
year 2000 at the end of a light truss structure connecting transversally the slender walls of the
nave of S. Maria di Collemaggio [14]. The performance of these devices under the earthquake
is still under investigation by different research groups, due to the partial collapse occurred in
the area of the transept of the Basilica.

Therefore, immediately after the earthquake the base isolated system at L’Aquila, excluding
the peculiar project CASE, reaches the number of 20 interventions with a total number of one
thousand (1000) installed devices (as reported in Table 1). The data permits to notice that two
main classes of seismic bearing insulator have been installed based on viscoelastic behavior
(rubber bearing - RB) or friction (sliding pendulum bearing - SPB). The installed devices are
almost the same number in each of the two classes (45% RB – 55% SPB). Several data are missed,
because are currently not available, as for instance, the average design period of the base
isolation systems. Table 2 shows a synthesis of the realized interventions using passive energy
dissipation devices. To the author knowledge, three hundred (300) passive devices have been
already installed after the earthquake, mostly based on reaching dissipation through the
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exploitation of confined material in the elasto-plastic regime during the earthquake. Only in
the case of the Edifice A of the Engineering Faculty Building forty-three (43) nonlinear viscous
fluid dampers of three different types have been installed looking for the increase of dissipation
through the relative velocity of adjacent sub-structures.

3. Structural monitoring systems installed at L’Aquila

Before the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake a strong network of seismic accelerometers were func‐
tioning close to the epicenter, mostly managed by the Italian Institute of Geophysics and
Volcanology (INGV) [15], while very few structure were equipped by a permanent structural
monitoring managed by Department of Civil Protection (DPC) [16] (see, also, Table 3). In
particular, the response of the Pizzoli Town Hall during the main shock has been recorded
and analyzed by DPC, giving special insights on the potentiality of these systems for immediate
evaluation of the damaged occurred during an earthquake. The large amount of installed,
temporally or permanently, devices of different type (accelerometers, smart wireless devices,
displacement and velocity transducers, inclinometers, etc) reach a number of around three
hundred (300) evidencing a large impact of this technology in the post-earthquake emergency
phase, especially during the earthquake swarms. In particular several monitoring systems
have been installed in the emergency phase, during the construction of temporary scaffolding,
in order to verify the efficacy of the added structural system especially in the case of monu‐
mental building (see for example [17]). Because of this scope, in many cases, the permanent
monitoring has worked only for a limited number of months (in the Table 3, the period is not
always precisely known to the author and sometimes it should be considered indicative). In
other cases, the monitoring system is permanently installed on the structure and it can be used
also to determine the change that will occur in the structural behavior during the reconstruc‐
tion phase [8,9].

In several cases, the structural monitoring system uses only accelerometers, starting from very
few measures (three channels in the minor case) to larger number of devices with different
characteristics and sensitivity. Instead more complex monitoring systems are used in complex
monumental churches and buildings where accelerometers are joined with crackmeters,
inclinometers, and temperature measurement devices, etc.

4. Energy dissipation devices installed at university of L’Aquila buildings

Among several interventions, designed with the intent of increasing the dissipative capacity
of the structure through seismic protection elements, the case of the Edifice A of the Engineer‐
ing Campus has been here selected as case study. The peculiarity of this intervention should
be searched on the idea of enhancing the control performance through the dissipative con‐
nection of adjacent structures. Indeed, the last two decades increasing attention on the
mitigation of seismic or wind induced vibrations in adjacent structures through their “smart”
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coupling has been examined. Several studies have been devoted to optimize the dynamic
performance of slender structures, such as skyscrapers or tall buildings, introducing dissipa‐
tion systems acting on the relative motion and aiming to reduce the maximum displacements
at the higher floors. Different applications of similar concepts have been applied in the
retrofitting of existing adjacent structures. The placements of viscous-type coupling devices
into seismic joints have been proposed to dissipate energy and to avoid hammering phenom‐
ena [18-21]. In all cases “smart” coupling between adjacent structures has been exploited using
passive, semi-active, and active control systems with different features and performances.

Focusing the attention on the passive coupling of adjacent structures, different modelling
approaches have been used. The synthetic description of the main problem features through
a pair of simple oscillators interconnected by means of a springs and dashpot in series or
parallel fashion has been proposed by many authors [22-25]. The use of a simple oscillator pair
has been pursued by the research group of L’Aquila both for the proposal of a new design
method [26-28] and the use of it at the preliminary stage of the design of the more complex
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system installed at the Edifice A of the Engineering Faculty [6]. In the following the entire
process has been summarized.
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Figure 1. Passive control of adjacent structures: (a) two-dofs model, (b) damper models.

4.1. Simple model of two coupled oscillators for preliminary design

Consider two simple linear oscillators with mass M j and stiffness K j, (j=1,2), coupled by a
passive damper (Figure 1a). Denoting U 1 and U 2 the relative horizontal displacements and F
the mutual force applied by the coupling damper, the dynamic response of the two-degrees-
of-freedom (dofs) system to a synchronous horizontal ground displacement U g, is governed
by the equations
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where dot indicates derivative with respect to time t. Denoting L a convenient reference length,
and the following dimensionless variables and parameters can be introduced
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where the dimensionless force u is understood as the control variable, and the relevant
parameters ρ and β stand for the mass and frequency ratio between the two uncoupled
oscillators, respectively. The equations of motion can be rewritten in the synthetic form

( ) gsu u+ + = -Mu Ku u,u Mr&& & && (3)
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where u is the displacement vector, M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices, s and r are
the position vectors of the control and external forces
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M K u r s (4)

Different rheological models of the coupling damper are introduced to define the constitutive
law u(u, u̇) , relating the control force to the displacement/velocity vector. Adopting a state-

space representation, with the use of the state vector x ={u T, u̇T}T the equation (3) can be
rewritten as

gu u= + +x Ax b h& && (5)

where the state matrix A, the allocation control vector b the external input vector h are,
respectively
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Constitutive models describing with increasing complexity the damper behaviour can be
formulated joining, in different combination schemes, simple elements: a linear spring with
elastic constant K, and a linear dashpot with viscous constant C. Introducing the dimensionless
parameters

2
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MM
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ww
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the KV and the Ma model correspond to the alternative parallel or series combination of the
spring and the dashpot, respectively. Consequently, the constitutive law reads

• KV model u =η(u2−u1) + 2γ(u̇2− u̇1)

•
Ma model u =2γ(u̇2− u̇1−

u̇
η )

It is worth noting that the Ma model entails an increment of the model dimension due to the
damper internal dynamics, described by a supplementary half degree-of-freedom. It can be
demonstrated that in the KV case, the design coupling parameters can be chosen according to
the following equations
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in order to assure for the coupled system specific features with respect to the base excitation
[28].

Similar characteristics have been found in the Ma case for which only numerical analysis have
been performed to determine the design coupling parameters η c, γ c.

4.2. Seismic protection of Edifice A through nonlinear viscous dampers

During the seismic event of 6th April 2009, the edifices of the Engineering faculty have suffered
particularly for seismic induced large structural displacements and accelerations which have
brought them out of order due to the failure of non-structural elements [4], the breakage of
wiring and piping systems and the destruction of furniture and machineries. In particular,
among the three recently-built buildings of the campus, erected in the early 90’s, the so-called
“Edifice A” presents the most critical damage scenario, which needs a significant rehabilitating
intervention.

Edifice A is a four-story building with the resistant structure made of reinforced concrete
frames, sitting on a sloping site. Several seismic joints divide the structure into seven inde‐
pendent substructures (Figure 2); some of them are structurally featured by a frame-shear-wall
interactive system. In the substructures, the walls are widely used to reinforce and to stiffen
the acute corners, the rounded staircases close to the elevator cores and the lower floors. The
plan is characterized by asymmetry, with uneven distribution of stiffness and vertical irregu‐
larities, and double- or triple-height rooms. The amphitheater facing the main entrance, on the
north-west side, is sustained by an independent structure. Concrete slabs are used to realize
all the horizontal planes including the roof.

The most evident damages in the Edifice A of Engineering Faculty were found to be localized
in the main facade, which has lost large portions of the veneer masonry, made of heavy split-
face bricks (Figure 3), laying bare the underlying reinforced concrete structure, remained
practically undamaged. All the results collected during the early inspections confirmed that
the structure underwent an excessive displacement and acceleration level, surely incompatible
with the resistance of many non-structural elements. The massive inward cascade of heavy
bricks and sharp glass, fallen down from the facade and the wall of the internal stairs, has
realized an unpleasant dangerous scenario [1,4].

Aiming to understand the structural reasons for this inadequate behavior, it should be
considered that the design concept follows the idea to have the planar structure sustaining the
principal facade rigidly coupled with the three-dimensional frame of the building behind.

Horizontal steel tubes, functioning as interconnecting rods at different floor levels, ensured
the coupling between the two substructures (Figure 3c). The bolted anchorages at the rod ends
were probably under-dimensioned for the exceptional seismic action, since many of them
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failed under the combined effects of the unexpected cyclic axial loads and the repeated impacts
of the bricks falling down from above. In the progression of the damage the failure of the
connection played a great role facilitating the augment of both relative displacements between
the two structures (facade and three-dimensional frame) and absolute displacements and
acceleration on the facade.

Figure 2. Edifice A: a) plan view at the main entrance level 0, b) facade view c) section A-A

Figure 3. Damages caused by 2009 earthquake to the Edifice A: a) internal view of the main facade, b) internal parti‐
tioning walls c) heavy bricks fallen down inside the building from the facade.
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Figure 4. Seven natural earthquake realizations with an average spectrum compatible with the design one used for
the evaluation of the seismic protection performances.

Moreover, the overall dynamical phenomenon was probably emphasized by the different
mechanical properties of the coupled substructures.

A deep knowledge of the structures has permitted to design an optimized retrofitting inter‐
vention, able to satisfy high performance criteria defined in the current Italian National Code
[29]. Before the retrofitting interventions, the most vulnerable aspects of the original design
have been detected through the comparison with the limitations imposed by the newest
national design code. Finite element models for each independent substructure were used,
based on the previously obtained information, to verify both the operational limit state and
ultimate limit state requests in terms of inter-storey drifts and ultimate strength of each
element, respectively. These analyses put into evidence excessive deformation levels of the
higher floors, while the other substructures have resulted lower flexible, due to the stiffening
presence of fully-height shear walls. The other substructures satisfy the maximum inter-story
drift requirements at operational limit state [4]. The effectiveness of the connection between
the principal three-dimensional structure and the planar frame sustaining the facade has been
recognized as the critical issue to be addressed for the enhancement of the seismic performance.

The limited efficacy of the original metallic tubes, which rigidly couple the facade with the
main structure, evidences, also through the occurred damage, large absolute facade displace‐
ments and accelerations with high frequency content. This occurrence has suggested consid‐
ering and comparing different alternatives in reconstructing the damaged coupling elements,
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exploring new geometric arrangements and technical solutions. After several discussions
taking into account comparative criteria (including structural performance, aesthetic outcome
and economic aspects), dissipative steel bars, embedding viscous dampers and arranged in a
stiff K-shaped configuration, reproducing a planar truss structure, have been selected to
restore the facade-structure connection. The leading idea is to realize a dissipative coupling
between two adjacent structures with different stiffness, that is the stiff principal three-
dimensional structure and the flexible planar frame sustaining the facade. Here, a complete
analysis on the benefits reached by the K-shaped dissipative configuration is performed by
means of direct time-integration of the nonlinear motion equation numerically obtained
through a classical finite element approach in both the case of rigid or dissipative intercon‐
nection, for which the nonlinear constitutive relation is fully supported by experimental
evidence of the assumed coefficients in the analysis [5]. Seven different acceleration time
histories, with different time records (35s-70s) and described through 200 samples per second,
have been used to describe the base motion, with spectrum characteristics compatible with the
site (Figures 4) [4]. The numerical simulations carried out looking at the complete dynamic
structural response (see for example Figure 5) have used as first starting value, the stiffness
and viscous coefficient design parameters of the Ma linear model obtained through the method
mentioned above for the preliminary design.

However, the final assessment of the viscous coefficient c characterizing mainly the nonlinear
viscous dampers (Figure 5d) has been determined from a multistep iterative process, which
has allowed the selection of its optimal values [6]. The fractional exponent α has been consid‐
ered with fixed in the design process (α=0.15), because the manufacturer has assigned it.
Selection criteria including both the minimization of the displacements/accelerations at the
highest floor, and the reduction of the base section shear stresses have been used.

The analyses show a good performance of the dissipative coupling if both the adjacent
structures are subject to significant absolute and relative displacements, as verified in sub‐
structures A3 and A4. Differently, when the natural frequencies of the coupled structures are
appreciably different, as occurred in the stiffer substructures A1, A2 and A6, despite the
dissipation is potentially maximized; low displacements are associated to lower dissipated
energy.

To reduce the displacements in the longitudinal direction on substructures A3 and A4, a proper
coupling to the adjacent A2 and A6 substructures has been designed. The frequency difference
in the dominant longitudinal modes of substructures A2 and A3, A4 and A6 has permitted to
enhance the efficiency of the dampers in reducing the inter-storey drift in the higher floors.
The dampers were installed at the third and fourth floor on the elevator tube-section (A2 and
A6), or the frame (A3 and A4). The definition of three synthetic performance indices (J i), the
ratios between the structural performance of each original undamaged and retrofitted
substructures, in terms of peak displacements (J 1), accelerations (J 2), and based shear forces
(J 3), allow to clearly emphasize the achieved enhancement in the seismic behavior. Moreover,
an additional index (J 4) represents the average of previous indices.
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Figure 4. Seven natural earthquake realizations with an average spectrum compatible with the design one used for
the evaluation of the seismic protection performances.
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presence of fully-height shear walls. The other substructures satisfy the maximum inter-story
drift requirements at operational limit state [4]. The effectiveness of the connection between
the principal three-dimensional structure and the planar frame sustaining the facade has been
recognized as the critical issue to be addressed for the enhancement of the seismic performance.

The limited efficacy of the original metallic tubes, which rigidly couple the facade with the
main structure, evidences, also through the occurred damage, large absolute facade displace‐
ments and accelerations with high frequency content. This occurrence has suggested consid‐
ering and comparing different alternatives in reconstructing the damaged coupling elements,
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have been used to describe the base motion, with spectrum characteristics compatible with the
site (Figures 4) [4]. The numerical simulations carried out looking at the complete dynamic
structural response (see for example Figure 5) have used as first starting value, the stiffness
and viscous coefficient design parameters of the Ma linear model obtained through the method
mentioned above for the preliminary design.

However, the final assessment of the viscous coefficient c characterizing mainly the nonlinear
viscous dampers (Figure 5d) has been determined from a multistep iterative process, which
has allowed the selection of its optimal values [6]. The fractional exponent α has been consid‐
ered with fixed in the design process (α=0.15), because the manufacturer has assigned it.
Selection criteria including both the minimization of the displacements/accelerations at the
highest floor, and the reduction of the base section shear stresses have been used.

The analyses show a good performance of the dissipative coupling if both the adjacent
structures are subject to significant absolute and relative displacements, as verified in sub‐
structures A3 and A4. Differently, when the natural frequencies of the coupled structures are
appreciably different, as occurred in the stiffer substructures A1, A2 and A6, despite the
dissipation is potentially maximized; low displacements are associated to lower dissipated
energy.

To reduce the displacements in the longitudinal direction on substructures A3 and A4, a proper
coupling to the adjacent A2 and A6 substructures has been designed. The frequency difference
in the dominant longitudinal modes of substructures A2 and A3, A4 and A6 has permitted to
enhance the efficiency of the dampers in reducing the inter-storey drift in the higher floors.
The dampers were installed at the third and fourth floor on the elevator tube-section (A2 and
A6), or the frame (A3 and A4). The definition of three synthetic performance indices (J i), the
ratios between the structural performance of each original undamaged and retrofitted
substructures, in terms of peak displacements (J 1), accelerations (J 2), and based shear forces
(J 3), allow to clearly emphasize the achieved enhancement in the seismic behavior. Moreover,
an additional index (J 4) represents the average of previous indices.
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Figure 5. Numerical simulations: a) finite element model of substructure A3, b) c) numerically simulated dissipative
cycles for the nonlinear viscous devices, d) nonlinear Ma model, e) experimental dissipative cycles.

J1 J2 J3 J4

Longitudinal 0.74 0.85 0.73 0.78

Transversal 0.58 0.81 0.96 0.78

Table 4. Performance indices evaluated for the adopted solution.

The rewarding enhancement of seismic structural behavior of substructure A3 and A4, are
demonstrated in Table 4, evidencing the effect of viscous coupling in the principal directions,
monitored on the top floor. The designed retrofitting reduces substantially the maximum peak
displacement (see J 1 in Table 4), particularly in transversal direction, out of plane of the coupled
facade frame. The stiffer substructure A2 and substructure A6 contribute, through the viscous
coupling, to reduce the maximum displacement in the longitudinal direction. Similar beneficial
effects are registered in the peak acceleration reduction, both in transversal and longitudinal
direction (see J 2 in Table 4) while the transverse shear force at the base of vertical resistant
elements appears not significantly reduced by the viscous coupling (J 3 in Table 4). Figures 5b
and c show selected dissipative cycles evaluated during the numerical simulation for a given
different base excitation within the seven cases. One of the simulated behavior for a selected
device has been also reproduced (Figure 5e) during the campaign tests for the mechanical
characterization of the installed devices confirming the expected performances [7].

The use of the performance indexes have permitted to determine an optimized solution which
take into account the possibility of having a limited number of different type of dampers, for
production reasons. Figures 6a, b and c show the designed constitutive relations for the three
selected dampers in the final solution furnished to the manufacturer. Figure 6d shows the
results obtained during the test campaign [7].
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experimental data from the characterization tests [7].
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the Edifice A of the Engineering Faculty of University of L’Aquila.
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Table 4. Performance indices evaluated for the adopted solution.

The rewarding enhancement of seismic structural behavior of substructure A3 and A4, are
demonstrated in Table 4, evidencing the effect of viscous coupling in the principal directions,
monitored on the top floor. The designed retrofitting reduces substantially the maximum peak
displacement (see J 1 in Table 4), particularly in transversal direction, out of plane of the coupled
facade frame. The stiffer substructure A2 and substructure A6 contribute, through the viscous
coupling, to reduce the maximum displacement in the longitudinal direction. Similar beneficial
effects are registered in the peak acceleration reduction, both in transversal and longitudinal
direction (see J 2 in Table 4) while the transverse shear force at the base of vertical resistant
elements appears not significantly reduced by the viscous coupling (J 3 in Table 4). Figures 5b
and c show selected dissipative cycles evaluated during the numerical simulation for a given
different base excitation within the seven cases. One of the simulated behavior for a selected
device has been also reproduced (Figure 5e) during the campaign tests for the mechanical
characterization of the installed devices confirming the expected performances [7].

The use of the performance indexes have permitted to determine an optimized solution which
take into account the possibility of having a limited number of different type of dampers, for
production reasons. Figures 6a, b and c show the designed constitutive relations for the three
selected dampers in the final solution furnished to the manufacturer. Figure 6d shows the
results obtained during the test campaign [7].
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Figure 7 clarifies the location of the 43 devices: 18 DV1 (Type I ); 17 DV2 (Type II) ; 8 DV3 (Type
III) (as also reported in Table 2). In particular, in the transversal direction are working 18 DV1
devices in the higher positions (in the A3 substructure: 10 DV1, 4 horizontal and 6 oblique; in
the A4 substructure 8 DV1, 2 horizontal and 6 oblique) and 17 DV2 in the lower positions and
along the alignment of the slabs P1 (see Figure 2a) (in the A3 substructure: 4 DV2, 2 horizontal
and 2 oblique; in the A4 substructure: 1 DV2 oblique; in contrast with the P1 slabs 12 DV2, 4
horizontal and 2 oblique) while 8 DV3 devices are working in the longitudinal direction
positioned between A3-A2 and A4-A5.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Nonlinear viscous damper placement: a) transversal; b) longitudinal.

Figure 8 shows a transversal and a longitudinal section where the protective devices are
installed. In particular in Figure 8 it can be noted that a pair of DV3 devices is positioned at
each of the two last level working in contrast between the substructures A3 and A2 thanks to
the presence of a relevant seismic joint (depth= 20cm).

Figure 9 summarizes some relevant information such as: the large damage scenario appearing
in the morning of April 7, 2009 immediately after the earthquake at the main facade of the
Edifice A (Figure 9a); the facade completely rebuilt in a picture taken during the reconstruction
(September 2011); of the same period two pictures presenting a close view of a DV1 horizontal
device in the P1 zone (Figure 9c) and the four alignments of the dissipative trusses that
following the perspective belongs the first one to the substructure A3 followed by two
alignments in the P1 zone and completed by the last alignment which is the first one for the
sub-structure A4 (Figure 9d). It can be noticed that in the last alignment due to the presence
to the light stairs coming from the under floor the horizontal device is missed, this occurrence
justifies the even total number of installed devices.

Together with the main structural seismic protection, here illustrated, the rehabilitation of the
Edifice A has been conducted through the use of several technological applications to avoid
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failure at the non-structural elements especially through the connection of both the recon‐
structed and the remained brick cladding with the reinforced concrete structures to avoid local
failure due to the overturning of wall portion. The partition walls inside the building have
been completely substituted with plasterboard fixed to aluminum profiles well anchored to
the structural elements. Even if in the other two buildings (A and C) it was not necessary the
use of seismic devices for structural protection, the approach followed in the work done in the
Edifice A through the direct action of a non profit organization, have been extended to the
other cases making realizable the return to the campus in the 2013 spring semester.

5. Structural health monitoring research activities at university of L’Aquila

A group of researchers of CERFIS (www.cerfis.it) with complementary skills is conducting a
wide plan of activities in the field of dynamic testing under environmental loading and
structural health monitoring for a series of buildings, with strategic or historical value, at
L’Aquila. In the following a synthetic description of the most challenging findings is reported.

In order to achieve adequate level of confidence on the structural dynamic behaviour of the
studied buildings a schedule of consequent activities are currently performed: (i) on-site
dynamic testing under environmental actions with standard equipments [5,9,11,30]; (ii) finite
element modelling based on exhaustive survey and material testing; (iii) definition of SHM-
WSN sensor features; (iv) laboratory dynamic testing on 1:3 scaled frame in order to validate

Figure 9. Reconstruction at Edifice A: a) damage scenario involving the facade, b) reconstruction of the facade, c)
close view of the installed device, d) dissipative truss structures.
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procedures and wireless monitoring sensors; (v) deployment of structural health monitoring
systems with wireless smart sensors; (vi) development and installation by remote program‐
ming of modal and damage identification procedures taking into account temperature
variation effects.

All activities are at different stages of development, therefore in the following a synthetic
description for each of them is presented, while the achieved results for the structural health
monitoring of the Basilica di Collemaggio are finally reported.

5.1. On-site dynamic testing

The clear comprehension of structural behavior is a consequence of a deep investigation of the
different aspects involved. However dynamic testing in operational condition, conducted
recording only absolute accelerations at different significant points, can be very helpful [30].
Within the group, the data-recording is generally conducted using a multi-channel acquisition
system. Servo-accelerometers (SA107LN-Columbia) have been used in previous experiences
[5,30]. The on-site experiences have been recently completed by a comparative studies
conducted on real experimental data on the most popular output-only identification proce‐
dures for modal model and their use to identify finite element parametrical model [11]. On
this basis, the identification of modal parameters from ambient vibration data is currently
carried out using two main procedures: Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD)
and Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI)

The Enhanced frequency domain decomposition is a stochastic technique, operating in the
frequency domain, based on the evaluation of the spectral matrix, collecting the frequency-
depending power cross-spectral densities of the experimental structure response at different
measurement points. The key point of the method is the assumption that, at a certain frequency,
only a few significant modes (typically one or two) contribute to determine the spectral matrix.

Instead, the data driven Stochastic Subspace Identification method, representing a time domain
technique, allows the modal identification of a structure through the eigenproperties of several
stochastic state space models, built to reproduce its experimental response, and characterized by
increasing order n. Therefore, the order of the model (or the subspace dimension), which better
approximates the experimental response, is a matter of identification too.

5.2. Finite element modeling and updating

The assessment of a representative physical model differs from modal identification in a few
conceptual and procedural aspects. Modal models consist of global information, and a few
frequencies and mode shapes are expected to capture the dominant structural behaviour. In
contradistinction, physical models include local information, such as the stiffness and mass
spatial distribution, which in principle should be wholly reconstructed.

The simplifying hypotheses introduced in the modellization phase fix the model dimension,
and rigidly determine the inherent structure of the stiffness and mass matrices. Such matrices
can be initially evaluated according to nominal, or even estimated values of the mechanical
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parameters. Forcing the reference model to match the experimental frequencies and modes,
the identification process reduces to the calibration, or updating, of the initial parameter
values, while the model dimension and the structure of the governing matrices remain
unchanged.

Depending on the number, quality, and nature of the available information from the modal
identification, different approaches to the physical model updating can be pursued [17].
Generally, the finite element models are used as a reference, taking advantage of the higher
flexibility and computational efficiency of the numerical environment to explore different
updating schemes [15], corresponding to different sets of free parameters. The data-to-
unknowns redundancy is fully exploited, recurring to iterative techniques to minimize
purposely-defined objective functions, expressing the error of the updated model in emulating
the experimental modal data.

5.3. Definition of SHM-WSN sensor features

Vibration-based SHM requires sensed data that well represents the physical response of the
structure both in amplitude and phase. The measurements must have sample resolution to
characterize the structural response and must be recorded with a consistent sample rate that
is synchronized with other sensed data from the structure. The sensor hardware needs for a
sensor board with higher resolution and more accurate sampling rates designed specifically
for SHM applications.

The ST Microelectronics LIS344ALH capacitive-type MEMS accelerometer with DC to 1500 Hz
measurement range, was chosen for the SHM-A board. This type of accelerometer utilizes the
motion of a proof mass to change the distance between internal capacitive plates, resulting in
a change of output voltage in response to acceleration. Though MEMS accelerometers are
available with lower noise levels, the ST Micro accelerometer offers an excellent price/
performance ratio. In addition, it provides three axes of acceleration on a single chip. The
specifications for the accelerometer are given in Table 5. The SHM-A sensor board has been
designed for monitoring civil infrastructure through the Illinois SHM Project, an interdisci‐
plinary collaborative effort by researchers in civil engineering and computer science at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [31].

Two hardware configurations of smart sensor nodes are required for the wireless communi‐
cation and sensing: a gateway node for sending commands and receiving wireless data from
network, and the battery powered nodes remote to the base station. To increase the commu‐
nication range, both nodes are equipped with an antenna, which covers the communication in
a range of 30m and a SMA connector to install an external additional antenna. In the CERFIS
configuration a watertight partial-gauzy box, allowing an in-the-distance visibility of light
sensor to check the efficiency of the remote node, protects the boards. An external cable
connecting both the 220V electric web and an energy store box, composed by three recharge‐
able 1.5V batteries IND alkaline D size with capacity of 20500mAh each, to assure a continuous
registration procedure during earthquake events, powers each node. The sensor location,
inside historical monuments, does not allow an autonomous powered, as trough the well-
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procedures and wireless monitoring sensors; (v) deployment of structural health monitoring
systems with wireless smart sensors; (vi) development and installation by remote program‐
ming of modal and damage identification procedures taking into account temperature
variation effects.

All activities are at different stages of development, therefore in the following a synthetic
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monitoring of the Basilica di Collemaggio are finally reported.
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parameters. Forcing the reference model to match the experimental frequencies and modes,
the identification process reduces to the calibration, or updating, of the initial parameter
values, while the model dimension and the structure of the governing matrices remain
unchanged.

Depending on the number, quality, and nature of the available information from the modal
identification, different approaches to the physical model updating can be pursued [17].
Generally, the finite element models are used as a reference, taking advantage of the higher
flexibility and computational efficiency of the numerical environment to explore different
updating schemes [15], corresponding to different sets of free parameters. The data-to-
unknowns redundancy is fully exploited, recurring to iterative techniques to minimize
purposely-defined objective functions, expressing the error of the updated model in emulating
the experimental modal data.

5.3. Definition of SHM-WSN sensor features

Vibration-based SHM requires sensed data that well represents the physical response of the
structure both in amplitude and phase. The measurements must have sample resolution to
characterize the structural response and must be recorded with a consistent sample rate that
is synchronized with other sensed data from the structure. The sensor hardware needs for a
sensor board with higher resolution and more accurate sampling rates designed specifically
for SHM applications.

The ST Microelectronics LIS344ALH capacitive-type MEMS accelerometer with DC to 1500 Hz
measurement range, was chosen for the SHM-A board. This type of accelerometer utilizes the
motion of a proof mass to change the distance between internal capacitive plates, resulting in
a change of output voltage in response to acceleration. Though MEMS accelerometers are
available with lower noise levels, the ST Micro accelerometer offers an excellent price/
performance ratio. In addition, it provides three axes of acceleration on a single chip. The
specifications for the accelerometer are given in Table 5. The SHM-A sensor board has been
designed for monitoring civil infrastructure through the Illinois SHM Project, an interdisci‐
plinary collaborative effort by researchers in civil engineering and computer science at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [31].

Two hardware configurations of smart sensor nodes are required for the wireless communi‐
cation and sensing: a gateway node for sending commands and receiving wireless data from
network, and the battery powered nodes remote to the base station. To increase the commu‐
nication range, both nodes are equipped with an antenna, which covers the communication in
a range of 30m and a SMA connector to install an external additional antenna. In the CERFIS
configuration a watertight partial-gauzy box, allowing an in-the-distance visibility of light
sensor to check the efficiency of the remote node, protects the boards. An external cable
connecting both the 220V electric web and an energy store box, composed by three recharge‐
able 1.5V batteries IND alkaline D size with capacity of 20500mAh each, to assure a continuous
registration procedure during earthquake events, powers each node. The sensor location,
inside historical monuments, does not allow an autonomous powered, as trough the well-
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known solar panels. An additional USB receptacle is installed to allow the link with a PC. The
wireless communication is entrusted to an ADC converter.

Parameter Value

Axes 3

Measurement range ±2g

Resolution 0.66 V/g

Power supply 2.4 V to 3.6 V

Noise density, x-and y-axes 22 – 28 μg/Hz

Noise density, z-axis 30 – 60 μg/Hz

Temperature range -40 to 85°C

Supply current 0.85 mA

Table 5. Accelerometer specifications.

5.4. Laboratory dynamic testing and wireless sensor characterization

Preliminary tests are conducted using a modular structural steel frame located at the CERFIS
laboratory of University L’Aquila to characterize a SHM-WSN. In particular two different
types of test have been performed. In the first series a direct comparison one single wireless
sensor (the above described IMOTE 2 type) and one wired accelerometer (SA107LN-Columbia)
has been conducted (Figure 10). Within this configuration the frame responses both to a little
impulse in longitudinal direction and under environmental noise have been recorded. Others
tests have been made using six wireless sensors, two for each slab, placed at diagonally
opposite corners. This particular experimental setup has been used to identify the main modal
frequencies, shapes and damping. Again both impulsive and ambient tests have been per‐
formed. The results are here not reported for sake of brevity. Moreover, in all tests, the wireless
sensors, installed in the prototype structure, transfer the collected data to a single wireless
node (gateway mode) linked to the acquisition card.

The investigation in the lab environment will be conducted on new sensor configurations fully
developed by the CERFIS group. As is well known, one of the major limitations of wireless
motes are the limited performances. Therefore, the idea is to use configurable hardware devices
(e.g. FPGA) for the creation of hw/sw mixed service based architecture, with processing
services directly implemented in hardware. In practice, we want to combine the mote processor
with a set of ad-hoc developed co-processors specifically designed for the implementation of
various processing modules. We think that this strategy will significantly increase monitoring
efficiency, not only allowing a real-time processing, but also enabling the simultaneous
support of different analysis techniques addressed to a wide range of application scenarios,
from the pure structural health monitoring up to the emergency management, which imply
often divergent specific requirements.
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Figure 10. Light model (scale 1:3) of modular steel-made three-dimensional frame: (a) basic configuration, (b) sensor-
node of wireless network; (c) comparison with sensor of traditional wired network

5.5. SHM-WSN deployment on strategic and historical structures

Traditionally, a grid of sensor was deployed across a building and the measured data were
conveyed via a cable connection to a central processing system (e.g. a personal computer).
Recently, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) emerged as a possible attractive alternative
solution, mainly due to the lower cost, lower size of the systems and ease of setup respect
traditional wired systems thanks to the multi-hop connection capabilities which allow the
nodes to organize themselves in a network where each node can be source, destination and
also a router for the information flowing within the network.

Current wireless monitoring systems are usually based on off the shelf sensor nodes equipped
with new generation low cost, small sensors (e.g. MEMS accelerometers). Although these
systems are not specifically designed for structural monitoring applications, they can still
provide good performances. For example, Illinois Structural Health Monitoring Project
(ISHMP) has shown the potential of WSN in several real monitoring scenarios [31]; they used
a network of Imote2 motes equipped with a specifically design sensor board (ISM400) and an
embedded processing software (ISHMP Toolsuite) based on TinyOS.

Data processing is a key point in the future development of wireless monitoring systems. Many
wireless implementations adopt a traditional processing paradigm, with data transmitted from
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the sensor nodes to a central gateway connected to a PC that performs the entire processing.
However, modern sensor nodes are equipped with a microprocessor, allowing them to carry
out local processing of data. In other words, data processing can be distributed across the
network.

The wireless systems, in fact, have progressed very rapidly in recent years and are now
considered the enabling technology for realizing the pervasive ubiquitous computing envi‐
ronment that should support advanced distributed applications in many domains, especially
for advanced distributed applications.

Therefore, owing to unprecedented design challenges and potentially large revenues, wireless
sensor networks are calling huge interest in both the scientific and the industrial world. Besides
a secure optimization of transmission (as shown by ISHMP work, whose software is already
partially decentralized), processing de-centralization can bring the advantage of being able to
quickly detect local phenomena, even in case of network splitting as a consequence of critical
phenomena as an earthquake. This capability can be extremely useful insecurity systems or,
generally, in the field of emergency management.

A series of activities are still under development to rethink structural modal analysis techni‐
ques, towards the goal of a distributed processing within the network, which could efficiently
support real-time monitoring and safety oriented services [10]. Firstly, moving from the
achievements and contributions of ISHMP, an iMote2-based monitoring system was devel‐
oped. Moreover, the ISHMP software tools will be integrated with ad-hoc applications, in order
to achieve an efficient distributed processing within our network. Moreover, optimizations of
limited energy resources may be achieved through suited techniques of data compression and
aggregation, providing reduced energy costs of communications and lower channel capacity
for data delivery.

The choice of the ISHMP software tools is not simply determined by the convenience of having
a ready-to-use, decentralized-oriented middleware, but has a deeper reason. In fact, given the
particular characteristics of the processing, the ISHMP Toolsuite was designed as a service-
based software architecture. In other words, the various processing steps are implemented as
services, and each application is just a collection of independent modules.

6. The structural health monitoring of the Basilica di Collemaggio

The Basilica S. Maria di Collemaggio is one of the most attractive churches in Centre Italy. It
dates from the XV century. The Basilica has a nave and two side aisles. The dimension of the
nave is 61m in length and 11.3m in width; its height reaches 18.25m. The two side aisles are
7.8 and 8m in width; two external walls both 12.5m high delimit them. Seven columns, not
evenly distanced, on each side separate the nave and two side aisles. The columns are about
5.25m high; a layer of well-laid stone, made of a calcareous material arranged irregularly in a
poor quality mortar, encloses their core; the transverse section, approximately circular, is on
average 1.00 m in diameter. The thickness of masonry varies from 0.95 m to 1.05 in the external
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walls; it is 0.9m in the two walls of the nave, over the columns. The four walls are connected
on one side to the facade of the Basilica and, on the other side, to the transept. The facade is
joined to a thick octagonal tower on the right corner; another masonry building is adjacent to
a part of the wall, about 40% of it, behind the tower. The wooden roof is supported from trusses
placed in a cross-sectional direction to the walls.

Before the occurring of the 6th April 2009 earthquake a numerical and experimental study has
permitted to characterize the dynamic behavior of the Basilica [32-34]. The experimental data
were firstly used to identify a modal model and then to determine suitable FE models able to
predict and frame the dynamical response of the church. Preliminary numerical analyses were
carried out on the basis of several assumptions regarding: (1) mechanical parameters of
masonry, (2) timber trusses of the roof, (3) restraints in walls and columns, (4) links among
structural components. Afterwards the Basilica was excited at a low level by an instrumented
hammer and a mechanical vibration exciter (vibrodyne). Several tests have been carried out,
with different positions of the instruments and impact locations, in order to excite and to
measure as many modes as possible.

The vibrodyne was located on the top of a lateral wall. The frequency responses were directly
measured around the first two modes; these are the most important ones that describe the
dynamic response of the church. Experimental data have been used to identify natural

Figure 11. Drawings for the locations of the 16 smart sensors mounting tri-axial MEMS accelerometers, humidity and
temperature measuring instruments, installed at the Basilica di S. Maria di Collemaggio, at L'Aquila, Italy.
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frequencies, modal displacements and damping factors. The first campaign of tests [32] have
permitted to recognise at least four major resonance peaks in the range 0.8÷3.0 Hz.

The first two peaks are around frequencies values, about 1.25 and 1.7 Hz. Other peaks are
present over 2 Hz. Two of them, around 2.5 and 2.7 Hz, are well defined in all tests. Secondary
peaks, around 2.2, 2.3 and 2.6 Hz, are not always visible in all the responses; they indicate the
occurrence of highly coupled modes. These peaks, however, are estimated to be less important:
numerical analysis indicates that the participating mass of first two modes is at least 85% of
total mass in the transverse direction of the church.

After retrofitting, all peaks are shifted to higher frequencies [33]. The first two are around 1.45
Hz and 2.12 Hz respectively. Other peaks are clearly visible around 2.6 and 2.95 Hz. Secondary
peaks, which are not always visible in all the responses, are recognisable even in this case.
Higher frequencies are a consequence of the increasing stiffness brought about by retrofitting.
It is interesting to observe that now the responses of a pair of accelerometers are basically
identical, at least in the range of frequencies examined. This is a clear indication that the
retrofitting had improved the link between the longitudinal walls. Other dynamic testing have
been performed on the facade [34] which have permitted to evidence that out-of-plane local

Figure 12. Installation phases of the monitoring system at the Basilica di S. Maria di Collemaggio: a) b) sensor posi‐
tioning on the central walls of the nave, c) sensor positioning beyond the facade, d) f) sensor views, g) phase of on-site
testing, h) sensor positioning at the end of the nave walls.
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modes of this element are in a frequency range higher than the transversal mode of the nave.
Recently, after the earthquake a strong effort has been made to use all the available data from
the previous on-site dynamic campaign in order to develop a series of complete finite element
models of the Basilica able to reproduce the main modal identified characteristics and the
collapse scenario [35]. Starting from these models, a reproduction of the scenario after the
collapse has been pursued [8, 36]. A campaign of numerical simulations has been conducted
to evaluate the dynamic response of the Basilica together with the temporary retrofitting under
small earthquakes characterizing the numerous aftershocks at L’Aquila.

The previous installation for the on-site dynamic testing campaigns together with the obser‐
vation obtained by the modelling have driven the monitoring installation scheme reported in
Figure 11. The wireless network composed by 16 smart sensors (see also Table 3) has been
finally installed on June 2011. During the successive months the monitoring system has been
enhanced and brought to complete and automatic management to sense seismic induced
vibrations. During this path, several test campaigns have been conducted making use of
different induced source of vibrations such as hammer, ambient vibrations and free-vibration
tests [37]. Finally, in six cases, the seismic induced response of the structures of S. Maria di
Collemaggio has been cleared measured, as reported in Table 5. The results of the identification
process will be object of further publications.

1 Main shock Emilia 20/05/2012 2.03 5,9 0,0054
2 Aftershock Emilia 20/05/2012 13.18 5,1 0,0018
3 Shock Ravenna 06/06/2012 6.08 4,5 0,0014
4 L'Aquila 14/10/2012 16.32 2,8 0,0072
5 L'Aquila 30/10/2012 2.52 3,6 0,0073
6 L'Aquila 16/11/2012 3.37 3,2 0,0082

Earthquakes Date Time                  
UTC

Magnitudo        
MINumber Maximum recorded 

response acceleration (g)

Table 6. Recorded structural response of S. Maria di Collemaggio.

7. Conclusions

The chapter aims to present the rapid development in the transfer to the real applications of
the available technology in the sector of structural control and health monitoring, occurred at
L’Aquila immediately after the 2009, L’Aquila earthquake. The benefits in the application of
these emerging technologies are still under verification and observation. For the performance
evaluation of the installed seismic protections systems, only the occurrence of a relative strong
seismic motion, will clearly evidence the benefits introduced in the territory. Differently, the
large amount of activities concerning material and in-situ testing together with small or long-
term monitoring will surely increment the knowledge regarding the real behaviour of complex
masonry or reinforce concrete structures. The amount of obtained data from this large
campaign of testing, conducted with different techniques and aims, is in many cases larger
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than the real possibility of a deep discerning. Indeed a complete extraction of valuable
information useful for the understanding of the material and structural behaviour of the large
amount of buildings, infrastructure and historical monuments is still undergoing. The
presented overview, even if conducted more on an informative level than in a deep scientific
manner, remains a valuable starting point for searching innovative procedures and devices in
the considered research field. The above references will permit a deeper analysis on specific
questions and further publications will make into evidence specific novel findings, developed
during the difficult path of doing innovative research in a territory in which a natural disaster
has strongly modified the habitual activities conducted before the event.
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than the real possibility of a deep discerning. Indeed a complete extraction of valuable
information useful for the understanding of the material and structural behaviour of the large
amount of buildings, infrastructure and historical monuments is still undergoing. The
presented overview, even if conducted more on an informative level than in a deep scientific
manner, remains a valuable starting point for searching innovative procedures and devices in
the considered research field. The above references will permit a deeper analysis on specific
questions and further publications will make into evidence specific novel findings, developed
during the difficult path of doing innovative research in a territory in which a natural disaster
has strongly modified the habitual activities conducted before the event.
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Chapter 10

Pushover Analysis of Long Span Bridge Bents

Vitaly Yurtaev and Reza Shafiei

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

It has been observed that most of the bridges damaged in earthquakes were constructed before
1971 and had little or no design consideration to seismic resistance. Since the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake in California, the standards for earthquake design have been strengthened
considerably, and bridge structural behavior has been more accurately evaluated. Since then,
structural ductility, a crucial element for the survival of bridges under severe earthquakes has
become a key consideration in structural analysis and design.

However, bridges that were constructed prior to 1971 are still in use and play important roles
in our transportation systems, which may be susceptible to failure due to their structural
deficiencies. To ensure safety and performance of these bridges, a seismic retrofit and strength‐
ening program has been one of the major efforts of the Washington Department of Transpor‐
tation and the Federal Highway Administration, aiming at improving seismic performance of
older bridges. Retrofitting methods such as restrainers and column jacketing have proven to
be effective in recent earthquakes. Techniques to retrofit other bridge members have also been
developed such as soil anchors, footing retrofit involving increased plan dimension and
reinforced overlay, construction of link beams, and system isolation and damping device.

The goal of seismic retrofit is to minimize the likelihood of structural failure while meeting
certain performance requirements. This allows engineers to design repair strategies based on
performance needs. As a consequence, some level of damage may be acceptable during a
design-level earthquake. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has required
that bridge retrofits provide survival limit-state protection at seismic intensities appropriate
for new bridges. This makes possible the proposition of efficient and effective strengthening
measures with optimized retrofitting schemes, and the adoption of the plan that is the most
economical for the acceptable damage level. One of the ways of implementation the retrofit
program for the structures is providing a nonlinear static analysis.
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Nonlinear static analysis under monotonically increasing lateral loading is becoming an
increasingly popular tool for seismic performance evaluation of existing and new structures.
Pushover analysis can be viewed as a method for predicting seismic force and deformation
demands, which accounts in an approximate manner for the redistribution of internal forces
occurring within the inelastic range of structural behavior. It is expected to provide information
on many response characteristics that cannot be obtained from an elastic static or dynamic
analysis. Pushover analysis is based on the assumption that the response of the structure can
be related to the response of an equivalent SDOF system. This implies that the response is
controlled by a single mode, and that the shape of this mode remains constant through the
time history response. These assumptions are likely to be reasonable if the structure response
is not severely affected by higher mode effects, or the structure has only a single plastic
mechanism that can be detected by an invariant load pattern. The use of at least two load
patterns that are expected to bound inertia force distribution is recommended. For structures
that vibrate primarily in the fundamental mode, pushover analysis will very likely provide
good estimates of global as well as local inelastic deformation demands. It will also expose
design weaknesses that may remain hidden in an elastic analysis. Such weaknesses include
storey mechanisms, excessive deformation demands, strength irregularity, and overloads on
potentially brittle elements, such as columns and connections. On the negative side, the most
critical is the concern that the pushover analysis may detect only the first local mechanism that
will form in an earthquake and may not expose other weaknesses that will be generated when
the structure’s dynamic characteristics change after the formation of the first local mechanism.

2. Objectives of the analysis

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the displacement capacity of bents from a long span
bridge. A three-dimensional nonlinear finite-element model of the bridge bents were devel‐
oped to determine the inelastic response by performing nonlinear pushover analysis. Modal
pushover analyses were carried out in the transverse direction. Detailed data of performance
was collected and interpreted to use as a baseline in a parametric study. Separate parametric
study was carried out on a single column within this bridge in order to locate appropriate
plastic hinge locations. These results were then transferred to individual bents, where multiple
columns were modeled based on the results from the single column parametric study.

3. Description of the bridge

The bridge is located at the Primary State Highway No.1, Seattle Freeway Ravenna Boulevard
Overcrossing North Bound. Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the bridge. The North Bound
Bridge is the first bridge from below shown in the picture. The bridge length is 1310 ft back to
back of pavement seats and consists of twenty spans. Plan and elevation views are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the North Bound bridge

Figure 2. Plan view of the North Bound Bridge

Figure 3. Elevation view of the North Bound Bridge
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be related to the response of an equivalent SDOF system. This implies that the response is
controlled by a single mode, and that the shape of this mode remains constant through the
time history response. These assumptions are likely to be reasonable if the structure response
is not severely affected by higher mode effects, or the structure has only a single plastic
mechanism that can be detected by an invariant load pattern. The use of at least two load
patterns that are expected to bound inertia force distribution is recommended. For structures
that vibrate primarily in the fundamental mode, pushover analysis will very likely provide
good estimates of global as well as local inelastic deformation demands. It will also expose
design weaknesses that may remain hidden in an elastic analysis. Such weaknesses include
storey mechanisms, excessive deformation demands, strength irregularity, and overloads on
potentially brittle elements, such as columns and connections. On the negative side, the most
critical is the concern that the pushover analysis may detect only the first local mechanism that
will form in an earthquake and may not expose other weaknesses that will be generated when
the structure’s dynamic characteristics change after the formation of the first local mechanism.

2. Objectives of the analysis

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the displacement capacity of bents from a long span
bridge. A three-dimensional nonlinear finite-element model of the bridge bents were devel‐
oped to determine the inelastic response by performing nonlinear pushover analysis. Modal
pushover analyses were carried out in the transverse direction. Detailed data of performance
was collected and interpreted to use as a baseline in a parametric study. Separate parametric
study was carried out on a single column within this bridge in order to locate appropriate
plastic hinge locations. These results were then transferred to individual bents, where multiple
columns were modeled based on the results from the single column parametric study.

3. Description of the bridge

The bridge is located at the Primary State Highway No.1, Seattle Freeway Ravenna Boulevard
Overcrossing North Bound. Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the bridge. The North Bound
Bridge is the first bridge from below shown in the picture. The bridge length is 1310 ft back to
back of pavement seats and consists of twenty spans. Plan and elevation views are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the North Bound bridge

Figure 2. Plan view of the North Bound Bridge

Figure 3. Elevation view of the North Bound Bridge
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The superstructure is composed of pre-tensioned concrete beams. Each span includes twelve
girders, and the general girder cross-section varies for each span. This complicates the
calculation of the total mass of the superstructure. In order to simplify the procedure, indi‐
vidual span cross-sections were drawn in AutoCAD. The sections can be found is Figure 4
relating them to the spans they are assembled for. A table with calculated weight and length
for each span can be found in the Appendix. Overlaid on top of the girders is a 5 in thick,
approximately 60 ft wide reinforced concrete deck slab.

Figure 4. Superstructure Sections

There are a total of 19 bents in the bridge. Five are 6-column bents (#1-6), three are 7-column
bents (#18-20) and ten are 4-column bents (#7-17). The cross-beam plans for the three types of
bents are shown in Figure 5. Each bent has a unique elevation above the ground. Also, because
of the curved shape of the bridge, each bent has a slight rotation in the vertical direction.
Consequently, there is column height variation within each bent. The various column height
values can be found in the Appendix.

At each bent, a 3x4.6 ft crossbeam transversely connects the columns. Figure 6 below shows
the geometry and steel reinforcement. The length of the beams varies for each bent, which can
be found in the Appendix. The steel reinforcement consists of nine No. 10 bars located at the
top and at the bottom of each crossbeam. Two No. 5 bars are located at the side edges and run
longitudinally along the crossbeam. For shear reinforcement, No. 5 stirrups are spaced evenly
along each member.
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Figure 5. Cross-Beam Plan for Bents

Figure 6. Section Thru Cross-Beam

The columns are spaced at 18 ft centerline to centerline. Each column is hollow with an outer
diameter of 48 in and a wall thickness of 5 in. Twelve evenly spaced No. 5 bars provide the
longitudinal reinforcement within each column. The columns also include twelve No. 3 steel
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Figure 5. Cross-Beam Plan for Bents
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cables each post-tensioned initially to 61 kips. Transverse reinforcement is provided by No. 2
spiral hooping spaced at 6 in on center. Figure 7 shows the plan column section. The columns
are extended approximately 27 ft into the ground to act as piles.

Figure 7. Plan Column Section

The columns and crossbeam were cast monolithically adding considerable rigidity to each
bent. Figure 8 shows the elevation view of a typical bent. Further, the top 4 ft of each column
is filled with class A concrete. This fill is further reinforced with sixteen No. 8 bars longitudi‐
nally, and No. 3 hoops spaced at 12 in transversely. In this section of the column, the hollow
column is transversely reinforced with No. 2 spiral hooping spaced at 3 in over center. Figure
9 shows a typical pile.

Figure 8. Elevation View of Bents
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Figure 9. Typical Pile

4. Modeling of the bents

A spine model of each bent is created in the finite element program SAP2000. Line elements
can behave three-dimensionally in the form of beam, beam-column elements and springs. The
superstructure is represented as a distributed dead load which represents the dead weight of
the superstructure based on tributary length of related spans for each bent. A table in the
Appendix provides the distributed load values used in the analysis for each bent. The soil-
structure interaction is represented by springs. In order to capture nonlinear behavior of the
columns, plastic hinges were defined at maximum moment points. The general model is
represented in 3D in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Model of Six-Column Bents

Figure 11. Bent Element Cross-Sections
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The cross-sections of the cap beam and the column were accurately modeled by using the
subprogram offered in SAP2000 called Section Designer. Section Designer lets the user draw
the shape of the cross-section and also include the steel reinforcement. Figure 11 shows the
drawn sections used in the analysis.

Piles

The columns were considered fixed in the cap beam. Nonlinear springs along the pile shafts
were used to model the resistance provided by the surrounding soil. The L-Pile software (2002)
was used to compute the P-Y curves, based on the stiff sand soil model with free water at 15
depths.

To build an exact computer model of a structure beard against underground elements-piles it
is necessary to know how interaction between soil and a pile can be simulated, to get more
precise result of the analysis. The p-y curves is a strait interpretation of the relation between
deflection of an element and soil pressure on a particular depth. The pressure from the soil on
the element is distributed within certain length which depends on the number of springs
assigned to it Figure 12.

Figure 12. Model of laterally loaded pile

A physical definition of the soil resistance p is given in Figure 13. There was made an assump‐
tion that the pile has been installed without bending so the initial soil stresses at the depth xi

are uniformly distributed as shown in Figure 13b. If the pile is loaded laterally so that a pile
deflection yi occurs at the depth xi the soil stresses will become unbalanced as shown in Figure
13c. Integration of the soil stresses yielding the soil resistance pi with units F/L equation 1.
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i s i   p =E y (1)

where,

Es – a parameter with the units F/L2, relating pile deflection y and soil reaction p.

Figure 13. Definition of p and y as Related to Response of a Pile to Lateral Loading

Once the p-y curves at various depths of the pile have been obtained, a force-displacement
relationship can be calculated by multiplying p with the tributary length of the pile between
springs. Figure 14 shows a bilinearization of the force-displacement relationship at different
depth based on the data retrieved from LPILE single pile analysis. These results were used to
define multi-linear elastic links (springs) in SAP2000 in order to represent the SSI of the piles.
The piles of all bents were assumed to extend 27 ft under the ground, so all bents had the same
pile modeling.

5. Plastic hinge

It is well known that well-confined concrete structures can deform inelastically without
significant strength loss through several cycles of response. Ductility describes such ability of
structures, which is often defined as the ratio of deformation at a given response level to the
deformation at yield response. Commonly used ductility ratios include displacement ductility,
curvature ductility and rotation ductility. In the software of XTRACT, developed by Imbsen
& Associates Company (2002) with the capability of analyzing structural cross sections,
curvature ductility can be calculated for a given section and are defined in Equation 2 (Paulay
and Priestley, 1992).
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in which ϕy is yield curvature, ϕp is plastic curvature, and ϕu is summation of yield curvature
and plastic curvature that presents the ultimate curvature capacity of a section.

Figure 15 and Figure give a moment-curvature diagram for the column sections in the North
Bound Bridge, calculated by the XTRACT. Curvature properties are section dependent and
can be determined by numerical integration methods. Input data of a cross-section include
nonlinear material properties of concrete and steel, and the detailed configuration of the
section. For the North Bound bridge, all the columns have the identical section dimension,
however, the moment-rotation relationships may not be the same because of the different axial
loads.

Hinge length

The plastic hinge length for piles depends on whether the hinge is located at the pile/deck
interface or is an in-ground hinge. For prestressed piles where the solid pile is embedded in
the deck, the plastic hinge length at the pile/deck interface can be taken as (PIANC):
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Figure 14. Bilinearized Force-Displacement of SSI at Different Depths
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Figure 15. Bilinearization of the Moment–Curvature Curve for Hollow Column

Figure 16. Bilinearization of the Moment–Curvature Curve for Filled Hollow Column
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p pL =0.5 D (3)

where,

Dp – diameter of a pile

For in-ground hinges, the plastic hinge length depends on the relative stiffness of the pile and
the foundation material. Because of the reduced moment gradient in the vicinity of the in-
ground hinge, the plastic hinge length is significantly longer there. In this report CALTRANS
interpretation of in-ground hinges for a non-cased pile shaft was used. Figure 17 describes the
calculation steps provided by CALTRANS.

Figure 17. In-Ground Hinge Length

Hinge location

In order to locate the plastic hinge locations, a separate push over analysis was run on single
column. Figure 18 shows the single column element modeled in SAP2000. Top of the column
is restrained against rotation to represent the rigid connection between the column and the
deck. The SSI is represented by links just as discussed for general bents. The pin connection at
the bottom of the pile restricts the pile from vertical movement.

Figure 19 provides the moment diagram of the above column/pile under horizontal loading.
The diagram has two points of maximum moment. The plastic hinge should be placed at these
locations in order to represent the most conservative nonlinear behavior of the column/pile.
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The placement of the first hinge should be at the column/bent connection as expected before.
The second hinge has to be place under the ground, but the location of maximum moment in
that area changes in a pushover analysis. A parametric study was run in order to locate the
worst location for an in-ground hinge. The placement of the in-ground hinge was varied for
multiple pushover analysis. Figure 20 shows the results of this parametric study, where the
hinge depth below ground level is compared to column top displacement capacity. The plot
in Figure 20 shows that placing the hinge 20% of pile length under the ground would give a
displacement capacity of 2.25 in, which is less than any other location. Figure 21 shows the
placement of the plastic hinges in four column bent.

Figure 18. Single Column Finite Element Stick Model
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Figure 20. Single Column Parametric Study Results

Figure 19. Moment Diagram of Single Column under Horizontal Load
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Figure 21. Location of the Plastic Hinge

Plastic hinge property

The Manual of SAP2000 recommends a distributed plastic hinge model assuming 0.1 of
element length as the plastic hinge length, but information on how to define distributed plastic
hinge properties is not provided. In this research, a concentrated plastic hinge model is used
with the assumption that plastic rotation will occur and concentrate at mid-height of a plastic
hinge. Input hinge properties consist of the section yield surface, plastic rotation capacity, and
acceptance criteria.

A plastic rotation, θp, can be calculated by the plastic curvature given the equivalent plastic
hinge length Lp as shown in Equation 4.

( )p p p p u yL Lq j j j= = - (4)

The plastic rotation is an important indicator of the capacity of a section to sustain inelastic
deformation and is used in SAP to define column plastic hinge properties. FEMA 356 provides
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a generalized force-deformation relation model shown in Figure 22 for the nonlinear static
analysis procedure, which is the defaulted model in SAP for the Axial-Moment hinge.

Figure 22. Generalized Force-Deformation Relations for Concrete Elements (FEMA-356)

Three parameters, a, b and c are defined numerically in FEMA-365, and are permitted to be
determined directly by analytical procedures. The moment and rotation are normalized by

yield moment and yield rotation respectively, i.e., 
M
My

 and 
θ
θy

. By default SAP will calculate

the yield forces and the yield rotation based on reinforcement and section provided.

In Table 6-8 of FEMA 356, modeling parameters and numerical acceptance criteria are given
for reinforced concrete columns in various categories. Columns investigated are all primary
structural elements. A conforming transverse reinforcement is defined by hoops spaced in the

flexural plastic hinge region less than or equal to 
d
3 , and the strength provided by the hoops

(Vs) being greater than three-fourths of the design shear. Thus, the category of the column is
decided in Table 6-8 of FEMA 356, and values and relationship of the performance levels can
be utilized.

In SAP, an absolute rotation value can overwrite the default value in defining a hinge property.
The plastic rotation capacity angle, a, calculated with Equation 4-12 for a given column is at
point C. The ultimate rotation angle, which is inputted as b in SAP, is taken as 1.5 times the
plastic angle. It is indicated at point E, which defines a local failure at a plastic hinge. A larger
value could be used to allow the structure to form a global failure due to instability.

The three discrete structural performance levels are Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety
(LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) shown in Figure 23.

The ultimate plastic hinge angle calculated by the XTRACT was taken as the Collapse Pre‐
vention level. Its value was indicated as “a” in Figure 1. The permissible deformation for the
Life Safety performance level is taken as three quarters of the plastic rotation capacity “a”.
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In SAP, an absolute rotation value can overwrite the default value in defining a hinge property.
The plastic rotation capacity angle, a, calculated with Equation 4-12 for a given column is at
point C. The ultimate rotation angle, which is inputted as b in SAP, is taken as 1.5 times the
plastic angle. It is indicated at point E, which defines a local failure at a plastic hinge. A larger
value could be used to allow the structure to form a global failure due to instability.

The three discrete structural performance levels are Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety
(LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) shown in Figure 23.

The ultimate plastic hinge angle calculated by the XTRACT was taken as the Collapse Pre‐
vention level. Its value was indicated as “a” in Figure 1. The permissible deformation for the
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The increase of moment strength at point C is taken as the over strength factor computed by
XTRACT, ignoring the strength softening effect. The actual moment strength at point C is the
product of the factor and the yielding moment. FEMA 356 defines a 0.2 residual strength ratio
before plastic hinge eventually fails. Figure 24 presents moment-rotation curves for one of the
columns.
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Figure 24. Moment-Rotation Relationship of the Columns

Figure 23. Performance Level on Generalized Force-Deformation Relations for Concrete Elements (FEMA-356)
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A concrete interaction surface was obtained from XTRACT for the frame hinges under
combined bending and axial load. A generated interaction surface is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Axial Load-Moment Interaction Curve (Compression force is negative)

6. Results

The results of the pushover analysis are organized in the following pages. Each bent has two
pages of results. The first page shows the general characteristics of the bent and the push over
curve. The second page shows the results of the step by step push over analysis and the
development of hinges. The first and the last bent on the plan are abutments, so they are not
included in this report.

Maximum displacement capacity exhibited is 3.9 inches by the fifth bent. The lowest bent
capacity is 2.08 inches by the second bent. The reason for this low displacement capacity in
bent number two is because of its shorter columns compared to other bents.

Using two hinges per column creates a much lower capacity than using only one hinge at the
top of the column. The shear force capacity stays almost the same, but the ductility reduces for
all bents.
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The increase of moment strength at point C is taken as the over strength factor computed by
XTRACT, ignoring the strength softening effect. The actual moment strength at point C is the
product of the factor and the yielding moment. FEMA 356 defines a 0.2 residual strength ratio
before plastic hinge eventually fails. Figure 24 presents moment-rotation curves for one of the
columns.
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1. Introduction

Gravity quay walls are the most common type of construction for docks and harbours because
of their durability, ease of construction and capacity to reach deep seabed levels. Gravity quay
walls are designed for three main criteria; sliding, overturning and allowable bearing stress
under the base of quay wall. Although the design of gravity quay walls has been reasonably
well understood for static loads, but analysis under seismic loads is still in being developed.
During strong ground shaking, the pore water pressure of cohesionless saturated backfill soils
builds up. This pressure increase not only causes the lateral forces on the wall (which leads to
wall failure), but also reduces the effective stress of backfill soil which may result in liquefac‐
tion. The occurrence of liquefaction in backfill soil was the main reason of damages from past
earthquakes to gravity quay walls (e.g., in 1964 at Nigata Port (Hayashi et al. 1966), in 1993 at
Kushiro-oki, and in 1994 at Hokkaido Toho-oki (Sasajima et al. 2003)). Moreover, observations
of 24 marine structures in 1999 earthquake at Kocaeli, Turkey showed the seaward movement
of quay walls due to the liquefaction of backfill soils (Sumer et al. 2002). The same observations
were reported in 1999 during the Chi Chi earthquake in Taiwan (Chen and Hwang 1999).

The seismic coefficient method containing Mononobe-Okabe’s formula is usually used in the
design of gravity-type quay walls to resist earthquake damages but this design method does
not take into account the liquefaction of backfill soil and its associated deformations (Sasajima,
et al. 2003). Furthermore, conventional design method of quay walls is based on providing
capacity to resist a design seismic force, but it does not provide information on the performance
of a structure when the limit of the force-balance is exceeded. In this regard, gravity quay walls
failures have caused much progress in the development of deformation-based design methods
for waterfront structures. Accordingly, much significant experimental and theoretical research
works have been done (Sugano et al. 1996; Inagaki et al. 1996; Iai 1998; Iai et al. 1998; Iai and
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tion. The occurrence of liquefaction in backfill soil was the main reason of damages from past
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of 24 marine structures in 1999 earthquake at Kocaeli, Turkey showed the seaward movement
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were reported in 1999 during the Chi Chi earthquake in Taiwan (Chen and Hwang 1999).

The seismic coefficient method containing Mononobe-Okabe’s formula is usually used in the
design of gravity-type quay walls to resist earthquake damages but this design method does
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Sugano 2000; Ichii et al. 2000; Inoue et al. 2003; Nozu et al. 2004; Mostafavi Moghadam et al.
2009 and 2011). A new design methodology, named performance-based design, has born from
lessons learned caused by earthquakes in 1990’s to overcome the limitations of conventional
seismic design (PIANC 2001). In this framework, lateral spreading of the saturated backfill
and foundation soils along with the effect of quay wall as the supporting structure (saturated
soil-structure interaction) are taken into account as a more logical design.

Predicting the response of a structure retained a liquefiable soil during an earthquake is highly
dependent on adequately accounting for the effects of pore water pressure development,
stress-strain softening and strength reduction in the soil on the system behavior. Thus, it is
required to perform dynamic analyses that account for the saturated soil-structure interaction
effects using numerical modeling techniques. Several researchers have reported the use of
numerical analysis for predicting the behavior of liquefiable soil measured in laboratory tests
or field case histories. Iai et al. (1998) reported that FLIP code can successfully predict the
seismic behavior of port structures. Yang and Parra developed CYCLIC code and reported
successful predictions of the seismic behavior of gravity quay wall placed on liquefiable sand
and calibrated the numerical results with centrifuge tests (Parra 1996; Yang 2000). Both the
codes DYSAC2 and DYNAFLOW are reported by Arulanandan (1996) as having adequately
predicted the response of a submerged embankment subjected to dynamic loading in a
centrifuge test. According to Madabhushi and Zeng (1998), the code SWANDYNE successfully
predicted the seismic response of a gravity quay wall rested on liquefiable sand modeled in
the centrifuge. Finn reported the successful validation of TARA-3 using centrifuge tests results
(Finn et al. 1991). The successful use of FLAC package for prediction of the behavior of caisson
retaining walls in liquefiable soils was reported by Dickenson and Yang (1998). They used a
nonlinear effective stress analysis method based on the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model and
a pore water pressure increment scheme based on the work of Seed and his co-workers (e.g.
Martin et al. 1975; Seed and DeAlba 1986). Likewise, McCullough and Dickenson, who used
the same analysis method and soil model in FLAC, reported fairly good agreement between
predicted and measured permanent horizontal displacements at top of five anchored sheet
pile bulkhead walls in liquefiable soils subjected to different earthquakes in Japan between
1987 and 1993 (McCullough and Dickenson 1998). It should be noted that the assumption of
the Yang and McCullough was that the foundation soil is non-liquefiable. A hyperbolic type
stress-strain formulation developed by Pyke (1979) along with the pore water pressure build
up model proposed by Byrne (1991) was implemented in FLAC code by Cooke (2001). They
concluded that Pyke-Byrne model over-predicts the horizontal displacement of gravity quay
walls modelled in centrifuge within a factor of approximately two.

Recently, Ebrahimian et al. (2009) have carried out a series of two dimensional fully coupled
effective stress dynamic analyses in order to study the deformation of quay walls and the
liquefaction potential of backfill soils. Additionally, several 1g shaking table tests have been
executed to verify the obtained numerical results. They showed based on the lessons learned
obtained from numerical results, a safer design of gravity-type quay walls can be developed.
Correspondingly, Mostafavi Moghadam et al. (2009) conducted finite difference effective-
stress analyses to investigate the seismic performance of caisson quay walls. Their obtained
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numerical results in terms of seaward movement, settlement and inclination of wall as well as
the total pressure recorded behind the caisson wall were compared with 1g shaking table tests
results. It was demonstrated that the numerical results appropriately supports the experimen‐
tal results obtained by model tests.

In this chapter, firstly some aspects related to calibration of a numerical model are discussed.
Then, the numerical results are verified by comparing the calculated values with correspond‐
ing ones obtained from 1g shaking table tests. A series of two dimensional fully coupled
effective stress dynamic analyses are carried out in order to study the deformation of quay
wall, liquefaction potential and failure mechanisms of soil-wall system during seismic loading.
The Finn and Byrne model Byrne (1991) is used with some minor modifications to model pore
pressure build up during seismic loading. Afterwards, computational parametric studies are
performed to investigate the effects of backfill soil properties and input excitation character‐
istics on the seismic behaviour of gravity-type quay walls including the residual deformation
of wall, liquefaction potential and failure modes of soil-wall system.

Several 1g shaking table tests have been executed to verify the obtained numerical results. It
is found that the extent of liquefaction and the deformation pattern of soil-wall system that
includes seaward displacement, tilting and settlement (as typical failure modes of quay walls
due to earthquake) resulted from numerical analyses agree reasonably well with the actual
observations in shaking table tests. During seismic excitation, no evidence of liquefaction has
detected near the quay wall but liquefaction occurs at some landward distance from the wall.
Based on the current results, it seems possible to develop a safer design of gravity-type quay
walls by using lessons learned from the present numerical analyses.

2. Description of the numerical method

In this research, a two-dimensional (2D) reference model is developed to simulate the seismic
performance of gravity-type quay walls in a rational way. Nonlinear time history dynamic
analysis is conducted using computer program FLAC 2D (Itasca 2004). FLAC 2D is an explicit
finite difference program for modeling soil-structure interaction analysis under static and
seismic loading conditions. Here, numerical approach is based on a continuum finite difference
discretization applying Lagrangian approach (Itasca 2004). Every derivative in the set of
governing equations is directly replaced by algebraic expression written in terms of field
variables (e.g., stress or displacement) at discrete point in space. Regarding dynamic analysis,
explicit finite difference scheme is applied to solve the full equation of motion using the lumped
grid point masses derived from the real density of surrounding zone. The calculation sequence
first invokes the equations of motion for deriving new velocities and displacements from
stresses and forces; then, strain rates are derived from velocities, and new stresses from strain
rates. Every cycle around the loop corresponds to one time step. Each box updates all grid
variables from known values which are fixed over the time step being executed (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Basic explicit calculation cycle (Itasca 2004)

The equation of motion, in the simplest form, relates the acceleration (du̇ / dt) of a mass (m) to
the applied force (F) which may vary with time. Newton’s law of motion for the mass-spring
system is:
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In a continuous solid body, Eq. (1) is generalized as follows:
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where, ρ = mass density; t = time; xj = components of coordinate vector; gi = components of
gravitational acceleration (body forces); σij = components of stress tensor; i = components in a
Cartesian coordinate frame.

For problem analysis, the strain rate tensor and rotation rate tensor, having the velocity
gradients, are calculated by the following equations:
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where, eij= components of strain rate; ωij= components of rotation rate; u̇i= components of
velocity.

The specific mechanical relationship is used in order to obtain the stress tensor as below:
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where, M = specific rule of behaviour; κ= history parameters (based on the specific rules which
may or may not exist).

2.1. Modeling procedure

Firstly, a static analysis considering the effect of gravity with the Mohr-Coulomb elastic
perfectly plastic constitutive soil model is performed to establish the in-situ stresses before
seismic loading. The water within the soil is modeled directly, and is allowed to flow during
the static solutions. Static solutions are obtained by including damping terms that gradually
remove kinetic energy from the system. Then, boundary pressures equivalent to fluid weight
is applied along the bottom of the sea and the front side of the caisson. Once initial stress state
is established in the model and the soil model is changed to a pore pressure generation
constitutive model, the effective stress dynamic analysis is started. For dynamic analysis, the
acceleration record is applied to the nodes along the bottom of numerical grid. During the
dynamic solutions excess pore water pressures are allowed to generate and also the dissipation
of these pore pressures is modelled. To this end, the Finn and Byrne model (Finn et al. 1977;
Byrne 1991) is modified and used to carry out coupled dynamic groundwater flow calculations.
This effective stress analysis which take into account the effects of seismically induced pore
water pressures is used to investigate the degree and extend of liquefaction that occur in
backfill. It should be noted that, all analyses are performed under fully drained condition. One
key advantage of the coupled numerical approach is the ability to account for the interde‐
pendent effects of various mechanisms and phenomena on each other as the numerical
computations proceed. For instance, when an effective stress formulation is used, the inclusion
of pore water pressure generation in the simulation can impact the strength and stress-strain
behavior of the soil during shaking in the same manner as in the field. For the sake of simplicity
in defining the performance of a quay wall during an earthquake, the author has focused on
the horizontal movement because most of the gravity-type quay walls exhibited a failure
pattern predominantly in the form of excessive horizontal movement rather than other
damages. The numerical grid for a typical quay wall and foundation soil used in the current
study is illustrated in Figure 2. Numerical model represents a backfill of constant depth
retained by quay wall rested on a very dense foundation.

2.2. Soil constitutive model

In static analysis, the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model is used to model the behaviour of
sandy soil. The linear behaviour is defined by elastic shear and drained bulk modulus. The
shear modulus of sandy soil is calculated with the formula given by Seed and Idriss (1970):

( )0.5
max 2 max1000 mG k s ¢= (6)
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For problem analysis, the strain rate tensor and rotation rate tensor, having the velocity
gradients, are calculated by the following equations:
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where, eij= components of strain rate; ωij= components of rotation rate; u̇i= components of
velocity.

The specific mechanical relationship is used in order to obtain the stress tensor as below:
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where, M = specific rule of behaviour; κ= history parameters (based on the specific rules which
may or may not exist).

2.1. Modeling procedure

Firstly, a static analysis considering the effect of gravity with the Mohr-Coulomb elastic
perfectly plastic constitutive soil model is performed to establish the in-situ stresses before
seismic loading. The water within the soil is modeled directly, and is allowed to flow during
the static solutions. Static solutions are obtained by including damping terms that gradually
remove kinetic energy from the system. Then, boundary pressures equivalent to fluid weight
is applied along the bottom of the sea and the front side of the caisson. Once initial stress state
is established in the model and the soil model is changed to a pore pressure generation
constitutive model, the effective stress dynamic analysis is started. For dynamic analysis, the
acceleration record is applied to the nodes along the bottom of numerical grid. During the
dynamic solutions excess pore water pressures are allowed to generate and also the dissipation
of these pore pressures is modelled. To this end, the Finn and Byrne model (Finn et al. 1977;
Byrne 1991) is modified and used to carry out coupled dynamic groundwater flow calculations.
This effective stress analysis which take into account the effects of seismically induced pore
water pressures is used to investigate the degree and extend of liquefaction that occur in
backfill. It should be noted that, all analyses are performed under fully drained condition. One
key advantage of the coupled numerical approach is the ability to account for the interde‐
pendent effects of various mechanisms and phenomena on each other as the numerical
computations proceed. For instance, when an effective stress formulation is used, the inclusion
of pore water pressure generation in the simulation can impact the strength and stress-strain
behavior of the soil during shaking in the same manner as in the field. For the sake of simplicity
in defining the performance of a quay wall during an earthquake, the author has focused on
the horizontal movement because most of the gravity-type quay walls exhibited a failure
pattern predominantly in the form of excessive horizontal movement rather than other
damages. The numerical grid for a typical quay wall and foundation soil used in the current
study is illustrated in Figure 2. Numerical model represents a backfill of constant depth
retained by quay wall rested on a very dense foundation.

2.2. Soil constitutive model

In static analysis, the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model is used to model the behaviour of
sandy soil. The linear behaviour is defined by elastic shear and drained bulk modulus. The
shear modulus of sandy soil is calculated with the formula given by Seed and Idriss (1970):
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Figure 2. Numerical grid constructed in FLAC

where, Gmax is the maximum (small strain) shear modulus in pounds per square foot, psf (it is
later converted to kPa to be consistent with metric units being used), k2max is the shear modulus
number (Seed and Idriss 1970), and σ ′m is the mean effective confining stress in psf. The
Poisson’s ratio is taken as 0.35.

For pore water generation during dynamic analysis, the updated model proposed by Byrne
(1991) is incorporated to account the development of pore water pressure build up as an effect
of volumetric strain induced by the cyclic shear strain using the following formulation:

( )1 2expv vC Ce e gD = (7)

where, Δεv is the volumetric strain increment that occurs over the current cycle, εv is the
accumulated volumetric strain for previous cycle, γ is the shear strain amplitude for the current
cycle, and C1 and C2 are constants dependent on the volumetric strain behavior of sand.
According to Byrne (1991), the constant C1 in equation 7 controls the amount of volumetric
strain increment and C2 controls the shape of volumetric strain curve. These constants are
estimated using:

( ) 2.5
1 7600C Dr -
= (8)

2 10.4C C= (9)

where, Dr is the relative density of soil in percent. To provide constitutive model that can better
fit the curves of shear modulus reduction and damping ratio derived from the experimental
tests data, two different modifications to soil model are implemented as a part of this research
to assess the potential for predicting liquefaction phenomenon and associated deformations.
To represent the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of soil more accurately that follows the actual
stress-strain path during cyclic loading, the masing behavior is implemented into FLAC which
works with Byrne model by a FISH subroutine as a first modification.

Since, there is a need to accept directly the same degradation curves derived from the test data
in fully nonlinear method to model the correct physics, the second modification is related to
incorporate such cyclic data into a hysteretic damping model for FLAC.
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Modulus degradation curves imply a nonlinear stress-strain curve. An incremental constitu‐
tive relation can be derived from the degradation curve, described by τ/γ = Ms, where τ is the
normalized shear stress, γ is the shear strain and Ms is the normalized secant modulus. The
normalized tangent modulus, Mt, is descried as

. s
t s

dMdM Md d
t gg g= = + (10)

The incremental shear modulus in a nonlinear simulation is then given by GMt, where G is the
small-strain shear modulus of the material.

2.3. Full non-linear dynamic analysis

Equivalent linear analysis is the common method used for evaluating the seismic behaviour
of earth structures. In this approach, first, the responses are linearly analyzed using the initial
values of damping ratio and shear modulus. Then, the new values of damping ratio and shear
modulus are estimated, using maximum value of shear strain and laboratory curves. These
values are used for redoing the analysis. This procedure is repeated several times until the
material properties show no variation. Therefore, no non-linear effect is directly captured by
this method as it assumes linearity during the solution process. Strain-dependent modulus
and damping functions are considered roughly in order to approximate some effects of non-
linearity (damping and material softening).

In the non-linear analysis, employed in this study, the non-linear stress-strain relationship is
directly followed by each zone. Damping ratio and shear modulus of the materials are
calculated automatically at different strain levels. The real behaviour of soil, under cyclic
loading, is non-linear and hysteretic. Such behaviour can be simulated by Masing model
(Masing 1926), which can model the dynamic behaviour of soil. In this model, the shear
behaviour of soil may be explained by a backbone curve as:
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where, Fbb(γ) = backbone or skeleton function; γ= shear strain amplitude; Gmax = initial shear
modulus; τmax = maximum shear stress amplitude.

Stress-strain curve follows the backbone curve in the first loading, as shown in Figure 3(a);
however, for explaining the unload-reload process, the above equation should be modified. If
load reversal occurs at the point (τr, γr), stress-strain curve follows the path given by the below
formula:
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Figure 2. Numerical grid constructed in FLAC
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later converted to kPa to be consistent with metric units being used), k2max is the shear modulus
number (Seed and Idriss 1970), and σ ′m is the mean effective confining stress in psf. The
Poisson’s ratio is taken as 0.35.

For pore water generation during dynamic analysis, the updated model proposed by Byrne
(1991) is incorporated to account the development of pore water pressure build up as an effect
of volumetric strain induced by the cyclic shear strain using the following formulation:
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cycle, and C1 and C2 are constants dependent on the volumetric strain behavior of sand.
According to Byrne (1991), the constant C1 in equation 7 controls the amount of volumetric
strain increment and C2 controls the shape of volumetric strain curve. These constants are
estimated using:
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where, Dr is the relative density of soil in percent. To provide constitutive model that can better
fit the curves of shear modulus reduction and damping ratio derived from the experimental
tests data, two different modifications to soil model are implemented as a part of this research
to assess the potential for predicting liquefaction phenomenon and associated deformations.
To represent the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of soil more accurately that follows the actual
stress-strain path during cyclic loading, the masing behavior is implemented into FLAC which
works with Byrne model by a FISH subroutine as a first modification.

Since, there is a need to accept directly the same degradation curves derived from the test data
in fully nonlinear method to model the correct physics, the second modification is related to
incorporate such cyclic data into a hysteretic damping model for FLAC.
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The incremental shear modulus in a nonlinear simulation is then given by GMt, where G is the
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Equivalent linear analysis is the common method used for evaluating the seismic behaviour
of earth structures. In this approach, first, the responses are linearly analyzed using the initial
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modulus are estimated, using maximum value of shear strain and laboratory curves. These
values are used for redoing the analysis. This procedure is repeated several times until the
material properties show no variation. Therefore, no non-linear effect is directly captured by
this method as it assumes linearity during the solution process. Strain-dependent modulus
and damping functions are considered roughly in order to approximate some effects of non-
linearity (damping and material softening).

In the non-linear analysis, employed in this study, the non-linear stress-strain relationship is
directly followed by each zone. Damping ratio and shear modulus of the materials are
calculated automatically at different strain levels. The real behaviour of soil, under cyclic
loading, is non-linear and hysteretic. Such behaviour can be simulated by Masing model
(Masing 1926), which can model the dynamic behaviour of soil. In this model, the shear
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where, Fbb(γ) = backbone or skeleton function; γ= shear strain amplitude; Gmax = initial shear
modulus; τmax = maximum shear stress amplitude.

Stress-strain curve follows the backbone curve in the first loading, as shown in Figure 3(a);
however, for explaining the unload-reload process, the above equation should be modified. If
load reversal occurs at the point (τr, γr), stress-strain curve follows the path given by the below
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In other words, the shapes of unload-reload curves are similar to that of backbone curve (with
the origin shifted to the loading reversal point) except they are enlarged by a factor of 2, as
shown in Figure 3(b). The Equations (9) and (10) describe the Masing behaviour (Masing 1926).

Masing rules seem not to be enough for precise explanation of soil response under general
cyclic loading. Finn et al. (1977) developed modified rules to describe the irregular loading.
They suggested that unloading and reloading curves follow the concerning two rules. If the
new unloading or reloading curve exceeds the last maximum strain and cut the backbone
curve, it will follow the backbone curve up to meeting the next returning point, as shown in
Figure 3(c). If a new unloading or reloading curve passes through the previous one, it will
follow the former stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure 3(d). According to this model, the
tangent shear modulus can be defined at the points on the backbone and new reloading-
unloading curves by the Formulas (11) and (12), respectively, as:
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Based on the results, obtained in this research, the shear stress decreases as the number of load
cycles increases; it means that shear stress-strain curves are more inclined. In this study,
Masing rules are implemented into FLAC via a series of FISH functions in order to simulate
the non-linear stress-strain relationships.

2.4. Material properties and input seismic loading

For the gravity quay wall, the concrete caisson is modeled by linear elastic elements. The
granular backfill is modeled as a purely frictional, elastic–plastic soil with a Mohr–Coulomb
failure criterion. Strength properties for sandy soil at relative densities of 25 and 85 percent
are obtained based on correlations in literature. Maximum shear moduli (i.e. modulus at a
strain level of approximately 0.0001%) for Sandy soil are determined from formula developed
by Seed and Idriss (1970), given in Equation (6). Hydraulic conductivities are derived from
constant head permeability tests. Values for the constants C1 and C2 used in the volumetric
strain equation (Equation (7)) are obtained from Equations 8 and 9. The material properties of
soil layers are listed in Table 1.

After static equilibrium is achieved (end of static construction stage), the full width of the
foundation is subjected to the variable-amplitude harmonic ground motion record illustrated
in Figure 4. The mathematical expression for input acceleration is given by:

( ) ( )e sin 2tU t t f t hb p-=&& (15)
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where, α =3.3 , β =1.3 and η =10 are constant coefficients, f is the base acceleration frequency
and t is the time.

(a) Rule 1 (b) Rule 2

(c) Rule 3
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Figure 3. General patterns of loading, unloading and reloading paths in Masing model

γd G K Friction C1 C2

(kN/m3) (MPa) (MPa) (degree)

Caisson quay wall 2400 83.33 111.11 - - -

Backfill soil 1520 35 75.83 25 2.432 0.164

Foundation soil 1600 130 281.66 38 0.114 3.508

Rubble foundation 1800 155 206.66 40 - -

Table 1. Soil properties

2.5. Structural properties

The structural element consists of a gravity quay wall supported on very dense foundation
soil. The structural element is modeled within FLAC as elastic element. The soil-structure
interaction between soil and wall including normal and shear springs. The FLAC manual
(Itasca 2004) recommends as a rule of thumb that ks and kn be set to ten times the equivalent
stiffness of the stiffest neighboring zone (see equation (16) below).
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Based on the results, obtained in this research, the shear stress decreases as the number of load
cycles increases; it means that shear stress-strain curves are more inclined. In this study,
Masing rules are implemented into FLAC via a series of FISH functions in order to simulate
the non-linear stress-strain relationships.

2.4. Material properties and input seismic loading

For the gravity quay wall, the concrete caisson is modeled by linear elastic elements. The
granular backfill is modeled as a purely frictional, elastic–plastic soil with a Mohr–Coulomb
failure criterion. Strength properties for sandy soil at relative densities of 25 and 85 percent
are obtained based on correlations in literature. Maximum shear moduli (i.e. modulus at a
strain level of approximately 0.0001%) for Sandy soil are determined from formula developed
by Seed and Idriss (1970), given in Equation (6). Hydraulic conductivities are derived from
constant head permeability tests. Values for the constants C1 and C2 used in the volumetric
strain equation (Equation (7)) are obtained from Equations 8 and 9. The material properties of
soil layers are listed in Table 1.

After static equilibrium is achieved (end of static construction stage), the full width of the
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Backfill soil 1520 35 75.83 25 2.432 0.164

Foundation soil 1600 130 281.66 38 0.114 3.508

Rubble foundation 1800 155 206.66 40 - -

Table 1. Soil properties

2.5. Structural properties

The structural element consists of a gravity quay wall supported on very dense foundation
soil. The structural element is modeled within FLAC as elastic element. The soil-structure
interaction between soil and wall including normal and shear springs. The FLAC manual
(Itasca 2004) recommends as a rule of thumb that ks and kn be set to ten times the equivalent
stiffness of the stiffest neighboring zone (see equation (16) below).
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Figure 4. Seismic excitation applied to the bottom of numerical model

where K and G are the bulk and shear moduli; and Δzmin is the smallest width of an adjoining
zone. The max [ ] notation indicates the maximum value over all zones adjacent to the interface.

In the case of a rough wall, modelling the interface between the soil and the wall is invariably
an integral part of the analysis. In the case of soil–structure interaction, the interface is
considered stiff compared to the surrounding soil, but it can slip and open in response to the
loading. Joints with zero thickness are more suitable for simulating the frictional behaviour at
the interface between the wall and the soil. The interface model is described by Coulomb law
(Itasca 2004) to simulate the soil/wall contact. The interface element properties are summarized
in Table 2.

Surface
kn ks Friction

(Pa/m) (Pa/m) (degree)

Quay wall with rubble 1e11 1e11 20

Quay wall with backfill soil 1e11 1e11 12

Table 2. Interface element properties

2.6. Fluid properties

The modeled fluid is representative of seawater with a unit weight of 1027 kg/m3 and a bulk
modulus of 2 GPa. An estimated pore pressure distribution is initialized in the model prior to
the initial static stress state solution.
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2.7. Hydrodynamic effects

Based on Westergaard’s approach (1931), effects of hydrodynamic pressure can be approxi‐
mately considered as added masses acting with the quay wall. The added mass increases
parabolically with depth and is defined by

( ) 7 .8 Wm y M h y= (17)

Where m(y) is the variation of mass with depth y. Mw is the mass density of water and h is the
overall depth of the water in front of the quay wall. The added mass can be reasonably modeled
as a simple-supported beam element which possess the corresponding mass m(y) and is free
to move in the horizontal direction.

The water in front of the wall is modeled indirectly by including the resulting water pressures
along the boundaries. This allows a simple modeling of the water, but does not account for the
dynamic interaction of the wall and water.

2.8. Boundary conditions

Many geotechnical problems can be idealized by assuming that the regions remote from the
area of interest extend to infinity. As the capability of computer is limited, the unbounded
theoretical models have to be truncated to a manageable size by using artificial boundaries. In
practice, the numerical model for the quay wall system should be extended to a sufficient depth
below the ground level and to a sufficient width to consider local site effects and soil-structure
interaction. During the static analysis, the bottom boundary is fixed in the both horizontal and
vertical directions and the lateral boundaries are just fixed in the horizontal direction. In
dynamic problems fixed boundary condition will cause the reflection of outward propagating
waves back into the model.

Thus, absorbing boundaries proposed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) are applied to the
lateral boundaries in the model during dynamic analyses. It is based on the use of independent
dashpots in the normal and shear directions at the lateral boundaries.

2.9. Damping

Material damping in a soil is generally caused by its viscous properties, friction and the
development of plasticity. Indeed, the role of the damping in the numerical models is to reproduce
in magnitude and form the energy losses in the natural system when subject to a dynamic load.
The dynamic damping in the model is provided by the Rayleigh damping option provided in
FLAC. A damping percentage of 5 percent is used which is a typical value for geologic materi‐
als (Itasca 2004). The damping frequency is chosen by examining the undamped behavior of the
numerical model. A damped frequency of 1 Hz is used for the present model. In each dynamic
analysis, 5 percent Rayleigh damping is included for the soil elements in addition to the hysteretic
damping already incorporated in the nonlinear stress-strain model.
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where K and G are the bulk and shear moduli; and Δzmin is the smallest width of an adjoining
zone. The max [ ] notation indicates the maximum value over all zones adjacent to the interface.

In the case of a rough wall, modelling the interface between the soil and the wall is invariably
an integral part of the analysis. In the case of soil–structure interaction, the interface is
considered stiff compared to the surrounding soil, but it can slip and open in response to the
loading. Joints with zero thickness are more suitable for simulating the frictional behaviour at
the interface between the wall and the soil. The interface model is described by Coulomb law
(Itasca 2004) to simulate the soil/wall contact. The interface element properties are summarized
in Table 2.

Surface
kn ks Friction

(Pa/m) (Pa/m) (degree)

Quay wall with rubble 1e11 1e11 20

Quay wall with backfill soil 1e11 1e11 12

Table 2. Interface element properties

2.6. Fluid properties

The modeled fluid is representative of seawater with a unit weight of 1027 kg/m3 and a bulk
modulus of 2 GPa. An estimated pore pressure distribution is initialized in the model prior to
the initial static stress state solution.
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as a simple-supported beam element which possess the corresponding mass m(y) and is free
to move in the horizontal direction.

The water in front of the wall is modeled indirectly by including the resulting water pressures
along the boundaries. This allows a simple modeling of the water, but does not account for the
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2.8. Boundary conditions

Many geotechnical problems can be idealized by assuming that the regions remote from the
area of interest extend to infinity. As the capability of computer is limited, the unbounded
theoretical models have to be truncated to a manageable size by using artificial boundaries. In
practice, the numerical model for the quay wall system should be extended to a sufficient depth
below the ground level and to a sufficient width to consider local site effects and soil-structure
interaction. During the static analysis, the bottom boundary is fixed in the both horizontal and
vertical directions and the lateral boundaries are just fixed in the horizontal direction. In
dynamic problems fixed boundary condition will cause the reflection of outward propagating
waves back into the model.

Thus, absorbing boundaries proposed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) are applied to the
lateral boundaries in the model during dynamic analyses. It is based on the use of independent
dashpots in the normal and shear directions at the lateral boundaries.

2.9. Damping

Material damping in a soil is generally caused by its viscous properties, friction and the
development of plasticity. Indeed, the role of the damping in the numerical models is to reproduce
in magnitude and form the energy losses in the natural system when subject to a dynamic load.
The dynamic damping in the model is provided by the Rayleigh damping option provided in
FLAC. A damping percentage of 5 percent is used which is a typical value for geologic materi‐
als (Itasca 2004). The damping frequency is chosen by examining the undamped behavior of the
numerical model. A damped frequency of 1 Hz is used for the present model. In each dynamic
analysis, 5 percent Rayleigh damping is included for the soil elements in addition to the hysteretic
damping already incorporated in the nonlinear stress-strain model.
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2.10. Element size

To avoid the numerical distortion of the propagating wave in dynamic analysis the spatial element
size, ΔL, must be smaller than approximately one-tenth to one-eighth of the wavelength associat‐
ed with the highest frequency component of the input wave (Kuhlemeyer and Lysmer 1973):

9L lD = (18)

In general, the cut-off frequency for geotechnical earthquake engineering problems should be
no less than 10 Hz (ASCE 2000). Considering above criteria, element size is defined small
enough to allow seismic wave propagation throughout the analysis. A finer mesh is used in
sensitive areas such as below and near quay wall. A coarser mesh has been chosen for other
areas in order to save computer analysis time.

2.11. Time step

To complete the numerical solution, it is necessary to integrate the governing equations in time
in an incremental manner. The time step of the solution should be sufficiently small to
accurately define the applied dynamic loads and to ensure stability and convergence of the
solution. In the current FLAC model, the time step is approximately 10-6 second.

The convergence criterion for FLAC is the ratio defined to be the maximum unbalanced force
magnitude for all the gridpoints in the model divided by the average applied force magnitude
for all the gridpoints.

3. Verification

To validate the implementation of the masing rule and hysteresis damping in FLAC program,
the simulation of one-zone sample with modified Byrne model is done by using the unit cell
as shown in Figure 5 incorporated with the implemented rules.

Figure 5. One-zone model in FLAC for simulating cyclic simple shear test
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The one-zone sample is modeled with FLAC that this consist of a sandy soil which is given a
periodic motion at its base. Vertical loading is by gravity only. Equilibrium stresses and pore
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2.10. Element size

To avoid the numerical distortion of the propagating wave in dynamic analysis the spatial element
size, ΔL, must be smaller than approximately one-tenth to one-eighth of the wavelength associat‐
ed with the highest frequency component of the input wave (Kuhlemeyer and Lysmer 1973):

9L lD = (18)
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no less than 10 Hz (ASCE 2000). Considering above criteria, element size is defined small
enough to allow seismic wave propagation throughout the analysis. A finer mesh is used in
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The convergence criterion for FLAC is the ratio defined to be the maximum unbalanced force
magnitude for all the gridpoints in the model divided by the average applied force magnitude
for all the gridpoints.

3. Verification

To validate the implementation of the masing rule and hysteresis damping in FLAC program,
the simulation of one-zone sample with modified Byrne model is done by using the unit cell
as shown in Figure 5 incorporated with the implemented rules.
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A series of 1g shaking table tests have been executed in order to verify the obtained numerical
results. It is attempt to create almost similar conditions between laboratory model test and
numerical model. The liquefiable soil is modeled by loose sand and non-liquefiable soil is
modeled by very dense sand. The seismic excitation is shown in Figure 8. The numerical results
are presented and compared to those of corresponding shaking table test. Figure 9(a) shows
the permanent deformation pattern of the numerical model after dynamic excitation. The nodal
displacement vectors are presented in Figure 9(b). As may be expected, more ground surface
settlement is observed in the backfill near the wall than at far field. A rigid body rotation of
the wall (tilt) to the seaward direction is also clearly seen. The deformation pattern of model
test at the end of seismic loading is presented in Figure 10. The trend of deformation behind
quay wall and movement of the wall are in fairly good agreement with numerical results.
Comparisons between the calculated and measured results (Calculated: numerical and
Measured: experimental results) are made in Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Computed post-earthquake (a) deformed shape, (b) nodal displacement vectors for the quay wal after the
seismic loading

Figure 10. Measured post-earthquake deformed shape after the seismic loading
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One might notice that the calculated results are rather close to measured values. This clearly
demonstrates that the current numerical procedure captures very well the seismic behavior of
the gravity-type quay wall and surrounding soils.
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Figure 11. Recorded versus computed (a) acceleration, (b) horizontal displacement at top of the quay wall, and (c)
excess pore water pressure, (d) total pressure behind the quay wall

4. Numerical results and discussion

Results of nonlinear effective-stress dynamic analyses are presented in this section to investi‐
gate the effects of soil properties and input excitation characteristics on liquefaction potential,
deformation of quay wall and failure mechanisms of soil-wall system during seismic loading.
For gravity quay walls on firm foundations, typical failure modes during earthquakes are
seaward displacements and tilting. Therefore, the horizontal displacement of quay wall head
is selected as a key parameter to judge about the stability of quay wall.

4.1. Influence of relative density of backfill soil

Three additional sets of soil properties with different relative densities are selected for backfill
material (Dr = 15%, 25% and 40%). Figure 12(a) depicts the computed lateral displacement of
the quay wall’s head. The horizontal deformation for all relative densities is greater than
allowable value proposed by PIANC (2001) and the quay wall system goes toward failure.
After the earthquake, the system reaches to equilibrium. The final permanent deformations
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A series of 1g shaking table tests have been executed in order to verify the obtained numerical
results. It is attempt to create almost similar conditions between laboratory model test and
numerical model. The liquefiable soil is modeled by loose sand and non-liquefiable soil is
modeled by very dense sand. The seismic excitation is shown in Figure 8. The numerical results
are presented and compared to those of corresponding shaking table test. Figure 9(a) shows
the permanent deformation pattern of the numerical model after dynamic excitation. The nodal
displacement vectors are presented in Figure 9(b). As may be expected, more ground surface
settlement is observed in the backfill near the wall than at far field. A rigid body rotation of
the wall (tilt) to the seaward direction is also clearly seen. The deformation pattern of model
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quay wall and movement of the wall are in fairly good agreement with numerical results.
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One might notice that the calculated results are rather close to measured values. This clearly
demonstrates that the current numerical procedure captures very well the seismic behavior of
the gravity-type quay wall and surrounding soils.
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4. Numerical results and discussion

Results of nonlinear effective-stress dynamic analyses are presented in this section to investi‐
gate the effects of soil properties and input excitation characteristics on liquefaction potential,
deformation of quay wall and failure mechanisms of soil-wall system during seismic loading.
For gravity quay walls on firm foundations, typical failure modes during earthquakes are
seaward displacements and tilting. Therefore, the horizontal displacement of quay wall head
is selected as a key parameter to judge about the stability of quay wall.

4.1. Influence of relative density of backfill soil

Three additional sets of soil properties with different relative densities are selected for backfill
material (Dr = 15%, 25% and 40%). Figure 12(a) depicts the computed lateral displacement of
the quay wall’s head. The horizontal deformation for all relative densities is greater than
allowable value proposed by PIANC (2001) and the quay wall system goes toward failure.
After the earthquake, the system reaches to equilibrium. The final permanent deformations
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and rate of increase for Dr=15% is much more than the others. Figure 12(b) shows cumulative
vertical displacement (settlement) of the quay wall’s head for the various backfill soil relative
densities. As expected, the higher the relative density, the less the accumulated vertical
permanent deformation. Figure 12(c) shows the excess pore water pressure ratio at far field in
depth of 13 m for three different materials. It is clearly seen that the free field backfill is quickly
liquefied. Figure 12(d) depicts the excess pore water pressure ratio time histories for various
backfill soil relative densities behind the quay wall in depth of 13 m. It is found that the
liquefaction does not occur in backfill soil behind the quay wall. This can be attributed to the
movement of quay wall due to seismic loading which directly influences the pore pressure
build up.
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Figure 12. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, and (c)
excess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
relative densities of backfill soil

Figure 13 shows the deformed shape after the seismic excitation for three sets of relative
densities. As may be expected, more ground surface settlement is observed in the backfill near
the wall than at the far field. One may observe that there is a significant movement of quay
wall for Dr=15% rather than Dr=25% and 40%. Note also that the lateral spreading of soil is
clearly visible near the area influenced by the quay wall especially for Dr=15%. In addition,
differential settlements between the quay wall and the apron as well as the deformation of the
foundation rubble beneath the quay wall are also observed in Figure 13. This is consistent with
the common mode of deformation for gravity quay walls. The analysis indicates translation
and rotation mode (rocking) of the wall.
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Figure 13. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various relative densities of backfill soil

4.2. Influence of shear stiffness of backfill soil

Three different shear modulus values are adopted (G=20, 35 and 50 MPa) to investigate the
effect of shear stiffness of the backfill soil. The other parameters are the same for all the analyses.
Figures 14(a) and (b) show the permanent horizontal and vertical displacements time histories
of the quay wall’s head during seismic loading. It is observed that quay wall has significant
movement toward the seaside. Both horizontal and vertical deformations are greater than the
allowable limits which have been mentioned in PIANC (2001).
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and rate of increase for Dr=15% is much more than the others. Figure 12(b) shows cumulative
vertical displacement (settlement) of the quay wall’s head for the various backfill soil relative
densities. As expected, the higher the relative density, the less the accumulated vertical
permanent deformation. Figure 12(c) shows the excess pore water pressure ratio at far field in
depth of 13 m for three different materials. It is clearly seen that the free field backfill is quickly
liquefied. Figure 12(d) depicts the excess pore water pressure ratio time histories for various
backfill soil relative densities behind the quay wall in depth of 13 m. It is found that the
liquefaction does not occur in backfill soil behind the quay wall. This can be attributed to the
movement of quay wall due to seismic loading which directly influences the pore pressure
build up.
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Figure 13 shows the deformed shape after the seismic excitation for three sets of relative
densities. As may be expected, more ground surface settlement is observed in the backfill near
the wall than at the far field. One may observe that there is a significant movement of quay
wall for Dr=15% rather than Dr=25% and 40%. Note also that the lateral spreading of soil is
clearly visible near the area influenced by the quay wall especially for Dr=15%. In addition,
differential settlements between the quay wall and the apron as well as the deformation of the
foundation rubble beneath the quay wall are also observed in Figure 13. This is consistent with
the common mode of deformation for gravity quay walls. The analysis indicates translation
and rotation mode (rocking) of the wall.
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4.2. Influence of shear stiffness of backfill soil

Three different shear modulus values are adopted (G=20, 35 and 50 MPa) to investigate the
effect of shear stiffness of the backfill soil. The other parameters are the same for all the analyses.
Figures 14(a) and (b) show the permanent horizontal and vertical displacements time histories
of the quay wall’s head during seismic loading. It is observed that quay wall has significant
movement toward the seaside. Both horizontal and vertical deformations are greater than the
allowable limits which have been mentioned in PIANC (2001).
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Figures 14(c) and (d) show the excess pore water pressure ratio time histories for the far field
location and the area behind quay wall. The Figure 14(d) exhibits a significant increase in pore
pressure which leads to liquefaction (ru=1) for three types of backfill soil. But for the soil behind
quay wall and adjacent to it, at first, the excess pore water pressure ratio increases quickly and
after 4 seconds, the excess pore water pressure is dissipated rapidly and consequently, ru

decreases with time. This can be pertained to the quay wall movement during seismic loading
which influences the excess pore water pressure. In addition, significant reduction is observed
after 4.5 s for ru at behind quay wall.

In Figure 15, lateral spreading is clearly obvious behind the quay wall for all the analyses.
Deferential settlements between the quay wall and the apron are also visible. The major failure
pattern is tilting and rotation of the quay wall toward the seaside which is consistent with the
actual failure mode of quay wall movement in literature.

G=20 MPa

G=35 MPa

G=50 MPa

Figure 15. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various shear moduli of backfill soil

4.3. Influence of friction angle of backfill soil

Figure 16(a) shows the calculated lateral deformation of quay wall’s head for three different
values of backfill soil friction angle (ϕ =25 , 30 and 35  degree). As may be expected, the
higher the friction angle, the less the accumulated permanent deformation. The same trend as
horizontal displacement is observed for the vertical displacement of quay wall’s head. Both
horizontal and vertical displacements generally increase with decreasing the friction angle of
backfill soil.

Figures 16(c) and (d) show the time histories of excess pore water pressure ratio at the far field
and the area behind quay wall, respectively. It is seen that the excess pore water pressure ratio
at the far field reaches its maximum value (ru=1) at around 2 s. At this time, liquefaction occurs.
But for the region behind quay wall, liquefaction does not occur because the volume of backfill
soil near the wall tends to increase during the outward movement of the wall. As previous
results, Figure 17 demonstrates that the failure mode is rotation and the wall tends to rotate
at the bottom.
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Figure 16. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, (c) ex‐
cess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
friction angles of backfill soil
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Figure 17. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various friction angles of backfill soil

4.4. Influence of maximum amplitude of seismic loading

Three different maximum amplitudes are selected for the input excitation applied to the base
of the model (amax =0.15g , 0.2g and .25g) to consider the effect of input excitation intensity.
All  other  parameters  are  the  same for  all  the  analyses.  Figures  18(a)  and (b)  show the
horizontal and vertical displacements time histories at the top of quay wall subjected to
seismic  loading  with  different  maximum  amplitudes.  As  expected,  by  increasing  the
maximum amplitude of seismic loading, the deformation of quay wall increases, both laterally
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Figures 14(c) and (d) show the excess pore water pressure ratio time histories for the far field
location and the area behind quay wall. The Figure 14(d) exhibits a significant increase in pore
pressure which leads to liquefaction (ru=1) for three types of backfill soil. But for the soil behind
quay wall and adjacent to it, at first, the excess pore water pressure ratio increases quickly and
after 4 seconds, the excess pore water pressure is dissipated rapidly and consequently, ru

decreases with time. This can be pertained to the quay wall movement during seismic loading
which influences the excess pore water pressure. In addition, significant reduction is observed
after 4.5 s for ru at behind quay wall.

In Figure 15, lateral spreading is clearly obvious behind the quay wall for all the analyses.
Deferential settlements between the quay wall and the apron are also visible. The major failure
pattern is tilting and rotation of the quay wall toward the seaside which is consistent with the
actual failure mode of quay wall movement in literature.

G=20 MPa

G=35 MPa

G=50 MPa

Figure 15. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various shear moduli of backfill soil

4.3. Influence of friction angle of backfill soil

Figure 16(a) shows the calculated lateral deformation of quay wall’s head for three different
values of backfill soil friction angle (ϕ =25 , 30 and 35  degree). As may be expected, the
higher the friction angle, the less the accumulated permanent deformation. The same trend as
horizontal displacement is observed for the vertical displacement of quay wall’s head. Both
horizontal and vertical displacements generally increase with decreasing the friction angle of
backfill soil.

Figures 16(c) and (d) show the time histories of excess pore water pressure ratio at the far field
and the area behind quay wall, respectively. It is seen that the excess pore water pressure ratio
at the far field reaches its maximum value (ru=1) at around 2 s. At this time, liquefaction occurs.
But for the region behind quay wall, liquefaction does not occur because the volume of backfill
soil near the wall tends to increase during the outward movement of the wall. As previous
results, Figure 17 demonstrates that the failure mode is rotation and the wall tends to rotate
at the bottom.
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Figure 16. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, (c) ex‐
cess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
friction angles of backfill soil
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Figure 17. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various friction angles of backfill soil

4.4. Influence of maximum amplitude of seismic loading

Three different maximum amplitudes are selected for the input excitation applied to the base
of the model (amax =0.15g , 0.2g and .25g) to consider the effect of input excitation intensity.
All  other  parameters  are  the  same for  all  the  analyses.  Figures  18(a)  and (b)  show the
horizontal and vertical displacements time histories at the top of quay wall subjected to
seismic  loading  with  different  maximum  amplitudes.  As  expected,  by  increasing  the
maximum amplitude of seismic loading, the deformation of quay wall increases, both laterally
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and vertically. It is noticed that the values of displacements are much more than the allowable
values recommended by PIANC (2001). It means that in such cases, the quay wall complete‐
ly fails during loading.

Figures 18(c) and (d) depict ru time histories at the far field and the area behind quay wall.
As it is seen, the backfill soil liquefy at far field for all the maximum amplitude but at first
liquefaction occurs for amax=0.25g. For the area behind quay wall, ru is less than 0.85 during
seismic  loading.  Therefore,  it  can  be  concluded that  liquefaction  does  not  occur  nearby
(behind) the quay wall. The difference in pore pressure build up pattern between the far
(free) field and near-wall field is mainly due to the fact that near the wall, soil experiences
significant  compression and extension alternatively  during shaking (due to  wall  oscilla‐
tion). In the free field, soil mainly experiences shear during shaking, allowing for high ru and
leading eventually to liquefaction.

Figure 19 indicates translation and rotation (rocking) of the quay wall. Lateral spreading and
ground failure behind the quay wall are clearly observed. As may be expected, more ground
surface settlement is noticed in the backfill near the wall than at the far field. A large tilting of
the wall to the seaward is obviously observed.
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Figure 18. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, (c) ex‐
cess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
maximum amplitudes of the seismic loading
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Figure 19. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various maximum amplitudes of the seismic loading

4.5. Influence of frequency of seismic loading

Figures 20(a) and (b) indicate the horizontal and vertical displacements time histories of the
quay wall’s head during seismic loading. As may be expected, by increasing the frequency
of seismic loading, the displacements increase excessively and the quay wall system entirely
fails. The values of displacements are so much higher than allowable values proposed by
PIANC (2001).
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Figure 20. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, and (c)
excess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
frequencies of the seismic loading
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and vertically. It is noticed that the values of displacements are much more than the allowable
values recommended by PIANC (2001). It means that in such cases, the quay wall complete‐
ly fails during loading.

Figures 18(c) and (d) depict ru time histories at the far field and the area behind quay wall.
As it is seen, the backfill soil liquefy at far field for all the maximum amplitude but at first
liquefaction occurs for amax=0.25g. For the area behind quay wall, ru is less than 0.85 during
seismic  loading.  Therefore,  it  can  be  concluded that  liquefaction  does  not  occur  nearby
(behind) the quay wall. The difference in pore pressure build up pattern between the far
(free) field and near-wall field is mainly due to the fact that near the wall, soil experiences
significant  compression and extension alternatively  during shaking (due to  wall  oscilla‐
tion). In the free field, soil mainly experiences shear during shaking, allowing for high ru and
leading eventually to liquefaction.

Figure 19 indicates translation and rotation (rocking) of the quay wall. Lateral spreading and
ground failure behind the quay wall are clearly observed. As may be expected, more ground
surface settlement is noticed in the backfill near the wall than at the far field. A large tilting of
the wall to the seaward is obviously observed.
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Figure 18. Computed values of: (a) horizontal deformation, and (b) vertical deformation of quay wall’s head, (c) ex‐
cess pore water pressure ratio at far field, and (d) excess pore water pressure ratio behind the quay wall for various
maximum amplitudes of the seismic loading
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Figure 19. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various maximum amplitudes of the seismic loading

4.5. Influence of frequency of seismic loading

Figures 20(a) and (b) indicate the horizontal and vertical displacements time histories of the
quay wall’s head during seismic loading. As may be expected, by increasing the frequency
of seismic loading, the displacements increase excessively and the quay wall system entirely
fails. The values of displacements are so much higher than allowable values proposed by
PIANC (2001).
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As pervious, liquefaction occurs at the far field which is not affected by the quay wall move‐
ment (Figure 20(c)) but for the area behind quay wall, liquefaction does not occur due to
seaward movement of the quay wall (Figure 20(c)). As it is clear in Figure 20(d) that the excess
pore pressure ratio increases till 4 seconds but after that dissipation is observed for all
frequencies. The rate of dissipation for frequency of 6 Hz is higher than the others. Figure 21
depicts the deformed shape of quay wall system after seismic loading. As it is seen, the lateral
spreading behind quay wall completely observed for all frequencies but it is much more severe
for F=6 Hz which the quay wall has been failed entirely and the area behind quay wall has
subsided excessively. The failure mode of the quay wall is translation and rotation. When the
frequency of seismic loading increases, the quay wall rotates more.

F=1.5 Hz

F=3 Hz

F=6 Hz

Figure 21. Deformed shape of the quay wall system for various frequencies of the seismic loading

5. Conclusions

In this study, 2D nonlinear effective stress dynamic analyses have been carried out to inves‐
tigate the seismic behavior of gravity-type quay walls. A reference model has been constructed
and then subjected to seismic loading. The Finn and Byrne model has been adopted with some
slightly modifications which take into account the pore water pressure generation and
liquefaction process under dynamic loading. The numerical model has been validated by
simulating 1g shaking table test. It is shown that the obtained numerical results agree reason‐
ably with actual observation in the shaking table test. The seismic response of the gravity wall
itself has well captured by the numerical analyses with satisfactory predictions of acceleration,
displacement, total pressure and pore water pressure time histories. Additional computational
parametric studies have been conducted by varying backfill soil relative density, shear
modulus, friction angle and maximum amplitude and frequency of input excitation to study
the extent of liquefaction and deformation mechanism of quay wall system. It is concluded
that soil properties and input motion characteristics are among the most influential factors in
dictating seismic performance of the quay wall system. The results show that the backfill in
the soil-wall interaction zone and the foundation soils beneath the quay wall experiences less
excess pore water pressure even liquefaction occurs in the far field during shaking. The
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alternative pumping and suction process in excess pore water pressure which are caused by
wall’s vibrations increase the level of damage because large amounts of backfill are forcedly
leaked into the sea. The lack of backfill liquefaction near the wall is attributed to the lateral
displacement of the wall. In the other words, excess pore water pressure does not attain 100%
liquefaction behind the quay wall contrary to the far field. The current study states that the
numerical simulation incorporated with the special numerical techniques is capable of
modeling the seismic response of gravity-type quay walls.
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1. Introduction

Along its history, Venezuela has been severely affected by destructive earthquakes [1].
Approximately 80% of the population lives in seismically active areas, where have occurred
destructive earthquakes even in recent times [2]; The seismic hazard, inadequate design and
construction of buildings as well as the damage occurred from previous earthquakes, dem‐
onstrate a high vulnerability in existing buildings. Then it is essential to continuously make
progress and research in the field of earthquake engineering and upgrade the seismic design
codes. Seismic upgrade requires the evaluation or predictions of the expected damage to
structures at the time of an earthquake of a certain severity occur. From this prediction it can
be defined solutions for the reduction of structural vulnerability [3].

The damage occurred in buildings after an earthquake indicates the need for reliable meth‐
odologies for the evaluation of seismic behavior of the existing buildings. According to current
technical and scientific advances, seismic evaluation of reinforced concrete (RC) structures can
be done by two different approaches: empirical methods and mechanical methods [4]. The
current tendency of earthquake engineering in the evaluation of structural behavior is the
application of simplified mechanical methods based on performance, involving the capacity
spectrum [5], because there are developed refined models and detailed analysis.

This study used a mechanical method that involves non-linear analysis with deterministic and
probabilistic approaches, as well as procedures of analysis based on Limits States defined by
displacements [6], in order to evaluate the behavior of a low rise RC building with plan
irregularity, designed according to Venezuelan codes [7]-[9] and subjected to seismic action
effect. Through the use of mathematical models and computational tools, seismic behavior of
the building is obtained in a suitable way. Among these tools any procedure was chosen: the
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quadrants method, which leads to the rapid assessment of the seismic capacity of a structure
through its non-linear response [10]. Results of the research shown that the current design of
this kind of structures is not safe when they are under the maximum seismic actions prescribed
by codes, then it is necessary to review the design procedures in order to find more realistic
designs that fulfill the goals of the performance-based design.

2. Case studied

A two story RC framed building was studied, (Figure 1a), which contains internal staircase
and 220 m2 total plan area. This structure represents a common typology used for residential
buildings in Venezuela, for prone seismic zones. The structure was designed and detailed for
a high ductility value (response reduction factor of 6).

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Low rise RC building(a) 3D view (b) Plan view
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The building was modeled according its original design, called original building (OB), with
plan asymmetry (Figure 1b) and one way 25 cm depth slabs in X direction. A second model
was designed adjusted to seismic performance requirements formulated by Herrera et al.
[12], called resizing building (RB), which presents equal geometrics and mechanics character‐
istics than OB model, but considering the "strong column-weak beam" condition. It was also
used the displacement-based seismic design procedure of Priestley et al. [13] in order to de‐
sign of a third model, called displacement-based design building (DBDB). These three models
differ only in the dimensions of its structural elements (Table 1).

Building Axis X beams (cm) Axis Z beams (cm)
First level

columns (cm)

Second level

columns (cm)

OB 20x35 20x35 20x30 20x30

RB 20x45 20x35 30x30 30x30

DBDB 20x40 20x40 35x35 30x30

Table 1. Geometric characteristics of elements from each modeled building

3. Assessment method

The Quadrants Method is based on the results of the non-linear static analysis (Pushover
analysis). This analysis results are plotted in a displacement vs. base shear format, this generate
the capacity curve which represents the overall capacity of the whole structure against lateral
forces. In order to evaluate the capacity curve two of the main structural parameters are taken
into account. The first one is the design elastic shear, obtained from the elastic analysis of the
structure using the elastic design spectrum. The second parameter is the threshold that defines
the Repairable Limit State, obtained from [14] for RC framed buildings with similar charac‐
teristics to the studied ones. The thresholds have been computed from characteristic values of
three levels of damage proposed in [15] and are showed in Table 2. Both values are used to
define two axes over the capacity curve, the elastic base shear defines an horizontal axis and
the damage threshold defines a vertical axis, then Capacity Curve is divided in four spaces or
quadrants, see Figure 2.

Limit State Damage type Seismic hazard Probability event Inter-storey drift in

(%)

Service Non-structural Frequent 50% in 50 years 0,2<δ<0,5

Damage control Moderate structural Occasional 10% in 50 years 0,5<δ<1,5

Collapse prevention Severe structural Rare 2% in 50 years 1,5<δ<3,0

Table 2. Inter-storey drifts adopted for the damage thresholds determination
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The performance point is a common procedure accepted among the scientific community to
evaluate the seismic performance of a structure under a specific demand. It is usually obtained
from the idealized shape of the Capacity Curve as is shown in the Figure 2 [16]. The Quadrants
Method also uses this parameter in order to define the roof displacement of the case studied,
defined according to the N2 method [5]. If the performance point is under the axis defined by
the elastic base shear (Quadrants III or IV), the design does not meet the basic objective of the
seismic design because the building does not have enough lateral strength. If the performance
point is on the right side of the vertical axis (Quadrant I) means that the building has adequate
stiffness, otherwise (Quadrant II) it means that the stiffness is very low and the displacements
can be longer than the displacements that can produce advanced structural damage, techni‐
cally or economically irreparable. These lateral displacements are usually computed from the
dynamic response of the structure submitted to a strong motion with a return period of 475
years, or an occurrence probability of 10% in 50 years [17].
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Figure 2. Capacity curve and the axis that define the Quadrants Method

The Quadrants Method can provide an objective criterion in order to upgrade the seismic
capacity of a structure. If the performance point is on the Quadrant I, the structure has enough
lateral strength and stiffness, so does not need to be reinforced. If the structure is on the
Quadrant II, it is necessary to provide additional stiffness by using conventional procedures
like RC or steel jacketing. If the performance point is on Quadrant III, the structure requires a
more radical intervention, adding stiffness and lateral strength. In this case it is possible to
combine some traditional reinforcement techniques with new ones like FRP jacketing. In this
case the columns are the subject of the main intervention. Finally, if the performance point is
on the Quadrant IV, the structure does not has enough lateral strength and then the reinforce‐
ment technique must be FRP jacketing.
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4. Nonlinear analysis

The structures are modeled by incorporating the structural response when it incurs in the
material and geometrical non-linear range, produced by high deformations caused by
accidental excitations (earthquakes) [11]. The analyses were performed using ZEUS-NL
software [18], which allows to model complex structures with "n" number of finite elements,
thus to know the elements in the building which are most vulnerable to damage. Each building
is modeled in two dimensions, spitting each frame to get a more detailed response for the
seismic behavior of each frame; a 3D dynamic analysis was applied to the ER model.

The static Pushover analysis is performed once the frames have been subjected to action of
gravity loads, based on the pseudo-static application of lateral forces equivalent to displace‐
ments of seismic action [5]. The pattern of lateral seismic loads consist in increasing loads with
height (triangular distribution) applied in a monotonic way until the structure reaches its
maximum capacity [20].

This procedure applies a solution of equilibrium equations in an incremental iterative process
form. In small increments of linear loads, equilibrium is expressed as:

t x tK R FD + = D (1)

Where Kt is the tangent stiffness matrix, Rt is the restorative forces at the beginning of the
increased load. These restorative forces are calculated from:

Rt=Σ Kt, KΔu (2)

While this procedure is applied, the strength of the structure is evaluated from it is balance
internal conditions, updating at each step the tangent stiffness matrix. Unbalanced loads are
applied again until it can satisfy a convergence criterion. Then, a new load increase is applied.
The increases are applied until a predetermined displacement is reached or until the solution
diverges.

From the capacity curve provided in this analysis, it is determined the structural ductility (μ)
by the quotient between the ultimate displacement and cadence point displacement, as shown
in the following expression:

u yμ=Δ /Δ (3)

Where ∆u is Ultimate displacement and ∆y is the global yield displacement. Both values are
computed from the idealized capacity curve of the structure.

By the other hand, the dynamic analysis is an analysis method that can be used to estimate
structural capacity under seismic loads. It provides continuous response of the structural
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system from elastic range until it reaches collapse. In this method the structure is subjected to
one or more seismic records scaled to intensity levels that increase progressively. The maxi‐
mum values of response are plotted against the intensity of seismic signal [21-22]. The
procedure to perform the dynamic analysis from the seismic signal is:

• To define a seismic signal compatible with the design scenario;

• To define the scaled earthquake intensity a monotonic way;

• To define the extent of damage or damage Limit States;

• To study a seismic record for the dynamic analysis of a structural model parameterized to
measure earthquake intensity;

The non-linear dynamic analyses provide a set of curves which are a graphical representation
of the evolution of the drifts respect time. Results let to compute the damage lumped in specific
elements of the structure, but these results are beyond the objective of this Chapter.

Analysis earthquake Limit State Return period

(years)

Occurrence probability

in 50 years

Interstorey drift δ (%)

Frequent Serviceability 95 50 % δ < 0,5

Rare Reparable damage 475 10 % δ < 1,5

Very Rare Collapse

Prevention

2475 2 % δ < 3,0

Table 3. Limit States and seismic hazard level

For the dynamic analysis the structures were subjected to seismic action (see Table 2) defined
by accelerograms built on the basis of a likely value of maximum acceleration of the soil and
the hazard level associated with the location of the structure and other seismic characteristic
design parameters [16]. These accelerograms called "synthetic accelerograms" are generated
through the implementation of a set of earthquakes with wide frequency content, using the
PACED program [17], based on the Venezuelan code’s elastic design spectrum. For the
dynamic analyses of the three buildings (OB, RB, DBDB), it were used 3 synthetic accelero‐
grams with duration of 60sec.

Non-linear dynamic analysis was applied to all buildings in order to verify if the performance
evaluated by the Quadrants Method is reliable in order to evaluate the fulfilment of the
thresholds defined in the precedent section. For this purpose they has been computed three
synthetic elastic design spectrum-compatible accelerograms by means of the PACED program
[23]. In Figure 3 are shown the Venezuelan rigid-soil elastic design spectrum with the response
spectra obtained from the synthetic accelerograms.
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Figure 3. Elastic response spectra from elastic design spectrum-compatible accelerograms

These three earthquakes were applied to all frames from the three buildings evaluated, in order
to obtain maximum displacement that can be reached by each one. In the software used [18],
it was required the implementation of dynamic loads in direction X and the assignation of a
control node located in the gravity center of the roof level.

The 3D non-linear dynamic analysis is based on the procedure explained in [20]. The RB
building is analyzed, defining its geometry, materials and sections, serviceability loads in Y
direction in all beams-columns joints, and dynamic loads on outer nodes with directions and
combinations shown in Table 4. One direction ribbed slabs were modeled as rigid diaphragms
in its plane by using additional elements with no flexural capacity (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Rigid diaphragms in 3D RB framed building
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Once built the model, there were applied all the accelerograms with the combinations shown
in Table 3, for the interstorey drifts and maximum torsional moments on supports. These
combinations are based on the Venezuelan seismic code [7] and following established by [24]
about the seismic response of asymmetric structural systems in the inelastic range.

Nº Seismic combination

1 100 % (X)

2 100 % (Z)

3 100% (X) y 30% (Z)

4 100% (Z) y 30% (X)

Table 4. Applied seismic combinations.

5. Results

From classic elastic analysis, the verification of interstorey drifts of the OB building, shows
that they exceed the limit established in [7], while in the RB model it was obtained that it meets
the code’s parameters, which limits the inter storey drift to 0,018. By the other hand, in the
DBDB building were not performed drifts verifications, since it was designed based on the
method performed in [13], where the generated seismic forces are originally limited to not
exceed the limit value of drift specified in the applied code.
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Figure 5. Normalized and idealized capacity curves. Frame C. OB building
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To determine the values of structural ductility it was necessary to plot the idealized curve in
function of the capacity curve obtained from non-linear pseudo-static analysis (pushover
analysis), in order to know the point at which the structure begins to yield. Figure 5 shows
an example of the normalized capacity curve with the idealized (bi-linear) curve of Frame C
of OB. Structural ductility for each evaluated building values are presented in Table 5. From
this Table it is evident that the original building, designed according to current Venezuelan
codes has ductility values lower than the redesigned and the displacement-based buildings.

Structural Ductility

Frame
Building

EO ER DBDB

A 5,56 5,52 4,77

B 2,22 6,04 5,38

C 2,17 4,69 5,25

D 2,21 5,54 5,59

E 2,23 7,07 6,06

1 2,66 5,29 6,69

2 2,20 4,17 5,92

3 2,83 5,95 6,24

Table 5. Structural ductility results

From the obtained capacity curves there were computed the Performance point (Pp) of every
frame of each evaluated building. Table 5 presents the values of Pp of all the frames of
evaluated buildings. Figure 6 shows the determination of the Pp of Frame C from OB building
using the N2 procedure proposed by Fajfar [5].

FRAME Pp (cm)

EO ER DBDB

A 5,94 2,42 2,52

B 13,89 9,47 7,43

C 15,22 9,50 9,38

D 14,01 9,50 7,57

E 13,45 9,55 6,60

1 12,62 9,35 6,07

2 15,74 11,48 9,29

3 10,92 7,57 4,23

Table 6. Performance points (Pp) of studied buildings frames
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From dynamic analyses, there were determined global and interstorey drifts of each frame
from all three models studied. Both types of drifts were calculated on the basis of the appli‐
cation of synthetic accelerograms with different intensities, representing the lateral forces
applied to frames in order to generate their respective maximum displacements. Figures 7 to
9 show the evolution of the global (∆/H) drifts expressed as a percentage, respect to time (sec)
of the frame C from OB, RB and DBDB models for a peak ground acceleration of 0,3 g,
respectively.
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Figures 10 to 12 show the results for interstorey drifts of frame C from OB, RB and DBDB
buildings, taking into account the R1_3 earthquake with duration of 60 seconds. Similarly,
interstorey drifts for applied earthquakes, R1, R2 and R3 with its three intensities, were
obtained. It were verified for each Limit State considered in this study. Table 6 reflects the
values of interstorey drifts of buildings in study for earthquake R1, taking into account the
three levels of hazard, 0,5%, 1,5% and 3%, for the Limits States considered.
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Figures 10 to 12 show the results for interstorey drifts of frame C from OB, RB and DBDB
buildings, taking into account the R1_3 earthquake with duration of 60 seconds. Similarly,
interstorey drifts for applied earthquakes, R1, R2 and R3 with its three intensities, were
obtained. It were verified for each Limit State considered in this study. Table 6 reflects the
values of interstorey drifts of buildings in study for earthquake R1, taking into account the
three levels of hazard, 0,5%, 1,5% and 3%, for the Limits States considered.
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3D Nonlinear dynamic analysis

Interstorey drifts in frames of RB, were obtained by applying the R1_3 earthquake for the
combinations 1 and 2 (Table 7). According to results obtained, interstorey drifts in 2D and 3D
modeled buildings differ greatly from each other, for this reason it is important to take into
account the 3D analysis in order to evaluate the drifts of buildings, because irregularities can
produce lateral displacements that does not match with the obtained in 2D analysis.
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In the 2D model greater drifts were obtained, while in 3D model the drifts were reduced by
the contribution of the diaphragms. Also it were determined the maximum torsional moments
in each column before the implementation of R1_3 earthquake in all supports for the four
combinations described in Table 8. In Figure 13 have been plotting torsional moments in
function of time for the four combinations, where nodes appointed by n111 until the n513 are
corresponding to supports, while Figure 14 shows the maximum torsional moment range for
each column from three-dimensional analysis. It is evident that for the accelerograms used,
the maximum torsional moments occurs in the extreme columns and in the columns located
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Figure 12. Interstorey drifts. R1_3 earthquake. Frame C. DBDB building

FRAME LIMITS STATES

OB RB DBDB

SLS RDLS PCLS SLS RDLS PCLS SLS RDLS PCLS

A - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

B - - - OK OK OK OK OK OK

C - - - OK OK OK OK OK OK

D - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

E - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

1 - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

2 - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

3 - - - - OK OK OK OK OK

SLS: Serviceability Limit State, RDLS Reparable damage Limit State, PCLS: Prevention of Collapse Limit State; -: No meet
the norm,+: Checks the Venezuelan seismic code

Table 7. Interstorey drifts verification. R1 earthquake. OB, RB and DBDB building
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in the intersection of the structure. This is an important feature that confirms the negative effect
of the irregularity combined with the seismic action. The torsional moments for the other
seismic combinations used in this study were obtained using the same procedure.

Seismic combination Node-column

Description

Max. Torsional

Moment. (Nxm)

1 Corner column. n513 64225

2 Corner column. n512 76000

3 Corner column. n513 41000

4 Corner column. n512 65000

Table 8. Maximum torsional moments for seismic combinations.
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Figure 14. Torsional moments for earthquake 100% (X). Plant detail.

6. Conclusions

In order to know the seismic response of the studied building it were used analytical methods
considering the seismic hazard level and structural regularity criteria. The elastic analysis
applied to the OB building identified elastic displacements greater than maximum value of
interstorey allowed by Venezuelan seismic code. From the resizing model RB it was obtained
interstorey drifts that satisfied the maximum value established in the code. Thus, the sections
of the structural elements of OB are insufficient to properly control the damage caused by
seismic forces.

From dynamic analysis there were computed the global and interstorey drifts for all three
evaluated models determining the dynamic response of these structures and controlling the
damage level reached in them. With the global drifts, it was evaluated the threshold of the
collapse Limit State, which corresponds to the maximum value of 2.5%. RB and DBDB
buildings reached drifts values below this limit, proving good seismic performance on both
buildings; OB presented drifts values which exceeded this limit. In the verification of inter‐
storey drifts it was generally noted that interstorey drifts of OB building were longer than the
considered by hazard levels, while the two resized buildings reached values within the
thresholds established for each Limit State.

Three-dimensional dynamic analysis applied to RB building allowed determine that inter‐
storey drifts values were under the threshold of the Limit States considered. On the other hand,
in order to know the maximum torsional moments for each column in this model, there were
applied four seismic combinations where it was noted that there was greater torsion in the case
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buildings; OB presented drifts values which exceeded this limit. In the verification of inter‐
storey drifts it was generally noted that interstorey drifts of OB building were longer than the
considered by hazard levels, while the two resized buildings reached values within the
thresholds established for each Limit State.

Three-dimensional dynamic analysis applied to RB building allowed determine that inter‐
storey drifts values were under the threshold of the Limit States considered. On the other hand,
in order to know the maximum torsional moments for each column in this model, there were
applied four seismic combinations where it was noted that there was greater torsion in the case
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of the component of the earthquake in Z-direction. Based on these results it was demonstrated
the structural asymmetry of the assessed building since the center of mass does not coincide
with the center of rigidity, determining that the greatest torsional moments are on outer
columns and inner corners.

Interstorey drifts of RB building obtained from 2D and 3D nonlinear dynamic analysis, it was
noted that 2D model provided greater drifts values than the 3D model drifts. This is a logical
and expected result since the 3D dynamic analysis considers the rigid diaphragm, which
introduces restrictions to the number of degrees of freedom in the structure.

Inelastic static analysis is more reliable than linear methods in the prediction of the parameters
of response of buildings, although this method has no response on the effects of higher modes
of vibration. A more reliable and sophisticated method is the 2D no linear dynamic analysis,
where it can be better determined the likely behavior of the building in response to the
earthquake. However, the uncertainties associated with the definition of accelerograms used
in these analysis and properties of coplanar structural models can be reduced with the
implementation of the dynamic 3D analysis because there are considered factors associated
with structural redundancy and are used more actual values in terms of rigidity of resistant
structural lines.

The Quadrants Method presented in this paper is suitable for rapid and reliable evaluation of
structures, with a low calculation effort. The cases studied demonstrated that the method can
provide a reliable criterion to predict if any structure would have an inadequate seismic
performance based on the results of static non-linear analysis. Results obtained from dynamic
non-linear analysis confirmed the results obtained from the application of the Quadrants
Method.

Despite the plan irregularity of the studied building, the Quadrants Method was suitably in
order to predict that its lateral stiffness was not enough. Dynamics analysis confirmed this
feature, then the cross sections of this building was resizing and details of the confinement
were improved in order to meet the regulations of the current version of the Venezuelan
seismic code. The seismic performance of the new designed building was tested with the
Quadrants Method and dynamic analysis, showing that the resizing structure met all the Limit
States used in this research.
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